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OCTOBER 2005 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FQRMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
March 24, 2006 

BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
underground storage tank (usn and one virgin PCE UST in April 1985 from their site 
located in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawings 1 and 2). The location of the former 
waste PCE UST was designated as a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the 
North carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste 
Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October 
11, 1990. The AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and 
vertical extent of groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and 
seven phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent 
of PCEwimpacted groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was 
installed to remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation 

·system (RS~l) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property 
and encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 
2001 a second remediation system (RSw2) was installed to the north of RSw1 to address 
groundwater impact associated with an unidentified source. 

This rer>ort documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and SVE effluent air 
and groundwater quality trends. · 

2 REMEDlALACTIVITIES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RSw1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed 
to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, 
constructed of stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capabfe of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 
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The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The 
central hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air 
from the vadose, zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and%
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2·inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen. 
Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization, 
air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From July 27, 2006 through October 19, 2005, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal 
operation with no system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and 
maintenance activities are conducted monthly to optimize remediation system 
performance. Additionally, the effluent discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is 
measured monthly using an anemometer. 

On October 19, 2005, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 
(SVE 1) was approximately ·670 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the 
SVE blower discharge from RS-2. (SVE 2) was approximately 485 CFM with a 
temperature of approximately 32 degrees Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of 
mercury. 
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3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the 
PCE content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The 
analytical results for the groundwater samples collected in October 2005 are presented 
below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3.1.1 Genera_! 

MSE performed the October 2005 groundwater- sampling event to monitor the 
effectiveness of the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The 

: effectiveness of the remediation systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater 
monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-

. 12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-15s, OW-li and OW-2i. However, for this monitoring event, 
MSE representatives collected groundwater samples from all the on-site and off-site 
monitoring wells, except MW-1 and RW-1. The wells were sampled to determine the 
current groundwater conditions both on and off the site. 

3.1.2 Groundwater Flow . 

Groundwater elevations were measured from all groundwater monitoring wells except 
MW-1 and RW-1. The data collected is summarized on Table 1. Using this data, MSE has 
prepared groundwater contour maps for the shallow and intermediate aquifer horizons 
(Drawings 4 and 5). Drawing 6 shows the water table elevations of the wells completed 
in the fractured bedrock zone. This zone was not contoured because the wells are 
completed within different water bearing fracture sets. 

Drawing 4 depid:S groundwater flow at the water table. The influence of the two SVE 
systems can be seen with the mounding of the water table beneath the building and at 
monitoring well nests MW-5 and MW-6. Overall, the groundwater is flowing toward the 
southeast, to the Swannanoa River at a gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot. 
Within the intermediate zone, the groundwater flows in the same direction, at the same 
gradient. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the 
site Sampling and Analysis Plan and the samples were transported under chain-of
custody to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Wilmington, North carolina 
and analyzed 'for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 Method 

-82608. Samples collected from monitoring wells MW-22 and MW-23, located adjacent to 
the debris pile, were also analyzed for the presence of priority pollutant metals and 
semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) according the SW-846 Method 8270. 
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Laboratory analyticai results and chain-of-custody records for ·the October . 20,05 
groundwater sampling event are indudec:I as Appencjix A and summarized in Drawings 7 
through 10 and Table 2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed 
above are Included as Table 3. Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness 
monitoring weus·are induded'in Appendix B'. 

The DWM HazardousWaste Section (HWS) usesthe North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCs. Samples 
collected from wells MW~22 and MW-23, adjacent to the debris pile, contained 
detectable concentrations of antimony. A NCGWQS has not been established for this 
metal. No voes were detected at 't6ncentrations at or above the laboratory practical 
quantitation limit (PQL). Two SVOCs were detected in each well, including bis(2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate and phenol. 

The primary constituents of concern pr~ent in grour:idwater indude PCE and its 
biodegradatiQn products of trichloroethene (TCE)1 cis~ 1,2-dichloroethene (cis-112·DCE), 
and trans-1,2-DCE; Of these · compound$, only· PCE and TCE are present at 
concentrations e><ceeding their respective NCGWQS. 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps· for the PCE in the shallow, 
intermediate, and deep aquifers (Drawings 7, _8, anc:l 9). The extent of PCEimpact above 
NCGWQ$ extends from the AO&F facility to the Swannanoa River and widens. out with 
depth within the fractured bedrotk unit. · 

MSE also prepared an isoconcentration map showing the· distribution of TCE in. the 
intermediate. zone; where most of the NCGWQS exceedences occur. The downgradierit 
extent of TCE impacted groundwater is· similar fo the PCE bµt more limited laterally. 
This can be expected since this compound· ls present due to the biodegradation of the 
PCE. 

Pct: was detected in 22 of the 39 samples collected at concentrations at or above the 
NCGWQS of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). Concentrations range from 283 µg/L (MW:· 
6s) to 0.89 µg/L (MW-25). TCE was present in 9 samples at.concentrations a.bove the 
NCGWQS of 2.8 µg/L The TCE concentrations ranged from 16,S µg/L (MW-65) to S.42 
µg/L (MW-141). Cis-1;2-DCE was not present ih any of the wells at a concentration 
exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. 

Of note during this· sampling event was the presence of PCE in upgradient wells MW~2s 
and MW-2i. Concentrations of PCE ranged .from 0.89 µg/l (MW-2s) to 1.37 µg/L (MW-
2i), exceeding the NCGWQS of0.'7 µg/L. These wells should be resampled in April 2006 
to confirm the presence of the PCE. · 

During this sampling event, petroleurn-fuel~related compounds were detected in samples 
at >various locations bo1;h on and off the site. Some of these compounds· were also 
detected in one of the laboratory method blanks at ·similar concentrations. The analytical 
results detailing the concentrations of these petroleum-fuel-related compounds are 
summarized on Table 2. .None of the samples contained concentrations of these 
compounds exceeding NCGWQSs, where established. 
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· 3.2 Air Sampling 

Previously, air sampling was conducted on a monthly basis. However, since removal 
rates have stabilized, air samples are now being collected on an annual basis. Historical 
air sample analytical results are summarized on Tables 4 to 6. 

4 GROUNDWATER QUALITY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but nine of the groundwater monitoring wells that 
were also sampled in October 2004, when the last large scale sampling event was 
conducted. PCE concentrations increased in four of these monitoring wells over the 
same period. TCE concentrations remained very similar to concentrations observed in 
the October 2004 event. 

PCE was detected in upgradient wells MW-2s and MW-2i at concentrations above the 
NCGWQS. The wells will be resampled in April 2006 to confirm these results. 

TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are 
not favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products 
of carbon dioxide and water. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but nine of the groundwater monitoring wells that 
were also sampled in October 2004, when the last large scale sampling event was 
conducted. PCE concentrations increased in four of these monitoring wells over the 
same period. The largest concentration.increase was noted in well OW-2i (46 µg/L). The 
sharpest decrease was noted in well MW-3i (17 µg/L). PCE was detected in upgradient 
.wells MW-25 and MW-2i at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The wells will be 
' resampled in April 2006 to confirm these results. 

Implementation of the remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the 
·Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted 
groundwater.· RS-1 and RS-2 should continue to be operated to further reduce the 
concentrations of PCE and other voes located on the AD&F property. Continued 
reduction in source area contaminant concentrations is expected to reduce the 
horizontal and vertical migration of the contaminants of concern. MSE recommends that 
monthly operation and maintenance checks be continued to facilitate optimum system 
performance. In addition, quarterly air and groundwater sampling should be continued 
to monitor the performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems. 
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6 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions induded in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Sub'mitted, 

t,4ineral Springs Environmental, .P.C. 

Kathleen A. Roush, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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JANUARY 2006 SEMI-ANNUAL POST-CLOSURE CARE 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
April 15, 2006 

INTRODUCTION 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the January 2006 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation, the responsible party for the site. The semi
annual monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements 
from . 34 monitoring wells and two observation wells. Groundwater samples were 
collected from one hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and 
three monitoring wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically 
downgradient from the former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank 
(UST). Drawing 2 indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and 
other relevant site features. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subpart F and G. 

2 FIELD ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 26, 2006, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater ·samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s; MW-12s, MW-12i; and MW.,.13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were ·collected - from 34- monitoring wells and two 
observation wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were 
calculated.by subtracting.the depth to water.measurement from. thepr_e::determined top 

· of casing elevation (table 1). · · 

An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the shallow 
monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 3. As shown on Drawing 3, groundwater is I . · migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 

. - ...• - . .. . .approximately 0.019 foet:per foot. This ... fl.ow direction is consistent with pr.evious flow. 
-- ... · -·· · ·· ..... -... -· .. ~:directions .. calculater! for '..tf're·:shaltow: monitoring wells;· There is· a 'Stjght;decrease:::ip::::;;;:~;: ::::.~ .. :: -~~ :~;~. ::::,.-. · 

I ......... , ....... --.... ,, gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 

I 
1• 
I 

operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. The operation of the 
system has resulted in some slight mounding of groundwater in this area. 
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An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the 
intermediate depth monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 4. As shown on Drawing 4, 
groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic · 
gradient of approximately 0.019 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction 
observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater levels in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. MSE has contoured these 
values. However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures 
within the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data 
obtained. The groundwater elevatioff data indicates that groundwater is also flowing 
toward the southwest within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to. groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. A total of three well volumes 
were purged from each monitoring well prior to collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 26, 2006, groundwater samples were collected from the monitoring wells MW-
2s, MW-l2s,. MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-,labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories; Inc. 
(Paradigm) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82606 .. 

3 GROUNDWATER ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The laboratory analytical report .for the January 2006 groundwater-sampling. event is 
contained in the Appendix and summarized in Table 2. As summarized, no voes were 
detected in the sample--collected from MW-2s. PCE was detected in samples collected 
from MW-12s, MW· 12i, and MW-13s at concentrations of 41.5 micrograms per. liter . 
(µg/L), 17.5 µg/L, and 14.7 µg/L, respectively. These concentrations exceed the North 
Carolina Groundwater· Quality Standard (NCGWQS) for PCE of 0.7 µg/L. Several 
additional compounds were detected at low concentrations which are nottypical of this 
site. These compounds Wili be reviewed·auring the next sampling· event · . . . .. . . 

Trichloroethene (TCE} was . not detected in any of the samples at a concentration 
exceeding the NCGWQS of 2.8 µg/L. TCE was present in the sample collected from well 
MW-12i (1.17 µg/L). Cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) was detected in samples collected· 

• 

• 

from. MW'."12s (3.2. µg/L), MW:12i .(4.312 µg/L), and MW-J3s (2 •. 41 µg/l) a.t . -····-. 
·.•·-"···--· .. :: .. ~::-7.·::'.~---~::: :~eert~e.11~r~~i.9.!1S.:.:·~~e_lo"!'~~·NCGW,QS .. ,·ef·.:?fJ_-µgfb····Historical ·9rou11dwgter .. ~.r.~µl.~::~r~::·::_· 0• • .,~:·::: •• ~:·:·:.·;::.-:· •• ··.·:~::;~:. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

summarized in Table 2. · · 
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JANUARY 2006 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
May 16, 2006 

1 BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
underground storage tank (UST) and one virgin PCE UST in April 1985 from their site 
located in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawings 1 and 2). The location of the former 
waste PCE UST was designated as a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste 
Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October 
11, 1990. The AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and 
vertical extent of groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and 
seven phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent 
of PCE-impacted groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was 
installed to remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation 
system (RS-1) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on. the AD&F property 
and encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 
2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address 
groundwater impact associated with an unidentified source. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and groundwater 
quality trends. 

2 REMEDIAL ACIIVITIES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed 
·to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, -· 
constructed of stainless steel screens with- galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capable of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 
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The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The 
ceritral hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air 
from the vadose zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and 3/4-
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2-inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen . 

. Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization 
air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From July 27, 2006 through October 19, 2005, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal 
operation with no system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and 
maintenance activities are conducted monthly to optimize · remediation system 
performance. Additionally, the effluent discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is 
measured monthly using an anemometer. 

On January 26, 2006, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 
(SVE 1) was approximately 670 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the 
SVE blower discharge from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 485 CFM with a 
temperature of approximately 32 degrees Centigraqe at approximately 3.5 inches of 
mercury. 
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3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the 
PCE content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The 
analytical results for the groundwater samples collected in January 2006 are presented 
below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3 .1.1 General 

MSE performed the January 2006 groundwater sampling event to monitor the 
effectiveness of the on-going -voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The 
effectiveness of the remediation systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater 
monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-
12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. 

3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater elevations were measured from all groundwater monitoring wells except 
MW-1 and RW-1. The data collected is summarized on Table 1. Using this data, MSE has 
prepared groundwater contour maps for the shallow and intermediate aquifer horizons 
(Drawings 4 and 5). Drawing 6 shows the water table elevations of the wells completed 
in the fractured bedrock zone. This zone was not contoured because the wells are 
completed within different water bearing fracture sets. 

Drawing 4 depicts groundwater flow at the water table. The influence of the two SVE 
systems can be seen with the mounding of the water table beneath the building and at 
monitoring well nests MW-5 and MW-6. Overall, the groundwater is flowing toward the 
southeast, to the Swannanoa River at a gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot. 
Within the intermediate zone, the groundwater flows in the same direction, at the same 
gradient. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the 
site Sampling and Analysis Plan and the samples were transported under chain-of
custody to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Wilmington, North Carolina 
and analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 Method 
82608. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the January 2006 
groundwater sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Drawings 7 
through 9 and Table 2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above 
are included as Table 3. Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness monitoring 
wells are included in Appendix B. 
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The DWM Hazardous Waste Section (HWS) uses the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCs. The primary 
constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of trichloroethene (TCE), cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-1,2-DCE). Of these 
compounds, only PCE and TCE are present at concentrations exceeding their respective 
NCGWQS. 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow and 
intermediate (Drawings 7 and 8). PCE was detected in 12 of the 14 samples collected at 
concentrations at or above the NCGWQS of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). 
Concentrations ranged from 377 µg/L (MW-6s) to 1.68 µg/L (MW-4s). TCE was present 
in 4 samples at concentrations above the NCGWQS of 2.8 µg/L. The TCE concentrations 
ranged from 11.7 µg/L (MW-lli) to 3.56J µg/L (OW-2i). Cis-1,2-DCE was not present in 
any of the wells at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. 

During this sampling event, petroleum-fuel-related compounds were detected in samples 
at various locations both on and off the site. Some of these compounds were also 
detected in one of the laboratory method blanks at similar concentrations. The analytical 
results detailing the concentrations of these petroleum-fuel-related compounds are 
summarized on Table 2. None of the samples contained concentrations of these 
compounds exceeding NCGWQSs, where established. 

4 GROUNDWATER QUALITY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations decreased or remained the same in 10 of the 14 of the groundwater 
monitoring wells that were also sampled as compared to the results for the same wells 
sampled in October 2005. PCE concentrations increased slightly in groundwater samples 
collected from monitoring wells MW-12s, MW-lli and MW-6s. TCE concentrations 
remained very similar to concentrations observed in the October 2005 event. 

TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are 
not favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products 
of carbon dioxide and water. 

5 CONICLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but three of the groundwater monitoring wells that 
were also sampled in October 2005. Increases in PCE concentrations detected in 
monitoring well MW-12s, MW-lli and MW-6s do not appear to be significant and will 
monitored during the next quarterly event. Implementation of the remediation systems 
meets the ultimate objective of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which is 
corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and RS-2 should continue to be 
operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes located on the 
AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant concentrations is 
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expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the contaminants of concern. 
MSE recommends that monthly operation and maintenance checks be continued to 
facilitate optimum system performance. In addition, quarterly groundwater sampling 
should be continued to monitor the performance and effectiveness of the remediation 
systems. 

6 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 
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SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

August 25, 2006 

Mr. Carl Utterback, 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: July 2006 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Mr. Utterback.: 

Attached are three copies of the July 2006 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care Groundwater 
Monitoring Report for the site referenced above. If you have any questions regarding 
the attached report or the site, please contact either of the undersigned at (919) 261-
8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

el.~ f!~auP 
Principal Geologist 

123/Ju!y. 06 Semi/kp 
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JULY 2006 SEMI-ANNUAL POST-CLOSURE CARE 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
August 25, 2006 

INTRODUCTION 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) ·has completed the July 2006 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation, the responsible party for the site. The semi
annual monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements 
from 34 monitoring wells and two observation wells. Groundwater samples were 
collected from one hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and 
three monitoring wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically 
downgradient from the former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank 
(UST). Drawing 2 indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and 
other relevant site features. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of. 40 CFR . 265, 
Subpart F and G . 

2 FIELD ACTIVITTES 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On July 25, 2006, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and two 
observation wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were 
calculated by subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top 
of casing elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the shallow 
monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 3. As shown on Drawing 3, groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. The operation of the 
system has resulted in some slight mounding of groundwater in this area. 
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An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the 
intermediate depth monitoring wells ·is shown on Drawing 4. As shown on Drawing 4, 
groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.019 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction 
observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater levels in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. MSE has contoured these 
values. However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures 
within the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data 
obtained. The groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater is also flowing 
toward the southwest within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. A total of three well volumes 
were purged from each monitoring well prior to collecting the groundwater samples. On 
July 25, 2006, groundwater samples were collected from the monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Research & Analytical Laboratories, 
Inc. (R&A) in Kernersville, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 GROUNDWATER ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The laboratory analytical report for the July 2006 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and summarized in Table 2. As summarized1 no voes were 
detected in the sample collected from MW-2s. PCE was detected in samples collected 
from MW-12i, and MW-13s at concentrations of 32 micrograms per liter (µg/L), and 
4 lµg/L, respectively. These concentrations exceed the North carolina Groundwater 
Quality Standard (NCGWQS) for PCE of 0.7µg/L. 

Trichloroethene (TCE) was not detected in any of the sa.mples at a concentration 
exceeding the laboratory practical quantitation limit. Cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) was 
detected in the sample collected from MW-13s (8.50 µg/L) at concentrations below the 
NCGWQS of 70 µg/L Historical groundwater results are summarized in Table 2. 
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4 SUMMARY 

MSE includes the following summary of field activities and associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater flow in the shallow, 
intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones is toward the southeast. This 
is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. Additionally, the 
calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past determinations. 

• No target compounds were detected in the groundwater sample collected from 
background well MW-2s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12i and MW-l3s at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS. However, these concentrations were slightly 
higher than the concentrations observed in the January 2005 sampling event. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW~12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits or below their 
respective NCGWQS. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 2007. 

5 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental,· P .C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL P.C. 
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JULY 2006 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
October 3, 2006 

1 BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
underground storage tank (Usn and one virgin PCE UST in April 1985 from their site 
located in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawings ·1 and 2). The location of the former 
waste PCE UST was designated as a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste 
Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October · 
11, 1990. The AOC required AD&F to dose the HWMU and address the horizontal and 
vertical extent of groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and 
seven phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent 
of PCE-impacted groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction {SVE) system was 
installed to remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation 
system (RS-1) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property 
and encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 
2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address 
groundwater impact associated with an unidentified source. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and groundwater 
quality trends. 

2 REMEDIAL ACTIVMES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed 
to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, 
constructed of stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capable of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 
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The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The 
central hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and.are currently removing air 
from the vadose zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and %
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2-inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechahically slotted screen. 
Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization 
air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From April 2006 through July 2006, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal operation with no 
system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and maintenance 
activities are conducted monthly to optimize remediation system performance. 
Additionally, the effluent discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is measured monthly 
using an anemometer. 

During July 2006, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 
(SVE 1) was approximately 670 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the 
SVE blower discharge from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 485 CFM with a 
temperature of approximately 32 degrees Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of 
mercury. 
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3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the 
PCE content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The 
analytical results for the groundwater samples collected in July 2006 are presented 
below. 

3.1 Groundwater sampling 

3.1.l General 

MSE performed the July 2006 groundwater sampling event to monitor the effectiveness 
of the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The effectiveness of the 
remediation systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater monitoring wells MW-
4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-5i, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, 
MW-15s, OW-li and OW-2i. 

3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater levels were only obtained from the wells sampled during this event. 
Therefore water level contour maps were not developed for this report. However, 
historical water flow has consistently been toward the south in both the shallow and 
intermediate aquifer. MSE does not find reason to suggest the groundwater flow 
direction has changed. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the 
site Sampling and Analysis Plan and the samples were transported under chain-of
custody to Research & A11alytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Kernersville, North 
Carolina and analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 
Method 82606. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the July 2006 groundWater 
sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Drawings 4 and 5 and 
Table 1. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above are included 
as Table 2. Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness monitoring wells are 
included in Appendix B. 

The DWM Hazardous Waste Section (HWS) uses the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCs. The primary 
constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-1,2-DCE). Of these two compounds, only PCE 
was present at concentrations exceeding it's respective NCGWQS. 
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MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow and 
intermediate (Drawings 4 and 5). PCE was detected in 9 of the 14 samples collected at 
concentrations at or above the NCGWQS of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). 
Concentrations ranged from 221 µg/L (OW-2i) to 7.9 µg/L (MW-6i). Cis-1,2-DCE was not 
present in any of the wells at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. 

4 GROUNDWATER QUALITY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations decreased in 10 of the 14 groundwater monitoring wells that were 
sampled as compared to the results for the same wells sampled in April 2006. PCE 
concentrations increased slightly in groundwater samples collected from monitoring 
wells MW-12i. TCE concentrations were not detected in any wells during the July 2006 
event. 

Cis-l,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are 
not favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products 
of carbon dioxide and water. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations increased in one of the groundwater monitoring wells and decreased 
in the remaining wells that were also sampled in April 2006. Implementation of the 
remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and RS-2 should 
continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes 
located on the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant 
concentrations is expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the 
contaminants of concern. MSE recommends that monthly operation and maintenance 
checks be continued to facilitate optimum system performance. In addition, quarterly 
groundwater sampling should be continued to monitor the performance and 
effectiveness of the remediation systems. 

6 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the dat.a collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C . 

. ;';, c Niu. ' 
Respectful!f"jJ c. ~.c \ 
Mineral ~pr tal, P.C. 

~~;l~~~r . .-,~v~~I 
RAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL P.C. 
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OCTOBER 2006 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACIUTY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
January 19, 2007 

1 BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE} underground 
storage tank (UST) and one virgin PCE UST in April 1985 from their site located in Swannanoa, 
North carolina (Drawings 1 and 2). The location of the former waste PCE UST was designated as 
a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the North carolina Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October 11, 1990. 
The AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and seven phases of 
groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-impacted 
groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed to 
remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation system {RS-1) was 
restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an area 
measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 2001 a second remediation system 
{RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, groundwater 
sampling activities, the associated analytical results and SVE effluent air and groundwater-quality 
trends. 

2 .. .. .. REMEDIAL ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

,,,:,~~~e original remediation system, consists ·°'f J i meter AS. PQJn~.~L~stalled to an 
·'· ·"average depth of 36 feet below land surface (B( rawmg . /\s"po• constructed of 

stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air compressor capable of 
supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of compressed air. The SVE component of the 
system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter central hub with four radiating SVE trenches 
augmenting the AS system. The hub is constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of 
slotted screen at the bottom of the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 feet 
north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In addition, two 
four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The central hub and 
trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air from the vadose zone. 
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2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 ~as installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact origin~the north of the manufacturing facility. 
Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing manufacturing 
building (Drawing 3). Generally,_J~Hints were installed in two separate rows. The AS 
points were equipped with a 1-fooYs · 1n ess s 'eel screen and 3/4-inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS pain~ 21 SVE _wells were installed along the east and portions of the 
northeast and southwest buil~h> restrict vapors from entering the building (Drawing 3). 
The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and constructed of 2-inch 
PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen. Additionally, one SVE trench 
approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the removal of volatilized PCE from the 
subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a rotary screw 
air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery pressure of 25 pounds per 
square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 inches of mercury vacuum at a rate 
of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From July 2006 through October 2006, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal operation with no 
system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and maintenance activities are 
conducted monthly to optimize remediation system performance. Additionally, the effluent 
discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is measured monthly using an anemometer. 

On October 25, 2006, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 (SVE 1) 
was approximately 650 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees Centigrade at 
approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge 
from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 480 CFM with a temperature of approximately 32 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of mercury. 

3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system fs evaluated by testing the PCE 
content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The analytical results 
for the groundwater samples collected in October 2006 are presented below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3.1.l General 

MSE performed the October 2006 groundwater sampling event to monitor the effectiveness of 
the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The effectiveness of the remediation 
systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss,' 
MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-61, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-125, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-15s, OW-11 and OW-2i.. ·.· 
However, for this monitorin.g event, MSE representatives collected groundwater samples from .all~. ;'' 
the on-site and off-site monitoring wells, except MW-1. The wells were sampled to determine the~; 
current groundwater conditions both on and off the site. 
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3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater elevations were rileasured·froin all groundwater monitoring wells except MW-:t. The 
data collected is summarized on Table 1. Using thrs data; MSE has·prepared groundwater contour 
maps for the shallow and intermediate aquifer horizons (Drawings 4 ~nd 5). Drawing 6 shows the 
water table elevations of the wells completed In the: fractured bedrock zone. This zone was not 
contoured because the wells are completed within different watet bearing fracture sets. 

Drawing 4 depicts groundwater flow at the water table. The influence of the two SVE systems 
can be seen with the mounding of the water table beneath the building arid at monitoring well 
nests MW-5 and MW-6. Overall,· tl'le groundwater is. flowing toward the southeast, to the 
Swannanoa River at a gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot. Within the intermediate zone, 
the groundwater flows in the same direction, at the same gradient. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling an~ An~_lytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected In accordance with pr~ures outlined in the site 
sampling and Analysis Plan and t:he samples were transparted u.nder chain-of-custody to 
Research & Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Kernersville, North Carolina and analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCS) according to sw,846 Method 82608. samples collected from 
monitoring wells MW-22 and MW-23; located adjacent to the debris pile~ were also analyzed for 
the presence of priority pollutant metals and semi-volatile organic-compounds (SVOCS) according, 
the SW-846 Meth6d 8270. . . . , . 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records tor the October 2006 groundwater 
sampling event are included as AppendiX A and summarized in Drawings 7 through 10 and Table 
2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above are included as Table 3. 
Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness mcmitoririg wells are-included in Appendix B. 

The DWM Hazardous Waste Section (HWS) uses the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCS. samples collected 
from wells' MW-22 and MW-23, adjacent to the· debris pile, contained detectable concentrations 
of cadmium, chromium; copper, nickel and zinc. The concentrations for the five compounds did 
not exceed their respettive NCGWQS. No voes were detected at concentrations at or above the 
laboratory practical quantitcitlon limit (PQL). One SVOC was detected in well MW-23, 
diisoamyleme. 

The primary constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of trichloroethene (TCE), cis-1,2-dichlotoethene ( cis-112-DCE), and trans-1,2-DCE. Of 
these compounds, only PCE and TCE are present at concentrations exceeding their respective 
NCGWQS. ~~~~'.i. . . . . 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow, intermediate, and 
deep aquifers (Drawings 7, 8, and 9). The eXtent of PCE impact above NCGWQS extends from ', 
the AD&F facility to the Swannanoa River Within the shallow and intermediate aquifers. The 
extent of PCE Impact within the deep aquifer is restricted to the well located slightly north of the 

' ' . ,., 
~~ . . 

MSE also prepared an isoconcentration map showing the distribution of TCE in the intermediate 
zone, where most of the NCGWQS exceedences occur. The TCE impact was only Identified in 
wells RW·l and MW-Hi. No offsite wells indicated TCE concentrations above the NCGWQS • 
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PCE was detected in 17 of the 40 samples collected at concentrations at w aqove the NCGWQS 
of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). Concentrations range from 1,9ooµgfl{Rw:l.R 7.8µg/L (MW
Ss). TCE was present in 5 samples at concentrations above the N~'Of .8µg/L. The TCE 
concentrations ranged from 170µ9/L (PW-1) to 14 µg/L(MW-20d). Cis-1,2-~was not present 
in any of the wells at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. \ 

3.2 Air Sampling \ 

Previously, air sampling was conducted on a monthly basis. However, since remova1'\rates have 
stabilized, air samples are now being collected on a bi-annual basis. Historical ~ir sample 
analytical results are summarized on Tables 4 to 6. \ 

\ 
4 GROUNDWATER OUALITY TRENDS I 

ii: 

PCE concentrations decreased In all but five of the groundwater monitoring wells that Jere also 
sampled in October 2005, when the last large scale sampling event was conduQ:~-acE 
conc;entrations in · of these monitoring wells over the same peri · ~-w-1 ~ 
sampled du event an 'lcated the presence of PCE at a concentration of t:r;197L 
TCE concentrations remained very similar to concentrations observed in the October 2005 event. 

TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are not 
favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products of carbon 
dioxide and water. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but five of the groundwater monitoring wells that were also 
sampled in October 2005, when the last large scale sampling event was conducted. PCE 
concentrations increased in five of these monitoring wells over the same period. The largest 
concentration increase was noted in well MW-14s (114 µg/L). The sharpest decrease was noted 
in we • • , ·~'--·£·-··,-· · . II MW 6d (BQL) · ··-~~ 

Based on the extensive amount of analytical data collected to date, MSE recommends that the 
remediation effectiveness sampling program be adjusted to semi-annually. This event will 
coincide with the required Post-dosure care Semi-Annual sampling event performed in January 
and July. It is our understanding this effective monitoring is voluntary and does not require plan 
modifications with the Hazardous Waste Section. 

Implementation of the remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and 
RS-2 should continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes 
located on the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant concentrations is 
expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the contaminants of concern. MSE 
recommends that monthly operation and maintenance checks be continued to facilitate optimum 
system performance. 
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JANUARY 2007 SEMI-ANNUAL POST-CLOSURE CARE 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
January 23, 2007 

1 INTRODUCTION 
i 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P .C. (~SE) has completed the. Jan~ ~1~ilm.~ .. 
post-closure groundwater monitoring! activities at the toffirlfJi' sniv1 e Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, N:orth Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 

. Wate~ ~211JJ~at,!_~n~~Ei~£o~oration, t~e responsible party for the site. The semi
~nnuar montr6rm'g a 1v1tie?rn8trecrCo1Tecting depth to groundwater measurements 
from 34 monitoring wells and two . observation wells. Groundwater sam les ._we.re 

... ~~m one h .c!rc:iuU~all u gradi~nt backg:ounC:1rri16h1tonn · .v.Je .. · __ -.. s ~m, .. 
mree morn onn~ w . - ·· s . . ..; •d. n . ;,. s oca · 

.=<~ffi~~~"'fff~1E!~~-kl~~"trre~~tl:tf5~~f§round storage tank 
(UST). Drawing 2 indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and 
other relevant site features. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subpart F and G. 

2 FIELD ACTIVmES 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 4, 2007, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s); Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and two 
observation wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were 
calculated by subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top 
of casing elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the shallow 
monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 3. As shown on Drawing 3, groundwater is 
migrating in a ,.so s · .. ·o below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately JJ. · · , · . · · 1s flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calcli a e · or e s a ow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. The operation of the 
system has resulted in some slight mounding of groundwater in this area. 
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An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the 
intermediate depth monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 4. As shown on Drawing 4, 
groundwat~r is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.019 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction 
observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater levels in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. MSE has contoured these 
values. However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures 
within the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data 
obtained. The groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater is also flowing 
toward the southwest within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene hailers and new nylon rope. A total of three well volumes 
were purged from each monitoring well prior to collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 4, 2007, groundwater samples were collected from the monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled,· laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Research & Analytical Laboratories, 
Inc. (R&A) in Kernersville, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 GROUNDWATER ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2007 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and summarized in Table 2. As summarized, no VOCs were 
detected in the sample collected from· MW-2s. PCE_ was detected in samples collected 
from MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s at conce~f 23 micrograms per liter (µg/L), 
9.9µg/L and 52µg/L, respectively. These concentrations exceed the North Carolina 
Groundwater Quality Standard (NCGWQS) for PCE of 0.7µg/L. 

Trichloroethene l!W....was not detected in any of the samples at a concentration 
exceeding the la~ practical quantitation limit. .Gis-J 2-dic oro h~Qe DCE) was 
detected in the sample collected from MW-13s (16 ·µg . at a concen ra 1 • · elow the 
NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. Historical groundwater results are summarized in Table 2. 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
January 2007 Post-Oosure Care Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Rnishing Fad!ity 
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MSE includes the following summary of field activities and associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation·· data indicates that groundwater flow in the shallow, . 
intermediate. and deep groundwater bearing zones is toward the southeast. This · 
Is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. Additionally, the 
gllculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past determinations. 

• No target compounds were detected in the groundwater sample collected from 
background well MW-2s .. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the -NCGWQS. However, the concentrati~ns in MW-

. 125 and MW-12i were slightly·lower than the concentrations observed in the July.-' 
2006 sampling event. While the concentration for MW-13s was slightly higher. · · 

• Concentrations ofTCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-135 
were either below . the laboratory practical quantitation . limits or below their 
respective NCGWQS. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-<losure monitoring event in July 2007. 

5 UMITATJONS 
, , , 

The opinions included in this report are applicable. only on the speciflc portions of the site 
. addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the. conciusions and recommendations induded in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Syst.ems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole' risk 
~nd without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P .C. 

Respectfully Submitted, · 

MINERALSPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL. P.C. 
JanU81'y 2007 Post-<Josure Care Honltorlng Repolt 
Fonner Asheville Dyeing and Rn/511/ng FacJIJty 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

July 10, 2007 

Mr. Carl Utterback 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 

Subject: Assessment Workplan 
Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSElob 123 

Dear Mr. Utterback: 

Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following workplan for your review. The 
workplan details the methods to be used to assess the Northrup Dump Area (''Northrup Area''), 
French Drain and provide a Site Conceptual Model report for the total site. Based on our review of 
previous documents and understanding of the site, further vertical or horizontal assessment 
provides no economical benefit for the site. Furthermore, the groundwater plume is being reduced 
by the ongoing voluntary remediation system installed in 1998. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC 

Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 

123/Assessment Workp/an/kp 
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ASSESSMENT WORKPLAN 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND 
FINISHING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA,BUNCOMBECOUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

JULY 10, 2007 
MSEJOBN0.123 

Prepared For: 
MR.. RODNEY HEURTER 

WATER APPLICATIONS & SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PARKWAY, SUITE 200 

HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LANE 

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, 27616 
919.261.8186 

m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

·environment.el, p.C. 
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ASSESSMENT WORKPLAN 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING 8r. FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

July 10, 2007 

1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Site Information 

The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing {"AD&F'') facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North carolina (''Facility"; see Drawing 1) -
has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene ("PCE'') 
underground storage tank (''UST"), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources' Division of Waste Management ['DWM'') designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit (''HWMU'').1 During these seventeen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (''AOC") to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992. Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE
impacted groundwater. It is our recollection that DWM's Hazardous Waste Section (''HWS'') 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU. The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source. It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 

In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, the groundwater plume continues to be defined. 
As previously mentioned, the plume configuration has remained the same during the preceding 
seventeen (17) years of assessment and sampling, and overall groundwater concentrations 
have decreased. 

2 

One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 

See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 
Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for "implementing voluntary remediation al the site'). 
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During April 2007, the DWM's most recently assigned project manager for the Facility requested 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation C'WASC'') to submit this workplan to assess the 
environmental impact of the Northrup Area that was identified during the January 2005 RCRA 
Facility Assessment (hereinafter, the "Request'').3 An Environmental Indicators Survey C'BS'') 
will be performed as a component of the proposed assessment activities. At the conclusion of 
the proposed activities, WASC will submit a Site Conceptual Model C'SCM") Report that will 
address the currently requested assessment, previously completed assessments, and 
remediation activities conducted to date. 

The request included a recommendation to conduct a current evaluation of the construction, 
geometry, and integrity of a drain pipe that DWM indicates "was thought'' to be involved in the 

• 
events of 1971 that resulted in AD&F entering the AOC.4 Attempts will be made to obtain 
information on the construction and configuration of the French Drain and collect a ..-1--
rE:?pr~sent?tive sample to document the soil conditions adjacent to the drain.(!) ~)(Jcq qbl>V I 
1.2 Puroose . .A\__ Jf}te'ln"+y )e 

fE) ofn~lt!. ~f'r.P 
WASC contracted with Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) to perfo~e assessi.fient of 
the Northrup Area, which will consist of delineating the area and installing one (1) additional 
monitoring well ("MW'') between it and the adjacent Bee Tree Creek. MSE will generate a SCM 
after concluding the assessment activities. The SCM will (1) describe the groundwater 
assessment and remediation activities performed to date, (2) describe the geologic and 
hydrogeologic characteristics of the site, and (3) present the results of the EIS that will be 
performed for the surrounding area. Additionally, reasonable steps will be taken to evaluate 
the French Drain located to the south and east of the onsite building. It should be noted that 
samples that the NCDENR obtained from the Northrup Area during a May 1985 inspection IJ ~ 
showed no specific contaminants of concern (''COC"). 5 Ol\ l- (.A}t:-f\ ~(S () oJ- a() ~ f".,. 

1.3 ScoDe of Work for Northrup Area ~ Kv. 
Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrup Area, the following scope of work is proposed; 

• Remove the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
• Perform surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface anomalies); 
• Excavate trenches in the areas with anomalies, if any; 
• Conduct profiling & sampling of trenches associated with action incident to anomalies, 

as mentioned above - again, if any; and, 
• Install one (1) MW between the Northrup Area and Bee Tree Creek (down-gradient). 

1.3.1 Geophysical Survey 

Prior to performing any work activities the ground cover and small trees will be cleared using a 
bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor. This will provide an open area to perform the 
geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation will be performed to delineate the 
approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas containing geophysical anqmolies. 

3 

4 

5 

Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Director of Environmental Affairs, WASC, April 5, 2007. 
Id. at n.2 of Further Assessment Items attachment. 
Booz Allen Hamilton, RCRA Facility Assessment Report No. R04804-1 68-W-02-17 at 38. 

Assessment Workplan 
Former AD&F Site 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 
July 1 o, 2007 
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Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), will conduct the geophysical survey across the 
Northrup Area. The geophysical investigation will consist of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey. Prior to data acquisition, GSI will set up a 20-foot by 20-
foot survey grid across the geophysical area using measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking 
paint. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility poles, etc., 
will be referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 

EM31 apparent ground conductivity and inphase (metal detection) data will be simultaneously 
collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet apart. If possible, 
the survey lines will be oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the landfill. 

The EM31 instrument may be able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet. The EM31 data will be digitally collected and downloaded to a field 
computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase maps. Although the 
EM31 results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results should 
delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 

1.3.2 Excavation Activities and Soil Samplina Proqram 

Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps will be taken to perform intrusive 
sampling adjacent to areas warranting additional investigation. The number of excavation 
areas will be dependent on field conditions encountered. Each excavation will be profiled 
according to material encountered. The soil encountered will be bagged and scanned with a 
photoionization device for the presence of total volatilized organic compounds. Up to two soil 
samples will be collected from each excavation. The collected soil samples will be analyzed for 
the presence of volatile organic compounds. The voes will be analyzed according to SW-846 
Methods 8260" HanJi? 
Sampling will be conducted in accordance with the site Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) and 
EPA's Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) entitled Environmental Invesugations Standard 
Operating Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual. Guidelines in the EPA SOP for sample 
containers, chain-of-custody protocol, sample order, analytical methods, decontamination 
methods, etc. will be utilized for soil and/or water sampling. 

1.3.3 Groundwater Assessment Program 

A single shallow groundwater monitoring well will be installed at a point between the Northrup 
Area and Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 2). The well will be constructed of Schedule 40 PVC and 
will be equipped with 10 feet of 0.010 slotted well screen. Once the well is installed a 
groundwater sample will be obtained and analyzed for the presence of voes. 

Sampling will be conducted in accordance with the site SAP and EPA's Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) entitled Environmental Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and 
Quality Assurance Manual. Guidelines in the EPA SOP for sample containers, chain-of-custody 
protocol, sample order, analytical methods, decontamination methods, etc. will be utilized for 
soil and/or water sampling. 

Assessrnent'vl!orkplan 
Former AD&F Site 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENT Al PC 
July 10, 2007 
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1.4 Scooe of Work for French Drain 

In order to assess the French drain steps will be taken to collect a single soil sample at the 
point where the French drain terminated at the time of the original incident, or as close as 
possible (downgradient). This sample will be analyzed for the presence of VOCs according to 
SW-846 Method 8260. The sample will be collected with a drill rig capable of extending to the 
required depth to collect the sample and in accordance with the site SAP. 

2 ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS SURVEY 

An EIS will be performed to determine the presence of receptors within the surrounding area. 
This survey will consist of determining the presence of drinking water wells, adjacent 
populations, schools, daycares and other items that could be affected within 1,000 feet of the 
extent of the groundwater plume. This survey results will be included in the SCM Report. 

3 SITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 

A SCM Report will be prepared and submitted to HWM. The report will provide a thorough 
discussion of the groundwater plume geometry, geology underlying the site and the 
hydrogeologic parameters. Data collected adjacent to the Northrup Area will also be included 
within the report. The results of the EIS survey will also be included in this report. 

4 MATERIAL HANDUNG AND SEGREGATION 

Should excavation of trenches in the Northrup Area be required, steps will be taken. to 
containerize any regulated materials encountered, which will subsequently be profiled and 
properly disposed, in accordance with State and federal standards. 

5 DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES 

A decontamination pad will be constructed at the site to prevent the spread of potential impact. 
The pad will either be placed on concrete or asphalt, depending upon availability. The pad will 
be bermed using hay bales and then lined with visqueen. Water generated during 
decontamination activities will be captured and disposed of in a manhole at the facility which 
discharges to the Asheville P01W. 

Excavation equipment such as backhoe and trackhoe buckets will be decontaminated prior to 
excavating in the Northrup Area or when entering an area with no impact, based on field 
screening methods. The bucket and any other excavation equipment will be decontaminated at 
the decon pad using a power washer in accordance with the protocol outlined in the site SAP 
and EPA SOP. The water will be contained and treated. Sampling equipment such as spoons, 
hand augers, drilling equipment etc. will be decontaminated using the methods outlined in the 
EPA SOP. 

Assessment Workplan 
Former AD&F Site 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 
Jufy 10, 2007 
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6 SCHEDULE 

Once the workplan has been reviewed by the Section and approved, work task will commence. 
The overall field activities and analysis of samples will take approximately five to six weeks to 
complete. The environmental indicator survey can be completed in two to three weeks. The 
SCM report will take approximately three months to complete once all the data and surveys 
have been completed. · 

7 SITE HEALTH AND SAFETY 

A site-specific health and safety plan (HASP) will be prepared by MSE personnel to be utilized by 
MSE personnel. Subcontractors working within the exclusion area will either prepare their own 
equivalent HASP or follow the MSE plan. Site workers will have received OSHA 40-hour training as 
specified in litle 29 CFR 1910.120 with eight-hour refresher training within the last year. 

8 CONCLUSION 

The Facility has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with PCE. During this time, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. The substantial risk that further assessment 
activities will create 'conduits', which will (1) allow vertical/ cross-zone migration, and (2) abrogate 
the positive results achieved to date, indicates the detriments associated with 'chasing' an 
additional part per billion. The ongoing remediation and contaminant source reduction at the 
Facility has proven, and remains effective. Accordingly, we believe no benefit will result from 
further vertical or horizontal assessment. The risks in performing additional assessment activities 
are sufficiently strong to warrant caution and restraint. 

9 SUBMITTAL 

The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications & Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and 
without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental PC. 

Prepared By: 

Mineral S~rings Environmental 

Kirk B. Pollcird, LG. 
President 

Assessment Wod<plan 
Former AD&F Site 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENT AL PC 
July 10, 2007 
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COMBINED JANUARY AND APRIL 2007 QUARTERLY 
EFFECTIVENESS MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
August 1, 2007 

BACKGROUND 

The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing C'AD&F'') facility -- located at 850 Warren 
Wilson College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina C'Facility"; see 
Drawings 1 and 2) -- has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous 
assessment and sampling in connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste 
tetrachloroethene C'PCE'') underground storage tank f'UST''), which North Carolina 
Department of Environment & Natural Resources' Division of Waste Management 
(''DWM'') designated as a hazardous waste management unit C'HWMU'').1 During 
these seventeen years, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent C'AOC'') to AD&F on October 11, 
1990, requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent 
of groundwater impact. AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992. Since that time, seven 
(7) separate phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the 
extent of PCE-impacted groundwater. DWM's Hazardous Waste Section C'HWS'') issued 
.a correspondence in 1997 that stated (1) the extent of groundwater impact from the 
HWMU had been essentially defined and {2) no further assessment was required as a 
result of the release from the HWMU. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was 
installed to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU. The installation of 
this system was voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The 
remediation system (RS-1) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the 
AD&F property and encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet 
(Drawing 3) •. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) was installed to the north of 
RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an unidentified source. It bears 
mention that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied by the City of Asheville. 

In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store 
the waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been 
excavated .. Based on the most recent groundwater data, the groundwater plume. 
continues to be defined. As previously mentioned, the plume configuration has remained 

2 

One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 

See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 
Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for "implementing voluntary remediation at the 
site"). 
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the same during the preceding seventeen (17) years of assessment and sampling, and 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and groundwater 
quality trends. 

2 REMEDIAL ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Remediation System #l (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed 
to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, 
constructed of stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capable of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The 
central hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air 
from the vadose zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and 3Ai
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2-inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen. 
Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization 
air. 
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2.3 System Performance 

From October 2006 through April 2006, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal operation with 
no system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and maintenance 
activities are conducted monthly to optimize remediation system performance .. 
Additionally, the effluent discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is measured monthly 
using an anemometer. 

During April 2007, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 
(SVE 1) was approximately 650 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the 
SVE blower discharge from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 480 CFM with a 
temperature of approximately 32 degrees Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of 
mercury. 

3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the 
PCE content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The 
analytical results for the groundwater samples collected in January and April 2007 are 
presented below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3.1.1 General 

MSE has performed the January and April 2007 groundwater sampling event to monitor 
the effectiveness of the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The 
effectiveness of the remediation systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater 
monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-
12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. 

3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater levels were only obtained from the wells sampled during this event. 
Therefore water level contour maps were not developed for this report. However, 
historical water flow has consistently been toward the south in both the shallow and 
intermediate aquifer. MSE does not find reason to suggest the groundwater flow 
direction has changed. · 
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3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the 
site Sampling and Analysis Plan. The January 2007 samples were transported under 
chain-of-custody to Research & Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Kernersville, 
North Carolina and analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-
846 Method 82608. The April 2007 samples were transported under chain-of-custody to 
Paradigm (SGS) Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Wilmington, North Carolina and 
analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 Method 82608. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the January and April 
groundwater sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Drawings 4 
through 7 and Tables 1 and 2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells 
listed above are included as Table 3. Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness 
monitoring wells are included in Appendix B. 

The DWM !Hazardous Waste Section (HWS) uses the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCs. The primary 
constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of trichloroethene (TCE). 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow and 
intermediate (Drawings 4 through 7). During the January 2007 sampling event, PCE was 
detected in 12 of the 14 samples collected at concentrations at or above the NCGWQS of 
0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). Concentrations ranged from 41Sµg/L (MW-6s) to 
6.Sµg/L (MW-Ss). During the April 2007 sampling event, PCE was detected in 13 of the 
14 samples collected at concentrations at or above the NCGWQS of 0.7 micrograms per 
liter (µg/L). Concentrations ranged from 191µg/L (OW-2i) to 2.4µg/L (MW-4s). TCE was 
present in monitoring wells MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-Ui and OW-2i during both 
sampling events at concentrations exceeding the NCGWQS of 2.8µg/L. 

4 GROUNDWATER QUALITY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations decreased or remained' the same in 10 of the 14 groundwater 
monitoring wells that were sampled as compared to the results for the same wells 
sampled in October 2006. PCE concentrations increased slightly in the groundwater 
samples collected from monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-Si, MW-12i and MW-lSs. TCE 
concentrations were detected in five of the 14 monitoring wells during the April 2007 
event. Cis-1,2 - Dichloroethene (Cis-1,2-DCE) was also detected at concentrations above 
the laboratory practical quantitation limit, but below it's NCGWQS. 

TCE and Cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are 
not favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products 
of carbon dioxide and water. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations increased in four of the groundwater monitoring wells and decreased 
in the remaining wells that were also sampled in April 2007. Implementation of the 
remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and RS-2 should 
continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes 
located on the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant 
concentrations is expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the 
contaminants of concern. MSE recommends that monthly operation and maintenance 
checks be continued to facilitate optimum system performance. In addition, semi-annual 
groundwater sampling should be continued to monitor the performance and 
effectiveness of the remediation systems. 

6 UMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

· . Respectfully- Submitted, 

.Mi·n· erat:Sprfri~nvironmental PC 
··B,'··~ ·. -: . 

Ki~k B. P~llafi LG. 
· . Principal Geologist 
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JULY 2007 SEMI-ANNUAL POST-CLOSURE CARE 
GROUNDWATER MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
September 13, 2007 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the July 2007 semi-annual 
post-closure grou_ndwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation, the responsible party for the site. The semi
annual monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements 
from 34 monitoring wells and two observation wells. Groundwater samples were 
collected from one hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and 
three monitoring wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically 
downgradient from the former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank 
(UST). Drawing 2 indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and 
other relevant site features. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subpart F and G. 

2 FIELD ACTIVmES 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On July 26, 2007, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and two 
observation wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were 
calculated by subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top 
of casing elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the shallow 
monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 3. As shown on Drawing 3, groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the. southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. The operation of the 
system has resulted in some slight mounding of groundwater in this area, 
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An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the 
intermediate depth monitoring wells is shown on Drawing 4. As shown on Drawing 4, 
groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.019 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction 
observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. MSE has not 
contoured these values. However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across 
individual fractures within the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater 
elevation data obtained. The groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater is 
also flowing toward the southwest within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. A total of three well volumes 
were purged from each monitoring well prior to collecting the groundwater samples. On 
July 26, 2007, groundwater samples were collected from the monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories, Inc. 
(Paradigm) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 8260B . 

3 GROUNDWATER ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The laboratory analytical report for the July 2007 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and summarized in Table 2. As summarized, no voes were 
detected in the sample collected from MW-2s. PCE was detected in samples collected 
from MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s at concentrations of 23.5 micrograms per liter 
(µg/L), 31.6µg/L and 139µg/L, respectively. These concentrations exceed the North 
Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard (NCGWQS) for PCE of 0.7µg/L. 

Cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) was not detected in any of the samples at a concentration 
exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. Trichloroethene (TCE) was detected in the sample 
collected from MW-13s (16 µg/L) at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 2.8 
µg/L. Historical groundwater results are summarized in Table 2. 
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4 SUMMARY 

MSE includes the following summary of field· activities and associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater flow in the shallow, 
intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones is toward the southeast. This 
is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. Additionally, the 
calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past determinations. 

• No target compounds were detected in the groundwater sample collected from 
background well MW-2s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations in all three wells 
were slightly higher than the January 2007 sampling results. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed ,in wells MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s 
were either below the laboratory practical' quantitation limits or at or below their 
respective NCGWQS. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 2008. 

5 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

l(vib ~. §ha4J 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

·.:·· 

,··. ~ ·~. 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

• • 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 environmental, p.c. 

February 20, 2008 

Mr. Carl Utterback 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: October 2007 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Mr. Utterback: 

Attached are three copies of the October 2007 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
for the site referenced above. Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. collected samples 
from all but one of the groundwater monitoring wells (MW-1) to develop a current. 
picture of the site groundwater conditions .. This includes the two groundwater 
monitoring wells adjacent to the debris pile. The results of this sampling are included in 
the report. 

If you have any questions regarding the attached report or the site, please contact me 
at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

JfJ.l> ,B. @d!aA-cl 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

123/Qf/y/Oct 2007/kr 
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OCTOBER 2007 
QUARTERLY 

EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISH
ING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA,BUNCOMBECOUNT~ 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

FEBRUARY 20, 2008 
MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
MR. ROONEY HEURTER . 

WATER APPLICATIONS & SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PARKWAY, SUITE 200 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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environmental, p.c. 

February 20, 2008 

Mr. Rodney Heurter 
Water Applications and Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 

Subject: October 2007 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Mr. Heurter: 

Attached is a copy of the October 2007 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report for the 
site referenced above. Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. collected samples from all 
but one of the groundwater monitoring wells (MW-1) to develop a current picture of the 
site groundwater conditions. The results of this sampling are included in the report. 
Three copies of this report have been forwarded to the North Carolina Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management, Hazardous Waste 
Section. An additional copy has been sent to the facility to keep on file, as required. 

If you have any questions regarding the attached report or the site, please contact me 
at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

;b S~7PZntal, P.C. 

Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

123/QUys/Oct 2007 /kp 
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OCTOBER 2007 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa,· Buncombe County, North Carolina 
January 28, 2008 

1 BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground 
storage tank (UST) and one virgin PCE UST in April 1985 from their site located in Swannanoa, 
North Carolina (Drawings 1 and 2). The location of the former waste PCE UST was designated as 
a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the North Carolina Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October 11, 1990. 
The AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and seven phases of 
groundwater assessment· have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-impacted 
groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed to 
remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation system (RS-1) was 
restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an area 
measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 2001 a second remediation system 
(RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source. · 

This report: documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, groundwater 
sampling activities, the associated analytical results and SVE effluent air and groundwater quality 
trends. 

2 REMEDIAL ACTIVmES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed to an 
average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, constructed of 
stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air compressor capable of 
supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of compressed air. The SVE component of the 
system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter central hub with four radiating SVE trenches 
augmenting the AS system. The hub is constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of 
slotted screen at the bottom of the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

· The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 feet 
north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In addition, two 
four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The central hub and 
trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air from the vadose zone. 
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2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing facility. 
Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing manufacturing 
building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two separate rows. The AS 
points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and 3/4-inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions .of the 
northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building (Drawing 3). 
The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and constructed of 2-inch 
PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically· slotted screen. Additionally, one SVE trench 
approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the removal of volatil.ized PCE from the 
subsurface. · 

. Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a rotary screw 
air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery pressure of 25 pounds per 
square inch {PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 inches of mercury vacuum at a rate 
of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From July 2007 through October 2007, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal operation with no 
system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and maintenance activities are 
conducted monthly to optimize remediation system performance. Additionally, the effluent 
discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is. measured monthly using an anemometer. 

On October 25, 2007, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 {SVE 1) 
was approximately 650 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees Centigrade at 
approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge 
from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 480 CFM with a temperature of approximately 32 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of mercury. 

3 REMEDIATION SYSJEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the PCE 
content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The analytical results 
for the groundwater samples collected in October 2007 are presented below. 

3.1 Groundwater Samoling 

3.1.1 General 

MSE perfonlled the October 2007 groundwater sampling event to monitor the effectiveness of 
the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The effectiveness of the remediation 
systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, 
MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. 
However, for this monitoring event, MSE representatives collected groundwater samples from all 
the on-site and off-site monitoring wells, except MW-1. The wells were sampled to determine the 
current groundwater conditions both on and off the site. 
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3.L2· Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater elevations were measured from all groundwater monitoring wells except MW-1. The 
data collected is summarized on Table 1. Using this data, MSE has prepared groundwater contour 
maps for the shallow and intermediate aquifer horizons (Drawings 4 and S). Drawing 6 shows the 
water table elevations of the wells completed in the fractured bedrock zone. This zone was not 
contoured because the wells are completed within different water bearing fracture sets. 

Drawing 4 depicts groundwater flow at the water table. The influence of the two SVE systems 
can be seen with the mounding of the water table beneath the building and at monitoring well 
nests MW-S and MW-6. Overall, the groundwater is flowing toward the southeast, to the. 
Swannanoa River at a gradient of approximately 0.017 feet per foot. Within the intermediate 
zone, the groundwater flows in the same direction, at the same gradient. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the site 
Sampling and Analysis Plan and the samples were transported under chain-of-custody to 
Research & Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Kernersville, North carolina and analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 Method 82606. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the October 2007 groundwater 
sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Drawings 7 through 9 and Table 
2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above are included as Table 3. 
Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness monitoring wells are included in Appendix B . 

The primary constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of trichloroethene (TCE) and cis-1,2-dichloroethene (cis-1,2-DCE). Of these compounds, 
only PCE and TCE are present at concentrations exceeding their respective NCGWQS. The TCE 
impact was identified in wells MW-14s, MW-Si, MW-6i, MW-lli, MW-14i, OW-2i and MW-20d. 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow, intermediate, and 
deep aquifers (Drawings 7, 8, and 9). The extent of PCE impact above NCGWQS extends from 
the AD&F facility to the Swannanoa River within the shallow and intermediate aquifers. The 
extent of PCE impact within the deep aquifer is restricted to the well located slightly north of the 
facility .. 

PCE was detected in 23 of the 39 samples collected at concentrations at or above the NCGWQS 
of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). Concentrations range from 166µg/L (MW-lli) to 0.77µg/L 
(MW-Gd). TCE was present in seven samples at concentrations above the NCGWQS of 2.8µg/L. 
The TCE concentrations ranged from 10.70µg/L (MW-lli) to 3.31 µg/L (MW-Si). Cis-1,2-DCE was 
not present in any of the wells at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. 

4 GROUNDWATER QUALITY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but 11 of the groundwater monitoring wells that were also 
sampled in October 2006, when the last large scale sampling event was conducted. PCE was 
identified for the first time in monitoring wells MW-10s, MW-10i and MW-23s. TCE concentrations 
remained very similar to concentrations observed in the October 2006 event. 
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TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are not 
favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products of carbon 
dioxide and water. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations decreased in all but 11 of the groundwater monitoring wells that were also · 
sampled in October 2006, when the last large scale sampling event was conducted. PCE 
concentrations increased in 11 of these monitoring wells over the same period. PCE was 
identified for the first time in monitoring wells MW-lOs, MW-lOi and MW-23s. 

Implementation of the remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and 
RS-2 should continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes 
located on the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant concentrations is 
expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the contaminants. of concern. MSE 
recommends that monthly operation and maintenance checks be continued to facilitate optimum 
system performance. · 

6 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions induded in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site addressed 
and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days specified using the 
methods·described. If additional data becomes available, we request the opportunity to review and 
modify the conclusions and recommendations included in this report, if warranted. This report is for 
the sole use of Water Applic.ations and Systems Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by 
other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mifleral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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An estimated water table contour map, using water level data collected from the 
intermediate depth monitoring wells is shown on Drawing .4. As shown on Drawing 4, 
groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction 
observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater is also flowing toward the 
southwest within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. A total of three well volumes 
were purged from each monitoring well prior to collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 15, 2008, groundwater samples were collected from the monitoring wells MW-
2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories, Inc. 
(Paradigm) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608 . 

3 GROUNDWATER ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2008 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and summarized in Table 2. As summarized, no VOCs were 
detected in the sample collected from MW-2s. PCE was detected in samples collected 
from MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s a.t concentrations of 15 micrograms per liter (µg/L), 
35.4µg/L and 302µg/L, respectively. These concentrations exceed the North Carolina 
Groundwater Quality Standard (NCGWQS) for PCE of 0. 7µg/L. 

Cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) was not detected in any of the samples at a concentration 
exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. Trichloroethene (TCE) was detected in the sample 
collected from MW-13s (5.3µg/L) at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 2.8 
µg/L. Historical groundwater results are summarized in Table 2. 
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4 SUMMARY 

MSE includes the following summary of field activities and associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater flow in the shallow, 
intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones is toward the southeast. This 
is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. Additionally, the 
calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past determinations. 

• No target compounds were detected in the groundwater sample collected from 
background well MW-2s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations in MW-12i and 
MW-13 were slightly higher than the July 2007 sampling results. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits or at or below their 
respective NCGWQS. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in July 2008. 

5 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications and Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk 
and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P .C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C . 

. /fdh'4.~-
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

November 11, 2008 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: Combined January and April 2008 Quarterly 
Effectiveness Monitoring Report · 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSElob 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Attached are three copies of the combined January and April 2008 Quarterly 
Effectiveness Monitoring Report · for the site referenced above. Mineral Springs 
Environmental, P.C. collected samples from 14 groundwater monitoring wells to develop 
a current picture of the site groundwater conditions. The results of this sampling are 
included in the report. 

If you have any questions regarding the attached report or the site, please contact me 
at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral ~prings Environmental, P.C. 

lfp.h 8 ,'.(l~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

123/Qtly/Jan-Apfi/ 2008/kp 
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the same during the preceding eighteen (18) years of assessment and sampling, and 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and groundwater . 
quality trends. 

2 . REMEDIAL ACTIVmES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed . 
to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, 
constructed of stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capable of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM} of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The 
central hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air 
from the vadose zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of. the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and 3/4-
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

. -

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2-inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen.· 
Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal. of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

~.. ' .. -.. ~. -· - .. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization 
air. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations increased in five of the groundwater monitoring wells and decreased 
in the remaining wells that were also sampled in April 2007. Implementation of the 
remediation systems meets the ultimate objective of the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and RS-2 should 
continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other VOCs 
located on . the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant 
concentrations is expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the 
contaminants of concern. MSE recommends that monthly operation and maintenance 

· checks be continued to facilitate optimum system performance. In addition, 
groundwater sampling should be continued to monitor the performance ·and 
effectiveness of the remediation systems. 

6 . LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included ih 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted,· 

Mineral Spri~&Zv;::mental PC 

~~. ~ tf 
• Kirk S. P61tardf LG. 

Principal Geologist 
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environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

August 26, 2008 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: July 2008 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Please find attached three copies of the July 2008 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

lf:dh /3_ (?~M(/ 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND 
FINISHING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA,BUNCOMBECOUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

AUGUST 26, 2008 
MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
MR. RODNEY HEURTER 

WASC LLC 

4760 WORLD HOUSTON PARKWAY, SUITE 100 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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July 2008 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
August 26, 2008 

1 Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the July 2008 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
WASC, LLC., the responsible party for the site. The semi-annual monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one hydraulically 
upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the former waste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 indicates the 
locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site features. 
Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the requirements 
of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G . 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On July 22, 2008, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
"directions calculated for. the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
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migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On July 
22, 2008, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory supplied 
containers, packed on ice and shipped to Paradigm Analytical Laboratories, Inc. 
(Paradigm) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the July 2008 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2. 

Consistent with previous sampling events, voes were not detected in the sample 
collected from MW-2s. PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North 
Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7µg/L in samples collected from 
MW-12s (11 µg/L), MW-12i (40.4 µg/L), and MW-13s (595 µg/L ). 

Consistent with recent sampling events, cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) was not detected 
at a concentration above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L in samples collected from three of the 
four wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i). For the first time since February 2004, it was 
detected above the standard in MW-13s (92 µg/L) which could be the result of 
biodegradation activities. 

Trichloroethene (TCE) was again detected at a concentration above the NCGWQS of 2.8 
µg/L in the sample collected from MW-13s (11.6 µg/L). 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
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• Groundwater elevation data indicates t~at groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep gr undwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with pre ious groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydrauli gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 

• No target compounds were detected in the groundwater sample collected .from 
background well MW-2s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations in MW-12i and 
MW-13 are slightly higher than during the January 2008 sampling event. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s and MW-12i were 
either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits or at or below their 
respective NCGWQS. The sample collected from MW-13s exhibited 
concentrations that exceed the standards for both compounds. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 2009. 

5 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

.Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

/(µ)eJ 6. (j)~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND 
FINISHING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA,BUNCOMBECOUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

OCTOBER 31, 2008 
MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
MR.RODNEYHEURTER 

WASC LLC 

4760 WORLD HOUSTON PARKWAY, SUITE 100 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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environmental, p.c. 

October 31, 2008 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 

Subject: Assessment Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following Assessment Report for the former 
Asheville Dyeing & Finishing facility in Swannanoa for your review. The report describes the 
geology, hydrogeology and chemical quality of the underlying groundwater. The report also 
presents a discussion of environmental indicators within the adjacent area of the site. The report 
describes the assessment activities for the Northrop Dump area and the historical French Drain. 
Based on our review of previous documents and understanding of the site, further vertical or 
horizontal assessment provides no economical benefit for the site nor would further investigative 
efforts produce any relevant new data to support additional "source" information. Furthermore, the 
groundwater plume is being reduced by the ongoing voluntary remediation system installed in 
1998. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC 

~ 13. {}dfpA,cf 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Senior Geologist 
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SITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

October 31, 2008 

1 INTRODUmON 

1.1 Site Information 

The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing C'AD&F') facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina ("Facility"; see Drawing 1) -
has been subjected to approximately eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and 
sampling in connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene C'PCE") 
underground storage tank f'UST'), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources' Division of Waste Management ("DWM') designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit ("HWMU").1 During these eighteen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (''AOC'') to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992. Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE
impacted groundwater. It is our recollection that DWM's Hazardous Waste Section f'HWS'') 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU. The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source. It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 

In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, which is the result of long-term monitoring, the 
groundwater plume is adequately defined. As previously mentioned, the plume configuration 
has remained the same during the preceding eighteen (18) years of assessment and sampling, 
and overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 

See. letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 
Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for "implementing voluntary remediation at the site"). 
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1.1.1 DWM 2007 Groundwater Assessment Reguest 

On April 5, 2007, the DWM sent a letter to WASCO LLC CWASCO"; formerly known as Water 
Applications & Systems Corporation, which is obligated to indemnify Culligan International as to 
certain matters at the Facility) in which the DWM stated that "AD&F must develop" and submit 
a workplan to assess the "areal and vertical extent of the contaminant plume" that is within the 

. scope of "releases discovered in 1984 from the two [former USTs] and the spill of 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) that reportedly occurred in 1971 [sic]" (h_ereinafter, the "Request"). 
See Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Dir. of Envtl. Affairs, WASCO, April 5, 
2007 (as described below, the spill actually occurred during 1976 ("1976 PCE Spill'')) . 

The Request specified that the ultimately submitted workplan must include a groundwater 
assessment plan. The DWM stated that the groundwater assessment plan should include (1) a 
Site Conceptual Model f'SCM"), which should illustrate the groundwater flow direction across 
the site; (2) environmental indicators, which should identify potential liabilities related to offsite 
contamination; and (3) an "investigation of [solid waste management units (SWMU)] . . . 
identified as requiring additional assessment in the [July 29, 2004] RCRA Facility Assessment" 
C'RFA"), and an implementation schedule. 

The request also included a "Further Assessment Items" list, which the DWM stated "need to be 
discussed or addressed regarding the overall assessment of the site" (the "Discussion List''). 
The Discussion List identified seven items, including: (1) stating "AD&F must determine how far 
the contamination has migrated in both the vertical and horizontal plane"; (2) stating "AD&F 
should determine the construction and geometry of the drain pipe as well as the integrity of the 
pipe" that was involved in the 1976 PCE Spill; (3) requiring a RCRA Facility Investigation of the 
dump area that is designated as Solid Waste Management Unit No. 14 (the "Northrop Dump''), 
"as recommended" during the RFA; ( 4) requiring installation of additional monitoring wells that 
"would detect contamination that may be originating from the [Northrop Dump] and migrating 
toward Beetree Creek"; (5) requesting a description of the current status of the five production 
wells located at the Owens manufacturing facility (''Owens Wells''); (6) requesting additional 
information regarding the Owens Wells, to supplement the information requested in Item No. 6, 
"if available"; and (7) a status report on the "investigation of the unidentified source [north of 
the manufacturing facility]." 

1.1.2 July 2007 Groundwater Assessment Workplan 

On July 10, 2007, Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) submitted a workplan that 
addressed the groundwater assessment and included, among other items, (1) installation of a 
groundwater monitoring well, and completion of a geophysical survey and soil sampling in the 
Northrop Dump; (2) soil sampling at the location of the former French Drain, and (3) an 
Environmental Indicators Survey (''EIS"), intended to determine the presence of ·receptors 
within the surrounding area. 

.. 

The workplan was approved in December 2007 by DWS, which suggested that "all existing 
monitoring wells should be sampled and analyzed for comparison to historical data." The DWS 
further suggested its interest in learning of "the construction and geometry" of the pipe that 
was related to the 1976 PCE Spill. The DWS recited language from the RFA which it stated may 
potentially require further sampling in the Northrop Dump area. As explained in this document, 
the workplan was conducted during April 2008 through September 2008. 
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1.2 Ownership 

The site was originally operated from approximately 1952 until 1962 by Amcel Propulsion, Inc. 
f'Amcel'}. Amcel sold the property to Celanese Corporation of America (''Celanese'') during 
March 1962. Celanese, in turn, sold the property to Northrop Carolina, Inc. (''Northrop"; 
affiliated with Northrop Corporation), which also acquired the contiguous property immediately 
north of the Facility. Northrop reportedly used the property as a manufacturing facility for 
pyrotechnics during the 1960s and early 1970s. During June 1971, Northrop sold the property 
upon which the Facility is located to M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. (''Lowenstein''), and the 
contiguous property immediately to the north of the Facility to Airtronics-the contiguous 
property is now referred to as the Chemtronics Superfund Site ("Chemtronics Site''), for which 
Northrop is a responsible party, along with Celanese. 

Lowenstein, which held a controlling interest in Wamsutta Mills, operated a textile 
manufacturing operation at the Facility until March 3, 1976, when it sold the property to 
Winston Mills, Inc. (''Winston Mills''). At some point after the March 1976 sale, Asheville Dying & 
Finishing (''AD&F'') acquired Winston Mills, and was in turn acquired by McGregor Corporation 
(''McGregor''). McGregor sold the assets of Winston Mills to Anvil Knitwear, Inc. (''Anvil'') on 
December 29, 1994. Anvil operated the Facility as a textiles dyeing and finishing operation. 
Anvil sold the property to Dyna Diggr during December 2007, and the facility is currently vacant 
with the exception of some equipment. 

McGregor was a subsidiary of Astrum International Corporation ("Astrum''), as was Culligan 
International (''Culligan''). Although Culligan neither owned, operated, contributed any material 
or waste whatsoever, and was not otherwise associated with the property, the asset sales 
agreement between McGregor and Anvil provided a guaranty "to the buyers of the sellers' 
obligations" by both Culligan and Astrum. Culligan oversaw the voluntary remediation of the 
PCE matter since approximately the mid 1990s. In accordance with a 2004 Stock Purchase 
Agreement between WASCO and CDRC Holding S.ar.1., WASCO indemnifies CDRC as to certain 
matters associated at the Facility as they relate to specific Culligan obligations. 

1.3 Site Use History 

During the 1970s, AD&F conducted a double knit manufacturing process (related to the 
production of t-shirts) at the Facility. As part of the process, a solution of tetrachloroethene 
(PCE), also known as 'perchlorehtene' was used in a dry cleaning process. Two underground 
storage tanks were used at the Facility, one to store the raw PCE and the other to store used 
PCE, which was disposed offsite. The area where the dry cleaning activities took place was in 
the central portion of the manufacturing facility. The tanks were closed by removal in 1985 and 
soil sampling conducted beneath the tank locations indicated the presence of PCE and other 
related compounds. Of note; samples collected in 1984 from production wells located on the 
Charles Owen facility and south of the Facility, revealed the presence of chlorinated solvents. 
The presence of these solvents was ultimately referenced back to the AD&F operation. These 
wells-the Owens Wells- are no long in use. 

On August 12, 1976 a reported spill consisting of "SO gallons of 10% solution of [PCE] ... and 
200 gallons of essentially 100% solution" of PCE occurred within the manufacturing building of 
the AD&F facility. See N.C. Dept. of Natural & Economic Resources, Report of Investigation: 
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Beetree Creek/Swannanoa River Fish Kill, Aug. 1976, at 4 (attached to Memorandum from M.W. 
Puette, Enforcement Administrator, N.C. Div. of Envtl. Mgmt., to L.P. Benton, Jr., Chief, Water 
Quality Section, Oct. 18, 1976) ("1976 DNER Report''). The spilled material entered floor drains 
which subsequently discharged to an eight inch French drain located south and along the 
manufacturing facility. The drain ultimately discharged to Bee Tree Creek located to the east of 
the facility. Based on this occurrence, a small amount of dry cleaning solution entered Bee Tree 
Creek. The residual material was subsequently remediated. 

It is our understanding as part of an investigation associated with the Chemtronics Site, 
representatives of Northrop acknowledged the Northrop Dump. In 1985 the Northrop Dump 
area was subsequently investigated by the North Carolina Health Section. Mr. Grover Nicholson 
concluded that the site was not an immediate hazard to the environment and the dump site 
might best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics remedial action. 

2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

2.1 Geologic and Hydrogeologic 

2.1.1 Regional Geology 

The Town of Swannanoa and Buncombe County are located within the Blue Ridge 
Physiographic province. The region is characterized by varied topography ranging from 
moderately broad valleys adjoining subdued hills to highly dissected rugged mountains. 
Elevations range from less than 1, 500 feet to more than 5,900 feet above mean sea level. 

Tributaries to one major river basin drain the region. The Swannanoa River flows westward into 
the French Broad River of the Tennessee River Basin. Streams exhibit moderate slopes and 
drainage is generally good. The region is underlain by a variety of metamorphic rocks, although 
meta-graywacke and muscovite biotite schist is predominate in Buncombe County according to 
information from the Geologic Map of North Carolina (1985). Greater detail is available from the 
Geologic Map of the Oteen Quadrangle, North Carolina (1972) which describes the bedrock in 
the Bee Tree Creek Valley as a garnetiferous Mica-Schist. Structurally, the rocks are generally 
oriented northeastward; however, considerable variations occur. 

Bedrock in the region is overlain by some combination of topsoil, alluvial deposits and saprolite. 
Nevertheless, saprolite derived from the in-situ weathering of bedrock, is the predominant 
overburden material in the region. The saprolite typically ranges in thickness from a few inches 
to more than 100 feet in areas of subdued relief. 

2.1.2 Site Geology 

The facility is situated in a relatively broad stream valley at an elevation approximately 2,200 
feet above sea level. Surface drainage from the site is to the southeast toward Bee Tree Creek 
and the Swannanoa River. Bee Tree Creek is located approximately 1,000 feet east of the 
facility and the Swannanoa River is approximately 1,900 feet south of the site. 

Based on a geologic cross section (prepared by Aquaterra (see Appendix A)) of the site and 
properties to the south, the site is underlain by a series of saprolite with areas of alluvium and 
fill material, weathered rock and bedrock. The saprolite is comprised of silty sand and sandy silt. 
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The saprolite ranges in thickness from 30 to 45 feet below land surface (BLS). Alluvial material 
is interspersed in areas of the site in the form of cobble zones. Underlying the saprolite 
specifically on the site is a zone of highly weathered rock. The weathered rock is not as 
prevalent in offsite borings. The weathered rock ranges in thickness from 10 to 25 feet thick. 
Below the weathered rock is a fractured mica schist. The bedrock extends to depths of 600 feet 
BLS. 

2.1.3 Hydrogeology 

2.1.3.1 Regional Hydrogeology 

The climate in Buncombe County is considered temperate. The approximate average annual 
precipitation is between 39 inches and 56 inches per year, most of which is in the form of rain 
(Trapp, 1970). Bee Tree Creek runs adjacent to the site and drains into the Swannanoa River, 
which flows westward to the French Broad River. The French Broad River lies within the 
Tennessee River Drainage Basin. 

Hydrogeologic units have been defined on the basis of rock type (e.g., muscovite-schist and 
igneous intrusives) (Daniel 1987). Many of the hydrogeologic units in Buncombe County owe 
their porosity and permeability to secondary structures such as fractures, joints and solution 
cavities. Well yields in Buncombe County range from 3 to 20 gallons per minute, with some 
yields reportedly as high as 60 gallons per minute (Trapp, 1970). In general, wells screened in 
bedrock have greater yields than those screened in the overlying unconsolidated sediments. 

2.1.3.2 Site Specific Hydrogeology 

There are two distinct hydrogeologic units beneath the site. These two hydrogeolic units consist 
of the unconsolidated saprolite, weathered bedrock/fractured bedrock. These units are 
interconnected and exhibit their own unique hydrogeologic characteristics. 

A shallow aquifer lies within the unconsolidated saprolite to a depth of 30 to 45 feet BLS. Depth 
to water in this unconfined aquifer has ranged from 7.60 (MW-2s) to 19.67 (MW-7s) feet BLS 
during the July 21, 2008 groundwater.sampling event. The depth to water level for the off site 
unconfined aquifer ranged from 4.20 (MW-16s) and 12.71 (MW-18s). Regarding the weathered 
rock/bedrock, depth to water level ranged from 3.31 (MW-17d) to 27,84 (MW-6d). 

Groundwater beneath the site has historically shown to be flowing in a southeasterly direction 
in response to a hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot (see Drawings 2-4). 
Based on the water levels for shallow and deep wells across the area of the groundwater 
contaminant plume, a downward groundwater flow occurs onsite and an upward groundwater 
flow occurs offsite near the Swannanoa River. Hydraulic conductivity values across the site vary 
between .00036 to .000048 centimeters per second. The groundwater seepage velocity across 
the site has been determined to be approximately 70 feet per year. Based on data obtained 
from a pumping test conducted in 1993, transmissivity (T) values for onsite shallow wells 
ranged from 1,790 to 13,160 gallons per day per foot (g/d/ft). The values for storativity (S) 
ranged from 2.613E-3 to 4.71E-2. In the intermediate wells, the values of T ranged from 540 to 
7,330 g/d/ft and the values for S ranged from 8.00E-4 to 4.51E-2. The deep well values ranged 
from 920 to 9,335 g/d/ft and S ranged from 6.86E-4 to 4.SE-3. 
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2.2 Surface Water 

Bee Tree Creek is the eastern most property boundary for the AD&F facility. The creek is 
classified as a C stream by the North Carolina Surface Water Section in the area adjacent to the 
AD&F facility. Bee Tree Creek discharges to two ponds located on the property to the south. It 
is or understanding, the ponds are used for makeup water in the Charles Owen manufacturing 
facility. In addition the ponds are used for recreational purposes. One of the ponds discharges 
to the Swannanoa River. The Swannanoa River subsequently discharges to the French Broad 
River and is classified as a C stream. The stream is a fast flowing stream with steep banks. 
The river is approximately 200 feet wide. 

U Water Supply 

A large percentage of the surrounding properties obtain their source of drinking water from the 
City of Asheville's water supply. The subject site and adjacent properties to the north, east and 
West are also connected to the City's water supply. The Charles Owen manufacturing facility 
and Charles Owen Recreational Park located to the south also are connected to the City water 
supply. In addition, properties along Warren Wilson College Road have access to the City water 
supply and appear to be connected. However, two former drinking water wells were identified 
to the west of the site. These wells are currently used for irrigational purposes. 

MSE performed a water search of properties located across the Swannanoa River. Using a 1500 
foot radius at a location just south of the river, a reconnaissance was conducted. This location 
was selected based on the fact the contaminant plume has been identified at a location north of 
the river. During the survey several drinking water wells were identified on the south side of the 
Swannanoa River. A total of seven wells were identified and are primarily greater than 1,000 
feet from the river. One well was identified at a relatively new residence located at Riparian 
Way and directly across the river from the Charles Owen facility. Based on observations during 
the survey residences located on the western section of Davidson Road, certain residences are 
connected to City water based on the presence of water meters. The waterlines appear to run 
along New Salem Road. The waterlines are not present along Davidson east of Linn Garden 
Lane. Drawing 5 shows the drinking water well locations and Table 1 summarizes the water 
usage. 

3 Site Assessment Activities 

3.1 Site Assessment and Remediation 

Since 1988 a total of 40 monitoring wells have been installed at the site to assess the 
groundwater quality (see Drawing 6). These wells have been installed through seven phases of 
groundwater assessment programs. In addition, approximately 18 years of periodic sampling 
has been performed across the site. Since 1998, an onsite voluntary remediation system has 
been in operation and was designed to reduce the source of groundwater impact. During the 
assessment program the only contaminants identified have been PCE and the breakdown 
compounds cisl,2 dichloroethene and trichloroethene. One other compound, dichloropropane 
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has also been detected consistently throughout the sampling events. This compound is a tracer 
associated with PCE product. 

Historically, the PCE plume has been identified to be present in a narrow lenticular shaped 
plume and originates from two distinct locations. These locations are an unknown source 
located north of the facility and defined by well cluster MW-4 and the former UST area defined 

· as the hazardous waste management unit. The plumes appear to have commingled. The 
presence of chlorinated solvents has been identified in the unconsolidated soil, weathered rock 
interface and the fractured bedrock. 

· In the shallow unconsolidated soil PCE concentrations obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, 
a small area centered around MW-6s exhibited concentration in excess of 100 parts per billion 
(ppb). The area of this impact measures approximately 170 feet wide by 360 feet long and is 
onsite. The remaining shallow wells exhibit concentrations of PCE between 47.4 (MW-14s) and 
1.47 (MW-4s) (see Drawing 7). The total shallow plume dimensions are approximately 624 feet 
wide by 1,840 feet wide. The down gradient extent of the plume appears to be defined by the 
two recreational ponds. 

Based on the groundwater obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, the intermediate 
groundwater PCE plume exhibits dimensions of 435 feet wide by 1,920 feet long (see Drawing 
8). The PCE concentrations range from a high of 265 ppb in OW-2i to a low of 11.4 ppb (MW
Si). Again as with the shallow plume the highest concentrations are located on the subject site. 
Regarding the deep PCE, impact was only detected in MW-6d and MW-20d at concentrations of 
0.77 ppb and 17.8 ppb during the October 2007 sampling event (see Drawing 9). Both these 
wells are located on the AD&F property. Only 1,2 dichloropropane-a compound that is not a 
biodegradation derivative of PCE(TCE, which is the express scope of the Request-was detected 
in offsite wells at a concentration exceeding it's cleanup standard. The compound was detected 
at 1.99 ppb in monitoring well MW-14d. 

3.2 Solid Waste Management Unit Assessment 

3.2.1 Northrop Dump 

The results of the activities related to the Northrop Dump indicate there is no significant change 
from information contained within the N.C. Dept. of Human Resources, Div. of Health 
Service's ("DOH") April 3, 1986 Site Investigation Report, which was submitted to Ms. Denise 
Bland, the EPA's North Carolina CERCLA Project Officer ("1986 Health Servic~s Report"). That 
report detailed observations and findings of the DOH's May 1985 site inspection, and stated the 
Northrop Dump is "not presently a contamination threat to surrounding surface water and 
groundwater." 

Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrop Dump, the following scope of work was 
performed; 

• Removed the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
• Performed surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface 

anomalies); 
• Conducted general profiling & sampling of areas identified as anomalies, as appropriate . 
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3.2.1.1 Geophysical Survey 

Prior to performing any sampling / profiling activities, the ground cover and small trees were 
cleared using a bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor and other manual devices. This 
provided an open area to perform the geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation was 
performed to delineate the approximate footprint of the landfill area and to· 1ocate areas 
containing geophysical anomalies. 

Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), conducted the geophysical survey across the 
Northrop' Dump. The ·geophysical investigation consisted of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey and metal detection (EM-61) survey. Prior to data 
acquisition, GSI established a 20-foot by 20-foot survey grid across the geophysical area using 
measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking paint. The grid measured approximately 280 feet wide 
by 260 feet long. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility 
poles, etc., were referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 

EM31 apparent ground conductivity and in-phase (metal detection) (EM-61) data was 
simultaneously collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet 
apart. The survey lines were oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the 
landfill. 

The EM31 and EM-61 instrument is able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet and eight feet respectively. The data was digitally collected and 
downloaded to a field computer and processed into color1 contoured conductivity and in-phase 
maps. Although the results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results 
should delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies . 

The Geophysical Investigation report is attached as Appendix B. The EM-31 and EM-61 surveys 
provided reliable results in delineating the perimeter of buried metallic waste and areas 
containing significant or large metal objects. The report further indicates that the metallic waste 
is centered near grid coordinates X=1301Y=130 and comprises an area of approximately 191500 
square feet. The highest amplitude anomalies are likely areas containing large buried metal 
objects or areas containing the highest concentration of metal objects or debris (such as grid 
coordinates X=87 Y=160; X=lOO Y=113; X=150 Y=105; and X=208 Y=102). In addition1 the 
EM-31 data was influenced by the large concentration of metallic surface metallic material. 
Appendix B Figures 4 thru 6 show the results of the geophysical survey. 

3.2.1.2 Northroo Dump Profiling and Soil Sampling 

Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps were taken to perform evaluative 
investigatory activities. Between March 31, 2008 and April 4, 2008, a total of 17 grid locations 
were evaluated employing a "surgical" sampling technique (e.g., lifts not exceeding six inches) . 

. The evaluation locations are shown on Drawing 10. A brief description of the material identified 
in each location is presented below. Photographs of the investigation are contained in Appendix 
c. 

Grid Location 70/170 
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Grid Location 80/200 

Grid Location 100/230 

Grid Location 130/180 

Grid Location150/150 

Grid Location 180/110 

Grid Location 170/100 

Grid Location 60/95 

Grid Location 105/105 

Grid Location 110/155 

Grid Location 120/90 

Grid Location 130/75 

Grid Location 150/75 

Grid Location 150/110 

Some native soil mixed with concrete block. Approximately 18 
inches below surface a green powder was encountered. 

Native soil mixed with rebar, angle iron with concrete blocks 
mixed with wire, plastic and bottles. 

Native soil, two drums lying flat in the location, metal, plastic wire 
rebar and block were also encountered. 

Block, metal, rebar, rocks and native soil was found in this 
location. Two types of solid material were observed. One material 
was red and the second was white in color. 

Metal, plastic paint cans blue green paint. White ash powder, Tire, 
metal and some soil. 55 gallon drums were present in the 
location, likely containerized general plant refuse and debris. 

Several drums observed; variously marked "Naval Ammunitions 
(Crane Indiana)" "Class B Poison" and "Di Nitro Toluene." 

Corrugated metal pipe, small drum, and black plastic, red murky 
water. 

Numerous 55 gallon size drums with larger outer rims, concrete 
and rebar. 

Yellow type solid material, concrete, rebar and drums. 

55 gallon drums with material in them, strong odor. 

15 to 20 lids indicated Sodium Nitrate, blocks were present in the 
location along with red dye material. 

Large concentration of 55 gallon drums with labels indicating Di 
Nitro Toluene. Other labels indicate mixture tech blend-m, Lot 9 
645 Dr, 78, 95, 550. 

55 gallon drums identified with placards "Do Not Drop" and Di 
Nitro Toluene labeling were present in the location. 

In addition to the above, several containers labeled "magnesium atomized potassium;'were also · 
present and interspersed through the areas. In addition, areas of diffused metal were present in 
some of the sampling areas. 

A total of 13 representative soil samples were collected from various points in the Northrop 
Dump area and analyzed for the presence of chemicals of concern. The sampling locations were 
labeled according to the grid spacing designation. The soil and water samples are comprised of 
grab samples from the sampling areas. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and 
summarized in Table 2 (Table 1 provides the results as well as the North Carolina Soil Screening 
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Levels as provided in the "Guidelines for Establishing Remediation Goals at RCRA Hazardous 
Waste Sites'}. The compounds detected are typically associated with heavy petroleum or 
cutting oils. Several metal compounds were also detected in samples collected from the 
excavated trenched. The primary metal compounds detected consisted of chromium, lead, 
magnesium, nickel and zinc. 

Based on our review of the data, the results suggest that the primary material disposed within 
the Northrop Dump represents a combination of byproduct of a metal cutting operation and 
suspected containerized general plant refuse and debris. Inorganic metal compounds, heavy oil 
and minor chlorinated solvents are typical compounds associated with metal cutting activities. 
Labels and markings that were observable on the partially buried drums in the Northrop Dump 
area indicate the original contents may have been used as accelerants to propel the flares or 
allow a reaction, which is consistent the manufacturing of roadway and or military flares that 
was historically conducted by Northrop. It is likely that the observed drums were emptied as 
part of Northrop's manufacturing processes and then used for disposal of other waste. 

McGregor entities historically indicated that they did not contribute to the Northrop Dump, and 
initiated communications with Northrop to communicate its liability for all investigative and 
remedial actions that may be required, and sought Northrop's voluntary cooperation. In 
addition, several communications from regulatory agency representatives reflect the 
observation that Northrop is wholly and properly the responsible party for any future actions 
associated with the Northrop Dump-in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, this 
verbiage is contained within the RFA, and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated 
that, because any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably "originated with Northrop Carolina," 
any future required action would "best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics . . . 
[CERCLA] remedial action." The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is in accord 
with the previous regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability 
being properly associated with Northrop. 

3.2.1.3 Groundwater Assessment Program 

A single shallow groundwater monitoring well MW-24s was installed at a point between the 
Northrop Dump and Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 6). The well was constructed of Schedule 40 
PVC and was equipped with 15 feet of 0.010 slotted well screen. The well was installed to a 
total depth of 21 feet. Once the well was installed and properly developed, a groundwater 
sample was obtained and analyzed for the presence of voes, SVOCs and inorganic compounds. 
In addition, previously installed monitoring wells MW-22s and MW-23s were also sampled for 
the presence of the above mentioned compounds. 

No compounds were present in the sample from MW-24s, which was installed down~gradient 
from the Northrop Dump, between it and Beetree Creek. In fact, only the groundwater sample 
obtained from monitoring well MW-22s-which is upgradient of the Northrop Dump-indicated 

. the presence of compounds above the North Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard 
(NCGWQS). Four inorganic compounds, chromium, lead, nickel and selenium were detected. No 
other compounds were detected above the NCGWQS in any of the wells. The analytical results 
are contained in Appendix D and summarized in Table 3 . 
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3.3 Scope of Work for French Drain 

The French Drain is an eight inch slotted pipe that runs the entire length of the building and 
discharges to the City of Asheville sewer system. The drain was installed at the time the 
building was constructed as a mechanism to divert water to prevent the building from flooding. 
The depth of the drain is approximately five to 15 feet below ground surface. The exact 
construction is unknown, although it is believed that the slotted section, as with typical French 
Drain construction, was limited to the area of the building, and was connected to solid piping 
from that point. While the piping system allowed discharge to Beetree Creek during 1976, the 
Winston Mills managers believe the line was attached to the sewer piping that fed to the local 
wastewater treatment pla.nt. See 1986 Health Services Report. As part of its 1976 investigation, 
the DNER's Water Quality Section reviewed Facility plans that showed "plant sewerlines [sic] 
and their relation to the corrugated surface and groundwater drainage pipe." See 1976 ONER 
Report at 2. At some point prior to 2004, the line that formerly discharged to Beetree Creek was 
"capped ... [and] joined to the facility's POTW sewerage line. See RFA, at 36. The location of 
the French drain is shown in Drawing 6. 

As part of the 2008 assessment, a single soil sample was collected at the point where the 
French Drain terminated at the time of the original incident, or as close as possible (down
gradient). The sample was collected at the sewer discharge point and is shown on Drawing 7, 
and the analytical results are contained in Appendix E. This sample was analyzed for the 
presence of voes according to SW-846 Method 8260. Only one compound, acetone, was 
detected in the sample at concentrations above the laboratory practical quantitation limits. The 
concentration was 47 ppb, and there is no clean-up value associated with soil samples for this 
parameter. Acetone is a well documented laboratory relic associated with the SW-846 Method 
8260 analytical method used. Additionally, acetone is not a biodegradation derivative of 
PCE/TCE. 

4 CONCLUSION 

The Facility has been subjected to eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with PCE. During this time, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. The substantial risk that further assessment 
activities will create 'conduits', which will (1) allow vertical/ cross-zone migration, and (2) abrogate 
the positive results achieved to date, indicates the detriments associated with 'chasing' an 
additional part per billion. 

The ongoing remediation and contaminant source reduction at the Facility has proven to be, and 
remains, effective. Accordingly, we believe no benefit will result from further vertical or horizontal 
assessment. The risks in performing additional assessment activities-which, as explained above, 
may likely exacerbate the situation by inducing migration-are sufficiently strong to warrant 
caution and restraint. No additional data to support identification of contributory sources or further 
delineation of the existing groundwater will be derived from continued investigative efforts. 

Regarding the Northrop Dump area, rusted drums were identified and extremely minor impact to 
the soil was identified. This is consistent with· the historical record, most notably the verbiage of 
the 1986 Health Services Report. Several communications from regulatory agency representatives 
reflect the observation that Northrop is the responsible party for any situation associated with the 
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Northrop Dump area-in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, language to this effect is 
included in both the RFA and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated that, because 
any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably "originated with Northrop Carolina," any future 
required action would "best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics ... [CERCLA] remedial 
action." The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is consistent with the previous 
regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability being properly 
associated with Northrop. · 

5 SUBMITTAL 

The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASCO LLC, and is to be used in its 
entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs 
Environmental PC. 

Prepared By: 

Min~ral Springs Environmental 

!f!Ah. ~:. &itlM-c/ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
President 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane • Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 

March 23, 2009 

Ms. Mary Siedeclki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: OctOber 2008 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSElob123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Attached are three copies of the October 2008 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
for the site referenced above. Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. collected samples 
from all but one of the groundwater monitoring wells (MW-1) to develop a current 
picture of the site groundwater conditions. This includes the two groundwater 
monitoring wells adjacent to the debris pile. The results of this sampling are included in 
the report" 

If you have any questions regarding the attached report or the site, please contact me 
at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

lff!JV/3. ~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

123/QUy/OCt 2008/kr 
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FINISHING FACILITY .· . . . 

· WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD . ·.· 
. ·swANNANOA, BUNCOMBE COUNTY,.·.·. 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCD 070 619 663 

. · MARCH 23 2009 
. . . ' 

. MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
· · . ·. MR. RODNEY HUERTER 

WASCLLC 

4760WORLD HOUSTON PARKWAY, SUITE 100 
. . 

HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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OCTOBER 2008 QUARTERLY EFFECTIVENESS 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
March 23, 2009 · 

BACKGROUND 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing (AD&F) removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground 
storage tank (USf) and one virgin PCE usr in April 1985 from their site located in Swannanoa, 
North carolina (Drawings 1 and 2). The location of the former waste PCE UST was designated as 
a hazardous waste management unit (HWMU) by the North carolina Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management (DWM). 

An administrative Order of Consent (AOC) was issued to AD&F by the DWM on October 11, 1990. 
The AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. The HWMU was closed by AD&F in late 1992 and seven phases of 
groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-impacted 
groundwater. 

In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed to 
remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The remediation system (RS-1) was 
restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an area 
measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3). In 2001 a second remediation system 
(RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source. 

This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, groundwater 
sampling activities, the associated analytical results and SVE effluent air and groundwater quality 
trends. 

2 REMEDIAL ACTIVITIES 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed to an 
average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, constructed of 
stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air compressor capable of 
supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of compressed air. The SVE component of the 
system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter central hub with four radiating SVE trenches 
augmenting the AS system. The hub is constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of 
slotted screen at the bottom of the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 feet 
north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In addition, two 
four-inch diameter SVE wells were incorporated into the SVE system. The central hub and 
trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air from the vadose zone. 
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2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing facility. 
Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing manufacturing 
building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two separate rows. The AS 
points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and 3/4-inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of the 
northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building (Drawing 3). 
The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and constructed of 2-inch 
PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen. Additionally, one SVE trench 
approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the removal of volatilized PCE from the 
subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a rotary screw 
air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery pressure of 25 pounds per 
square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 inches of mercury vacuum at a rate 
of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization air. 

2.3 System Performance 

From July 2007 through October 2008, RS-1 and RS-2 continued normal operation with no 
system shutdowns occurring in the past three months. Operation and maintenance activities are 
conducted monthly to optimize remediation system performance. Additionally, the effluent 
discharge flow rate from each SVE blower is measured monthly using an anemometer. 

On October 25, 2008, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-1 (SVE 1) 
was approximately 650 CFM with a temperature of approximately 30 degrees Centigrade at 
approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge 
from RS-2 (SVE 2) was approximately 480 CFM with a temperature of approximately 32 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of mercury. 

3 REMEDIATION SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the PCE 
content in the groundwater samples collected from the monitoring wells. The analytical results 
for the groundwater samples collected in October 2008 are presented below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3.1.1 General 

MSE performed the October 2008 groundwater sampling event to monitor the effectiveness of 
the on-going voluntary groundwater remediation systems. The effectiveness of the remediation 
systems is evaluated by monitoring the groundwater monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, 
MW-Si, MW-Gs, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-15s, OW-li and OW-2i. 
However, for this monitoring event, MSE representatives collected groundwater samples from all 
the on-site and off-site monitoring wells, except MW-1. The wells were sampled to determine the 
current groundwater conditions both on and off the site. 
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3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

Groundwater elevations were measured from all groundwater monitoring wells except M.W-1. The 
data collected is summarized on Table 1. Using this data, MSE has prepared groundwater contour 
maps for the shallow and intermediate aquifer horizons (Drawings 4 and 5). Drawing 6 shows the 
water table elevations of the wells completed in the fractured bedrock zone. This zone was not 
contoured because the wells are completed within different water bearing fracture sets. 

Drawing 4 depicts groundwater flow at the water table. The influence of the two SVE systems 
can be seen with the mounding of the water table beneath the building and at monitoring well 
nests MW-5 and MW-6. Overall, the groundwater is flowing toward the southeast, to the 
Swannanoa River at a gradient of approximately 0.017 feet per foot. Within the intermediate 
zone, the groundwater flows in the same direction, at the same gradient. 

3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the site 
Sampling and Analysis Plan and the samples were transported under chain-of-custody to 
Research & Analytical Laboratories, Inc. located in Kernersville, North carolina and analyzed for .· 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 Method 82608. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the October 2008 groundwater 
sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Drawings 7 through 9 and Table 
2. Historical data for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above are included as Table 3. 
Graphs showing historical trends of effectiveness monitoring wells are included in Appendix B. 

The primary constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and its biodegradation 
products of trichloroethene (TCE) and cis-1,2-dichloroethene ( cis-1,2-DCE). Of these compounds, 
only PCE and TCE are present at concentrations exceeding their respective NCGWQS. 

MSE has prepared estimated isoconcentration maps for the PCE in the shallow, intermediate, and 
deep aquifers (Drawings 7, 8, and 9). The extent of PCE impact above NCGWQS extends from 
the AD&F facility to the Swannanoa River within the shallow and . intermediate aquifers. The 
extent of PCE impact within the deep aquifer is restricted to the well located slightly north of the 
facility. 

PCE was detected in 27 of the 39 samples collected at concentrations at or above the NCGWQS 
of 0.7 micrograms per liter (µg/L). Concentrations range from 400µg/L (MW-13s) to 0.830µg/L 
(MW-16d). TCE was present in eleven samples (MW-Si, MW-Gs, MW-6i, MW-lli, MW-13s, MW-
14s, MW-14i, MW-16s, MW-20s, MW-20d and OW-2i) at concentrations above the NCGWQS of 
2.8µg/L. The TCE concentrations ranged from 16.0 µg/L (MW~16s) to 3.27 µg/L (MW-Si}. Cis-1,2-
DCE was not present in any of the wells at a concentration exceeding the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L. 

4 GROUJNDWATER QUAUTY TRENDS 

PCE concentrations increased in a majority of the groundwater monitoring wells that were also· 
sampled in October 2007, when the last large scale sampling event was conducted. TCE 
concentrations remained very similar to concentrations observed in the October 2007 event. 
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TCE and cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are not 
favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products of carbon 
dioxide and water. 

5 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

PCE concentrations increased slightly in the majority of the groundwater monitoring wells that 
were also sampled in October 2007, when the last large scale sampling event was conducted . 
. Implementation of the remediation systems meets the ultimate . objective of the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted groundwater. RS-1 and 
RS-2 should continue to be operated to further reduce the concentrations of PCE and other voes 
located on the AD&F property. Continued reduction in source area contaminant concentrations is 
expected to reduce the horizontal and vertical migration of the contaminants of concern. MSE 
recommends that monthly operation and maintenance checks be continued to facilitate optimum 
system performance. 

6 LIMITATIONS 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site addressed 
and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days specified using the 
methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request the opportunity to review and 
modify the conclusions and recommendations included in this report, if warranted. This report is for 
the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole 
risk and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

~ineral Springs Environmental, P.C . 

. !fi,tRJ t. ~~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental. p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane • Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 • 

March 18, 2009 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: January 2009 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Pk- , . 
p,.eceived 

MAR 2009 
·ttazatdous -i 

"\Y~sle> Section , 

Please find attached three copies of the January 2009 Semi-Annual Post-Closure care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact ine at (919) 261-8186 . 

. Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C • 

. 11iJ0 13 . (JltlPA-/ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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January 2009 Semi-Annual Post-Closure care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North carolina 
March 18, 2009 

Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the January 2009 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North carolina (Drawing 1). MSEwas contracted by 
WASC, LLC., the responsible party for the site. The semi-annual monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one hydraulically 
upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the former waste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (Usn. Drawing 2 indicates the 
locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site features. 
Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the requirements 
of the current Post-Closure care Plan (PCCP), the approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G. 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 28, 2009, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 

. elevation (Table 1). · 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
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migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of. 
approximately 0.018 feet per foot. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations arid contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit · 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 
. ·. . . . . 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
· new disposable polyethylene bailers · and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 28, 2009, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, 
Mw.:.125, MW-12i,_ and MW-13s. Samples were· decanted ·into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Paradigm Analytical. Laboratories, Inc. 
(Paradigm) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds {VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 ·Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2009 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7µg/L in samples collected from MW-2s (5.93 µg/L), MW-12s 
{29.9 µg/L), MW-12i (15.4 µg/L), and MW-13s {471 µg/L ) .. 

Cis-1,2-dichloroethene {DCE) was not detected at a concentration above the NCGWQS 
of 70 µg/L in the four wells sampled. · 

Trichloroethene {TCE) was again detected at a concentration above the NCGWQS of 2.8 
µg/L in the sample collected from MW-13s (7 µg/L). 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and . 
associated analytical results: · · · 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
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Additionally; the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past · 
determinations. 

• PCE was detected in the . groundwater sample collected from background well 
· MW-2s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
· l3s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentration in MW-12s was 
slightly higher than during the January 2008 sampling event. 

· • Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s and MW-12i were 
either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits or at or below their 
respective NCGWQS. The sample collected from · MW-13s exhibited 
concentrations that exceed the standards for TCE •. 

MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 2009. 

5 Limmtations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 

· · the. opportunity to ·review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

. Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

·.· ~ B _ (iJo{JtUr/ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG ... 
Principal Geologist 
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4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 environmental,. p.c. 

February 16, 2010 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: January 2010 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Please find attached three copies of the January 2010 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitonng Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facmty in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

lf!)J<J ~- ~cf 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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January 2010 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
February 16, 2010 

1 Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. {MSE) has completed the January 2010 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
WASC, LLC.', the responsible party for the site. The semi-annual monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one hydraulically 
upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW·13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the former waste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 indicates the 
locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site features. 
Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the requirements 
of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G. 

2 Field Activities 

Z.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 14, 2010, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a· hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater. mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
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migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data ob~ained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater. is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 14, 2010, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to SGS Analytical Laboratories {SGS) in 
Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2010 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from MW-12s (7.54 µg/L), MW-12i 
(36 µg/L), and MW-13s (149 µg/L). 

Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four 
wells sampled. 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results; 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 
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• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of _the LPQL. 

• PCE .was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentration in MW-12s was 
slightly higher than during the July 2009 sampling event. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW· 12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in July 
2010. 

5 Limitations 

The opinions induded in this report are applicable only on the specific p0rtions of the site 
addressed and described. The. opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, V>{e request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

. Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

J(;V.h ~. r?~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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4600 Mineral Springs Lane • Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 • 

June 14, 2010 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 

Subject: Surface Water and Groundwater Sampling Work plan 
Former Asheville Dyeing St Finishing Site 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following workplan for your review. The • 
workplan details the methods to be used to conduct surface water sampling and additional 
groundwater sampling in relation to the above mentioned site. Analytical results for monitoring 
wells MW-18s and MW-18d have historically shown below laboratory detection limits for 
tetrachloroethene, indicating the compound has not reached these specific locations. As such 
sampling across the Swamianoa River doe5 not appear to be warranted at this time. This ls further 
supported by the fact an upward vertical gradient exist between MW-18d and MW-18s and also 
the fact the Swannanoa River is a receiving or discharge water body. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Spri.ngs Environmental PC 

Kirk B. Pollard, LG . 
. Senior Geologist 
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SURFACE WATER AND 
GROUNDWATER SAM

PLING WORKPLAN 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND . . 

FINISHING FACILITY 
WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 

SWANNANOA, BUN.COMBE COUNTY,· 
NORTH CAROLINA 

""" ......... 

NCD 070 619 663 
JUNE 14, 2010 

MSE JOB N0.123 

Prepared For: 
MR. RODNEY HEURTER 

WASC LLC 
4760 WORLD HOUSTON PARKWAY, SUITE 100 

HOUSfON,TEXAS,77032 
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SURFACE WATER AN[) GROUNDWATER SAMPLING WORKPLAN 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING &. FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

June 14, 2010 · · · 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The North Carolina Department of Environment and ~atural Resol!rces, Division of Wast~ 
Management (DWM) issued a memorandum to AShville Dyeing and Finishing Company (AO&F) 
on December 22, 2009 (Memorandum). The Memorandum, Which was sent to WASCO, ll:C 
(WASCO), announced OWWs formal ev~luation ()f AD&F's status under Environmental Ind.icator 
Event Codes CA725 and CA750 for the former AD&F facility located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (Site; Drawing· 1). The 
evaluation reportedly indicated that certain data gaps needed to be addressed and requested 
the submittal of a work plan to address the data gaps. 

As explained in Section 1.1 of this work plan, .WASCO is not, and never has been an owner or. 
operator of the Site, but has continued Culiigan International Company's (Culligan) voluntary 
operation of the groundwater remediation system (System) at the.Site, pursuant to certain and 
limited indemnification obligations between WASCO and Culligan. In .continuation of the long 
history of good relations WASCO has developed with DWM at the Site as a result of its 
operation of the System, WASCO has retained Mineral Springs Environmental PC to develop and 
submit this work plan, Which addresses DWM's request in the Memorandum to collect certain 
surface water and groundwater samples at the Sit~. 

1.1 Site Information 

The Site was originally developed by Amcel Propulsion, Inc. during approximately 1952. Amcel 
sold several tracts in Swannanoa Township, including the Site, to. Celanese Corporation of 
America on March-2, 1962. On October 1, 1965, Celanese sold the propertiesi including the 
Site, to Northrop Caroliria, Inc. (which also owned neighboring property that is currently 
referred to as the Chemtronics Superfund site, for' which the- U.S. EPA named Northrop 
Grumman Systems Corporation as one of three. viable potentially responsible parties). 

Northrop sold the Site toM. Lowe·nstein & Sons, Inc. on June 14, 1971. M. Lowenstein &Sons 
sold the Site to Winston Mills, Inc. on March 3; 1976. An unincorporated division of Winston 
Mills-AD&F-operated the Site. AD&F removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
underground storage tank (UST) and one virgin PCE UST from the Site in April 1985 (Drawings 
1 and 2). DWM designated the location of the former waste PCE UST as a hazardous waste 
management unit (HWMU). 

In 1986, McGregor Corporation acquired WinstOn Mills. On August 29, 1990, W~nston Mills 
entered into an Administrative Order on Consent, Docket No .. 89~249 (AOC) with DWM to 
address conditions associated with the former hazardous waste underground storage tank. The 
AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU, address the horizontal ·arid vertical extent of 
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grouridWate'r impact, and submit q Part A applic<Jtion .under 40 C.F.R. §§ 270.10-270.73. The 
HWMU was dosed by AD&F in late 1992, an9 the DWM certified closure in Marth 1993. 

Seven phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE- • 
impacted groundwater. The Hazardous. Waste Section, in a correspondence issued in 1997, 
documented the extent of groundwater impact from the HWMU had been essentially defined 
and no further assessment was· required as a result of the release from the HWMU. · 

McGregor and Winston Mills sold the Site to Anvil Knitwear, Inc; oh January 28, 1995 .. Ast:rum 
International Corporation was the .parent corporation of both Anvil and McGregor. Astrum and 
Culligan lntemational, which was a separate subsidiary of Astrum; w~re both identified as 
guarantors for Winston Mills. During 1998, United States Filter Corporation (USFC; now known 
as WASCO) acquired Culligan as a subsidiary. As a result of the acquisition( DWM directed 
USFC to file a Part A permit application. 

In 1998, Culligan installed a combination air sparge (AS) and s0il vacuum e'Xtraction (SVE) 
system to remediate th~ groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. The Installation of this 
system was voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations. The remediation 
system (RS-1) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on· the AD&F property and 
encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001, Culligan installed a 
second remediation system (RS-2) to the nor.th of RS-1 to address groundwater impact 
assodated with an unidentified source. 

During 2004, USFC sold Culligan, but retained certain limited obligations to indemnify Culligan 
(which indudes the potential for WASCO to transfer operation of the System back to Culligan at 

. an uospeeifiedtime in the future, with no further association by WASCO with the System). Anvil 
sold the Site to Dyna-Diggr, LLC on December 18, 2007. During September 2008, WASCO was • 
requested to submit an amended EPA Form 8700-23 to reflect the change in property 
ownership. Although. it is solely the operator of the remediation system, WASCO complied with 
the request-as detailed above, neither WASCO nor its indemnit~e· Culligan were ever owners' or· 
operators of the Site. · · 

In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the early 1980s, and the USTs used to 
store the waste and raw PCE were also removed during that time, arid the secondary soil 
source was excavated. Based on the most recent groundwater _data the groundwater plume 
continues to be defined. Over the last twenty (20) years of a·ssessment and sampling the plume 
configuration has remained the same, and overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

1.2 Purpose 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) was contracted to p~rform surface water sampling of 
Seetree Creek, Owens Ponds and the Swannanoa River. In addition, groundwater sampling Will 
be performed on monitoring wells M.W-i8s and MW-1.Sd during the next scheduled grollndwater· 
sampling event. · · · ·. ·.· · · · · · · ·· ·· · · · · 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 
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1.3 SURFACE WATER SAMPLING PROGRAM 

1.3.1 Charles Owens Recreational Ponds 

A total of two samples will be· obtained from each pond (see Drawing 2). The ponds will be 
divided into halves and a representative sample will be obtained from each half of the pond. 
Prior to conducting the sampling1 each pond will be sounded to determine the depth. Accessing 
the pond with a boat, the surface water samples requested in the Memorandum will be 
collected. The samples will be analyzed for the presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 
according to SW-846 Method 8260. 

1.3.2 Swannanoa River 

A total of three surface water samples wilf be obtained from the Swannanoa River (see Drawing 
2) using the appropriate sampling device. One sample will be obtained from a location up 
stream from the Charles Owens Recreational facility. The second sample will be obtained from a 
location near -monitoring well cluster MW-18 and one sample will be obtained from a location 
slightly down steam from the Owens facility. The samples will be analyzed for the presence of 
VOCs according to SW-846 Method 8260. 

1.3.J Bee Tree Creek 

One surface water sample will be obtained from Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 2), near the 
outfall of the French Drain using the appropriate sampling device. The sample will be analyzed 
for the presence of voes according to SW-846 Method S260, 

1.4 ·GROUNDWATER SAMPLING 

Monitoring wells MW-18s and 18d will be added to the list of wells to be sampled on an annual 
basis. The samples will be analyzed for the presence of voes according to SW-846 Method 
8260. The sample will be collected in accordance with the site SAP. 

2 SCHEDULE 

Once the work plan has been reviewed by the Section and approved, work task will commence. 
The overall field activities and analysis of samples will take approximately two to three days to 
complete. The report will take approximately one month to complete once all the data has been 
oom~~d. · 

3 SITE HEAL TH AND SAFETY 

A site-specific health and safety plan (HASP) will be prepared by MSE personnel to be utilized by. 
MSE personnel. Subcontractors working within the exclusion area will either prepare their own 

·equivalent HASP or follow the MSE plan. Site workers will have received OSHA 40-hour training as 
specified in Title 29 CFR 1910.120 with eight-hour refresher training within the last year. 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 
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4 SUBMITTAL 

The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASC, and is to be used in its entirety. 
Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental 
PC. . 

Prepared By: 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC 

J( d.16 fJ. (/ktvUI 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG, 
President 
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envlft>nmf!ntal, p,c. 

January 10, 2011 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 • 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: July 2010 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Please find attached three copies of the July 2010 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

lf..~13.~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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July 2010 semi~Annual Post~Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facilify 
· · Warren Wilson College Road 

. Swannanoa, Buncombe Count'{, North Carolina 
January 10, 2011 

1 Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the July .2010 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwa.ter monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing {AD&F) site in Swannanqa, North Carolina (Drawing. i). MSEwas 'contracteci by 
WASC, LLC., the responsible party for the site. The semi~annual ·monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to· groundwater measurements froni 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected ftom one hydraulically 
upgradierit (background) monitoring weli (MW-25) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s) ·located. hydraulically downgradien~ from th~ former W()ste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (usn. Drawing 2 -indicates the 
locations of the mon.itoring ~ells~ the former UST, and other relevant site features. 
Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the requirements 
of the current Post-Closure Care Pla.n (PCCP), the approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
and applkable requkements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G. · · 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On July 27, 2010, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
_monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-125, MW-i2i, and. MW-13s). Priorto sampling, dept~ to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 .monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronicwater level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth tO. water measurement from the pre-determined top of . casing 
elevation (Table 1). · · · 

An estimated water table contour map was developed ·using water level data.collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) arid indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in ·a southeasterly direction below. Jhe. site at a hydr~ulic gradient of 
approximately 0.017 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with 'previous flow 
directions cafculated for the shallow m·onitorlng wells~ There is a slight decrease ih 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediatioQ systern: System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mc;iunding in this area: 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intetrnediate depth. monitoring wefls.(Drawing 4) and indicat~s groupd_water is 
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migrating in a southeasterly direction below the . site at a ·hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. . 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5 .. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 

. · the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities . 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene b_ailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On July 
27, 2010, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring w~lls MW-Zs, MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s. During this sampling event, groundwater samples were also 

· obtained from monitoring wells MW-18s and MW-18d. Samples were decanted into pre
. labeled, laboratory supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to SGS Analytical 
laboratories (SGS) in Wilmington, North carolina. The ,groundwater samples were 
analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs} in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 
8260B. 

3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory _ analytical report for the July 2010 groundwater sampling event is. 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2.· 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L ln samples collected from MW-l2s (98.8 µg/l), MW· 12i 
(2:3.4 µg/L), and MW~i3s (88.5 µg/L). 

Neither cis· 1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively; in the four 
wells sampled. 

· No compounds of concern were detected in either monitoring well MW-18s or MW-18d 
at concentrations in excess of the NCGWQS. 

4 summary 

Based on the·data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: · 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
July 2010 Post·Qosure care MonitoFing Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and finishing Fad!ity 
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• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. · 

• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrat,ions above the NCGWQS. The concentration in MW-12s was 
higher than during the January 2010 sampling event. · 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits {LPQL) or at or · 
below their respective NCGWQS. 

• No compounds of concern were . detected in either monitoring well MW-18s or 
MW-18d at concentrations in excess of the NCGWQS. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 
2011. 

S Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the · days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole u~ of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

~)~.~ 
Kirk B .. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.<. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

February 8, 2011 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Wast.e Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 

Subject: Suriace Water Sampling Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC has prepared the following report on behalf of WASCO LLC for 
your review. nie report details the result of the surface water sampling in relation to the above 
mentioned site and pursuant to the June 14, 2010 Surface Water and Groundwater Sampling 
Workplan and July 15 supplemental clarifications. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261--8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC 

~13.~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Senior Geologist 
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SURFACE WATER SAM
PLING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND 
FINISHING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA, BUNCOMBE COUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

FEBRUARY 8, 2011 
MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
MR. RODNEY HEURTER 

WASCO LLC 

4760 WORLD HOUSTON PARKVl/AY, SUITE 100 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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SURFACE WATER SAMPLING REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

February 8, 2011 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste 
Management (DWM) issued a memorandum to Ashville Dyeing and Finishing Company (AD&F) 
on December 22, 2009 (Memorandum). The Memorandum, which was sent to WASCO, LLC_ 
(WASCO), announced DWM's formal evaluation of AD&F's status under Environmental Indicator 
Event Codes CA725 and CA750 for the former AD&F facility located at 850 ·Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (Site; Drawing 1). The 
evaluation reportedly indicated that certain data gaps needed to be addressed and requested 
the submittal of a work plan to address the data gaps. On June 14, 2010, Mineral Springs 
Environmental PC (MSE) submitted the requested- Surface Water and Groundwater Sampling 
Workplan to DWM (Workplan). On July 15, 2010, MSE also provided supplemental 
clarifications in response to a July 6, 2010 DWM request. DWM affirmatively responded to the 
supplemental clarification on July 16. 

This report describes the surface water sampling program actions taken pursuant to the 
Workplan. As noted in Section 2.2, none of the surface water samples collected indicated the 
presence of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) at concentrations above the laboratory practical 
quantitation limit. Accordingly, the analytical results. indicate the activities associated with the 
Site have not impacted (and are not impacting) the surrounding surface water bodies. 

As explained in Section 1.1 of this work plan, WASCO is not, and never has been an owner or 
operator of the Site, but it has voluntarily operated the groundwater remediation system 
(System) at the Site. · 

1.1 Site Information 

The Site was originally developed by Amcel Propulsion, Inc. during approximately 1952. Amcel 
sold several tracts in Swannanoa Township, including the Site, to Celanese Corporation of· 
America on March 2, 1962. On October 1, 1965, Celanese sold the properties, including the 
Site, to Northrop Carolina, Inc. (which also owned neighboring property that is currently 
referred to as the Chemtronics Superfund site, for which the U.S. EPA named Northrop 
Grumman Systems Corporation as one of three viable potentially responsible parties}. 

Northrop sold the Site to M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. on June 14, 1971. M. Lowenstein & Sons 
sold the Site to Winston Mills, Inc. on March 3, 1976. An unincorporated division of Winston 
Mills-AD&F-operated . the Site. AD&F removed one waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) 
underground storage tank (UST) and one virgin PCE UST from the Site in April 1985 (Drawings 
1 and 2). DWM designated the location of the former waste PCE UST as a hazardous waste 
management unit (HWMU). · · 
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In 1986, McGregor Corporation acquired Winston Mills. On August 29, 1990, Winston Mills 
entered into an Administrative Order on Consent, Docket No. 89-249 {AOC) with DWM to 
address conditions associated with the former hazardous waste underground storage tank. The 
AOC required AD&F to close the HWMU, address the horizontal and vertical extent· of 
groundwater impact, and submit a Pert A application under 40 C.F.R. §§ 270:70-270.73. The 
HWMU was closed byAD&Fin.late 19921 and the DWM certified closure in March 1993. 

Seven phases of groundwater assessment have been c-Onducted to. delineate the extent of PCE· 
impacted groundwater. The Hazardous Waste Section, in a correspondence issued in 1997, 
documented the extent of groundwater impact from the. HWMU had been essentially defined 
and no further assessment was required as a res~lt of the release from the HWMU. 

McGregor and Winston Mills sold the Site to Anvil Knitwear, Inc. on January 28, 1995. Astrum 
International Corporation was the parent corporation of both Anvil· cmd McGregor. Astrum and 
Culligan International, which was a separate subsidiary of Astrum, were both identified as 
guarantors for Winston Mills. During 1998, Unite(J States Filter Corporation (USFC; now known 
as WASCO, LLC) acquired Culligan as a subsidiary. As a result of the acquisition, DWM directed 
USFC to file a Part. A permit application. 

In 1998, Culligan installed a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) 
system to remediate the groundwater downgradient of the HWMU. the installation of this 
system was voluntary and not installed due tO federal or state regulations. The remediation 
system (RS· 1) was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AO&F property and 
encompasses an area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001, Culligan installed a 
second remedi~tion system (RS-2) to the north of RS~ i to address groundwater impact 
associated with· an unidentified source: 

During 2004, USFC sold Culligan, but retained a qualified obligation to indemnify Culligan for 
certain matters. Anvil sold the Site to Dyna-Diggr, LLC on December 18, 2007. During 
September 2008, WASCO was requested to submit an amended EPA Form 8700-23 to reflect 
the change in property ownership. Although it is solely the operator of the remediation system, 
WASCO complied with the request-as detailed above, neither WASCO nor its indemnitee 
Culligan were ever owners or operators of the Site. 

In summary, PCE has not been used at the· site since the early 1980s, and the USTs used to 
store the waste and raw PCE were also removed during that time, and the secondary soil 
source was excavated. Based on the most recent groundwater data the groundwater plume 
continues to be defined. Over the last twenfy (20) years of assessment and sampling the plume 
configuration has remained the same, and overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) was contracted to perform surface water sampling of 
Beetree Creek, Owens Ponds and the Swannanoa River. 

2 SURFACE WATER SAMPLING PROGRAM 

This section describes the· surface water sampling progralTl actions· taken pursuant to the 
Workplan. As noted in Section 2.2, None· of the surface water samples collected indicated the 
presence of voes at concentrations above the laboratory practical quantitation limit. 

Surface Water Sarr.piing Repolt 
Fenner AO&F Site 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENT AL PC 
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2.1 Surface Water Sample Locations 

2.1.1 Charles Owens Recreational Ponds 

A total of two samples were obtained from each pond (see Drawing 2). The ponds were 
divided into halves and a representative samples were obtained from each half of the 
pond. Prior to conducting the sampling, each pond was sounded to determine the depth. 
The ponds were determined to be approximately three to four feet deep. The .sampling 
device was lowered to a point approximately one foot from the bottom of the pond and 
the sample was collected from that depth. The samples were analyzed for the presence 
of voes according to SW-846 Method 8260. 

2.1.2 Swannanoa River 

A total of three surface water samples were obtained from the Swannanoa River (see 
Drawing 2) using the appropriate sampling device. One sample was obtained from a 
location up stream from the Charles Owens Recreational facility. The second sample was. 
obtained from a location near monitoring well cluster MW-18 and one sample was 
obtained from. a location slightly down steam from the Owens facility. Prior to conducting 
the sampling, each sample location was sounded to determine the depth. The sampling 
device was lowered to a point approximately one foot from the bottom of the sampling 
locations and each sample was collected from that depth, The samples were analyzed for 
the presence of voes according to SW-846 Method 8260. 

2.1.3 Bee Tree Creek 

One surface water sample was obtained from Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 2), near the 
outfall of the French Drain using the appropriate sampling device. Prior to conducting the 
sampling, the sampling location was sounded to determine the depth. The sampling 
device was lowered to a point approximately one foot from the bottom of the sampling 
location and the sample was collected from that depth. The sample was be analyzed for 
the presence of voes according to SW-846 Method 8260. 

2.2 Surface Water Analytical Results 

None of the surface water samples collected indicated the presence of voes at concentrations 
above the laboratory practical quantitation limit. The anafytical results are contained in 
Appendix A. 

3 CONCLUSIONS AND RECQMMENDAnONS 

The analytical results for the surface water samples pursuant to the Workplan failed to indicate 
the presence of voes. Therefore it should reasonably be concluded that activities associated 
with the AD&F · have · not impacted, and are not impacting, the surrounding surf ace water 
bodies. Based on these findings no further surface water sampling activities are warranted. 

Surface Water Sampling Report 
Fonner AD&F Site 
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4 SUBMITTAL 

The opinions and procedures outlined in the Workplan and this report are applicable only on the 
specific portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified 
using the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASCO, and is to be used in its 
entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs 
Environmental PC. , 

Prepared By: 

Mineral Springs Environmental PC 

~e.~ 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
President 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 
Svrface Weter Sampling Report 
RJrmer AD&F Site 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

June 13, 2011 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center · 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: January 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Please find attached two copies of the January 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

~ 13. lf td4Lr/ 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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JANUARY 2011 
SEMI-ANNUAL 

POST-CLOSURE. 
CARE GROUNDWATER 
MONITORING REPORT 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND 
FINISHING FACILITY 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
SWANNANOA, BUNCOMBE COUNTY, 

NORTH CAROLINA 
NCO 070 619 663 

JUNE 13, 2011 
MSE JOB NO. 123 

Prepared For: 
MR. RODNEY HEURTER 

WASC LLC 

4760 WORLD HOUSTON PARKWAY, SUITE 100 
HOUSTON, TEXAS, 77032 
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January 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monit!ering Report 

· Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
June 13, 2011 

1 Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the January 2011 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
WASC, LLC., the responsible party for the site. The semi-annual monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one hydraulically 
upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the former waste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 indicates the 
locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site features. 
Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the requirements 
of the current Post.Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, 
and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G. 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 24, 2011, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below . the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for· the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the fadlity, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has . 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
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migrating in a southeasterly direction below the ·site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data. indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 24, 2011, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW.:2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to SGS Analytical. Laboratories (SGS) in 
Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 8260B. 

3 Groundwater Analyti<:c:1I Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 24, 2011 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from MW-12s (19.9 µg/L), MW-12i 
(35.9 µg/L), and MW-13s (166 µg/L). 

Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four 
wells sampled. 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P .C. 
January 2011 Post-Oosure care Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and finishing Fadlity 
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• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentration in MW-12s was 
lower than during the July 2010 sampling event. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in July 
2011. 

S Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the-sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL, P.C. 
January 2011 Post-Closure Care Monitoring Report 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8, 

October 24, 2011 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: July 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

.. - . '·· .. ,. 
. ., ~, .. ·-' "·· 

· ... ·. 

..... --. 

: ' ,. 

.. _ .. ·· 

Please find attached three copies of the July 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding· the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Principal Geologist 
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July 2011 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
October 24, 2011 

1 Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the July 2011 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). MSE was contracted by 
WASC, LLC., the responsible party for the site. The semi-annual monitoring activities 
included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 monitoring wells and 2 
observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one hydraulically 
upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring wells (MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the former waste 
tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 indicates the 
locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site features. In 
addition, other onsite wells were sampled to document the effectiveness of the 
groundwater remediation system. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in 
accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure Care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan1 and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subparts F and G. 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Leve/Measurements 

On July 20, 2011, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss1 MW-Si, MW-6s, MW:-6i, MW-7s, MW
lli1 MW-12s1 MW-12i, MW-l3s1 MW- lSs, OW-li and OW-2i). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end.of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 
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An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.018 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing S. 
However; the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well. volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On July 
20, 2011, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s. During this sampling event, groundwater samples were also 
obtained from monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, 
MW-lli, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, 
laboratory supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to SGS Analytical Laboratories 
(SGS) in Wilmington, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the . July 2010 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
for the Post Closure Care wells are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from Post Closure Care Wells MW-
12s (24.8 µg/L), MW-12i (49.9 µg/L), and MW-13s (111 µg/L) (see Drawing 6). 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from Remediation Effectiveness 
Wells MW-4s (2.21 µg/L), MW-12i (49.9 µg/L), MW-4s (2.21 µg/L), MW-4i (1S.7 µg/L), 
MW-Ss (10.3 µg/L), MW-Si (19.7 µg/L), MW-6s (134 µg/L), MW-6i (28 µg/L), MW-7s 
(2.49 µg/L), MW-lli (207 µg/L), MW-lSs (16.2 µg/L), OW-li (20 µg/l), and OW-2i (248 
µg/L) (see Drawing 6). Groundwater results for the Remediation Effectiveness Wells are 
summarized in Table 3. 
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Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four post 
closure wells. However, TCE was detected at concentrations above the NCGWQS in 
monitoring wells MVV-Si, MW-6s and OW-2i. 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 

• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from Post Closure Care Wells MW-
12s, MW-12i and MW-13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The 
concentrations ranged from 24.8 micrograms per liter (ug/I) in MW-12s to 111 
ug/I in MW-13s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW
Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-15s, OW-ls and OW-2i at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations ranged from 2.21 ug/I in 
MW-4s to 248 ug/I in OW-2i. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. TCE was detected at concentrations in excess 
of the NCGWQS in monitoring wells MW-Si, MW-6s and OW-2i. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 
2011. 

5 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
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its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

Jf)Jv/3. ~ct 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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m1NERAL 

.s~~ 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 · 

March 21, 2013 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Wast.e Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: January 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure care . 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility . 
Swannanoa, North carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

• Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

• 

Please: find attached three copies of the January 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Grot.mdwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swamanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the.sre, ple·ase contact me at (~19) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

l'zUloB.~ 
Kirk B •. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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January 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North carolina 
March 21, 2013 

Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the January 2012 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). The semi-annual 
monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 
monitoring wells and 2 observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one 
hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring 
wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the 
former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 
indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site 
features. In addition, other onsite wells were sampled to document the effectiveness of 
the groundwater remediation system. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted 
in accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Anarysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subparts F and G. During the event, additional onsite wells were sampled to document 
the effectiveness of the groundwater remediation system. 

In addition to the above, included in this report is a summary of the groundwater 
analytical results obtained during the October 2011 groundwater sampling event. During 
the event, all monitoring wells were sampled to document the groundwater quality. 

2 January 2012 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 31, 2012, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from 15 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-
11i, MW-12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-15s, OW-1i and OW-2i). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
epproximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
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gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the • 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing S. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 31, 2012, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. During this sampling event, groundwater samples were 
also obtained from monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, 
MW-7s, MW-11i, MW-1Ss, OW-li and OW-2i. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, 
laboratory supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Environmental 
Conservation Laboratories (ENCO) in Cary, North Carolina .. The groundwater samples 
were analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 
Method 82608. 

2.3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2012 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
for the Post Closure Care wells are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0. 7 µg/L in samples collected from Post Closure Care Wells MW-
12s (42 µg/L), MW-12i (14 µg/L), and MW-13s (130 µg/L) (see Drawing 6). 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from Remediation Effectiveness 
Wells MW-Ss (6.S µg/L), MW-Si (12 µg/L), MW-6s (200 µg/L), MW-6i (20 µg/L), MW-7s 
(0.11J µg/L), MW-11i (140 µg/L), MW-1Ss (17 µg/L), OW-li (9.6 µg/L), and OW-2i (S30 
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µg/L) (see Drawing 6). Groundwater results for the Remediation Effectiveness Wells are 
summarized in Table 3. 

Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene {TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four post 
closure wells. However, TCE was detected at concentrations above the NCGWQS in 
monitoring wells MW-6s, MW-lli and OW-2i. 

5 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 

• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from Post Closure care Wells MW-
12s, MW-12i and MW-13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The 
concentrations ranged from 14 micrograms per liter (ug/I) in MW-12i to 130 ug/I 
in MW-13s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW
Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-lSs, OW-ls and OW-2i at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations ranged from below the 
practical quantitation limit in MW-4s and MW-4i to 530 ug/I in OW-2i. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. TCE was detected at concentrations in excess 
of the NCGWQS in monitoring wells MW-lli, MW-6s and OW-2i. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in July 
2012 . 
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6 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8. 

March 21, 2013 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: July 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

Please find attached three copies of the July 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the siite, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. · 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C •. 

lf_dh B. ~t{J 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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July 2012 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North carolina 
. March 21, 2013 

Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the July 2012 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing (AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). The semi-annual 
monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 
monitoring wells and 2 observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one 
hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well (MW-2s) and three monitoring 
wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the 
former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 
indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site 
features. In addition, other onsite wells were sampled to document the effectiveness of 
the groundwater remediation system. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted 
in accordance with the requirements of the current Post-Closure care Plan (PCCP), the 
approved Sampling and Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, 
Subparts F and G. During the event, additional onsite wells were sampled to document 
the effectiveness of the groundwater remediation system. 

In addition to the above, included in this report is a summary of the groundwater 
analytical results obtained during the October 2011 groundwater sampling event. During 
the event, all monitoring wells were sampled to document the groundwater quality. 

2 January 2012 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On July 12, 2012, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from 15 
monitoring wells (MW-2s, MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW
lli, MW-12s, MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-15s, OW-li and OW-2i). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using1 an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.017 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
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gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing S. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On July 
12, 2012, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, MW-12s, 
MW-12i, and MW-13s. During this sampling event, groundwater samples were also 
obtained from monitoring wells MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, 
MW-lli, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, 
laboratory supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to Environmental 
Conservation Laboratories (ENCO) in Cary, North Carolina .. The groundwater samples 
were analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 
Method 82608. 

2.3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 2012 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
for the Post Closure Care wells are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from Post Closure Care Wells MW

~--·· lls·{46 µg/L), MW-12i (36 µg/L), and MW-13s (160 µg/L) (see Drawing 6). 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from Remediation Effectiveness 
Wells MW-4i (8.1 µg/L ), MW-Ss (7.2 µg/L), MW-Si (12 µg/L), MW-6s (60 µg/L), MW-6i 
(30 µg/L), MW-lli (200 µg/L), MW-lSs (7.4 µg/L), OW-li (12 µg/L), and OW-2i (920 
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µg/L) (see Drawing 6). Groundwater results for the Remediation Effectiveness Wells are 
summarized in Table 3. 

Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four post 
closure wells. However, TCE was detected at concentrations above the NCGWQS in 
monitoring wells MW-6s, MW-11i and OW-2i. 

5 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results:. 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 

• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from Post Closure Care Wells MW-
12s, MW-12i and MW-13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The 
concentrations ranged from 14 micrograms per liter (ug/I) in MW-12i to 130 ug/I 
in MW-13s. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW
Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-11i, MW-15s, OW-ls and OW-2i at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentrations ranged from below the 
practical quantitation limit in MW-4s to 920 ug/I in OW-2i. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. TCE was detected at concentrations in excess 
of the NCGWQS in monitoring wells MW-11i, MW-6s and OW-2i. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in January 
2013 . 
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6 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations induded in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 
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March 5, 2013 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 ·Fax 919.261.8299 

Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Hazardous Waste Section 
NCDENR, Division of Waste Management 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Subject: January 2013 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCD 070 619 663 
MSE Job 123 

• Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 

• 

Please find attached two copies of the January 2013 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report for the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility in 
Swannanoa, North Carolina. If you have any questions regarding the attached report or 
the site, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

~~.GhM-{J 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 
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January 2013 Semi-Annual Post-Closure Care 
Groundwater Monitoring Report 

Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Warren Wilson College Road 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North carolina 
March 5, 2013 

Introduction 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. (MSE) has completed the January 2013 semi-annual 
post-closure groundwater monitoring activities at the former Asheville Dyeing and 
Finishing {AD&F) site in Swannanoa, North Carolina (Drawing 1). The semi-annual 
monitoring activities included collecting depth to groundwater measurements from 34 
monitoring wells and 2 observation wells. Groundwater samples were collected from one 
hydraulically upgradient (background) monitoring well {MW-2s) and three monitoring 
wells (MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s) located hydraulically downgradient from the 
former waste tetrachloroethene (PCE) underground storage tank (UST). Drawing 2 
indicates the locations of the monitoring wells, the former UST, and other relevant site 
features. Groundwater monitoring activities were conducted in accordance with the 
requirements of the current Post-Closure care Plan (PCCP), the approved Sampling and 
Analysis Plan, and applicable requirements of 40 CFR 265, Subparts F and G . 

2 Field Activities 

2.1 Water Level Measurements 

On January 30, 2013, MSE visited the site to collect groundwater samples from four 
monitoring wells {MW-2s, MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s). Prior to sampling, depth to 
groundwater measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation 
wells using an electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by 
subtracting the depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing 
elevation (Table 1). 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells {Drawing 3) and indicates that groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight decrease in 
gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely due to the 
operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System operation has 
resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4) and indicates groundwater is 
migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic gradient of 
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approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with previous flow 
directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow direction observed in 
the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5. 
However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual fractures within 
the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation data obtained. 
The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also flowing toward 
the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 

2.2 Groundwater Sampling Activities 

After collecting the depth to groundwater measurements, the wells were purged using 
new disposable polyethylene bailers and new nylon rope. Three well volumes were 
purged from each monitoring well before collecting the groundwater samples. On 
January 24, 2011, groundwater samples were collected from monitoring wells MW-2s, 
MW-12s, MW-12i, and MW-13s. Samples were decanted into pre-labeled, laboratory 
supplied containers, packed on ice and shipped to ·Environmental Conservation 
Laboratories (ENCOM) in Cary, North Carolina. The groundwater samples were analyzed 
for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in accordance with EPA SW-846 Method 82608. 

3 Groundwater Analytical Results 

The laboratory analytical report for the January 30, 2013 groundwater sampling event is 
contained in the Appendix and is summarized in Table 2. Historical groundwater results 
are also summarized in Table 2. 

PCE was detected at concentrations that exceed the North Carolina Groundwater Quality 
Standard (NCGWQS) of 0.7 µg/L in samples collected from MW-12s (38 µg/L), MW-12i 
(40 µg/L), -and MW-13s (120 µg/L). 

Neither cis-1,2-dichloroethene (DCE) or trichloroethene (TCE) were detected at 
concentrations above the NCGWQS of 70 µg/L or 2.8 µg/L, respectively, in the four 
wells sampled. 

4 Summary 

Based on the data in this report, MSE offers the following summary of field activities and 
associated analytical results: 

• Groundwater elevation data indicates that groundwater continues to flow in the 
shallow, intermediate, and deep groundwater bearing zones toward the 
southeast. This is consistent with previous groundwater flow determinations. 
Additionally, the calculated hydraulic gradients are consistent with past 
determinations. 
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• Regarding the upgradient monitoring well MW-2s, no compounds were detected 
at concentrations in excess of the LPQL. 

• PCE was detected in the groundwater samples from MW-12s, MW-12i and MW-
13s at concentrations above the NCGWQS. The concentration in MW-12s and 
MW-13s were lower than during the July 2012 sampling event. 

• Concentrations of TCE and DCE observed in wells MW-12s, MW-13s and MW-12i 
were either below the laboratory practical quantitation limits (LPQL) or at or 
below their respective NCGWQS. 

• MSE will conduct the next semi-annual post-closure monitoring event in July 
2013. 

5 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of the site 
addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becomes available, we request 
the opportunity to review and modify the conclusions and recommendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental, P.C. 
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REMEDIATIONEFFECTIVENESS MONITORING REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 

Warren Wilson College Road 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

May 31, 2013 
 

 
 
The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (AD&F) facility located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (see Drawings 1 and 2) 
has been subjected to approximately thirty-seven years of continuous assessment in 
connection with an August 12, 1976 spill of product tetrachloroethene (“PCE”), and 
approximately twenty-two of continuous sampling and remediation related to PCE.  Over 
the course of the twenty-two year period, the plume configuration has remained the 
same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.   
 
On April 10, 2013, the Department requested this report, in part as a result of an 
“increasing trend in PCE concentration relative to the January 2012 monitoring event.”     
 
1 Background 
 
As identified in various historical records, the property associated with the AD&F facility 
was formerly part of a larger tract (which includes the current Chemtronics Superfund 
Site) that was owned and operated by various entities such as Amcel Propulsion, 
Celanese Corp., Northrop, and Wamsutter. An open question remains as to the use of 
PCE by these entities as part of their operations, whether in relation to textile operations 
or as a degreaser, repellent or other industrial application. Winston Mills, Inc. acquired a 
portion of the larger tract and one of its divisions, AD&F, operated two underground 
storage tanks at the site - one waste and one product PCE tank.  Both tanks were 
removed on March 23, 1985, and AD&F eliminated the use of PCE.   
 
In 1988, the Department conducted inspections related to PCE that ultimately resulted in 
the Department issuing an Administrative Order of Consent to Winston Mills, effective as 
of August 29, 1990,  in which the former waste UST was designated as the sole 
applicable “Waste Management Unit.”1 The Order required Winston Mills to close the 
Unit and address the horizontal and vertical extent of any related PCE groundwater 
impact from the Unit.  During October 1992, Winston Mills removed approximately 102 
tons of soil from the location of the former UST (along with historical underground 
piping that was not removed with the tanks in 1985). The Department certified closure 
of the tanks on March 10, 1993. 
 
It bears mention that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied by the City of 
Asheville. 
 

                                                 
1
 N.C. Dep’t of Env’t, Health & Natural Res., Solid Waste Mgmt. Div., Haz. Waste Sec., 

Administrative Order on Consent, Docket No. 89-249 (Aug. 29, 1990), Stipulation No. 6. One virgin PCE 
UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 
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Since 1992, seven separate phases of groundwater assessment (all documented in 
various reports submitted to the Department) have been conducted to delineate the 
extent of PCE-impacted groundwater.2 Additionally, a Health Based Risk Assessment 
report was submitted to the Department on October 6, 1995. The Department issued a 
correspondence in 1997 that stated: (i) the extent of groundwater impact from the Unit 
had been essentially defined; and (ii) no further assessment was required as a result of 
the alleged release from the Unit. 
 
During the period of November 1997–January 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and 
soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed to remediate the groundwater down-
gradient of the Unit.  The installation of this system was voluntary and not installed due 
to federal or state regulations.3 The remediation system (RS-1) was restricted to the 
groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an area 
measuring approximately 50,000 square feet (Drawing 3).  In 2001 a second 
remediation system (RS-2) was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater 
impact associated with an unidentified source.  
 
Despite concentration undulations from time to time (such as that noted in the 
Department’s April 10, 2013 letter, with respect to OW-2i) there has been a decreasing 
trend related to observed PCE concentrations associated with all monitoring wells — 
significantly, those wells in the area of, and down-gradient from, the Unit.   
 
In summary: 

• PCE has not been used at the site since the early 1980s,  

• the USTs used to store both the waste and  product PCE were removed in early 
1985, 

• the soil and underground piping associated with the former UST locations were 
excavated, 

• based on the most recent groundwater data, the groundwater plume continues 
to be defined (as previously mentioned, the plume configuration has remained 
essentially the same during the preceding twenty-two years of assessment, 
sampling and remediation), and 

• overall groundwater concentrations have decreased. 
 
This report documents performance and effectiveness of the remediation systems, 
groundwater sampling activities, the associated analytical results and groundwater 
quality trends. 
 
 

                                                 
2
 Additional background information related to the site is contained within the various reports that 

have been previously submitted to the Department, including, but not limited to, the October 31, 2008 
Assessment Report. 

3
 See letter from Gray B. Stephens, NCDENR, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary 

Groundwater Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for “implementing voluntary 
remediation at the site”). 
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2 Remedial Activities 

2.1 Remediation System #1 (RS-1) 

RS-1, the original remediation system, consists of 13 2-inch diameter AS points installed 
to an average depth of 36 feet below land surface (BLS) (Drawing 3). The AS points, 
constructed of stainless steel screens with galvanized piping, are connected to an air 
compressor capable of supplying a total of 42 cubic feet per minute (CFM) of 
compressed air. The SVE component of the system is comprised of a 24-inch diameter 
central hub with four radiating SVE trenches augmenting the AS system. The hub is 
constructed of a corrugated metal pipe with two feet of slotted screen at the bottom of 
the pipe that extends approximately 17 feet BLS. 

The SVE trenches are four feet wide and nine feet deep and extend approximately 100 
feet north, 70 feet south, 175 feet east, and 115 feet west from the central hub. In 
addition, two four-inch diameter SVE wells were incnrporated into the SVE system. The 
central hub and trenches are connected to a SVE blower and are currently removing air 
from the vadose zone. 

2.2 Remediation System #2 (RS-2) 

In May 2001, a second remediation system, RS-2 was installed to remediate a previously 
identified area of groundwater impact originating to the north of the manufacturing 
facility. Nineteen AS points were installed in the area east and northeast of the existing 
manufacturing building (Drawing 3). Generally, the 19 AS points were installed in two 
separate rows. The AS points were equipped with a 1-foot stainless steel screen and %
inch galvanized pipe riser. 

In addition to the AS points, 21 SVE wells were installed along the east and portions of 
the northeast and southwest building walls to restrict vapors from entering the building 
(Drawing 3). The SVE wells were installed to depths of between 10 and 12 feet BLS and 
constructed of 2-inch PVC with five feet of 0.10-inch mechanically slotted screen. 
Additionally, one SVE trench approximately 530 feet long, was installed to assist in the 
removal of volatilized PCE from the subsurface. 

Air, introduced into the aquifer through the additional AS points, is generated by a 
rotary screw air compressor capable of providing 2 to 5 CFM per well at a delivery 
pressure of 25 pounds per square inch (PSI). The SVE blower capable of generating 10 
inches of mercury vacuum at a rate of 500 CFM was installed to extract the volatilization 
air. 

2.3 System Performance 

Both RS-1 and RS-2 are designed to run continuously, with little shutdown time. 
Operation and maintenance activities are conducted monthly to optimize remediation 
system performance. Typically, the flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge 
from RS-1 (SVE 1) ranges from approximately 653 to 660 CFM with a temperature of 
approximately 30 degrees Centigrade at approximately 4.5 inches of mercury. The 
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typical flow rate associated with the SVE blower discharge from RS-2 (SVE 2) ranges 
from approximately 485 to 490 CFM with a temperature of approximately 32 degrees 
Centigrade at approximately 3.5 inches of mercury. 

3 Remediation System Effectiveness 

The effectiveness of each groundwater remediation system is evaluated by testing the 
PCE concentrations in the groundwater samples collected from various monitoring wells 
at the facility. The analytical results for the groundwater samples collected in July 2012 
are presented below. 

3.1 Groundwater Sampling 

3.1.1 General 

The July 2012 voluntary groundwater monitoring event included sampling from fifteen 
wells: MW-2s, MW-4s, MW-4i, MW-Ss, MW-Si, MW-6s, MW-6i, MW-7s, MW-lli, MW-12s, 
MW-12i, MW-13s, MW-lSs, OW-li and OW-2i. Prior to sampling, depth to groundwater 
measurements were collected from 34 monitoring wells and 2 observation wells using an 
electronic water level probe. Groundwater elevations were calculated by subtracting the 
depth to water measurement from the pre-determined top of casing elevation (Table 1 
of the July 2012 report). 

3.1.2 Groundwater Flow 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the shallow monitoring wells (Drawing 3 of the July 2012 report) and indicates that 
groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a hydraulic 
gradient of approximately 0.017 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent with 
previous flow directions calculated for the shallow monitoring wells. There is a slight 
decrease in gradient immediately beneath the southern end of the facility, which is likely 
due to the operation of the air sparge groundwater remediation system. System 
operation has resulted in slight groundwater mounding in this area. 

An estimated water table contour map was developed using water level data collected 
from the intermediate depth monitoring wells (Drawing 4 of the July 2012 report) and 
indicates groundwater is migrating in a southeasterly direction below the site at a 
hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.019 feet per feet. This flow direction is consistent 
with previous flow directions calculated for this unit and with the groundwater flow 
direction observed in the water table wells. 

Groundwater elevations and contours in the deep wells are shown on Drawing 5 of the 
July 2012 report. However, the wells within the deep unit are screened across individual 
fractures within the bedrock material. This may likely impact the groundwater elevation 
data obtained. The groundwater elevation data indicates that deep groundwater is also 
flowing toward the southeast within the fractured bedrock unit. 
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3.1.3 Groundwater Sampling and Analytical Results 

The groundwater samples were collected in accordance with procedures outlined in the 
site Sampling and Analysis Plan. The July 2012 sampes were transported under chain
of-custody to Environmental Conservation Laboratories, Inc. located in Cary, North 
carolina and analyzed for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) according to SW-846 
Method 82608. 

Laboratory analytical results and chain-of-custody records for the July 2012 groundwater 
sampling event are included as Appendix A and summarized in Tables 1. Historical data 
for the effectiveness monitoring wells listed above are included as Table 2. 

The Department's Hazardous Waste Section uses the North Carolina Groundwater 
Quality Standards (NCGWQS) as a guideline for groundwater impacted with VOCs. The 
primary constituents of concern present in groundwater include PCE and trichloroethene 
(TCE), a biodegradation product of PCE. 

Mineral Springs has prepared an estimated isoconcentration map for the PCE in the 
shallow groundwater aquifer (Drawings 4). During the July 2012 sampling event: 

• PCE was detected at concentrations at or above the NCGWQS of 0.7 micrograms 
per liter (µg/L) in 12 of the 15 samples collected. Concentrations ranged from 
920 µg/L (OW-2i) to 7.2 µg/L (MW-5s). 

• TCE was present in monitoring· wells MW-6i, MW-11i and OW-2i during the 
sampling event at concentrations exceeding the NCGWQS of 2.8µg/L. 

4 Groundwater Quality Trends 

PCE concentrations decreased or remained the same in 11 of the 15 groundwater 
monitoring wells that were sampled in July 2012 as compared to the results for the 
same wells sampled in April 2012. PCE concentrations increased slightly in the 
groundwater samples collected from monitoring wells MW-5s, MW-12s, OW-li and OW-
2i. Although the concentration in OW-2i represents an increase over January 2012 
concentrations, historical data for this well, particularly when interpreted in conjunction 
with historical data for all other wells and the 1992 closure of the Unit, appears to 
suggest that the increase is an an anomaly. 

TCE and Cis-1,2-DCE are breakdown products of PCE and their presence indicates that 
biodegradation is occurring. The absence of vinyl chloride indicates that conditions are 
not favorable for the complete breakdown of the PCE to the final degradation products 
of carbon dioxide and water . 
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5 Conclusions & Recommendations 

Since the start up of the groundwater remediation system! PCE concentrations have 
decreased significantly in all weils. An isoconcentration map (Drawing 5) depicting the 
shallow aquifer has been prepared that illustrates the PCE concentrations in July 1994. 
When compared to Drawing 4, the contaminant concent~ations and symmetry has 
change since the startup of the system. The greatest reductions have occurred in the 
wells sampled which are located in the recognized source ar~as. Comparing the highest 
PCE concentrations for monitoring wells MW-13s (8,900 ug/I)~ MW-6s {4,200 ug/I), MW-
4i (4;700 ug/I) and MW-4s (2,600 ug/I) to the July 2012 groundwater results, the 

. . I 

following percentage of PCE reduction can be calculated. B~tween 98 to 100 percent 
reduction can be 1calculated since the start of the remediation. systems for the above. 
noted wells. Redu~ions are also occurring in other wells. I . 
It is important to ri"ote, the concentrations in both the intermediate aquifer and deeper 
aquifer ha~e ~lso, ~een reduced in a lar~e nu~ber of wells.I In addition, no significant 
concentration mcreases have been noted m offs1te wells. 

Implementation ~f the remediation systems· meets the L1timate objective of the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, which is corrective action of impacted 
groundwater. RS-i" and RS-2 should continue to be operated to further reduce the 
concentrations of PCE related to the Unit. Continued treduction in source area 
contaminant concentrations is expected to reduce potential horizontal and vertical 
migration of the c~ntaminants of concern. Mineral Springs !recommends that monthly 
operation and maintenance checks be continued to facilitate optimum system 
performance. Periodic groundwater sampling should be bntinued to monitor the 
performance and effectiveness of the remediation system. 

· 6 Limitations 

The opinions included in this report are applicable only on the
1 
specific portions of the site 

addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data collected on the days 
specified using the methods described. If additional data becbmes available; we request 
the opportunity to :review and modify the conclusions and r~commendations included in 
this report, if warranted. This report is for the sole use of WASCO LLC, and is to be used in 
its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk· and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environme~.tal, P.C l 
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Respondent’s Exhibit J 
Excerpts1 from WASCO’s Response to the 

Section’s First Request for Admissions 
 

                                                           
1 This exhibit contains excerpted material for the sake of brevity. 
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STATE OF i'(QRTH CAR()LINA 

COUNTYOF WAl{E 

'WASCOLLC 

Petitioner, 

and 

DYNA-DIGGR; LLC 

Intervenor 

V• 
N.C. DEPT OF ENVIRONMENT AND 
NATURAL RESOURCES, DMSIONOF 
w ASTE MANAGEMENT . 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
). 
) 

JN: THE OFFICE ()F 

ADMINSTRATIVEHEARINGS 

13 EllR 18253 

~· PETITIONER'S RESPONSES TO 
RESPONDENT'S FIRST REQUEST 

) FOR ADMISSIONS TO WASCO LLC ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
') 
} 

Pursuant tO the :North Carolina Rules of Civil Procedure ('~Rilks (Jj Civll Procedlite") and 
Chapter f50B qf ~he North. Carolina General Statutes, and Chapter 3 of Title 26 of the N. c; 
Adminisfratiye Coqe ("Hearing P1'ocedures';), petitioner WASCO LLC hereby responds to resppndent 
N.C. Dypartment of Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management Firs,! Request 
for Ad!nissions to }VASCO (each individually numbered re9uest herein is a "Request' and the aggregateq 
tqtal of each Request herein is collectiveJy the "Requests'') .. 

DEF:lNED TERMS FOR Pl.JRPOSll:S OF THESKRESPONSES 

Capitalize(!. tenn.s used in.WASCO' s responses· to these Requests (each a "Res/}oits~" and coflectlvely 
the "Res,ponses'~) and WASCO's General Objections and Reservations Will have the following meanings, 
unless otherwise specified in an applicable Response: 

':4cf• means the North Catoliha Solid Waste Management Act~ N.C.G:S. §§ l30A-:290 to -~ 10.77, as 
amende4;; 

''Anvil Knitwear" means Anvil Knitwear, Inc. (inclusive of all its directors, members, managers, 
officers and employees), whiCh (i) was the owner and actual operator of the Facility from approximately 
January 28; 1995 through December I?, 2007, and (ii) upcm infonnation .and belief, was an affiliate entity of 
Winston Mills. 

"Contested Case" means this contested case proceeding related to the atJegaj err()_neous classification 
of WASCO as "operator' of the Facility under the State,}>rogram. 
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"State Rule$" means the rules set forth i.n ~ubchapter f3A of title 1 SA .Qf the State~s Administrative 
Code that implement the Act . . . . . 

. Unless otherwise specified, all regulatozy tenns used in these interrogatories (e;g.; hazardous wa5te, 
hatar(lous waste facility, hazardous wasie m;i.nagement, mariifost, operator, solid Waste, solid wa5te 
management facility, ~c.)will have the meaning ascrib:ed tO$uch tenns .in the Act. 

RESPONSES TO REQUESTEORADMISSIONS 

I. John.:Coyne signedan EPA Form 8700·23 (also known as a PartA Permit Application) on Novemb,er 29, 
2004, ·in his capacity a.f Petititmer 's Director of Enviror1mental Affqirs. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

2.. John CoYfte signed l;iis name underneath a box labl!led "Signpture ·ofoperator, owner. or an authorized 
representative. " 

RESPONSE: 

.Admitted. bµt denied that he signed.~ O\VJler.· operator~ or an authorized representative of operat()r or 
OWt1et; 

3. Joh11 CoYfte signecl his name on the same page as a certificatio1i stating: "I certify under penalty of law 
that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or supervision in. accordance 
with a .~ystem designed to assure thPI qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information 
sUhmitted. Based on my inquiry of theperson or persons who 117anage the system, or those persons direc/ly 
responsible for gathering the information, the information .wb117itted is, to the best of my knowlec{ge and 
belief. true, accurate; and complete. lam aware that there 4re significant pt;1u1liies for submitting false 
informatiOn, including the possibility of fine aiul imprisonment for knowing violations. " 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

4. John Coyne read and'iintierstood the instructions accompanying the above-referenced EPA Form 8700-23 
before signing it. 

RESPONSE: 

Denied that he understood such instructions to the extetitthey state or imply thiit PetitiOner was an own~r 
or operator of the Facility .. 

3 
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5: At. the time John C<?)Jne signed the above~referenced EPA Form 8700·23, he was acting as a duly 
authorized agent or employee of Petitioner. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

6. Atthe time John Coyne signedihe EPA Form 8700-23, hisjobduties includedinakingdec}sionS regarding 
Petitioner's compllwfcewithenvkonmerj.fa! l(Jlfs, · · 

RESPONSE: 

Deni¢d. 

·1.. Peiltioner admitie4 "u1'/.der penalty <?flaw" that it was an "operator'! of the Paciliry in the above-
referencedEPA Form870Q.-23 signed byJohnCoyne in 2004. · 

R,ESJ;>ONSE: 

Denied. 

• 

8, MineralSprings.:EnvironrtJental, P,C. was authorized ~y Petitioner to submit the. ab()ve-r.eferenced J:;P.,4 • 
Form 8700-23signed byJofrn CoyneJo Resppndeni onPetitioner's behalf. 

'RESPONSE: 

Adn;ij,tled t~at fyiin:eral Springs wasauthori2ed. by Petliion:er and AnvilK.hitwear,. fhe actual oW11et W:id 
. operator pfthe Facility, to submit the Forin 8700~23 sigried by fohn Cqyne to Respond.ent, but denied.that 
Petitioner's authorization W.as as. owner oroperat()r of the Facility .. 

9. ;John Coyne signed dlt EPA Forlrl 8700-13 ·(also known as a RCRA Subtitle C S,ite Jd,entificatiOn Form or 
Hpzardous Waste Report) on April 6, 2006, in his cappcity .as Petitioner is Director.of Environmental 
Affairs. · 

RESPONSE~ 

Admitted. 

JO. Wiih re$ard tef the above~referencet/ EPA Form 8700-13, JohnCoyne sigrzed his name on the same page 
as' a certificatiifrr stating:' "'!certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments Were 
prepare cl under iny directiOn or supervision in accordance with .a sysl~m d(}signed to as5cure that qualified 
perspnnel properly gather· and evaluate the information• submitted . . Based on my· inquiry of ihe persoii qr 
persqns wlJo m<mpge.the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the inf<wmaiion; the 
1nformafiorr submitt.edis,. to the. bestofiny knoWledge and belief;. true; accurate, 4ndcomple1e. I am aware • 
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that· there are significant penalties for· submittingfaisf{ informati.on, including ihe pos.sibi#ty affine. ancl 
imprisonment for 1crzo1ving violatiOnsi "' · · ·· 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

11, J()hn Coyne read and understood the instructions accompanying the above-referenced EPA Form 8700-H 
before signing if; · 

RESPONSE: 

De.niedjhat tie understood such in~tiuctioriS to the extentthey state or imply thatl>etitforiet was an owner 
or operator of the Facility. 

12; At the time John Coyne signed ihe aboV,e"-referetwed· EP4 Form 8700~13. he was acting CiS a duly 
authorized agent or employee of Petitioner. 

RESPONSE:· 

Admitted . 

13. A(the time JohrtCojme\ signed the EPA Form 8700~ 13; his job ditties inclUded making deb is ions. regarding 
Petitioner's coirtpliance· wttheiivironniefltal laws; 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 

'I 4;· Mineral Springs Environinental, P. c;· wa:s authorized byPetiiioner· io' submit the· above-referenced EPA 
· Eorm 87Q0-1.J'signeilbyJohn Coyne to Respond¢nton1!.etitioner ;s. be/Ja/f. · · · 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted that Mineral Springs was <1Uthorizeci by Petitioner and b}'Anvil Knitwear; the actual ownet and 
operafot of the Facility, ·to;submit the Form 8700-i3, sign(!d: by Johr:iCoyne to Respondent; but denied the, 
Petitioner's authorization wa5 a5 .owner or o.perator ofthe,Facility: · 

1$. Roqn:ey Huerler 1~ig11edan EPA F,ofl:n ~700-:-23(also knownas"aBartA P.ermitApplication)q1J,A,°uguS,t .18, 
2Qb~, irz. /iis capqcity as Fetitioner·'.~Drrector <?/Environmental A!fairs: · ·· .··· · 

l{ESPONSE; 

Admitted . 

s 
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16. Rodney lluerter signed Jtis name tinderneath d box labeled "SigJ'iatztre of operator, owner, or ah 
authorized representative. " 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted" but denied that he signed as owtler, operator or authorized representative of operator or owner. 

17. Rodney lluerier signed his name oft the' same page as a certification stating: "!certify underpenalty of 
law that this document and all aitachments were prepared imder my direction, or supervisiOn in 
accordance with a $YSiem designed t9 as$ure thC1tqualifiedpersonne(pr,operly gather and evaluate the, 
infonnation submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person, qr persons who manage the system, or those 
Persons direcllyfesponsiblefot gathering the information, the, information submitted is, to ihe best of my 
knowledge and be/fej; 'frue, accurate, and complete;-, I cmi tnvare that,there., ate significan/pf4naltiesfor 
supmittingfalve information, including the possibility affine and imprisonment for knowing violations. 
For (he.RCRA Hazardous J:il,(lste Part A Permit Application, all -operator(s) and owner(s) must sign (see 
40 CFR210.UJ(b}and 27rID). '' ,' ' ,' ' - ' ,'· 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

18, R<)d11ey Huerter read an<l, understood ihe instructions accompanying the Cibovi!:,.,referenced EPA· form 
8700-23 before signing:it; 

RESP,ONSE:' 

Denied that he understood such instructions to the extent they stat_e or imply that P~titioner \¥as an owner 
or operator ofthe,Facllity. 

19. At the time R.O<}ney 1fuerier signed the above-referenced EPA Fiin118700-23, h~ was acting as a duly 
authorfied agent or employee of Petitioner. ,. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

20. At the time Rodriey Huerter signed the above-referenced.EPA Form 8700..:23, his job duties included 
making;decisions, regardingPelitioner 's compliance with enviromnentaUaws. 

RESPONSE: 

'Denied. 
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2 L /Je(itiOJ'lf!r admitted ··~nd,~r p~ru:ilty of lawwtha{it w<lS ii:n "operator" of the Eiicility in the EPA .Form 
8700~23 signed py S.odn.ey!iuerler in 2008. · · · · .·. 

~~()NSE: 

Denied. 

;2~. Min.era! Springs Environmental, P/;. was. authoriZed by Pet!'iioner to SLibmihhe above-referenced EPA 
Form 8700-23 signed byRodney1/uerterto Resppndenton J>eiiiloner'sbebalf · 

Admitted that Mineral Springs was authorized bf Petitioner-and Ari vi f KhitWear, the actual owner and 
operator of the Fa~ility,to submit tl'I~ Fo.nn/8709~23 signed by Rodney Huerterto.Re~p·ondent,butdenied 
thatPetitiorier'sauthorization was .as .owner or ()perator qfthe Fac~lity~ · · · 

23. Petition et' hired or . contracted · wi,tb Minerql Springs $.n.virony:ieti{a/; P. e for: M{neral Springs 
F,nvironmental, P. C; to ser\ie as theptiinary contact with Respondent 011.,P.etitiom~r '.s $ehalf 

RESPONSE; 

Denied . 

24 • . Pilitfofler dtrectedthe·wofk ofKirk1'.¢llard r,elqt,edtqfhe Facility for (he period o[time betweenJune 15. 
1998 andpresent: 

·RESPONSE: 

Denfod: 

2.5 . .Petitioner direcwcl 'the work of .Kirk .Pollard re1af~d,tO. ;the f qqility f.o.r the period o[ time benveeif 
September 30, 2004 andpresenf. 

RESPONSE: 

Denie:d. 

:26. Petitioner directed the workofMinetal Springs }1nvirofimen!al, P,.p. related io iM Facility fdr ihipetiod 
of tiriJe betw.een June 15; L998 and present. · · 

RESPONSE: 

Denied • 
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27. Petitioner directed the work of Mineral Springs Environmental, P. C. related to the Facility for the period • 
of time between September 30, 2004 and present. ·. ·· 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 

28. Petitioner sppplied financial assurance to Respondent in the form of a $350;000.00 Certificate of 
Insurance for Closure or Post-Closure Care at the Facility in 1999 on behalf of Culligan International 
Company for the purpose of Culligan International (.Jp111pany's compli(J.1Jce with Subpart H of 40 CFR 
Parts 264 and265, 

Admitted ·'that a certificate of insurance related to. post-closure care was issued to United States Filter 
Corporatio!l as insured and notice of the policy was sent to DENR:1 but denied that Culligan or Petitioner 
ever intended or agreed. to provide such policy as an owner or operator of the Facility. 

29. Petitionerrepresehted to Respondent on behalf of Culligan International Company on March 29, 1999 
ihai Petitioner intended "to pursue a good faith approach in the continued remediation ofthe[Facility],'' 
including to add,ress deep aquifer contamination and off-site contamination. to identify all Sources of 
contamination. such as the French drain system~ and to pursue an administrative agreement with 
Respondentregarding corrective action. 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 

30. Petitioner did not pbjed to Cullfgan International Company's October 26, 2004 represeniation to 
Respondent that Petitioner was "assuming liability"for the Facility as of the September 30, 2004 sale 
date, despite being copied on that letter, · 

RES~ONS£:. WASCO objects to. this request on the grounds• that it is vague. Without waiving that 
objection, WASCO admits that at least one WASCO employee was copied on· the letter that is referenced, 
and WASCO is unaware .of any communication made on its behalf shortly after its receipt sent in 
response .. 

31. Petitioner supplied financial assurance to Responde1'1t on its own behalffollowing the September 30, 2004 
sale of Culligan International Company. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted that WASCO provided the referenced financial mechanism but denied that WASCO ever 
intended or agreed to provide such financial mechanisms a5 owner or operator of the Facility. 
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32. Petitioner has updated and renewed the .financial aSsiifdnce on file with Respondent multiple times during 
the time period beiween Septemb.er 30, 2004 ctndpresent. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted that WASCO has amended the Letter of 'Credit from time to time, but denied that by doing so 
WASCO ever intended or agreed that such update was provided as owner or operator of the Facility·. 

33. Petitioner did not object to an Apri{5, 2007/etterfr~m}?espondent asserting thatPetitioner was subject 
to regulatidn under 40 CFR 265.93(d}(4), adopted by r~Jerence at ISA NCAC 13A ,OJJO(f), which 
requires an "owner or operator" to characterize a groundwater plume, ·· 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 

34. In response to Respondent's April 5, 2007 letter, Petit[oner sub7nitted an Assessment Workp/an, conducted 
assessment work, and submitted an Ass'essmefit Report through J,dinera( Springs Environmental, P.C., 
between July 2007 and October2008. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted that Mineral Springs submitted an Assessment Workplari, conducted assessment work and 
submitted an Assessment· Report between July 2()()7 and ·october 2008,. but denied tnat such tasks were 
sµbmi~d by, or on behalf of Petitioner as owner or operator of' the Facility, 

35. Petiiioner did not obfect.fo Respondent's characterization of Petitioner as. the "current responsible party" 
in at least five RCRA inspection Reports transmitted to Petitioner between June 27; 2006 and January 8, 
2009, despite the opportunity to do so. 

RESPONSE: WASCO objects to this request on the grounds that ii is vague, Further tC?sponding, 
WASCO cannot admit or deny this Request due to the fact that after an investigation it cannot confirm that 
it received the referenced RCRA Inspeetiort Reports. 

36. Petitionet did not object to the representations of Mineral Springs Environmenta/;P. C. that Petitioner was 
"the responsible party for the site'" 1n dt least nine Se1ni-Annual Post-Closiife Care Groundwater 
Monitoring Reports submitted to Re:.pondent on Petitioner's behalf betWeen March 11, 2()()5 and 
March 18, 2009; despite the opportunity to do so. 

RESPONSE: WASCO objects f~ tjiis request on the grounds that it is vague; Without waiving that 
objection, WASCO is unaware of ahy written communication it made during the time frame ihdiCated 
regarding the content of the reports that are referenced~ Further responding WASCO denies that any 
langu11ge in any Mineral Springs Environmental report implicates liability for WASCO as an. operator of 
the Facility. · 
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37. Petitioner submitted at least 11 . Quarterly Effectivef!ess MonitOring Reports io Res[Jdndent through 
Milleral Springs Environmental, re. between F'ebruqry 14, 2005 and March 23, 2009. 

RESPO~SE: 

Admitted that Mineral :springs submitted Quarterly Effectiveness. Monitoring Reports during the 
referen~ed period, however, upon reasonable inquiry, Petitioner lacks sufficient.information or knowledge 
to a<lrriR or dehy that 11 such reports were submitted during the time frame indi_cated. Further r~sponding, 
Petitioner denies that Minen1J Springs submitteci any infonnation on its behalf as an operator of the 
Facility, 

:38. the above-referenced Qyiitterly EjfeCJiveness Monitoring Reports were b'ased qn gr.oundwa,ter sampling 
ordered, dir_ected,,or.p(lidfor by Petitioner. 

RESPONSE: 

Pe\itioner admits that it paid. certain costs for Monitoring Reports due to per:ceived contractual ol:lligations. 
associated with the Facility but denies that it ordered or directed any activities at t~e Facilitr that would 
implfo.ate. liability for WASCO. as. an operator of the Facility. 

39. Since its &ptember30, 2004. sale oJCulligan Interm1ti0nal Company, Petitioner. through Mineral Spring$ 

• 

Environmenfiil, P.C; hd.r direetlyopercited tw(> grounfiwater remediati<m. sysferns--attheFacility and has •. 
pf!rfdrrned maintenance and monitoring oftheconcrete cap. · . · ·· 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 

40. Peiitioner ts. ihe only entity that has been' in charge of investigation; correctiv,e acNon, and ()ther 
remediatioti.work at the Facility for the perioc/of time between September30, 2004 and present. 

Denied 

41. Petitioner has "rnanage{d], direct{ed], orconduat[edj ..•. decisions aboutpompliam:e with.environmental 
regulations" atthe Facility~ · · · · ·. 

RESPONSE: 

Denied. 
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42. Petitioner has ''manqge[d), direci[ed]; or conduct[ed]operations specifically related ta pollution;' at the 
Facility. 

RESPONSE: 

Denie.d. 

4}. A portion of the Facility hasbeen used: in the managementof hazdrdoiiSWaste· . . 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted. 

44. The Facility is cuttently contaminatedwiihresidualqmpunis of volatile organic compoiindS. 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted that monitoring conducted by Mineral Sptings. in the J)?Sf twelve morith perfod iridieates 
concentrations of PCE i11,the grc>l:11;1gwate~ at certainlocatfons at the Facility . 

45. The real propet~y or a portiori of (he real property· located at 850 Warren Wilson Road; Swannanod, 
North Carolina 28778 that is the subject ofthe instant ¢oniestecl Cqse i.s a. "landfill," as thaftefm ff used 
in NC.G.S. :§130A-290(a)(l6). . 

RESPONSE: 

WASCO objects to this request on the grounds tti~t it constitutes a legal conclusion, which is not a proper 
basis for requests for admissions. 

46. The real property or a poriiofl of the real propertjl located at 850 Warren Wilspn.Road, $wannanoa; 
Nbrth Caroli114 28778ihat isJhe subject of the instant. Contested Case is a "qisposalfacilfty," flS: that 
term is us.ed in NC.G.S. § l}QA,.290(a)(16). 

RESPONSE: 

WASCO objectS to th1S request on th~ gtoundsJhat it CQnStitutes aJeg~l conclusion, which is not a proper 
basis for: requests.for admissions. 

47. The real property or a portion of the teal property located ar 850 Warren Wilson R9ad, S}IJtmnanoa, 
North Carolina 28778 that is the subject of the· instant Contested Case is a "facility," a.s. that term: i~ i<Sed 
in HANCAC13A ,0102(c}(J). . . 
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RESPONSE:· 

WASCO oojects to this .request on tQe grounds that it co~_titl,ltes aJegal conclusion, which is ·.l).Ot a proper 
basis for requests for admissions. · · · ·· · · 

48: In the evenl:that a courtwere lo provide ajinal judgmenfdeclaring thatFetitioner is not an 1'operator" 
for putposes. of the $late Hazardous 1f aste Progra;n, Petitioner would not be entitled to a return of its 
financial assurance until another owner or operatqr de~onstrdtes its compliance ivith the fi1iani:iiil 
-assurance requirements of the State Hazardous Waste Program. · 

RESPONSE: 

Denied; 

49; Peiitiottethas never held a:certificate of authority io do business in the State of North Caroltna. 
• •• • •• ••••••• , ,· ••• • ·: •• ••• ·.··,· •• • •• > •••• -.·.··:·· • •• ·, =. . 

RESPONSE: 

Admitted as to WA.Seo itself Otherwise, a.nd in light of the overly broad definhiOrt, of '~Petitii;mer" used. 
by Respondent,. WASCO lacks. sufficient·informiition or·knowled~eto admit or deny this request 

50. PetitiOnetfiled the instant Contested Case. Petition more than 30 days after you received in the mail the' 
Augµst 16, fotjj.'etterfrg111 Respomient ~ 

RESPONSE: 

WASCO objects to this request on the grounds that it is not reasonably calculated to'lead to the dis~()very 
of admissible evidence. and solely regards a jurisdictional issue that was rendered moot by the Order: 
denying Respondent'.s motion to dismiss. Without waivitig:these objections, admitted. 

Dated: February@20 14 
POYNER SPRUlLLLLP 

1-l. G~nn Dunn 
N:C. State Bar #7697 
P.O, :Sox i801 
Ralei~, NC 27601-1801/(9l9)783-2842 

Daniel J. Biederman, Sr. 
Biederman & Associates 
25: }3ast Washington, ~uite}OO 
Chicago, IL 60602 

A,.ttorneysfor Petition.er ~·WASCO LLC 
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Respondent’s Exhibit K 
2004-10-14 to 2004-10-19 – Contract between 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 
and WASCO, signed by John Coyne 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

Environmental 4600 Mineral Springs Lane, Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • 919.261.8299 Fax 

October 12, 2004 

Mr. John Coyne 
Director - Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Subject: 

Dear John: 

Master Services Agreement 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
MSEJob 123 

I appreciated being able to meet you on September 29 and discuss the project. We are planning to 
conduct the semi-annual groundwater-sampling event the week of October 25, 2004. I have 
attached some information regarding the draft Administrative Order on Consent that was being 
negotiated with the State in 2003. 

I have attached two copies of the proposed Master Services Agreement between Mineral Springs 
Environmental and Water Systems and Applications Corporation (WSAC). Work will be conducted in 
accordance with the attached fee schedule and terms and conditions. If this agreement is · 
acceptable, sign both copies and mail one copy back to me. If you have any questions or comments 
please feel free to give me a call. Mineral Springs appreciates the opportunity to provide 
environmental services to WSAC and looks forward to continuing our working. relationship. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kathleen A. Roush, LG. 
Senior Geologist 

Attachments: Master Services Agreement 
Terms and Conditions 
Fee Schedule 

MSA - Veolia/kr 
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MASTER CONSUL TING SERVICES AGREEMENT 

THIS. AGREEMENT, made this Ji day of October, 2004, by and . between Mineral Springs 
Environmental, 4600 Mineral Springs Drive, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27616, (hereinafter "MSE'') and 
Water Systems and Applications Corporation (hereinafter "Client''). 

WITNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, Client desires certain work to be performed and accomplished at or in conjunction with a 
formerly owned facility, and WHEREAS, MSE, having represented that it has the necessary skill and 
expertise to perform and accomplish such work, desires to do such work. 

Now, therefore in consideration of the attached terms and conditions herein contained, the parties 
hereto agree that work at the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing facility will be performed in 
accordance with these terms and conditions. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the day and year 
first written and continuing in full force and effect from that date unless terminated earlier by mutual 
agreement or as described in the terms and conditions: / ., , .J /I.. , / 11 • 

!1;1Ac!lf1f-rvr f .5f6te1ti-Y { M~&-tkitfJlt~ 
Mineral Springs Environmental 

By:';-~~ 
Kathleen A. Roush, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 

Water Sy.stems and Applltatlons CorPt-

AJ } !l. 
sy: (flfn1l w1p~ 

Printed Name 

V1/lliCn;t2 · Envi'ro.t'"e.JJ //t:,es 
litle 
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MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

Mineral Springs is an independent consultant and agrees to provide Oient, for its sole benefit and exclusive use, consulting services set 
forth in our proposal. Nothing herein, expressed or implied, Is intended to confer any right or remedy under or by reason of this Contract 
on any person other than the parties hereto. 

1. STANDARD OF CA.RE. Mineral Springs will perform its services using that degree of care and skill ordinarily exercised under similar 
conditions by reputable members of our profession practicing in the same or similar locality. NO OTiiER WARRANlY, EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, IS MADE OR INTENDED BY OUR PROPOSAL OR BY OUR ORAL OR WRITTEN REPORTS. 

2. INSURANCE. Mineral Springs maintains insurance coverage as follows: 
• Professional Liability Insurance - $1,000,000 

Comprehensive General Liability Insurance - $1,000,000 Aggregate, $1,000,000 Each Occurrence 
Automobile Liability - $1,000,000 Combined Single Limit 
Workman's Compensation Insurance - Statutory 
Excess Liability - $1,000,000 Umbrella Each Occurrence 
Contractors Pollution Liability - $1,000,000 Aggregate, $1,000,000 Per Claim 

3. PAYMENT TERMS, Client agrees to pay our invoice upon receipt. If payment is not received within 30 days from the invoice date, 
Client agrees to pay a service charge on the past due amount at the prevailing legal rate, including reasonable attorney's fees, if collected 
through an attorney. No deductible shall be made from our invoice on account of liquidated damages or other sums withheld from 
payments to contractors or others. Either party may terminate this Agreement without cause upon 30 days written notice to the other 
party. In the event Oient requests termination prior to completion, Client agrees to pay Mineral Springs for all costs incurred plus 
reasonable charges associated with termination of the work. 

4. PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY. Client agrees that Mineral Springs' liability to Client or any third party due to any negligent professional 
acts, errors or omissions or breach of contract will be limited to an aggregate of $50,000 or our total fee, whichever is greater. If Oient 
prefers to have higher limits of professional liability, we agree to increase the limit to a maximum of $1,000,000 upon Oient's written 
request cit the time of accepting our proposal, providing that Client agrees to pay an additional consideration of ten percent of our total 
fee, or $500, whichever is greater. The additional charge for the higher liability limit is because of the greater risk assumed by us and is 
not a charge for additional professional liability insurance . 

5. SITE OPERATION. Mineral Springs field personnel are trained to initiate field testing, drilling and/or sampling within a reasonable 
distance of each designated location. Our field personnel will avoid hazards or utilities that are visible to them at the site. If we are advised 
or given data In writing that reveal the presence or potential presence of underground or overground obstructions, such as utilities, we will 
give special instructions to our field personnel. Mineral Springs is not responsible for any damage or losses due to undisclosed or unknown 
surface or subsurface conditions, owned by Oient or third parties. Except as a result of our sole negligence, Client agrees to indemnify us 
from any such claims, suits or losses, including reasonable attorney's fees, resulting therefrom. We will take reasonable precautions to 
minimize damage to the property caused by our operations. Our fee does not include any cost of restoration due to any damage that may 
result. If Oient desires us to repair such damage, we will comply and add the cost to our fee. 

Client will arrange for right-of-entry to the property for the purpose of the agreed services. Client represents that it possesses necessary 
permits and licenses required for its activities at the site. Field tests or boring locations described in our report or shown on sketches are 
based on specific information furnished by others or estimates made in the field by our personnel. These locations, depths or elevations 
should be considered as approximations unless otherwise stated in our proposal or report. 

6. UNFORESEEN CONDmONS AND OCCURRENCES. It Is possible that changed conditions or unforeseen conditions or occurrences 
may be encountered which could substantially alter the necessary services or the risks involved in completing our services. If this occurs, 
we will promptly notify and consult with Client, but will act based on our sole judgement where risk to our personnel Is involved. Possible 
actions could include the completion of the original Scope of Services in accordance with the procedures Originally intended in our Proposal 
(if practicable in our sole judgement), terminate the services effective on the date specified by us in writing, or agree with Client to modify 
the Scope of Services and the estimate of charges to include study of the unforeseen conditions or occurrences, with revision agreed in 
writing. 

7. MINERAL SPRINGS FIELD PERSONNEL The presence of our field personnel, either full-time or part-time, will be for the purpose 
of providing observation and field testing of specific aspects of the project as authorized by Oient. Should a contractor, not retained by us, 
be involved in the project, Oient will advise contractor that our services do not include supervision or direction of the actual work of the 
contractor, his employees or agents. Oient will also inform contractor that the presence of our field personnel or observation or testing by 
us will not relieve the contractor of his responsibilities for performing the work in accordance with the plans and specifications. 

If a contractor (other than a subcontractor of Mineral Springs) is involved in the project, Oient agrees that, in accordance with generally 
accepted construction practices, the contractor will be solely and completely responsible for working conditions on the job site, induding 
safety of all persons and property during performance of the work, and compliance with OSHA regulations, and that these requirements 
will apply continuously and not be limited to normal working hours. It is agreed that we will not be responsible for job safety on the 
project and that we do not have the duty or right to stop the work of the contractor . 
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8. CLIENT DISCLOSURE*. Oient agrees to advise us upon exerution of the Agreement· of any hazardous substances or any other 
c.ondition, known or that should be known by Oient, existing in, on, or near the site that present a potential danger to human health, the 
environment, or equipment. Oient agrees to provide continuing information as it bec.omes available to the Oient in the future. By virtue of 
entering this Agreement or of providing services hereunder, we do not assume control of or responsibility for the site or the person in 
charge of the site, or undertake responsibility for reporting to any federal, state or local police agencies any conditions at the site that may 
present a potential danger to public health, safety or the environment. Client agrees to notify the appropriate federal, state or local public 
agencies as required by law, or otherwise to disclose, in a timely manner, any information that may be necessary to prevent any danger to 
health, safety, or the environment. 

9, ENVIRONMENTAL INDEMNITY. Client shall indemnify, defend and save harmless Mineral Springs and all its employees, agents, and 
representatives from any and all daims, demands, suits, aetions, proceeds, loss, cost and damages of every kind of description, including 
reasonable attorney's fees and litigation expenses which may be brought or made against or incurred by Mineral Springs on account of 
loss of or damage to any property or to any injuries or death of any person, caused by, arising out of, or contributed to, by reason of any 
act, omission, fault, mistake or negligence of Oient, its employees, agents, representatives, or Oient's, other c.ontractors or their 
employees, agents or representatives in connection with or incident to the proposal, the performance of the work. Client's obligation of 
this section shall not extend to any liability caused by the sole negligence or willful misc.onduct of Mineral Springs or employees, agents or 
representatives. Oient's indemnity herein shall extend to Mineral Springs' attorney's fees and c.onsultant's fees. 

Client will defend, hold harmless and indemnify Mineral Springs from and against any and all claims, aetions, allegations, penalties, and 
damages caused by*: 

Client's violation of any federal, state or local state, regulation or ordinance relating to the disposal, use, or storage of toxic or 
hazardous substances, wastes, or constituents, and/or any other federal, statute or local statute, regulation or ordinance relating 
to protection of the environment, induding, without limitation, statutes, regulations or ordinances relating to petroleum and 
petroleum products; 

• Client's undertaking of or arrangement for the handling, removal, treatment, storage, transportation or disposal of toxic or 
hazardous substances or wastes or their c.onstituents, or petroleum and/or petroleum products, found or identified at the site; 

• Toxic or hazardous substances or wastes, or their constituents, and/or petroleum or petroleum products, introduced or present at 
the site before or after Mineral Springs completion of the services herein; 
Any allegation that Mineral Springs is a handler, generator, operator, treater or storer, transporter, or disposer of hazardous waste 
under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, as amended, or any other similar federal, state or local regulation or 
law. 

10. SAMPLE DISPOSAL AND EQUIPMENT.Test specimens or samples generally are consumed or substantially altered during testing 

• 

and are disposed of immediately upon completion of tests. *In the event that samples c.ontain hazardous constituents, we will return such • 
samples to Oient, or using a manifest signed by Client as generator, we will have samples transported to a location selected by Oient for 
final disposal. Client agrees to pay all costs associated with the storage, transport, and disposal of samples. Oient recognizes and agrees 
that we are acting as a bailee and at no time assume title to said materials. 

We will attempt to dean our field equipment that may bec.ome contaminated in the conduct of our services. Occasionally, such equipment 
cannot be completely dec.ontaminated because of the type of hazardous materi.als encountered. If this occurs, it will be necessary to 
dispose of the equipment in a manner similar to that indicated for the hazardous samples and to charge Oient as described above. Client 
agrees to pay the fair market value of any such equipment. 

11. FORCE MAJEURE. If Mineral Springs is delayed at any time in the progress of the work by any negligent or willful act of the Client, 
by any act of another contractor of the Oient, by adverse weather conditions not reasonably anticipated, unavoidable casualties, or by any 
other cause beyond Mineral Springs' control or by delay authorized by the Oient pending arbitration, .the time for completion of the work 
shall be extended for a time equal to the time of such delay. 

In the event either party to this agreement is rendered unable wholly or in part by a force majeure to carry out its obligation under this 
agreement, other than its obligations to make payments due, then the party affected by force majeure shall give written notice with 
explanation to the other party promptly. Following such notice; the effective obligations of tlhe party giving notice shall be suspended only 
during the continuance of the force majeure, providing due diligence is demonstrated in seeking remedy to the cause. 

The term "force majeure" as employed herein shall mean, acts of God, acts of public enemies, wars, blockades, insurreetions, riots, 
epidemics, landslides, lightening, earthquakes, fires, storms, floods, washouts, civil disturbances, explosions, labor disputes, inability with 
reasonable diligence to obtain materials and any other cause not within the reasonable control of the party daimlng a suspension despite 
their due diligence. In the event ariy situation constituting "force majeure" causes suspension of the work for a period of fifteen 
conserutive days or more, Client will have tihe right to take over said work and complete it at Oient's expense. 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL 
Terms and Conditions 
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12. DOCUMENTS. Mineral Springs will furnish to Client the agreed upon number of reports and supporting documents. These 
instruments of service are furnished for Oient's sole use in connection with the project or work provided for in this Agreement. For any 
other purpose, all doruments generated by us under this Agreement, shall remain the sole property of Mineral Springs. If Oient desires to 
provide our report to a third party, we will agree provided Client obtains written acceptance from the third party to be bound by these 
terms and conditions. 

Oient agrees that all documents furnished to Oient or Oient's agents or designees, if not paid for, will be returned upon demand and will 
not be used by Client for any purpose whatsoever. Oient further agrees that documents provided by Mineral Springs pursuant to this 
Agreement will not be used at any location or for any project not expressly provided for in this Agreement without our written approval. 
The doruments we furnish to Oient are intended to be relied upon in their entirety and are intended for Client's exclusive reliance and 
internal use.and not for advertising or other type of general distribution or publication. Oient agrees to obtain our written permission for 
any exception. Any unauthorized use or distribution shall be at Client's sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs. 

Oient shall furnish doruments or information reasonably within Oient's control and deemed necessary by us for proper performance of our 
services. We may rely upon Client-provided doruments in performing the services required under this Agreement; however, we assume no 
responsibility or liability for their accuracy. Client-provided documents will remain the property of Client 

13. CLAIMS. The parties agree to attempt to resolve any dispute without resort to litigation. However, in the event a claim is made that 
results in litigation, and the claimant fails to prevail, then the claimant shall pay all costs incurred in defending the claim, including 
reasonable attorney's fees. The claim will be considered proven if the judgement obtained and retained through any applicable appeal is at 
least ten percent greater than the sum offered to resolve the matter prior to the commencement of trial. 

14. CONFIDENTIALITY. Mineral Springs will maintain as confidential any documents or information provided by Oient indicated to be 
confidential and will not release, distribute or publish to any third party without prior permission from Client unless compelled by order of a 
court or regulatory body of competent jurisdiction. 

15. SURVIVAL. All obligations arising prior to the termination of this Agreement and all provisions of this Agreement allocating 
responsibility or liability between Client and Mineral Springs shall survive the completion of the services and the termination of this 
Agreement. 

16. OTHER. In the event that any provision of this Agreement is found to be unenforceable, the other provisions shall remain in full force 
and effect This Agreement, the attached doruments and those incorporated herein constitute the entire Agreement between the parties 
and cannot be changed except by a written instrument signed by both the parties. This Agreement shall be governed in all respects by the 
laws of the State of North Carolina . 

*Applies only if toxic or hazardous substances or constituents are involved or encountered. 

MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL 
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Exhibit L-1 
1999-02-11 - Letter from Mid-Atlantic 

Associates, P.A. to WASCO 
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February 11, 1 999 

Mr. Jason Pontnack 
US Filters/Culligan 

M!1?;{\Jh{\N!l~ 
Engineering & Environmental Solutions 

409 Rogers View Court I Raleigh I North Carolina I 27610 
800-486-75681919-250-99181919-250-9950 Facsimile 

www.maaonline.com 

One Culligan Parkway 
Northbrook, IL 60062-6209 

Reference: FEBRUARY 18, 1999 MEETING WITH HAZARDOUS 
WASTE SECTION 

FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING AND FINISHING FACILITY 
SWANNANOA, NORTH CAROLINA 
MID-ATLANTIC PROJECT NO. 097R0562 

Oear Mr. Pont-nadc 

As we discussed this morning, please find below the following potential 
topics to be discussed during our upcoming meeting with the Hazardous 
Waste Section. 

• Introduce new company and philosophy; 
• Summarize Activities/Assessment Activities conducted to-date; 
• Discuss the installation of remediation system; 
• Discuss the groundwater analytical data for remediation 

effectiveness; 
• Discuss the snap shot analysis for groundwater samples collected 

in October; 
• Discuss the approvach for proceeding forward without the 

preparation of Post-Closure (Part 8) Permit Application; 
• Indicate desire for alternative mechanisms for proceeding forward 

with work task. Open up discussion for State to discuss 
alternative mechanics used previously 

• Need to set the stage for using Risk Based/Natural Attenuation 
Methodology for remediation of other off-site impact; and 

• Discuss documentation need in State file to avoid permit . 
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February 18, 1999 Meeting with Hazardous Waste Section 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 

February 11, 1999 
Page 2 

Once you have received, please review and call me for furher discussions. In 
addition, we would appreciate an update on the following invoices: 

Mid-Atlantic Invoice No. 3006 Amount $9,521.64 
Mid-Atlantic Invoice No. 3067 Amount $7,319.92 

If you should have any questions or need any additional information, please 
do not hesitate to call me at (919) 250-9918. 

Sincerely, 

MID-ATLANTIC ASSOCIATES, P.A. 

Kirk B. Pollard 
Senior Project Manager 

KBP/kps 

LSS-1492 

• 

• 

MP?;{\J'h4N!l~ e 
Engineering & Environmental Solutions 
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Exhibit L-2 
2004-10-29 - Email chain between John Coyne, 

Kirk Pollard, and Robert LaBoube _ 
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K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 

From: "Coyne, John" <John.Coyne@veoliawaterna.com> 
To: 
Sent: 

"K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental" <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Friday, October 29, 2004 2:13 PM 

Subject: RE: New Part A 

Bless you kind Sir .... 

John C. Coyne 
Director - Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 
Phone 281-985-5544 
Fax 281-442-9014 
Cell 936-443-5696 
john.coyne@veoliawatema.com NEW ! ! 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
[ mailto:kpollard@nc.rr .com] 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2004 2:07 PM 
To: Coyne, John 
Subject: Re: New Part A 

John: We will take care of the Part A submittaL We sent one last year for 
Culligan. Have a good weekend. Kirk 
----- Original Message -----
From: "Coyne, John" <John.Coyne@veoliawaterna.com> 
To: "Robert LaBoube (E-mail)" <Robert.LaBoube@culligan.com>; "K. Pollard 
Mineral Springs Environmental (E-mail)° <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2004 12:46 PM 
Subject: FW: New Part A 

>Hello gentlemen ... please note below from Larry Stanley. If you could 
>send 
> me that current versions to work off of, that would be most appreciated. 
> Looks like the word is getting out there Bob. 
> 
> Thanks. have a good weekend ... 
> 
> 
> John C. Coyne 
> Director - Environmental Affairs 
>Veolia Water North America 
> 14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway suite 200 
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> Houston, TX 77032 
> Phone 281-985-5544 
>Fax 281-442-9014 
> Cell 936-443-5696 
> john.coyne@veoliawatema.com NEW ! ! 
> 
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Larry Stanley [mailto:Larry.Stanley@ncmail.net] 
> Sent: Friday, October 29, 2004 10: 17 AM 
> To: john.coyne@veoliawaterna.com 
> Subject: New Part A 
> 
> 
>John, 
> 
> I recently received a letter from Mr. Bob Laboube indicating that 
> W ASC is now responsible for RCRA issues at the former Asheville Dyeing 
> and Finishing facility in Swannanoa, NC. I think you were previously 
> involved with this site, and I met you at a meeting in our office two or 
> three years ago. 
> 
> Besides letting you know that Bob had contacted us, I also need to 
> remind you that W ASC must submit a new Part A permit application with 
> updated operator and contact information. Culligan submitted updated 
>site identification in.formation in late 2003. It's the same form, you 
>just have to check the appropriate box at the top of the first page. A 
>copy of the form can be obtained from an EPA website 
> (http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/hazwaste/data/form8700/forms.htm#parta). 
> Either Bob Laboube or Mineral Springs should have most of the 
> information needed to complete the form. 
> 
>Regards, 
> Larry Stanley 
> 
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Exhibit L-3 
2004-11-23 - Fax from Mineral Springs 

Environmental, P.C. to WASCO 
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Mineral Springs .Environmental 

Reports 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane, Raleigh, North Carolina 27616 
. (919) 261-8186 

(919) 261-8299 Facsimile 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

0 For infonnation and files D Mail 

Correspondence 0 For comment and approval 0 Express 

Other 0 Returned for correction 0 Messenger 

Copies Date Description 

I 9(\ .. + A (\ J') {") \ J. " f\ .\.i fivt J 
I I . 

0 

D 

0 

Comments: 

P..R1 CAU .~d cd:iwJu.A abc Ci.M.V>L-cl1d follt A 
1fn- }kL AD ~ ( ~-u_,. Ph.OJ\R < l

0

M I Hu.- ~ClgR. 

~~J. 1k..~ .\n HS u"1d I l1Xil; 

~ ~L ~b\lnl, !o ~2 • 
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2006-02-27 - Email from 

John Coyne to Kirk Pollard 
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2005 Haz Waste Report 

Kirk Pollard 

From: 

Sent: 

Coyne, John [John.Coyne@veoliawaterna.com] 

Monday, February 27, 2006 3:57 PM 

To: kpollard@nc.rr.com 

Subject: 2005 Haz Waste Report 

Hey Kirk ... 

Pagel of 1 

The fine folks at the NC DENR sent the 2005 Report package to the site, then called me, and forwarded it here. 
Arrived today. Want me to send it to you (for completion)? 

John C. Coyne 
Director - Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 
Phone 281-985-5544 
Fax 281-985-5595 
Cell 936-443-5696 
john.coyne@veoliawaterna.com 

Confidentiality Note: This email message and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients 
and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, 
please do not duplicate or forward this email message and immediately delete it from your computer . 

1/30/2014 
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Message Page 1 of2 

Kirk Pollard 

• From: Coyne, John [John.Coyne@veoliawaterna.com] 

• 

• 

Sent: Monday, February 27, 2006 7:04 PM 

To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 

Subject: RE: 2005 Haz Waste Report 

I'll see if I can make it.... And I will UPS the NCDENR information in the morning ... 

John C. Coyne 
Director - Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 
Phone 281-985-5544 
Fax 281-985-5595 
Cell 936-443-5696 
john.coyne@veoliawaterna.com 

Confidentiality Note:. This email message and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients 
and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, 
please do not duplicate or forward this email message and immediately delete it from your computer . 

----Original Message----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2006 5 :24 PM 
To: Coyne, John 
Subject: Re: 2005 Haz WaSte Report 

Bring it on. By the way the Haz Boys and Girls want to come to the site on March 16th, 2006. Come if you would like 
and we will have a big throw down. I can handle, but if just want to see the site one more time come on. 

~ i 

-----Original Message---
From: Coyne. John 
To: K: Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental (kpollard@nc.rr.com) 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2006 3:56 PM 
Subject: 2005 Haz Waste Report 

Hey Kirk ... 

The fine folks at the NC DENA sent the 2005 Report package to the site, then called me, and forwarded 
it here. Arrived today. Want me to send it to you (for completion)? 

John C. Coyne 
Director - Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 
Phone 281-985-5544 
Fax 281-985-5595 

1/30/2014 
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Message 

Cell 936-443·5696 
john.coyne@veoliawatema.com 

Page 2of2 

Confidentiality Note: This email message and any attachments to it are intended only for the named 
recipients and may contain legally privileged and/or confidential information. If you are not one of the 
intended recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this email message and immediately delete it from 
your computer. 
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Exhibit L-6 
2006-02-28 - Fax from John Coyne 

to Kirk Pollard with letter from 
the Hazardous Waste Section 
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John C. Coyne 
Director 
Environmental Affairs 

MEMORANDUM 

14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway 
Houston, TX 77032 

Tel: 281:-985-5544 
Fax:281-442-9014 
Cell: 936-443-5696 

Date: ft/tt ~ f/ 
To: 1(£ ~/(l{M{ 

john.coyne@veoliawatema.com 

Copy: _j_ 

Subject: ffetv tJ/fi% /tpil 

" r / 
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Ef'A w.;,.~ = m ~., __ _ 

NCDENR 
North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

Dexter R. Matthe•.vs, Director Division of Waste Management 

February 10, 2006 

Dear BRS Filer: 

Re: 2005 Hazardous Waste Report 

Michael F. Easley, Governor 
William G. Ross Jr., Secretary 

. Your facility is/was listed in the North Carolina Hazardous Waste database as a Large Quantity 
Generator (LQG) and/or a Treatment, Storage, or Disposal Facility (TSDF) during the calendar 
year 2005. Because of this designation you may be required to fill out a 2005 Hazardous Waste 
Report (enclosed). 

To determine if your facility is required to file a 2005 Hazardous Waste Report, please read the 
instructions on Page iii of the booklet. North Carolina has no additional state-specific 
requirements or exemptions that would change your facility's status. Notice that if you are a 
TSDF you are required to submit a 2005 Hazardous Waste Report regardless of your generator 
status. Also remember that you may be considered a TSbF based on disposal activity at your 
facility (post-closure permit or post-closure care) . 

If you determine that your facility is not required to submit a 2005 Hazardous Waste Report you 
must submit a letter of explanation to the address listed below on or before March 15, 2006. 
You are also required to submit a revised Site Identification Form (located near the back of the 
booklet) with this letter. 

If your facility is required to submit a 2005 Hazardous Waste· Report please read all the 
instructions carefully. There were no changes in reporting requirements and forms for the 2005 
Hazardous Waste Report. 

The 2005 Hazardous Waste Report must be submitted April 15. 2006 if you are not filing 
electronically. The 2003 Hazardous Waste Report must be submitted by May 1, 2006 if you are 
filing electronically. The submittal must be made to: · 

Jim Edwards 
NC Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-1646 

Any questions should be directed to Jim Edwards at ~19 508-8539 (Jim.Edwards@ncmail.net), 
Larry Wilson at 919 508-8573 Larry.Wilson@ncmail.net), or Helen Cotton at 919 508-8537 
(Helen. Cotton@ncmail.net). 

Sincerely, 

a~.!£.~ 
El(j 1646 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 

Phone 919-733-4996 \FAX 919-715-3605 \Internet http://wastenotnc.org 
An Equal Oprx•rtunity 1 .4.flirmative Act~3,er - Printed on Dual Purpose Recycled Paper 
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ELECTRONIC REPORTING 

This year, as in the past, electronic reporting is available. There are two reporting 
options available for electronic data submission to the State of North Carolina. Both 
software packages require Windows 95 or higher operating systems and both operate . 
best when Adobe Acrobat 4.0 or higher is installed. Both are primarily distributed 
through the Internet but may be obtained on CD or a diskette by calling Larry Wilson at 
919-508-8573. . 

Environmental Support Solutions has developed a free reporting software 
program called Waste Reported. The software is easy to use and flexible with a step by· 
step interview process fo.r first time users and a very short reports as well as a page by 
page data entry inte_rface for more experienced reporters. The Waste Reporter data . 
entry software may be downloaded at: 

http://www.environ.com/partners/NC/NCWR.htm 

The State of Florida has also developed a reporting software package called 
BRState. While this software is generally not as user friendly as Waste Reporter, some 
sites may find some features of the software useful for managing large or complex 
reports. The BRState data entry and management software and instructions may be 
downloaded at: 

http://w'Nw .dep.state. fl. us/waste/categ ories/hazardous/pages/BRS data. htm 

To file electronically you must submit a disk or CD .with your facility information 
and a completed signed paper copy of the Site Identification Form. 

TRAINING 

The North Carolina Hazardous Waste Section will conduct training for the 2005 
Hazardous Waste Report on Thursday, March 9, 2006. This training will begin at 12:30 
and will last approximately 3 hours. The training will be held in the Basement 
Conference Rooms at 401 Oberlin Road, Suite 150, Raleigh, NC .. 

Maps are located on page 3 of this information. Free parking is available across 
the street from the 401 Oberlin Road Building. 

The training will consist of the following: 

General Overview 
Changes to the forms and codes 
Filling out the forms 
Electronic filing · 
Questions · 
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t &EPA 
i United States f Environmental Protection 
~ Agency 

-'. I .. 
: October 2005 
I 
·~ ~ 

.;: 2005 Hazardous 
Waste Report 

Instructions and Forms· . 
. EPA Form 8700-13 AJB 

(OMB#2050-0024; Expires 10/31/2007) 
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Exhibit L-7 
2006-04-05 - Fax from Mineral Springs 

Environmental, P.C. to John Coyne 
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t ··' 

Mineral Spring·s Environmental, P.C. 
4600 Mineral Springs Lane, Raleigh, North Carolina 27616 

(919) 261-8186 
(919) 261-8299 Facsimile 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

To: .... Toh f1 Cog (I e, Project No.~/ :J.~3-/ __ _ 
_____________ Project AD 1E 
------------- Date J./-5- Q(e 

Reports 0 For infoonation and fifes o Mail 0 

Correspondence D For comment and approval o Express 0 

Other )( Returned for correction D Messenger 0 

Copies Date Description 

. I . . 

j u.tift fhiA<- AUX.d <5J1_ 1fL Anvi£ ~ 
lo k'!J 2 a& Qlo/UVL,,. 

• 

• 

• 
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Exhibit L-8 
2006-09-15 to 2006-09-20 - Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006 11 :23 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: AD&F Swannanoa site 

Hey Rodney: I am sure you will see on the old Part A that a rep from the 
facility will need to sign the Part A. I will be glad to forward to them and 
get the document to the state once they have signed off. Just send to me and 
I will send to the approriate person at Anvil Knitware. Talk with you soon. 
Kirk 
----- Original Message -----
From: "Huerter, Rodney" <Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com> 
To: "K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental" <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Friday, September 15, 2006 9:42 AM 
Subject: RE: AD&F Swannanoa site 

>Kirk: We have requested and just rec'd a Part A that I will complete 
> and get back to the state. You don't need to worry about that. John 
> did attempt to call you yesterday while he was back in our office. We 
> will be retaining his service for a while, and so there is not a hard 
> break on the site. Additionally, since John and I actually live no 
> more than a half-mile from each other and are good friends, I will 
> always have a line to any background I interpretive information I 
>require. 
> 
>My contact info is listed below. I am going to be unavailable for the 
> balance of today, so I would recommend that when John is in the office 
> next week, he and I call you and the three of us talk at that time. 
> I'll get you 
> the information in advance, so that we don't miss you. Have a good 
>weekend. 
> 
>Rodney G. Huerter 
> VWNAEHS&S 
> 14950 Heathrow Forest Pkwy, Ste. 200 
>Houston, TX 77032 
> 
> 281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
> 
> Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 
> <mailto:Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com> 
> 
> Excellence is not an act - it is a habit. Aristotle 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any 
> attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may 
> contain confidential information. If you are not one of the intended 
> recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this e-mail message and 
> immediately delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this 
> matter is greatly appreciated and will help to ensure that our lawyers 
> remain gruntled and at 
> a distance, which is where we like to keep them. Thank you. 
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Exhibit L-9 
2006-11-15 - Email from Kirk 
· Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjneral Sorjngs Enyjronmental 
Huerter Rodney 
December Invoice and additional 2007 budget 
Wednesday, November 15, 2006 6:55:30 AM 

Hey Rodney: As requested I have estimated the total for the next invoice which will be issued around 
December 1, 2006. The estimated amount will be 7,578.75. In addition, I have calculated some 
numbers for potential work that I foresee being required by the Hazardous Waste Section in 2007. This 
work will involve additional groundwater assessment in areas designated as Solid Waste Management 
Units. As part of this work an updated receptor survey will be performed. I feel we should budget 
between $175,000 and $200,000. This work is in addition to the normal O&M and sampling activities. 
Hope you have a good day. Please call if you have questions. Kirk 
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Exhibit L-10 
2007-01-17 - Letter from Mineral Springs 

Environmental, P.C. to WASCO 
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m1NERAL 
,. SPRINGS 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

• 

environmental, p.c. 

January i7, 2007 

Mr. Rodney Heurter 
Water Applications and Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 

Subject: October 2006 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report 
Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
NCO 070 619 663 
MSEJob 123 

Dear Mr. Heurter: 

Attached is a copy of the October 2006 Quarterly Effectiveness Monitoring Report for the 
site referenced above. Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. collected samples from all 
but one of the groundwater monitoring wells (MW-1) to develop a current picture of the 
site groundwater conditions. The results of this sampling are included in the report. 
Three copies of this report have been forwarded to the North Carolina Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, Division of Waste Management, Hazardous Waste 
Section. An additional copy has been sent to the facility to keep on file, as required. 

If you have any questions regarding the attached report or the site, please contact me 
at (919) 261-8186. 

Sincerely, 

Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C. 

!(tAh8.~d 
Kirk B. Pollard, LG. 
Principal Geologist 

123/Qtlys/Oct 2006 /kp 

849 HC-WASCO LLC 00287 
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Exhibit L-11 
2007-05-02 - Email from 

Rodney Huerter to Kirk Pollard 
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From: Huetter Rodney 

To: K po!!ard Mjneral Sprjngs Enyjronmental 

Subject: 
Date: 

FW: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCD 070 619 663 

Wednesday, May 02, 2007 10:41:00 AM 
Attachments: AD&F - MW Nos 14s. 14i. 14d xis 

FYI. I left you a v/mail with a request re information that will help me in discussing this with Coyne. 

In conjunction with reviewing Carl's letter, I have done a lot of reviewing of past reports (trying to see if 
there are any clues as to what could have prompted his requested scope to have been so seemingly 
overbroad). One item in the Conclusions & Recommendations section of the Oct 2006 Quarterly 
Effectiveness Monitoring Report (a reference to MW-14s, Sec. 5 at page 4, 1st para.) caught my eye. 
Because there was no corresponding historical data with which to compare the MW-14s data, perhaps 
Carl could have read the statement to mean a 114 ug/L increase had occured, which was not the case 
- while there was an increase over the Oct 2005 results, it was actually statistically on par with the Oct 
2004 results. Further, the results show there was a decrease in both MW-14i and MW-14d. (See 
attached breakout of the results for MW Nos. 14s!ild). 

Obviously, I cannot be certain that comment prompted some of the Agency's requests for broadening 
the scope - but I also cannot discount the potential that it may have been a contributing factor. What I 
would like to do in the future is to make sure that any such comments are couched in a manner that 
clarifies its relevance. Out of curiosity, what prompted the change from Paradigm Analytical Labs 
(Wilmington) to Research & Analytical Labs (Kernersville)? (e.g., distance, response time, economics, 
etc.) 

R. G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney. Huerter@veoljawaterna.com 

-----Original Message----
From: Huerter, Rodney 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 10:03 AM 
To: 'carl.utterback@ncmail.net' 
Subject: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCD 070 619 663 

Carl: 

It was good speaking with you this morning. As we discussed, Kirk Pollard contacted me, wondering 
when I was going to call him re your Apr. 5, 2007 letter, in which you requested a groundwater 
assessment plan by May 30. However, I did not I have not receive(d) the letter you sent (Kirk did fax 
me a copy of the letter he received). Based on that, I requested the deadline to be extended until Jun. 
29, 2007. You indicated that would not be a problem, and asked me to send you a letter. Please 
advise if this e-mail will not suffice for the purposes of your request. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corp. 
14950 Heathrow Forest Pkwy, Ste. 200, Houston, TX 77032 

281-985-5547 (office) 
281-985-5595 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna com 
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Excellence is not an act - it is a habit. Aristotle 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may contain confidential 
information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this e-mail message and immediately 
delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated and will help to ensure that our lawyers remain 
gruntled and at a distance, which is how we prefer to keep them. Thank you. 
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Exhibit L-12 
2007-03-13 to 2007-05-02- Email chain 
between John Coyne and Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Crejg Coyne 
Huerter. Rodney 
RE: 
Wednesday, May 02, 2007 5:45:34 PM 

I had the IDEM letter printed off for review ... saw/found it this evening and could not find record of a 
response to you ... Sorry if my earlier note was a repeat. 

I don't have much on AD&F here at the house. I can stop by the office later this week if needed. 
Basically, we (WASCo) were just cruising along, doing the quarterly monitoring, and waiting on further 
direction on the RFA ... we'd been in that holding pattern for quite some time. Kirk will have to shed 
some light on the impetus for all of this "define and delineate" crapola. We have been prepared to 
negotiate the RFA work for some time. It is no surprise. The RFA scope, with further SWMU/HWMU 
investigation was budgeted for, but not the additional delineation work. Plume migration, fate-and
transport models, and other investigative and delineation efforts have not been requested by the State 
at any time during my involvement with the site, going back to 1998. Have the levels jumped/spiked? 

Let me know when we need to huddle up, and I'll make myself available ... adios amigo ... 

Greig Coyne 
Owner 
Creighton Services, LLC 
936-443-5696 
creig@crejghtonseryjces com 
www.creightonservices.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Huerter, Rodney [mailto:Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 01, 2007 7:25 PM 
To: creig@creightonservices.com 
Subject: RE: 

Don't sweat that one - I called the agency directly after I ed-u-ma-cated myself on the situation 
back in March. The operative mission is AD&F. 

R 

From: Creig Coyne [mailto:creig@creightonservices.com] 
Sent: Tue 5/1/2007 6:59 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: RE: Culligan Lemon Grove 

Hello Mr. Rodney ... can you forward to me an electronic copy of the Jan-07 quarterly report. 
I'd like to look at it before providing any response to the IDEM letter. I have doubts about Ms. 

Klika-Sanders expertise and sense of 'reasonableness'. Her name is not familiar, and we may 
have another newbie (gonna-change-the-World-one-UST at-a-time person on our hands). I 
will be available to discuss this or any other matter this week. 

Thanks for following up on the Gladewater belt press ... I had talked to Chris Meeks' underling 
a few weeks ago, and he indicated the asking price was "around $30K". We may able to find 
a buyer. .. you never know. I may drive up to Gladewater later this week for a look-see. 

Thanks again, and I'll talk to you later. 

Greig Coyne 
Owner 
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Creighton Services, LLC 
936-443-5696 
crejg@crejghtonseryjces com 
www.creightonservices.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Huerter, Rodney [mailto:Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 15, 2007 1:12 PM 
To: Creig Coyne 
Cc: admin@creightonservices.com 
Subject: RE: Culligan Lemon Grove 

Thanks - sorry for delay in response - it's been a crazy week (VE Annual Rpt due, 01-
07 updates due, dippity doo, etc) This attached commo re Custodis (Brazil, IN) 
showed up and I also need to bug you about some background to the IDEM comments 
onpp1-2. 

R. G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney.Huerter@yeoljawateroa.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: Creig Coyne [mailto:creig@creightonservices.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2007 9:33 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Cc: admin@creightonservices.com 
Subject: Culligan Lemon Grove 

Rodney-

I have read through the information you forwarded. I reviewed the figures and 
tables, as well as the recent and historical correspondence. {Yes, I actually 
read it all} 

Anyhoo ... I can consolidate my various thoughts on the matter thusly: 

1. I do not see the need to interact with Louder, either directly or indirectly 
(via Diana B. and MWH Global), at all. The County, via J. Clay, sent 

Louder the "do as I say" letter back on October 24th, 2006. The letter 
included as "60 day" stipulation as well. The County wants the 
additional well. .. I'm suggesting that you let the County beat on him 
(Louder), and simply not worry about what the lease/transactional 
documents contain. His letter is all that is needed. WASC never 
dragged its feet about the additional well installation. In fact, WASC 
generated the idea and proposed the compromise, as previous 
negotiations with the Culligan management team had "died on 
Committee floor". I'd submit that WASC was actively seeking to push 
the project forward, not stall it. 
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1. Repeatedly remind the County (and J. Clay), whether in letters, emails, 
conversation, or smoke signals that BTEX, PAHs, and/or other 
hydrocarbon-related contaminants have NEVER been of concern at this 
site. MTBE is the only COC, and even though State regulated, not a 
menace to anyone's health. {If this was in LA/Oakland/Long 
Beach/Compton, would we even be discussing it?}. You may want to 
spend a few nickels and have Diana search for site's in CA that have 
granted NFA with similar site conditions. It happens ... 

2. RE: Clay's 2/20/07 letter ... suggest to him, most logically through Diana, 
that you'd appreciate it if he (and other department members) refrain 
from referring to the existing MWs as being "improperly screened". This 
is simply incorrect. Certainly at the time of installation, they were 
installed per industry standards, bisecting the water table (and all like 
that!). The hydraulic conductivity of the underlying surficial aquifer is 
extremely low ... it takes hours, if not days for the MWs to recharge. 
You don't need a hydrogeology degree to understand that groundwater 
moves very slowly through this zone, both vertically and laterally. 
Therefore, if a MW is purged prior to being sampled, there is absolutely 
no way that groundwater from above the screened interval DOES NOT 
enter the MW. Is there groundwater above the screened interval in the 
site's existing MWs. Apparently. When the wells are purged prior to be 
sampled, does groundwater from this zone (above the screened 
interval) enter the MW. Absolutely. This may not be textbook perfect, 
but it certainly does not render the data collected as useless. The 
analytical data is reported in part per billion. PPBs, and never a hit of 
anything else. Hmmm. Seems to me that if there were hydrocarbons, 
dissolved or otherwise in that zone above the screened interval, you'd 
see at least a blip, huh? Now, I will concede that the -12' of water 
table residing over MWs such as #2 and #3 is more than "negligible'', 
per Figure 2. However, the groundwater elevations above the screened 
interval in some MWs, such as #5 and #7, are. somewhat negligible. 
Bottom line is I believe it to be a technical argument that does not play 
out to be relevant in the overall evaluation, considering the 
hydrogeology and lone COC. {i.e. is the County "right" from a technical 
perspective? Yah. Does it really matter in the overall evaluation? Not 
really} 

3. Historically, there has not been much of a trend with regard to 
groundwater flow direction. Therefore, I would not let anyone be too 
concerned with "off site" contamination. I recall that the site is in what 
could be visualized as a "bowl", or depression zone, with erratic flow 
patterns historically. 

I will be available this week if you wish to discuss. Sorry for the informal nature 
of this email also. 

I want to see reason and rational thinking prevail here (even if county and state 
agencies are involved), as the current effort at hand is not truly geared toward 
concerns about public health. C'mon, Man. This site should be on an annual 
monitoring program, as it presents no real threat to anything (or anyone). 

John Creig Coyne 
Owner 
Creighton Services, LLC 
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936-443-5696 
crejg@crejghtonseDtjces.com 
www.creightonseDtices.com 
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Exhibit L-13 
2007-05-03 - Email from Kirk Pollard 

to Rodney Huerter with draft letter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

K po!!ard Mjneral Sprjngs Fnyjronmenta! 

Hyerter Rodney. 

Response to April 5, 2007 

Thursday, May 03, 20072:15:40 PM 

Aprj! 2007 Letter doc 

Here is my response to the April 5, 2007 letter. Please call once you have had a chance to review my 
letter . 
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May 3, 2007 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Water Applications & System Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway 
Suite 200 
Houston, TX 77032 

Reference: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing 
Swannanoa, North Carolina 
EPA ID # NCD 070 619 663 
MSE Job# 123 

Dear Mr. Huerter: 

Recently, a letter dated April 5, 2007 was sent to your office regarding the Asheville 
Dyeing & Finishing (AD&F) facility from the North Carolina Division of Waste 
Management (NCDWM). Essentially the letter is indicating the next steps for the site is 
to perform confirmation sampling and additional assessment activities adjacent to the 
identified Solid Waste Management Units (SWMU) and Areas of Concern (AOCs). The 
SWMUs and AOCs were identified in a RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) prepared by EPA 
Region IV and NCDWM. The NCDWM is requesting that a Site Conceptual Model which 
provides information on the geology, hydrogeology, contaminant plumes, environmental 
receptors and other pertinent information be prepared and submitted. Prior to the 
preparation of the SCM document, a groundwater assessment plan must be prepared. 
The assessment plan should include the completion of the SCM, identified environmental 
indicators/receptors, investigation of SWMUs and an implementation schedule. On May 
2, 2007, you requested a written response which provides information on the reason for 
the letter and concerns regarding the letter. Please find the response below. 

It is important that certain background be provided to assist with your review and 
conversations with John Coyne on May 4, 2007. In the late 1990s the NCDWM issued a 
letter that indicated the groundwater contaminant plume was essentially defined 
(current monitoring well network). At that point, the state and EPA could request that a 
Part B Post Closure Permit be obtained. In order to avoid this request, the responsible 
party {Culligan/ US Filters/ Water Applications & Systems Corporation), based on 
recommendations from myself and legal council, began discussions with the NCDWM to 
either perform remediation through an agreed upon document (Administrative Order by 
Concent (AOC)) or other mechanism. During this time the EPA passed rules allowing 
companies to pursue assessment and remediation under alternative mechanisms to the 
PART B. In 2002 the NCDWM issued a draft AOC among other things the order required 
the completion of a SCM and RFA. The draft order was reviewed by Bob Laboube and 
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Brian Clark arid was discussed Jn.a meetifig with NCDWM' rn 2003~ 'Tile- out :come·:of thar 
m~~ting w~s 'fhe. agency was ln ·n_ew :tt~rritorv rJ:!gcirdlhg the AOC ~:ind :that t'uillgan,wouid 
.b~ vylllfog to ~~si,st :bY' volu_ntarfly· $1,lbr.r.til:trrig gpc;qrner:its qlqng tjie lln~s,· qf those: 

.. presented above. subsequently :th 2064, ·ERA schedulea. the: :cortrpletibn of tbe RFA. The 
~-raft' report ;vvas; reviewed l:l~i f3rai_n:. ¢I~rk; }?qb l:_a[)qt:fbe:,. John: C9vn~;- qnd c:i- 'Mln~ral 
Sprin_gs Etwitonmental (MSE)_ r¢ptesentative • .BasitaHy·Witfl revisions' the :final. RFA report 
WC3S i.s$u~<:l "lc~ter ih 2_()Q~t .Afi. :~ side :note in .2005~: :tne .C'Qntc:Jct .repres~ritatives for the: 
:state chan_ged,_ They. subsequently· sent ·,to' John ¢qype1: -~ new ~ra.ft APC- :versiop fQr 
Jevi.ew ihdicating- .they were' ~:rgain ·pots.ulng the; AOC pqth. Ih March 2006, the new: 
cqntaqs .Mary S'iedl~ci@ 9n_q Ca.fl !JtterQ~QK; Vi~it~Q. :thg $ite -to. b~C()!TI~, f~r:nflic:Ir-wit.h the 
site: Evidently! thi:! State has decided to'.address:t:ertairi .issues··t~s the SWMU assessment 
undet a :l~s form~li! $cenafi_p· by tti·e issuar,it~.; of th~ .Apfif 2007' lett~r~ it l.s. my opihlon: 
this· letter was'. gen~rated as a resrnt of-the cumqJative discussions that 'h(lve ta:keri p{aq~; 
1:3nd d¢$ctib.t;d.·~oove:·and i$'. n'Qtindicat:iv~ "Of any ¢u:rrent data J'.>t :~ttlons taken :byWASC. 

Alter review of the Aprff ·2007~ the focus ·of the iettef is assessment activities at the 
dum.p area SWMW ;ff :Vt· c:md. to prqvid~: ac:fditkm~l ln.f9rm~t!Pn: pru::efta.in areas: thqt ;Will 
:assist the' NCDWM With furt:het'feview~-This a-ction .should be se·en ~as ;a:'.positive and the· 
generation of thfs :data '.Could: prevent additional Cisse$Sr11ent in -these 'ar:eas::. in :adciitlort 
C~ltqill oth~r ·arE!aS ·SUCO a_s the ;prn_c;luct Jines ;i)1Sjc;j~ fhe \Jyjlqing' "!'[ere, :ript {fisq.1_ssep Jn, 
tne .letter. Regardirrg the tomme~nts tonterning additional horizontal .an·a vertical. eXtent 
as!?essrn,ent, the opiQiqo isvy~\$t(.lJ1Cl steq_d~fcis'ttb.C!t;the C3~~es$_merrt l:rci_s· l)e_ef1 cqmpie~ed 
doWh, gradient of the- hazardous: waste. manage'fiient unit anti that even th:Ougli' 
contarnin<:lnts;flave be.en Jd~n:tined. :in well~ :ve'rl:lta·uy;: that :QcJditkmal vertical assessm\:lnt 
provides no: -etottdmic oenefit It: :Is .:afj'parent that discussion· sho.uld .be generated wit'1 
~the $tate re.gatd)tn:i P't~Wio:U~ Work' . anij gene.rated C()tt'.eSp,o:nd.~n~es. 13asicall'/;~ ]t iS. 
ir:ppgrtant ~o bave~· ope"Q.A-"One pisq.1ssion?.' Yvi~h'. ;the. ;~t?tt~ rep~~~elJ~tlves tp e9ll~!e; 
them on the: past won<~ ··get their input on .the. scope of work'. and to assist With 'ct flexible 
worRlng relationship; F{le.a.se be 9ilv;i$ed much: :of the dat<:i (he $tgte; is ·requesting h~s.: 
previously been submitted or'is·rea'dily available. · .. 

Kirk 13._ Poflarq 
:President 
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Exhibit L-14 
2007-05-03 - Email chain between 
Rodney Huerter and Kirk Pollard 
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From: Huerter. Rodney 
To: 
Subject: 

K eol!ard Mjnera! Springs Enyjronmenta! 
RE: Response to April 5, 2007 
Thursday, May 03, 2007 2:48:00 PM Date: 

K: I left you a v/mail on your cell. I was not asking for a formal response of the type you crafted and 
sent to me. Instead, I need your input as to each of the specific requirements I requests in the 
agency's letter. Again - I do not need formal communcations from you - I need unpolished feedback .. 
. it can be scratched out on a piece of paper and faxed to me if need be. 

For instance, there are seven specific 'additional assessment' items. I need your input I feedback on 
each of those: do you agree or disagree with the agency's request? If you agree, why (tell me why it's 
a good idea or necessary from the standpoint of remediation I geology). If you disagree with the 
agency, tell me why you disagree. If it's something that can be supported by comparing past and 
current analytical results, then include those to help me understand how you are basing your 
assertions. 

The same process applies for any such detailed ·items in the main body of the Apr 5 letter. 

This will help us (1) identify those items that are already sufficiently covered I addressed and not in 
need of our throwing additional expense at them, (2) zero in on what's important, and (3) minimize the 
time required for a future conf call when the three of us (you, Coyne, and me) chat. 

R. G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@yeoljawaterna com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2007 2:12 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Response to April 5, 2007 

Here is my response to the April 5, 2007 letter. Please call once you have had a chance to review 
my letter . 
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Exhibit L-15 
2007-05-03 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 

Date: 

Attachments: 

K Pollard Mineral Sprjngs Fnyjronmental 

Huecter Rodney 

Response to letter 
Thursday, May 03, 2007 4:33:29 PM 

October 2006 Oterly.doc 
October 2005 Oterly.doc 
Oct 2006 Tables.xis 
October 2004 Oterly.doc 

Rodney let me first address the items specified as further items: 

1 We have already had correspondence from the agency that indicates the groundwater plume is 
defined both horizontally and vertically. I stongly disagree with this item. They should supply a rationale 
for why they feel the plume is not defined horizontally and what is the economic benefit for drilling 
deeper on the Owens property. · 

2. Concerning the pipe that discharged to Beetree Creek. I feel we should try and generate this data. 
This may be an important step in not performing additional assessment. 

3.This item unfortunately is the big ticket item for the state. The dump is an unknown and warrants 
additional investigation and possible cleanup. I feel this item will not be something they concede on. 

4. We can install one more additional well between the creek and Beetree Creek. This may 
downgrade the overall risk of the dump area. 

5. The data for the wells is located in the state files, significant data was generated as part of the 
previous assessment on these wells. I think we should go ahead and submit the data to assist with 
there concern. The new contacts probably don't understand all that has taken place regarding the wells . 

6. Again some of this data is available and can be sent to them to ease their minds. I agree we should 
resubmit the information. 

7. The effectiveness of the remediation is ongoing. That is why we submit reports. Regarding the 
additional assessment we can submit some data collected that may not be in their files that would help 
put this issue to bed. If additional investigation is conducted I would suggest only installing shallow 
wells. I think they do need the Site Conceptual Model to help them understand all the data that has 
been collected for the site over the years. 

Regarding the letter itself, I feel strongly that the vertical and horizontal extent of the impact has been 
defined. Therefore I would suggest we argue strongly the assessment has been completed. 

I agree that the Site Conceptual Model should be performed to assist the state with the full picture of 
all the assessment that has taken place. As part of this assessment the environmental indicators should 
be identified. This will help with the overall risk of the site. The RFA is required the SWMUs have been 
identified. Again the dump is the big ticket item. I feel we should focus our efforts toward any 
assessment/remediation in this area. The other areas may require limited sampling and may be ruled 
out or not require remediation. 

I think we should focus our overall energy toward elminating the dump as a problem area at this time. 
The other important pieces is to determine the environmental indicators. Then we should submit the 
Site Conceptual Model. This may not preclude the state from requiring additional data but at least gives 
a starting point. 

Also keep in mind as a side issue Anvil will soon be at a point where they will be moving out of the 
building and the site will be up for sale . 

Rodney I hope this helps. Rodney please call me on my cell phone. I will be available to discuss the 
issues presented above. Thanks-Kirk 
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Exhibit L-16 
2007-06-27 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

K Pollan:! Mjnera! Springs Environmental 
Huecter Rodney 
AD&F Assessment Workplan 
Tuesday, June 26, 2007 7:54:05 AM 
HWS Assessment Workplan doc 

Rodney Please find attached the text for the Assessment Workplan for your review. Baring major 
rewrites the document should be delivered by Friday if not before. I have 1 map which will show the 
proposed well location at the dump into CADD. I will fax a copy to you when ready. If you would put 
your changes and additions in red. I can review and easily change for the final document. Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-17 
2007-06-20 to 2007-06-27 - Email from Kirk 
Pollard to Rodney ,Huerter forwarding email 

chain with the Hazardous Waste Section 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2007 7:49 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 

.ject: Fw: end of June? 

email from Carl Utterback for your files 
.:. ____ Original Message -----
From: <CARL.UTTERBACK@ncmail.net> 
To: <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2007 12:53 PM 
Subject: Re: end of June? 

>Hey Kirk, 
> 1 or 2 week extension should not be a problem, but I will need an 
> official request from the facility with a short discussion of delays, 
> what's been accomplished, what is left to do, etc. Rodney Huerter sent 
>me an email request before and that worked OK. 
> 
>Thanks, 
>Carl 
> 
> ----Original Message---
> From: kpollard@nc.rr.com 
>Date: Jun 20, 2007 17:04 
>To: <CARL.UTTERBACK@ncmail.net> 

.ubj: Re: end of June? 

> Carl I am working hard on getting it to you by the end of June. I may 
>need a 
> little extra time. I will Jet you know. I may need 10 extra days. If 
>this is 
> Ok let me know. Thanks Kirk 
> ----- Original Message -----
> From: <CARL.UTTERBACK@ncmail.net> 
> To: <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
>Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2007 4:49 PM 
> Subject: end of June? 
> 
> 
>>Kirk, 
>>Hope you are well. Just wanted to touch base and see if the 
>response 
>>for Asheville D & Fis on track to be ready by the end of June. 
>> 
>>Thanks, 
>>Carl 
>> 
> 

' 
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Exhibit L-18 
2007-05-02 to 2007-06-28 - Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney 
Huerter, forwarding email chain 

with the Hazardous Waste Section 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Enyjronmenta! 
Huerter. Rodney 
Re: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCO 070 619 663 
Thursday, June 28, 2007 2:20:51 PM 

Site visit is scheduled for Friday moring at 730. I will fax as soon as I get a copy. 

----- Original Message ----
,From: Huerter. RodneY' ·· 
To: kpollard@nc.rr com 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007 3:17 PM 
Subject: FW: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCO 070 619 663 

FYI 

Rodney G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office)/ 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney.Huerter@veoljawaterna.com 

-----Original Message----
From: Huerter, Rodney 
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007 12:20 PM 
To: 'carl.utterback@ncmail.net' 
Subject: RE: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCO 070 619 663 

Carl: Kirk conveyed to me that you both spoke over the course of the past week or so about the 
potential of an additional 2-week extension to submit the Assessment Workplan for AD&F. I am 
respectfully requesting that you grant such extension. 

I have received and reviewed the initial draft. It references information mentioned in some particular 
documents that I do not have in my files for the site, and I want to ensure that I persoanally review 
the information prior to 'green-lighting' the workplan. Kirk and I spoke yesterday, and he is going to 
personally go to the Agency and obtain the appropriate copies for me over the course of the 7 -10 
days. 

I greatly appreciate your consideration and authorization of this good faith request. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney.Huerter@veoljawaterna.com 

-----Original Message----
From: Huerter, Rodney 
Sent: Wednesday, May 02, 2007 10:03 AM 
To: carl.utterback@ncmail.net 
Subject: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing - NCO 070 619 663 

Carl: 

It was good speaking with you this morning. As we discussed, Kirk Pollard contacted me, 
wondering when I was going to call him re your Apr. 5, 2007 letter, in which you requested a 
groundwater assessment plan by May 30. However, I did not I have not receive(d) the letter 
you sent (Kirk did fax me a copy of the letter he received). Based on that, I requested the 
deadline to be extended until Jun. 29, 2007. You indicated that would not be a problem, and 
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asked me to send you a letter. Please advise if this e-mail will not suffice for the purposes of 
your request. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corp. 
14950 Heathrow Forest Pkwy, Ste. 200, Houston, TX 77032 

281-985-554 7 (office) 
281-985-5595 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@yeoljawaterna com 

Excellence is not an act - it is a habit. Aristotle 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may contain 
confidential information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this e-mail 
message and immediately delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated and will help 
to ensure that our lawyers remain gruntled and at a distance, which is how we prefer to keep them. Thank you. 
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Exhibit L-19 
2007-07-23- to 2007-07-31 - Email chain 
between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: K..Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:32 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 
Changes were made to report anequested. I simply changed the sampling to semi-annual. The report should go out tomorrow. 

----- OriJ;[iDal M.~s~~~e ----- "····· ..•. , ...• '""',,. .. ,,,,,,.,~. 
F.~]yf;;ly§J}§G~g]Jjjli~::.~~::;;;;w:·11:~1;:·: :];!! • ;:;11;cr;1 ;!1/ :.:,::l:iliffiili•,41llf:li;:.ILI~: :;w:m;F'Y'YF''.J·~ 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:20 PM 
Subject: RE: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

• 
I apologize - I did receive that. I had finals that week and pretty much just fielded those items that my boss had assigned due 
dates for that week. When .1 sorted my e-mail (/have a bunch of e-mails to cull through over the next two weeks or so), I looked 
for you under 'P', not 'K'. :Here;re my thoughts - I amended Section 1, and have a questions as to Sec. 5·(highlighted) 

My reasoning on Sec 1 is that the draft verbiage was exactly the same as the original draft verbiage on the most recent report 
you sent to Carl~ so it made sense to me to utilize exactly the same modification. 

My question on Sec 5 is this: does it now make sense to continue quarterly monitoring, or does semi-annual make sense at this 
point? Your cautionary basis to me for not changing to semi-annual was predicated on the pending nature -- at the time we last 
discussed the matter, in December 2006 -- of the project's scope expansion that we just got hit with over the past month. If the 
point was to placate the agency -- without any direct requirement being communicated by the agency -- as a show of good faith, 
which essentially wound up being ineffectual, does it make sense to you to continue to double-up expenses at this point? We've 
demonstrated -- and touted -- the effectiveness of the system, so it seems that semi-annual would be a reasonable cycle for 
monitoring and reporting. Am I missing something in my analysis? 

Rodney G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 2:43 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Fw: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

Let's try this again. This the original email I sent 

• 

-::,:- Or.igi~al Me~~~!:!~=---- . . . .. · ... :·-·:~·~· ·~·~ .. . . 
• llir,2rri,:JS:.:~<·!YJ.i13~r~lil\fl!lffixtr2nm~fiitt._.1 ..• ;'jf ... ll i11·r 1~'.:1,.. ll·tf!t•tE'lief# ·li?'···.·•·r:1t's•::.,,;; 
To: Huerter. Rodney 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2007 11 :28 AM 
Subject: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

Hey Rodney: I thought at one point ¥Ouindicated you would like to take a look at these reports: Here is a copy of the January and April 
combined report. I am sending by mail the drawings for your review. Thanks Kirk 

• 
1
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:21 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney -
Subject: Re: Combined January- April Quarterly Report • 
I agree and suggest we change the quarterly sampling to semi-annual for the same designated wells. I would also suggest we continue to monitor 
all the wells annually (October). This gives us a historic snapshot for future use. We should probably prepare a correspondence to the state which 
outlines our rationale for the reduced sampling. ,I can prepare at your request. 

----- Original Message -----

f ro_~:t-1\J@rtermRPcJO@Y _____ --------------m--=--m-~-· ________ _ _ __ j 

To: K Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 4:20 PM 
Subject: RE: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

I apologize - I did receive that. I had finals that week and pretty much just fielded those items that my boss had assigned due 
dates for that week. When I sorted my e-mail (/have a bunch of e-mails to cull through over the next two weeks or so), I looked 
for you under 'P', not 'K'. Here're my thoughts - I amended Section 1, and have a questions as to Sec. 5 (highlighted) 

My reasoning on Sec 1 is that the draft verbiage was exactly the same as the original draft verbiage on the most recent report 
you sent to Carl - so it made sense to me to utilize exactly the same modification. 

My question on Sec 5 is this: does it now make sense to continue quarterly monitoring, or does semi-annual make sense at this 
point? Your cautionary basis to me for not changing to semi-annual was predicated on the pending nature -- at the time we last 
discussed the matter, in December 2006 -- of the project's scope expansion that we just got hit with over the past month. If the 
point was to placate the agency -- without any direct requirement being communicated by the agency -- as a show of good faith, 
which essentially wound up being ineffectual, does it make sense to you to continue to double-up expenses at this point? We've 
demonstrated -- and touted -- the effectiveness of the system, so it seems that semi-annual would be a reasonable cycle for 
monitoring and reporting. Am I missing something in my analysis? • 

Rodney G. Huerter 
281-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@yeoljawatema com 

-----Original Message-----
- From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2007 2:43 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Fw: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

Let's try this again. This the original email I sent 
----- Original Message -----
f__r:om: __ fS:_E91!~.r:fl _ f&i~rn1 _ _§prjn_9_§ _ f:pv[rpnm9-~t':!L _________________________ _ 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2007 11 :28 AM 
Subject: Combined January- April Quarterly Report 

Hey Rodney: I thought at one point you indicated you would like to take a look at these reports. Here is a copy of the January and April 
combined report. I am sending by mail the drawings for your review. Thanks Kirk 

• 
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Exhibit L-21 
2007-09-05 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007 8:25 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney . 
Subject: Property Transaction ' 
Rodney: As we have discussed Anvil Knitware .is closing the Swannanoa operations and they are trying to sell the facility. I w 
recently contacted by Steve Pegg with Anvil and he indicated they had been approached about by a potential buyer. Due to Anvil's 
limited contact regarding the status of the PCE release at the site, Anvil is at a point were they need some assistance from us to 
help explain the status of the assessment and remediation activities to the buyer. Anvil has requested that I attend a meeting 
tentatively scheduled for September 11, 2007 to explain the status to the potential buyer. I need some guidance with regard to how 
much involvement WA&SC would like for me to have with assisting Anvil. I made them aware they should initiate dialogue with 
WA&SC. I feel confident you will be getting a call at some point regarding this overall issue and involvement from the legal 
counsel of WA&SC may be warranted. Thanks Kirk 

• 
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Exhibit L-22 
2007-10-04 - Email chain between 
Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: Huecter Rodney 

To: 
Subject: 

"K Pollard Mineral Sprjnqs Eoyjronmenta!" 

RE: Annual Groundwater Sampling 

Thursday, October 04, 2007 9:34:07 AM Date: 

yes, we will continue this procedure. How're you doing? I hope all's well. Do you happen to have Mr. 
Grubbs' e-mail address? 

Rodney G. Huerter 
281°-985-5547 (office) I 936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@yeoljawaterna com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2007 9:20 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Annual Groundwater Sampling 

Hey Rodney: In October of each year we have been conducting groundwater sampling of all 
wells onsite and offsite at the AD&F site. The rationale was to obtain historic data regarding PCE 
Concentration trends. Would you like us to conduct the sampling this month? Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-23 
2008-04-03 to 2008-04-14 - Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2008 7:34 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: AD&F Dump Area Assessment 
Haven't received the analytical data yet. We did take some pictures I will try and get them to you soon. • 

----- Original Message ----
From: Huerter. Rodney 
~. '' -- - -" - ' - -- ------------ ---------~-~----~--~-- -- --~--- - ------ ----- ---------------·--------___J 
To: K Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2008 4:02 PM 
Subject: RE: AD&F Dump Area Assessment 

K: following up; have you had an opportunity to digest the information? Additionally, do you have digital pictures of the subject 
area that you can forward to me? 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2008 9:37 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: AD&F Dump Area Assessment . • 
Hey Rodney: Regarding the email I sent. The rules we are working under are 15 NCAC 13 A .0109 40 CFR 264.90 thru 
101. The rules do not specifically speak to reporting activities. We have a lot of information to digest regarding the dump 
area. Once all the information is assembled then we can get together and discuss. Kirk 

----- Original Message -----

f r~!'l: Hu§!rtE!r Rogney ·--- ____ _J 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2008 3:42 PM 
Subject: RE: AD&F Dump Area Assessment 

K: as we discussed yesterday, I am out of the office today (and tomorrow). I also requested that you associate any 
recommendations as to any notificatation requirements to a specific authority (in other words, a specific statutory or 
regulatory citation), so that we can ensure that all required information is addressed. Please get me those .. 
recommendations. I will be back in the office on Monday. 

If your currently e-mailed recommendation re immediate notification (which substantially differs from our discussion 
yesterday, which was to complete the inspection, identify the results and then communicate to the agency) is 
triggered by statutory authority, call me on my cell phone (936-648-3162). 

Do not remove any of the drums, containers, or anything else from where you find them.· 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
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Sent: Thu 4/3/2008 8:45 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: AD&F Dump Area Assessment 

Hey Rodney: As we discussed yesterday, we are in the process of performing the dump area assessment at the AD&F 
site in Swannanoa, NC. Previously on March 24 and 25, 2008 a geophysical survey was conducted of the dump area. 
Please find below a brief summary of activities performed at the site. The purpose was to determine the presence of 
metal bearing items in the subsurface. The maps of the survey will be attached in a separate email. In summary the 
geophysical survey indicated an area 165 feet long by 195 feet wide that contained buried metal. During the site 
walkover several metal drums were visible on the surface along with other metallic objects. 

On March 31 we began excavating test trenches to determine the presence of buried drums, other debris and collect soil 
samples in the test trenches. The test pit evaluation began along the southern and eastern side of the study area.In 
these areas scrap metal and other debris was encountered. Isolated occurrences of rusted drums and paint buckets 
were also encountered. 

In the northern sector near MW-22, a number of various contains were revealed in the test pits. The containers 
extended to a depth of between 6 and 8 feet deep. The condition of the container~ were from rusty to having legiable 
designations. Several containers indicated the writting of dinitrotoluene, some containers had military type writing (Navy 
Amuncition Depot, Crane, Indiana). Metal casings were encountered, metal shavings of copper, brass, etc were 
encountered, containers with writting (metallic magnesium atomized powder were present). Soldified black type material 
was also encountered. A container with Class B poison labeling was encountered. All thes containers were empty to 
containing potential water or a yellow color. In this area perhaps up to 50 to 100 drums are present. The exact number 
of containers is unknown. Some soil staining with colors of red, blue, green and yellow were observed. During field 
activities we had a hazcat kit on site to test for hazards. One container exhibited a liquid with a PH pf 14. We also had a 
chemist on site to assist with evaluating the site for Health and Safety concerns once the drums began to be 
encountered. The chemist indicated much of the chemicals had a short shelf life and may hve broken down. The chemist 
also indicated the dinitotoleune typically exhibits a yellow color. Due to the presence of the above labels health and 
safety became of utmost concern. Additional test pits were dug to the south and west more drums were encountered. I 
just got a call form the guys in the field and they encountered a drum with sodified material and a sheen on the water. 
We collected a sample of this material. Data will be obtained in the next few weeks which will determine the chemical 
quality. 

At this time the initial evaluation of the site will be completed this week. It is our recommendation that the NC Hazardous 
Waste Section be notified of the finds. The next steps for the site will be based on a response from the NCHWS. Please 
be aware the state may require an immediate response due to the presence of these containers. Based on our finds the 
state maybe find to continue on course with a more thorough evaluation of the site. With the OK from you I will inform 
them of our finds verbally followed by a written desciption of our findings. A plan of action will need to be developed 
should the state require an immediate response. Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-24 
2008-04-16 to 2008-04-29 - Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: Huerter Rodney 

To: 
Subject: 

"K Pollard Mjoeral Sprjogs Eoyjroomeotal" 

RE: 
Date: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 1:09:28 PM 

K: Thanks. I will be out of the office next week, and part of the following. I will be back on the 14th. 
You can send the information to me either at the office or directly to my home address: 559 Stephen F. 
Austin Dr., Conroe, Texas, 77302. If you send it to home, I will be able to have Coyne conduct a 
preliminary review. Thanks 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2008 12:59 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: 

Rodney: Wanted to let you know I have the results for the sampling in the dump area. What I 
would like to do is send you a map of the sampling locations, a disk with pictures and the data 
and a summary table. I hopefully can get all this to you by early next week. You will get it all in 
one package and not piece milled. Thanks Kirk 

----- Original Message ----
,F,rofll: tjyeije[: Rodney · ··· .. 
To: Kirk Pollard Mineral Springs Enyt'I 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2008 12:56 PM 

Kirk: please update my contact information (VWNA tnsfd its HQ from Houston to Indy, and I 
am at a new location in Houston). All invoices and other correspondence should be sent to my 
attention at the address below. Also, will you polease provide the Progress Energy invoices as 
back up to your billing to us? 

Rodney G. Huerter 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
4760 World Houston Pkwy, Ste 100 
Houston, TX 77032 

832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@veoliawaterna,com 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may contain 
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confidential information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this e-mail 
message and immediately delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated and will help 
to ensure that our lawyers remain gruntled and at a distance, which is how we prefer to keep them. Thank you. 
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Exhibit L-25 
2008-05-14- Email from Kirk Pollard to 

Rodney Huerter, forwarding email 
from the Hazardous Waste Section 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 3:38 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Fw: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing 

Hey Rodney: I received this email today. I can simply indicate we have 
investigated the dump and are evaluating the data. I probably should make 
them aware of the fact the plant has been sold. If OK with you. This email 
will precipitate additional questions regarding the overall dump area data 
and the ownership change. As recommended previously to you a change in 
ownership and Part A document should be prepared and submitted to the 
agency's office. I think they will be requesting this document soon. Please 
advise. Kirk 
----- Original Message -----
From: <CARL. UTTERBACK@ncmail.net> 
To: <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Cc: <mary.siedlecki@ncmail.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 3:43 PM 
Subject: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing 

>Hey Kirk, 
> When you have a chance please give me an update on the former A D&F 
>facility. Spring Allen stopped by to do an inspection recently and 
> could not find anyone on site. 
> 
> Thanks for your help. 
>Carl 
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Exhibit L-26 
2008-05-14 to 2008-05-15 - Email from Kirk 
Pollard to Rodney Huerter, forwarding email 

from the Hazardous Waste Section 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2008 5:49 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Fw: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing 

FYI 
----- Original Message -----
From: <CARL.UTTERBACK@ncmail.net> 
To: <kpollard@nc.rr.com> 
Cc: <mary.siedlecki@ncmail.net> 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008 3:43 PM 
Subject: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing 

>Hey Kirk, 
> When you have a chance please give me an update on the former A D&F 
>facility. Spring Allen stopped by to do an inspection recently and 
> could not find anyone on site. 
> 
> Thanks for your help. 
>Carl 
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Exhibit L-27 
2008-05-21 to 2008-05-30 -. Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 

K. Pollard Mjneral Sprjngs Enyjronmenta! 
Huerter Rodney 

Subject: Re: Could you please what these pictures are of? 
Friday, May 30, 2008 9:17:04 AM Date: 

Anwsers to some of the request. A response from the lab will be coming in a separate email. 

Regarding the sampling depth all samples were collected from 4 to 5 feet below land surface. 

Regarding sample 150, this sample was obtained from the material in the excavation. Sample 150a 
was obtained from a reddish material identified in the area. 

Hope this addresses your questions. 

----- Original Message -----
Fr,ofu;.if':!~~!#f!:fs~n~~-Zr:~'.Y;!~~flf~~!F'*_'.1C'')~;:-~:;::r;f;;--~"Wf"ii",]~Jrlifr~ii• •·111 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2008 5:10 PM 
Subject: RE: Could you please what these pictures are of? 

Great. Thanks. 

Have you started to put together a draft report for your investigation of the former dump area yet? If 
not, I'd like to request that you do so, and get a copy to me for advanced review; 

Some additional requests associated with the analytical docs you forwarded: 

• I would like for you to get the acquisition depth of each of the noted samples--the depth is not 
identified; 

• I would like to have the source / location for samples 150 and 150A identified (the values are 
'off); 

• I would like for you to obtain some clarification from SGS as to Special Note No. 2 
("uncertainty for all data is less than or equal to 30 percent"). What exactly does this mean (in 
terms that my 12-year old would understand)? 

• Need lab certs and QC for analytical conducted by GEL Labs (perchlorate). Additionally, need 
to confirm that 70-170 and 150-150 were indeed the only two locations where perchlorate was 
id'ed. 

I hope all's well.. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney. Huerter@yeoljawatema.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2008-9:50 AM 
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To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: Could you please what these pictures are of? 

Those pictures are taken at a separate site in North Carolina. Kirk 

----- Original Message -----
~f§l[a~gi~~~@Ilf{Wfn0y1~i x~:111 11rn1~~·~:·::~"1''~1111t···m1;:;1r:;·"'""'"~l'1 ;:~·,~- ~:~ ~ .. ,,~?~ 
To: .kpollard@nc.rr.com 
Sent: Wednesday, May 21, 2008 10:06 AM 
Subject: Could you please what these pictures are of? 

Rodney G. Huerter 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
4760 World Houston Pkwy, Ste 100 
Houston, TX 77032 

832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@veoljawaterna.com 

Combien vaut ce que l'on a si l'on ne s'amuse pas? Anthony Dominick Benedetto 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may 
contain confidential information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicate or forward this e
mail message and immediately delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated and 
will help to ensure that our lawyers remain gruntled and at a distance, which is how we prefer to keep them. Thank you . 
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Exhibit L-28 
2008-06-03 - Email chain between 
Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Environmental 
Huerter Rodney 
Re: emails 
Tuesday, June 03, 2008 8:17:39 AM 

Draft report is progressing. Hopefully draft will be to you mid to late next week. Hope that is not a 
problem. 

----- Original Message -----
~i:>mJffw'e~JL R9~n~i~-~~K ;~;1,.illim~:·;7·'.t1:8~1::.·~iitt~?~~TIZlllt,•i=· 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 8:52 AM 
Subject: RE: emails 

K: You need to resend--1 have only rec'd one e-mail from you, last Friday, which partially addressed 
the four questions (bullet points) from my 5/22 e-mail. How is your draft report coming along? 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tue 6/3/2008 7:40 AM · 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: emails 

Rodney I sent over two emails on Monday with responses to your questions. Please confirm you 
received them. If not I will resend. Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-29 
2008-06-03 to 2008-06-10 - Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Enyjronmental 
Huetter Rodney 
Re: Lab Response 
Tuesday, June 10, 2008 1:54:57 PM 

The report is progressing and I should have the draft report ready either late this week or early next 
week. The way I am presenting the report is basically a detailed summary of the findings for the dump 
assessment. Regarding the backup, I will fax a copy of the lab certification. The remaining referenced 
information is in the lab data I sent down to you earlier. If you don't have I will send again. I tryied 
several times to forward the email form the lab but it was rejected. Sorry for the delay. 

----- Original Message -----
f roijj: ftyerler"f3Q®§Y'It!'?fi:·:: . '.:0~.7: •. ~ l~~:T~· .,",. ~T;;tt.·· 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Tuesday, June 10, 2008 2:45 PM 
Subject: RE: Lab Response 

Hi, Kirk. I hope all's well. I was wondering (1) how your draft report is progressing, and (2) whether 
you've sent copies of the lab back up (noted below) for my review. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2008 8:44 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Lab Response 

Email they sent evidently to large. I will try and get it to you piece mill. There response is 
below. 

Hi, Kirk. I was out of the office yesterday, so I just got your e-mail this morning. A 
response to the questions follows. 

• I would like for you to obtain some clarification from SGS as to Special Note No. 2 
("uncertainty for all data is less than or equal to 30 percent"). What exactly does this 
mean (in terms that my 12-year old would understand)? 

Basically the 30% uncertainty refers to the acceptance criteria established for our data 
to be considered valid . 

When we analyze samples on our instruments, the first thing we do is run a curve. We use 
known concentrations of compounds and plot the results on a curve. As we run samples, 
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we compare the results of the unknown concentration in the sample to the curve of known 
concentration. This is how we determine the concentration in the sample and come up 
with the number that we report to you. 

In addition to the curve, we must also run a continuing calibration every 12 hours. This is 
another known concentration of the compound that we compare to the curve to make sure 
the instrument is still calibrated correctly. This continuing calibration must match the 
curve within plus or minus 30%. This is what the statement in question is referring to. 
Data is still qualified and considered good as long as the continuing calibration is within 

that 30'Yo. Therefore, the number reported to you could possibly be biased 30% high or 
low. 

Need lab certs and QC for analytical conducted by GEL Labs (perchlorate). 

The certification list for GE Laboratories is attached. 

Also attached is the PDF of the report. The QC for the perchlorate analysis is on pages 
109-110. 

• Additionally, need to confirm that 70-170 and 150-150 were indeed the only two 
locations where perchlorate was id'ed. 

No, the only sample where perchlorate was detected was 150-150. 70-170 was 
reported as BQL. 

Let me know if there are any other questions. 

Thank you, 
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Exhibit L-30 
2008-06-16 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 

/ 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K po!!ard Mjnera! Sprjngs Enyjronmental, 

Hyerter Rodney 

Northrup Area Assessment Report 

Monday, June 16, 2008 2:57:51 PM 

Here is a draft of the assessment report for your review. I have also included an updated table. I had 
planned on using the drawing I sent over for the report. Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-31 
2008-06-16 - Email from Kirk Pollard 

to Rodney Huerter with draft report 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

K Pollard Mineral Sprjngs Enyjronmenta! 
Huerter Rodney 
Northrup Area Report 
Monday, June 16, 2008 3:01:32 PM 
ND Assess.doc 
Dump SOIL SAMPLES.xis 

Sorry I hit the send instead of attachment button. Here is the report for your review. I included an 
updated table and had planned on using the drawing I sent over earlier. Thanks Kirk 
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June 16, 2008 
 
 
Mr. Carl Utterback 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 
 
 
Subject: Northrup Dump Assessment Report 
  Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
  Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
  NCD 070 619 663 
  MSE Job 123 
 
 
Dear M r. Utterback: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following assessment report for your 
review. The report details the methods to be used to assess the Northrup Dump Area (“Northrup 
Area”).   
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental PC 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 
 
123/Northrup Dump Assessment/kp 
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NORTHRUP DUMP ASSESSMENT REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 

Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
June 16, 2008 

 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Site Information 

 
The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (“AD&F”) facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (“Facility”; see Drawing 1) -- 
has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene (“PCE”) 
underground storage tank (“UST”), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources’ Division of Waste Management (“DWM”) designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit (“HWMU”).1    During these seventeen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.   
 
The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (“AOC”) to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact.  AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992.  Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-
impacted groundwater.  It is our recollection that DWM’s Hazardous Waste Section (“HWS”) 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 
 
In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU.  The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source.  It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 
 
In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, the groundwater plume continues to be defined. 
As previously mentioned, the plume configuration has remained the same during the preceding 
seventeen (17) years of assessment and sampling, and overall groundwater concentrations 
have decreased.  
 

                                            
1  One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 
2  See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 

Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for “implementing voluntary remediation at the site”). 
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MINERAL SPRINGS ENVIRONMENTAL PC 

Northrup Dump Assessment  June 16, 2008 
Former AD&F Site  Page 2 

During April 2007, the DWM’s most recently assigned project manager for the Facility requested  
Water Applications & Systems Corporation (“WASC”) to submit a workplan to assess the 
environmental impact of the Northrup Area that was identified during the January 2005 RCRA 
Facility Assessment (hereinafter, the “Request”).3  Other items such as performing an 
Environmental Indicators Survey (“EIS”) were also requested as a component of the proposed 
assessment activities.  In addition an evaluation of the French drain was also requested. At the 
conclusion of the proposed activities, WASC was to submit a Site Conceptual Model (“SCM”) 
Report that will address the currently requested assessment, previously completed 
assessments, and remediation activities conducted to date.   
 
The above workplan was submitted to DWM in July 2007. Please find below a report which 
addresses the activities performed to assess the Northrup Area. It is our understanding based 
on historical file information that the Northrup Area was created during the tenure of Northrup 
Corporation. Reportedly Northrup manufactured roadway and military flares. At the departure of 
the facility Northrup disposed of certain materials in the current Northrup Area. 
 
1.2 Purpose 

 
WASC contracted with Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) to perform the assessment of 
the Northrup Area, which consisted at this time of delineating the area and assessing the 
chemical quality of the soils within the dump area. It should be noted that samples that the 
NCDENR obtained from the Northrup Area during a May 1985 inspection showed no specific 
contaminants of concern (“COC”).4 
 
 
2.0 Scope of Work  for Northrup Area 

 
Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrup Area, the following scope of work was 
performed; 
 

 Removed the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
 Performed surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface 

anomalies);  
 Excavated trenches in the areas with anomalies, if any;  
 Conducted profiling & sampling of trenches associated anomalies, as mentioned above - 

if any. 
 
2.1 Geophysical Survey 
 
Prior to performing any intrusive activities the ground cover and small trees were  cleared using 
a bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor and other manual devices. This provided an 
open area to perform the geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation was performed to 
delineate the approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas containing 
geophysical anomolies.  
 

                                            
3  Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Director of Environmental Affairs, WASC, April 5, 2007. 
4  Booz Allen Hamilton, RCRA Facility Assessment Report No. R04804-1 68-W-02-17 at 38. 
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Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), conducted the geophysical survey across the 
Northrup Area. The geophysical investigation consisted of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey and metal detection (EM-61) survey. Prior to data 
acquisition, GSI established a 20-foot by 20-foot survey grid across the geophysical area using 
measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking paint. The grid measured approximately 280 feet wide 
by 260 feet long. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility 
poles, etc., were referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 
 
EM31 apparent ground conductivity and inphase (metal detection) (EM-61) data was 
simultaneously collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet 
apart. The survey lines were oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the 
landfill. 
 
The EM31 and EM-61 instrument is able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet and eight feet respectively. The data was digitally collected and 
downloaded to a field computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase 
maps. Although the results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results 
should delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 
 
The Geophysical Investigation report is attached as Appendix A. To summarize the EM-31 and 
EM-61 surveys provided reliable results in delineating the perimeter of buried metallic waste 
and areas containing significant or large metal objects. The report further indicates that the 
metallic waste is centered near grid coordinates X=130,Y=130 and comprises an area of 
approximately 19,500 square feet. The highest amplitude anomalies such as grid X=87 Y=160, 
X=100 Y=113, X=150 Y=105 and X=208 Y=102 are probably in response to areas containing 
large buried metal objects or areas containing the highest concentration of metal objects or 
debris. In addition, the EM-31 data was influenced by the large concentration of metallic 
surface metallic material. Appendix A Figures 4 thru 6 show the results of the geophysical 
survey.  
 
2.2 Excavation Activities and Soil Sampling Program 
 
Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps were taken to perform intrusive 
investigation activities. Between March 31, 2008 and April 4, 2008, a total of 17 grid locations 
were excavated. During excavation activities extreme care was taken while excavating. Each 
excavation point was dug in lifts not exceeding six inches. The excavation locations are shown 
on Drawing 2. A brief description of the material identified in each excavation is presented 
below.  Photographs of the investigation are contained in Appendix B. 
 
Grid Location 70/170 Native soil and rocks with a few pieces of metal (angle iron) were 

encountered. Groundwater encountered around 4.5 feet. 
 
Grid Location 80/200 Some native soil mixed with block. Approximately 18 inches below 

surface a green powder was encountered. 
 
Grid Location 100/230 Native soil mixed with rebar, Angle iron with concrete blocks 

mixed with wire, plastic and bottles  
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Grid Location 130/180 Native soil, two drums lying flat in the excavation, metal, plastic 
wire rebar and block were also encountered.  

 
Grid Location150/150 Block, metal, rebar, rocks and native soil was found in this 

excavation. Two types of material were observed. One material 
was red and the second was white in color. 

 
Grid Location 180/110 Metal, plastic paint cans blue green paint. White ash powder, Tire, 

metal some soil. 55 gallon drums were present in the excavation. 
 
Grid Location 170/100 Container identified with write Navel Ammunitions (Crane Indiana) 
 Label on container indicated Class B Poison, Red past material, 

Drum contained a sweet smelling liquid with a Ph of 8 
photoionization device (PID) reading of 36 parts per million. 
Several drums observed. 55 gallon drums with Di Nitro Toluene 
labeling were also present in the excavation. 

 
Grid Location 60/95 Corrugated metal pipe, small drum, and black plastic, red murky 

water.  
 
Grid Location 105/105 Numerous 55 gallon size drums with larger outer rims, concrete 

and rebar 
 
Grid Location 110/155 Yellow type material, concrete, rebar and drums 
 
Grid Location 120/90 55 gallon drums with material in them, strong odor 
 
Grid Location 130/75 15 to 20 lids indicated Sodium Nitrate, blocks were present in the 

excavation along with red dye material. 
 
Grid Location 150/75 Large concentration of 55 gallon drums with labels indicating Di 

Nitro Toluene. Other labels indicate mixture tech blend-m, Lot 9 
645 Dr, 78, 95, 550. 

 
Grid Location 150/110 55 gallon drums identified with placards “Do Not Drop” and Di 

Nitro Toluene labeling were present in the excavation 
 
In addition to the above, several containers labeled with magnesium atomized potassium were 
also present and interspersed through the areas. In addition, areas of diffused metal were 
present in some of the excavations.  
 
A total of 13 representative soil samples were collected from various excavation points and 
analyzed for the presence of chemicals of concern. The sampling locations were labeled 
according to the grid spacing designation. The soil sample locations are labeled as follows: 
 
Grid Location 70/170   Grid Location 80/200   Grid Location 130/180 
Grid Location 150/150   Grid Location 170/100   Grid Location 180/110 
Grid Location 60/95   Grid Location 110/155   Grid Location 130/120 
Grid Location 105/105   Grid Location 130/75   Grid Location 120/90 
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Grid Location 150/150A (Red Material) 
 
One water sample was collected from grid location 120/90.  The soil and water samples are 
comprised of grab samples from the excavations.  
 
The analytical results are contained in Appendix C and summarized in Table 1. The 
corresponding Table 1 provides the results as well as the North Carolina Soil Screening Levels 
as provided in the “Guidelines for Establishing Remediation Goals at RCRA Hazardous Waste 
Sites”. As summarized minor concentrations of chlorinated solvents were detected in the soil 
samples. Other minor concentrations of volatile organic compounds were identified in the 
samples as well. Three soil samples 180/110, 110/155 and 120/90 contained semi-volatile 
organic compounds at elevated concentrations. The compounds detected are typically 
associated with heavy petroleum or cutting oils. Several metal compounds were also detected in 
samples collected from the excavated trenched. The primary metal compounds detected 
consisted of chromium, lead, magnesium, nickel and zinc.   
 
 
3 CONCLUSIONS 

 
Based on our review of the data, the results suggest that the primary material disposed within 
the Northrup Area represent a byproduct of a metal cutting operation. Inorganic metal 
compounds, heavy oil and minor chlorinated solvents are typical compounds associated with 
metal cutting activities. Numerous drums were observed with labels di nitro toluene and lids 
with sodium nitrate. This material based on research may have been used as an accelerant to 
propel the flares or allow a reaction. Based on the above observations and analytical results, the 
materials disposed appear to be consistent the manufacturing of roadway and or military flares.   
 
 
4 SUBMITTAL 

 
The opinions and procedures outlined in this report are applicable only on the specific portions of 
the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using the methods 
described. This report is for the sole use of Water Applications & Systems Corporation, and is to be 
used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral 
Springs Environmental PC. 
 
Prepared By: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
President 
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From: 
To: 

K Pollard Mjneral Sprjnas Enyjronmental 
Huerter Rodney 

Subject: Re: Northrup Area Report 
Date: Friday, June 27, 2008 9:39:29 AM 

I agree. At least you have the draft for dump area and can use in talks with legal folks. 

----- Original Message -----

f!~':1f~E@R!Jiif ilfJk1::. J{[~\1¥nll:l[llf'i~;21i/ iiBlli•· llm~ atmw•,fo••· 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2008 10:32 AM 
Subject: RE: Northrup Area Report 

Okay, thanks. Rather tha1Ycrafting and submitting one or more interim reports, I believe we should: 
address the specific items identified in the 2007 Assessment Workplan in the final report: There are 
three total items required: (1) the points mentioned in my previous e-mail, re Northrop Area 
(which are specified in Section 1.3 of the Workplan, at page 2; further delineated in Sections 1.3.1, 
1.3.2 and 1.3.3), (2) the scope of work re the French Drain (as specified in Section 1.4 of the 
Workplan, at page 4), and (3) the EIS (as specified in Section 2 of the Workplan, at page 4). 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/27 /2008 9: 16 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: Northrup Area Report 

Hey Rodney: Wanted to let you know we were away at the beach on vacation and came back late 
yesterday. I got your message. 

Regarding well installation I have not officially scheduled the drilling. I can move forward with 
· scheduling the well install. 

Regarding the AOC we are technically still under the old AOC. 

Regarding the assessment of the dump. I have a copy of the initial well installation and can get a 
copy to you. The state never received a copy, until the RFA was performed by EPA. Regarding 
Northrup's responsibility I will review my file to see what additional info I have. I wasn't involved in 
any of those discussions or prieve of those discussions with Northrup. 

----- Original Message -----

F_r0ijl§~H[$~(fne[Sji1'MB~I~:~~Z'ii!j.~f\ll:.JllllJ::[Ll:~ .. :J3;;;l~~f:. •·•!iama,:~11 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 6:21 PM 
Subject: RE: Northrup Area Report 

Hi, Kirk. As I i:nentioned on the voicemail I left for you earlier this evening, here is the"ihforniation I 
was calling to discuss: 

The scope of work identified in the July 10, 2007 Assessment Workplan·(generated in response to 
Carl Utterback's April 5, 2007 letter) stated five (5) proposed items for the former Northrop 
Carolina, Inc. disposal area on the property ("Northrop Area"): 

• remove ground cover; 
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preform geophysical survey and "attempt to locate potential subsurface anomalies" 
(emphasis added); 

• excavate trenches in the areas with anomalies", if any"; 
• conduct profiling & sampling of trenches incident to anomalies, if any; and 
• install one (1) monitoring well between the Northrop Area and Bee Tree Creek, 

down gradient. 

~Questions 

· (1) Has the monitoring well been installed? if not, what is the schedule to install it? 

(2) Your May 3, 2007 letter to me referred to a 2002-era draft order. You stated the draft order was 
reviewed by both Bob LaBoube and Brian Clarke, and subsequently discussed with the NCDWM in 
2003. You letter did not state that the draft AOC was ever formalized, rather, you wrote that 
Culligan was "willing to assist by voluntarily submitting documents" consistent with the draft AOC. 
Am I correct in interpreting that the draft AOC was never formalized, and that the August 29, 1990 
AOC that NCDEHNR issued to Winston Mills, Inc. (Docket No. 89-249; noting Ashville Dyeing & 
Finishing as an unincorporated division) is technically in force? 

(3) Several historical documents that predate Culligan's guarantor-associated liability for certain 
matters associated with the property (which we are currently in the process of deliniating by 
requesting copies of the associated asset purchase agreement and guaranty instrument upon 
which allegations of Culligan's liability have heretofore been alluded to) refer to the Northrop Area. 
Communications from attorneys associated, separately, with Anvil and McGregor refer to the 
Northrop Area, and mention continuing investigations. Curiously, these communications mention 
Aquaterra as the conducting investigations of the Northrop Area during approximately the 1994-
1995 era. Even more curious is the reference to one Mr. Kirk Pollard as "the Aquaterra Branch 
Manager in charge of the Asheville Site." Finally, and the most curious of all for me, is a November 
21, 1994 letter from Anvil's Vice President & General Counsel (Jacob Hollander) to Northrop 
Corporation's Chief Executive Officer (Kent Kresa), notifying Kresa that Northrop was "liable for all 
costs associated with the investigation and remediation of the dump site, as well as any other 
areas contaminated by Northrop's operations that we may discover during our investigation." 
(Emphasis added). Northrop's Senior Corporate Counsel responded that he had directed a review 
of Northrop's records and would contact Anvil when the review was completed. 

Can you please provide some information regarding any actual or attempted investigation and/or 
remediation of the Northrop Area during this timeframe? I am particularly interested in any and all 
communications with regulatory agencies relating to this particular matter. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney Huerter@veoljawaterna com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2008 3:01 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Northrup Area Report 
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Sorry I hit the send instead of attachment button. Here is the report for your review. I 
included an updated table and had planned on using the drawing I sent over earlier. Thanks 
Kirk 
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From: K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjnqs Enyjronmenta! 
Huerter Rodney To: 

Subject: Re: Northrop Area Report 
Date: Monday, July 14, 2008 10:22:19 AM 

' 
Hey Rodney: Sorry for the delay. We have the well installation tentatively scheduled for Monday July 
21, 2008. Regarding the reports and documentation, I will be sending out a package to you early this 
week. Should arrive around Thursday. Hope things are good with you. 

----- Original Message -----
fr~·il:!.:1,H!Jerfa[BP~Q~~=·~,{[=:•·· ·=:·::~:· •. ' .. ~~··::s'~l~~-·;: :.:F·::i ..•.. ···~~'.==;~El:di.~=· 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2008 10:31 AM 
Subject: RE: Northrop Area Report 

K: Happy Wednesday. Couple of questions for you. DO you happen to have any updates regarding 

(1) progress of the well installation process? and 

(2) progress regarding your search for historical documents and other information associated with 
Aquaterra's noted investigations and remedial activities in the Northrop Dump area during the 1990s 
(as reported by McGregor and Anvil? 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Fri 6/27 /2008 9: 16 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: Northrup Area Report 

Hey Rodney: Wanted to let you know we were away at the beach on vacation and came back late 
yesterday. I got your message. 

Regarding well installation I have not officially scheduled the drilling. I can move forward with 
scheduling the well install. 

Regarding the AOC we are technically still under the old AOC. 

Regarding the assessment of the dump. I have a copy of the initial well installation and can get a 
copy to you. The state never received a copy, until the RFA was performed by EPA. Regarding 
Northrup's responsibility I will review my file to see what additional info I have. I wasn't involved in 
any of those discussions or prieve of those discussions with Northrup. 

----- Original Message -----
Et;§'i!~)rlu~~e-rER,:9~!l~L~ -,=.~ , .• ::;····.~~··~r-~ ;its~:s:: 
To: K Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2008 6:21 PM 
Subject: RE: Northrup Area Report 

Hi, Kirk. As I mentioned on the voicemail I left for you earlier this evening, here is the information I 
was calling to discuss: 

The scope of work identified in the July 10, 2007 Assessment Workplan (generated in response to 
Carl Utterback's April 5, 2007 letter) stated five (5) proposed items for the former Northrop 
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Carolina, Inc. disposal area on the property ("Northrop Area"): 

• remove ground cover; 
• preform geophysical survey and "attempt to locate potential subsurface anomalies" 

(emphasis added); 
• excavate trenches in the areas with anomalies", if any"; 
• conduct profiling & sampling of trenches incident to anomalies, if any; and 
• install one (1) monitoring well between the Northrop Area and Bee Tree Creek, 

downgradient. 

Qyestions 

(1) Has the monitoring well been installed? if not, what is the schedule to install it? 

(2) Your May 3, 2007 letter to me referred to a 2002-era draft order. You stated the draft order was 
reviewed by both Bob LaBoube and Brian Clarke, and subsequently discussed with the NCDWM in 
2003. You letter did not state that the draft AOC was ever formalized, rather, you wrote that 
Culligan was "willing to assist by voluntarily submitting documents" consistent with the draft AOC. 
Am I correct in interpreting that the draft AOC was never formalized, and that the August 29, 1990 
AOC that NCDEHNR issued to Winston Mills, Inc. (Docket No. 89-249; noting Ashville Dyeing & 
Finishing as an unincorporated division) is technically in force? 

(3) Several historical documents that predate Culligan's guarantor-associated liability for certain 
matters associated with the property (which we are currently in the process of deliniating by 
requesting copies of the associated asset purchase agreement and guaranty instrument upon 
which allegations of Culligan's liability have heretofore been alluded to) refer to the Northrop Area. 
Communications from attorneys associated, separately, with Anvil and McGregor refer to the 
Northrop Area, and mention continuing investigations. Curiously, these communications mention 
Aquaterra as the conducting investigations of the Northrop Area during approximately the 1994-
1995 era. Even more curious is the reference to one Mr. Kirk Pollard as "the Aquaterra Branch 
Manager in charge of the Asheville Site." Finally, and the most curious of all for me, is a November 
21, 1994 letter from Anvil's Vice President & General Counsel (Jacob Hollander) to Northrop 
Corporation's Chief Executive Officer (Kent Kresa), notifying Kresa that Northrop was "liable for all 
costs associated with the investigation and remediation of the dump site, as well as any other 
areas contaminated by Northrop's operations that we may discover during our investigation." 
(Emphasis added). Northrop's Senior Corporate Counsel responded that he had directed a review 
of Northrop's records and would contact Anvil when the review was completed. 

Can you please provide some information regarding any actual or attempted investigation and/or 
remediation of the Northrop Area during this timeframe? I am particularly interested in any and all 
communications with regulatory agencies relating to this particular matter. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney Huerter@yeoliawaterna com 
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-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2008 3:01 PM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Northrup Area Report 

Sorry I hit the send instead of attachment button. Here is the report for your review. I 
included an updated table and had planned on using the drawing I sent over earlier. Thanks 
Kirk 
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From: Huerter. Rodney 
To: 
Subject: 

"K Pollard Mjneral Sprjngs Enyjronmenta!"; "!lanter@bdscojnc.com" 
RE: Part A application 

Date: Wednesday, September 24, 2008 9:52: 18 AM 

I'm fine with you making the necessary changes. I will need a complete copy of the revised document, 
as re-submitted to Mary. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 

Rodney.Huerter@veoliawaterna.com 

-----Original Message-----
From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 24, 2008 9:50 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney; llanter@briscoinc.com 
Subject: Part A application 

Rodney and Loren: I spoke with Mary Siedlecki with the Hazardous Waste Section regarding 
the September 22, 2008 comments each of you have received. Mary and her supervisor are ok 
with me making the changes to the document. However I need to have concurrence from both 
you guys indicating it is Ok for me to make the changes without seeing the document again. If 
needed I can fax the changes. I am trying to avoid the whole process of mailing to several 
locations for new signatures. The changes I will make is to change the status of the site from a 
large quantity generator to a treater, storer or disposer of hazardous waste. I also took off the 
reference to 1 OB and simply changed to 10. Please email me concurrence to send back out to 
the Hazardous waste section. Sorry for the trouble. Kirk 
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2008-10-06 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Enyjronmenta! 
Huetter Rodney 
Update 
Monday, October 06, 2008 9:39:40 AM 

Hey Rodney: Wanted to update you on a few issues. First the Part A document has been submitted. 
Appears all is OK with the state. Second regarding the report hopefully by Monday (10/13/08) the 
report will be at a point where I can send to you for review. 

Also during our well survey activities we did find some wells across the Swannanoa River. One is right 
across the river. The house appeared to be relatively new. Based on tax records the house was built in 
2004. City water is available on the south side of the river. However a small area including this 
property does not have access. Unfortunately this will get some attention from the State folks. But 
these are the facts. Please don't shoot the messenger 

Hope all is back to normal with you and your family. 
Kirk 
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Exhibit L-36 
2008-10-15 - Email from Kirk 

Pollard to Rodney Huerter 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Enyjronmental 

Huetter Rodney .. 

Report 

Wednesday, October 15, 2008 8:00:58 AM 

Hey Rodney: Just wanted to let you know I have some minor edits to perform due to our internal 
review. You should see a draft by email tomorrow. Thanks Kirk 
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Exhibit L-37 
2008-10-16 - Email from Kirk Pollard to 

Rodney Huerter attaching second draft of report 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Fnyjronmental, 
Huerter Rodnev,, 
Draft SCMR 
Thursday, October 16, 2008 9:34:49 AM 
SCMR.doc 

Hey Rodney: Here is the draft report for you to review. Call if you need additional information . 
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July 10, 2007October 14, 2008 
 
 
Mr. Carl UtterbackMs. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 
 
 
Subject: Assessment WorkplanSite Conceptual Model Report 
  Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
  Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
  NCD 070 619 663 
  MSE Job 123 
 
 
Dear Ms r. SiedleckiUtterback: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following workplan Site Conceptual Model 
Report for your review. The workplan report describes the geology, hydrogeology and chemical 
quality of the underlying groundwater. The report also presents a discussion of environmental 
indicators within the adjacent area of the site.  The report describes the tails the methods to 
be used to assessment activities for the the Northrup Dump Area (“Northrup Area”) and, French 
Drain. and provide a Site Conceptual Model report for the total site. Based on our review of 
previous documents and understanding of the site, further vertical or horizontal assessment 
provides no economical benefit for the site. Furthermore, the groundwater plume is being reduced 
by the ongoing voluntary remediation system installed in 1998.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental PC 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 
 
123/Assessment Workplan/kp 
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ASSESSMENT WORKPLANSITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

July 10, 2007October 14, 2008 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Site Information 
 
The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (“AD&F”) facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (“Facility”; see Drawing 1) -- 
has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene (“PCE”) 
underground storage tank (“UST”), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources’ Division of Waste Management (“DWM”) designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit (“HWMU”).1    During these seventeen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.   
 
The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (“AOC”) to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact.  AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992.  Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-
impacted groundwater.  It is our recollection that DWM’s Hazardous Waste Section (“HWS”) 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 
 
In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU.  The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source.  It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 
 
In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, the groundwater plume continues to be defined. 
As previously mentioned, the plume configuration has remained the same during the preceding 
seventeen (17) years of assessment and sampling, and overall groundwater concentrations 
have decreased.  
 

                                           
1  One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 
2  See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 

Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for “implementing voluntary remediation at the site”).
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During April 2007, the DWM’s most recently assigned project manager for the Facility requested  
Water Applications & Systems Corporation (“WASC”) to submit this workplan to assess the 
environmental impact of the Northrup Area that was identified during the January 2005 RCRA 
Facility Assessment (hereinafter, the “Request”).3  An Environmental Indicators Survey (“EIS”) 
will be performed as a component of the proposed assessment activities.  At the conclusion of 
the proposed activities, WASC will submit a Site Conceptual Model (“SCM”) Report that will 
address the currently requested assessment, previously completed assessments, and 
remediation activities conducted to date.   
 
The request included a recommendation to conduct a current evaluation of the construction, 
geometry, and integrity of a drain pipe that DWM indicates “was thought” to be involved in the 
events of 1971 that resulted in AD&F entering the AOC.4  Attempts will be made to obtain 
information on the construction and configuration of the French Drain and collect a 
representative sample to document the soil conditions adjacent to the drain. 
 
On July 10, 2007, Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) submitted a workplan designed to 
assess the Northrup Area and the French Drain. The workplan was approved in December 2007 
by the HWS.  The data is submitted in the following site conceptual model report. 
 
 
1.2 PurposeOwnership 
 
The site was reportedly used by Northrup as a manufacturing facility for pyrotechnics from 1964 
to 1969. From 1970 until 1975, the site was owned and operated by Wamsutta, a textile 
manufacturer. In 1975 Wamsutta became Winston Mills and Winston Mills later became 
Asheville Dyeing and Finishing. In the mid 1990s, Anvil Knitwear took ownership and also 
operated the site as a textiles dyeing and finishing facility. Recently in 2007 Anvil Knitwear sold 
the facility to Dyna Diggr and the facility is currently vacant with the exception of some 
equipment. 
 
1.3 Site Use History 
 
It is our understanding as part of an investigation associated with the Chemtronics facility (a 
Superfund Site) operated by Northrup Carolina, representatives of Northrup acknowledged a 
dump area on the AD&F facility property.  In 1985 the dump was subsequently investigated by 
the North Carolina Health Section. Mr. Grover Nicholson concluded that the site was not an 
immediate hazard to the environment and the dump site might best be handled by including it 
in the Chemtronics remedial action. 
 
During the 1970s, a double knit manufacturing process was performed at the AD&F site. As part 
of the process, a solution of tetrachloroethene (PCE) was used at the site as a dry cleaning 
process. At the AD&F facility two underground storage tanks were used to store the raw PCE 
and the used PCE. The used PCE was later disposed offsite. The area where the dry cleaning 
activities took place was in the central portion of the manufacturing facility. The tanks were 
closed by removal in 1985 and soil sampling conducted beneath the tank locations indicated the 
presence of PCE and other related compounds. Of note; samples collected in 1984 from 

                                           
3  Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Director of Environmental Affairs, WASC, April 5, 2007. 
4  Id. at n.2 of Further Assessment Items attachment.  
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production wells located on the Charles Owen facility and south of the AD&F facility, revealed 
the presence of chlorinated solvents. The presence of these solvents was ultimately referenced 
back to the AD&F facility. These wells are no long in use. 
 
In approximately, 1976 a reported spill consisting primarily of PCE occurred within the 
manufacturing building of the AD&F facility. The spilled material entered floor drains which 
subsequently discharged to an eight inch French drain located south and along the 
manufacturing facility. The drain ultimately discharged to Bee Tree Creek located to the east of 
the facility. Based on this occurrence, a small amount of dry cleaning solution entered Bee Tree 
Creek. The residual material was subsequently remediated. 
 
2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
2.1 Geologic and Hydrogeologic 
 
2.1.1 Regional Geology 
 
The Town of Swannanoa and Buncombe County are located within the Blue Ridge 
Physiographic province. The region is characterized by varied topography ranging from 
moderately broad valleys adjoining subdued hills to highly dissected rugged mountains. 
Elevations range from less than 1, 500 feet to more than 5,900 feet above mean sea level. 
 
Tributaries to one major river basin drain the region. The Swannanoa River flows westward into 
the French Broad River of the Tennessee River Basin. Streams exhibit moderate slopes and 
drainage is generally good. The region is underlain by a variety of metamorphic rocks, although 
meta-graywacke and muscovite biotite schist is predominate in Buncombe County according to 
information from the Geologic Map of North Carolina (1985). Greater detail is available from the 
Geologic Map of the Oteen Quadrangle, North Carolina (1972) which describes the bedrock in 
the Bee Tree Creek Valley as a garnetiferous Mica-Schist. Structurally, the rocks are generally 
oriented northeastward; however, considerable variations occur. 
 
Bedrock in the region is overlain by some combination of topsoil, alluvial deposits and saprolite. 
Nevertheless, saprolite derived from the in-situ weathering of bedrock, is the predominant 
overburden material in the region. The saprolite typically ranges in thickness from a few inches 
to more than 100 feet in areas of subdued relief. 
 
2.1.2 Site Geology  
 
The facility is situated in a relatively broad stream valley at an elevation approximately 2,200 
feet above sea level. Surface drainage from the site is to the southeast toward Bee Tree Creek 
and the Swannanoa River. Bee Tree Creek is located approximately 1,000 feet east of the 
facility and the Swannanoa River is approximately 1,900 feet south of the site. 
 
Based on a geologic cross section (prepared by Aquaterra (see Appendix A)) of the site and 
properties to the south, the site is underlain by a series of saprolite with areas of alluvium and 
fill material, weathered rock and bedrock. The saprolite is comprised of silty sand and sandy silt. 
The saprolite ranges in thickness from 30 to 45 feet below land surface (BLS). Alluvial material 
is interspersed in areas of the site in the form of cobble zones. Underlying the saprolite 
specifically on the site is a zone of highly weathered rock. The weathered rock is not as 
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prevalent in offsite borings. The weathered rock ranges in thickness from 10 to 25 feet thick. 
Below the weathered rock is a fractured mica schist. The bedrock extends to depths of 600 feet 
BLS.   
 
2.1.3 Hydrogeology 
 
2.1.3.1  Regional Hydrogeolgy 
 
The climate in Buncombe County is considered temperate. The approximate average annual 
precipitation is between 39 inches and 56 inches per year, most of which is in the form of rain 
(Trapp, 1970). Bee Tree Creek runs adjacent to the site and drains into the Swannanoa River, 
which flows westward to the French Broad River. The French Broad River lies within the 
Tennessee River Drainage Basin. 
 
Hydrogeologic units have been defined on the basis of rock type (e.g., muscovite-schist and 
igneous intrusives) (Daniel 1987). Many of the hydrogeologic units in Buncombe County owe 
their porosity and permeability to secondary structures such as fractures, joints and solution 
cavities. Well yields in Buncombe County range from 3 to 20 gallons per minute, with some 
yields reportedly as high as 60 gallons per minute (Trapp, 1970). In general, wells screened in 
bedrock have greater yields than those screened in the overlying unconsolidated sediments. 
 
2.1.3.2 Site Specific Hydrogeology 
 
There are two distinct hydrogeologic units beneath the site. These two hydrogeolic units consist 
of the unconsolidated saprolite, weathered bedrock/fractured bedrock. These units are 
interconnected and exhibit their own unique hydrogeologic characteristics. 
 
A shallow aquifer lies within the unconsolidated saprolite to a depth of 30 to 45 feet BLS. Depth 
to water in this unconfined aquifer has ranged from 7.60 (MW-2s) to 19.67 (MW-7s) feet BLS 
during the July 21, 2008 groundwater sampling event.  The depth to water level for the off site 
unconfined aquifer ranged from 4.20 (MW-16s) and 12.71 (MW-18s). Regarding the weathered 
rock/bedrock, depth to water level ranged from 3.31 (MW-17d) to 27.84 (MW-6d).  
 
Groundwater beneath the site has historically shown to be flowing in a southeasterly direction 
in response to a hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot (see Drawings 2-4). 
Based on the water levels for shallow and deep wells across the area of the groundwater 
contaminant plume, a downward groundwater flow occurs onsite and an upward groundwater 
flow occurs offsite near the Swannanoa River. Hydraulic conductivity values across the site vary 
between .00036 to .000048 centimeters per second. The groundwater seepage velocity across 
the site has been determined to be approximately 70 feet per year. Based on data obtained 
from a pumping test conducted in 1993, transmissivity (T) values for onsite shallow wells 
ranged from 1,790 to 13,160 gallons per day per foot (g/d/ft). The values for storativity (S) 
ranged from 2.613E-3 to 4.71E-2. In the intermediate wells, the values of T ranged from 540 to 
7,330 g/d/ft and the values for S ranged from 8.00E-4 to 4.51E-2. The deep well values ranged 
from 920 to 9,335 g/d/ft and S ranged from 6.86E-4 to 4.5E-3.  
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2.2 Surface Water 
 
Bee Tree Creek is the eastern most property boundary for the AD&F facility. The creek is 
classified as a C stream by the North Carolina Surface Water Section in the area adjacent to the 
AD&F facility. Bee Tree Creek discharges to two ponds located on the property to the south. It 
is or understanding, the ponds are used for makeup water in the Charles Owen manufacturing 
facility. In addition the ponds are used for recreational purposes. One of the ponds discharges 
to the Swannanoa River. The Swannanoa River subsequently discharges to the French Broad 
River and is classified as a C stream.  The stream is a fast flowing stream with steep banks.  
The river is approximately 200 feet wide. 
 
 
2.3 Water Supply 
 
A large percentage of the surrounding properties obtain their source of drinking water from the 
City of Asheville’s water supply. The subject site and adjacent properties to the north, east and 
west are also connected to the City’s water supply. The Charles Owen manufacturing facility 
and Charles Owen Recreational Park located to the south also are connected to the City water 
supply. In addition, properties along Warren Wilson College Road have access to the City water 
supply and appear to be connected. However, two former drinking water wells were identified 
to the west of the site. These wells are currently used for irrigational purposes. 
 
MSE performed a water search of properties located across the Swannanoa River. Using a 1500 
foot radius at a location just south of the river, a reconnaissance was conducted. This location 
was selected based on the fact the contaminant plume has been identified at a location north of 
the river. During the survey several drinking water wells were identified on the south side of the 
Swannanoa River. A total of seven wells were identified and are primarily greater than 1,000 
feet from the river. One well was identified at a relatively new residence located at Riparian 
Way and directly across the river from the Charles Owen facility. Based on observations during 
the survey residences located on the western section of Davidson Road, certain residences are 
connected to City water based on the presence of water meters. The waterlines appear to run 
along New Salem Road. The waterlines are not present along Davidson east of Linn Garden 
Lane. Drawing 5 shows the drinking water well locations and Table 1 summarizes the water 
usage. 
 
WASC contracted with Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) to perform the assessment of 
the Northrup Area, which will consist of delineating the area and installing one (1) additional 
monitoring well (“MW”) between it and the adjacent Bee Tree Creek.  MSE will generate a SCM 
after concluding the assessment activities.  The SCM will (1) describe the groundwater 
assessment and remediation activities performed to date, (2) describe the geologic and 
hydrogeologic characteristics of the site, and (3) present the results of the EIS that will be 
performed for the surrounding area.  Additionally, reasonable steps will be taken to evaluate 
the French Drain located to the south and east of the onsite building.  It should be noted that 
samples that the NCDENR obtained from the Northrup Area during a May 1985 inspection 
showed no specific contaminants of concern (“COC”).5 
 
                                           
5  Booz Allen Hamilton, RCRA Facility Assessment Report No. R04804-1 68-W-02-17 at 38. 
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1.33 Scope of Work  for Northrup AreaSite Assessment Activities 

3.1 Site Assessment and Remediation

Since 1988 a total of 40 monitoring wells have been installed at the site to assess the 
groundwater quality (see Drawing 6). These wells have been installed through seven phases of 
groundwater assessment programs. In addition, approximately 18 years of periodic sampling 
has been performed across the site. Since 1998, an onsite voluntary remediation system has 
been in operation and was designed to reduce the source of groundwater impact. During the 
assessment program the only contaminants identified have been PCE and the breakdown 
compounds cis1,2 dichloroethene and trichloroethene. One other compound, dichloropropane 
has also been detected consistently throughout the sampling events. This compound is a tracer 
associated with PCE product. 
 
Historically, the PCE plume has been identified to be present in a narrow lenticular shaped 
plume and originates from two distinct locations. These locations are an unknown source 
located north of the facility and defined by well cluster MW-4 and the former UST area defined 
as the hazardous waste management unit. The plumes appear to have comingled. The 
presence of chlorinated solvents has been identified in the unconsolidated soil, weathered rock 
interface and the fractured bedrock.  
 
In the shallow unconsolidated soil PCE concentrations obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, 
a small area centered around MW-6s exhibited concentration in excess of 100 parts per billion 
(ppb). The area of this impact measures approximately 170 feet wide by 360 feet long and is 
onsite. The remaining shallow wells exhibit concentrations of PCE between 47.4 (MW-14s) and 
1.47 (MW-4s) (see Drawing 7).  The total shallow plume dimensions are approximately 624 feet 
wide by 1,840 feet wide. The down gradient extent of the plume appears to be defined by the 
two recreational ponds.    
 
Based on the groundwater obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, the intermediate 
groundwater PCE plume exhibits dimensions of 435 feet wide by 1,920 feet long (see Drawing 
8). The PCE concentrations range from a high of 265 ppb in OW-2i to a low of 11.4 ppb (MW-
5i). Again as with the shallow plume the highest concentrations are located on the subject site. 
Regarding the deep PCE, impact was only detected in MW-6d and MW-20d at concentrations of 
0.77 ppb and 17.8 ppb during the October 2007 sampling event (see Drawing 9). Both these 
wells are located on the AD&F property. Only 1,2 dichloropropane was detected in offsite wells 
at a concentration exceeding it’s cleanup standard. The compound was detected at 1.99 ppb in 
monitoring well MW-14d.  
  
3.2 Solid Waste Management Unit Assessment

3.2.1 Northrup Dump 

Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrup Area, the following scope of work was 
performed; 
 

Removed the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
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Performed surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface 
anomalies);  
Excavated trenches in the areas with anomalies, if any;  
Conducted profiling & sampling of trenches associated anomalies, as mentioned above - 
if any. 

 
3.2.1.1  Geophysical Survey 
 
Prior to performing any intrusive activities the ground cover and small trees were  cleared using 
a bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor and other manual devices. This provided an 
open area to perform the geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation was performed to 
delineate the approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas containing 
geophysical anomolies.  
 
Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), conducted the geophysical survey across the 
Northrup Area. The geophysical investigation consisted of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey and metal detection (EM-61) survey. Prior to data 
acquisition, GSI established a 20-foot by 20-foot survey grid across the geophysical area using 
measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking paint. The grid measured approximately 280 feet wide 
by 260 feet long. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility 
poles, etc., were referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 
 
EM31 apparent ground conductivity and inphase (metal detection) (EM-61) data was 
simultaneously collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet 
apart. The survey lines were oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the 
landfill. 
 
The EM31 and EM-61 instrument is able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet and eight feet respectively. The data was digitally collected and 
downloaded to a field computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase 
maps. Although the results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results 
should delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 
 
The Geophysical Investigation report is attached as Appendix B. To summarize the EM-31 and 
EM-61 surveys provided reliable results in delineating the perimeter of buried metallic waste 
and areas containing significant or large metal objects. The report further indicates that the 
metallic waste is centered near grid coordinates X=130,Y=130 and comprises an area of 
approximately 19,500 square feet. The highest amplitude anomalies such as grid X=87 Y=160, 
X=100 Y=113, X=150 Y=105 and X=208 Y=102 are probably in response to areas containing 
large buried metal objects or areas containing the highest concentration of metal objects or 
debris. In addition, the EM-31 data was influenced by the large concentration of metallic 
surface metallic material. Appendix B Figures 4 thru 6 show the results of the geophysical 
survey.  
 
3.2.1.2  Excavation Activities and Soil Sampling Program 
 
Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps were taken to perform intrusive 
investigation activities. Between March 31, 2008 and April 4, 2008, a total of 17 grid locations 
were excavated. During excavation activities extreme care was taken while excavating. Each 
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excavation point was dug in lifts not exceeding six inches. The excavation locations are shown 
on Drawing 10. A brief description of the material identified in each excavation is presented 
below.  Photographs of the investigation are contained in Appendix C. 
 
Grid Location 70/170 Native soil and rocks with a few pieces of metal (angle iron) were 

encountered. Groundwater encountered around 4.5 feet. 
 
Grid Location 80/200 Some native soil mixed with block. Approximately 18 inches below 

surface a green powder was encountered. 
 
Grid Location 100/230 Native soil mixed with rebar, Angle iron with concrete blocks 

mixed with wire, plastic and bottles  
 
Grid Location 130/180 Native soil, two drums lying flat in the excavation, metal, plastic 

wire rebar and block were also encountered.  
 
Grid Location150/150 Block, metal, rebar, rocks and native soil was found in this 

excavation. Two types of material were observed. One material 
was red and the second was white in color. 

 
Grid Location 180/110 Metal, plastic paint cans blue green paint. White ash powder, Tire, 

metal and some soil. 55 gallon drums were present in the 
excavation. 

 
Grid Location 170/100 Container identified with writing Navel Ammunitions (Crane 

Indiana) 
 Label on container indicated Class B Poison, Red past material, 

Drum contained a sweet smelling liquid with a Ph of 8 
photoionization device (PID) reading of 36 parts per million. 
Several drums observed. 55 gallon drums with Di Nitro Toluene 
labeling were also present in the excavation. 

 
Grid Location 60/95 Corrugated metal pipe, small drum, and black plastic, red murky 

water.  
 
Grid Location 105/105 Numerous 55 gallon size drums with larger outer rims, concrete 

and rebar. 
 
Grid Location 110/155 Yellow type material, concrete, rebar and drums. 
 
Grid Location 120/90 55 gallon drums with material in them, strong odor. 
 
Grid Location 130/75 15 to 20 lids indicated Sodium Nitrate, blocks were present in the 

excavation along with red dye material. 
 
Grid Location 150/75 Large concentration of 55 gallon drums with labels indicating Di 

Nitro Toluene. Other labels indicate mixture tech blend-m, Lot 9 
645 Dr, 78, 95, 550. 
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Grid Location 150/110 55 gallon drums identified with placards “Do Not Drop” and Di 
Nitro Toluene labeling were present in the excavation 

 
In addition to the above, several containers labeled with magnesium atomized potassium were 
also present and interspersed through the areas. In addition, areas of diffused metal were 
present in some of the excavations.  
 
A total of 13 representative soil samples were collected from various excavation points and 
analyzed for the presence of chemicals of concern. The sampling locations were labeled 
according to the grid spacing designation. The soil sample locations are labeled as follows: 
 
Grid Location 70/170   Grid Location 80/200   Grid Location 130/180 
Grid Location 150/150   Grid Location 170/100   Grid Location 180/110 
Grid Location 60/95   Grid Location 110/155   Grid Location 130/120 
Grid Location 105/105   Grid Location 130/75   Grid Location 120/90 
Grid Location 150/150A (Red Material) 
 
One water sample was collected from grid location 120/90.  The soil and water samples are 
comprised of grab samples from the excavations.  
 
The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and summarized in Table 2. The 
corresponding Table 1 provides the results as well as the North Carolina Soil Screening Levels 
as provided in the “Guidelines for Establishing Remediation Goals at RCRA Hazardous Waste 
Sites”. As summarized minor concentrations of chlorinated solvents were detected in the soil 
samples. Other minor concentrations of volatile organic compounds were identified in the 
samples as well. Three soil samples 180/110, 110/155 and 120/90 contained semi-volatile 
organic compounds at elevated concentrations. The compounds detected are typically 
associated with heavy petroleum or cutting oils. Several metal compounds were also detected in 
samples collected from the excavated trenched. The primary metal compounds detected 
consisted of chromium, lead, magnesium, nickel and zinc.   
 
Based on our review of the data, the results suggest that the primary material disposed within 
the Northrup Area represents a byproduct of a metal cutting operation. Inorganic metal 
compounds, heavy oil and minor chlorinated solvents are typical compounds associated with 
metal cutting activities. Numerous drums were observed with labels di nitro toluene and lids 
with sodium nitrate. This material based on research may have been used as an accelerant to 
propel the flares or allow a reaction. Based on the above observations and analytical results, the 
materials disposed appear to be consistent the manufacturing of roadway and or military flares.   

2.2.1.3  
 
Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrup Area, the following scope of work is proposed; 
 

Remove the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
Perform surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface anomalies);  
Excavate trenches in the areas with anomalies, if any;  
Conduct profiling & sampling of trenches associated with action incident to anomalies, as 

mentioned above - again, if any; and, 
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Install one (1) MW between the Northrup Area and Bee Tree Creek (down-gradient). 
 
1.3.1 Geophysical Survey 
 
Prior to performing any work activities the ground cover and small trees will be cleared using a 
bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor. This will provide an open area to perform the 
geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation will be performed to delineate the 
approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas containing geophysical anomolies.  
 
Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), will conduct the geophysical survey across the 
Northrup Area. The geophysical investigation will consist of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey. Prior to data acquisition, GSI will set up a 20-foot by 20-
foot survey grid across the geophysical area using measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking 
paint. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility poles, etc., 
will be referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 
 
EM31 apparent ground conductivity and inphase (metal detection) data will be simultaneously 
collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet apart. If possible, 
the survey lines will be oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the landfill. 
 
The EM31 instrument may be able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet. The EM31 data will be digitally collected and downloaded to a field 
computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase maps. Although the 
EM31 results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results should 
delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 
 
1.3.2 Excavation Activities and Soil Sampling Program 
 
Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps will be taken to perform intrusive 
sampling adjacent to areas warranting additional investigation.  The number of excavation 
areas will be dependent on field conditions encountered. Each excavation will be profiled 
according to material encountered. The soil encountered will be bagged and scanned with a 
photoionization device for the presence of total volatilized organic compounds. Up to two soil 
samples will be collected from each excavation. The collected soil samples will be analyzed for 
the presence of volatile organic compounds. The VOCs will be analyzed according to SW-846 
Methods 8260. 
 
Sampling will be conducted in accordance with the site Sampling and Analysis Plan (SAP) and 
EPA’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) entitled Environmental Investigations Standard 
Operating Procedures and Quality Assurance Manual. Guidelines in the EPA SOP for sample 
containers, chain-of-custody protocol, sample order, analytical methods, decontamination 
methods, etc. will be utilized for soil and/or water sampling. 
 
1.3.3 Groundwater Assessment Program  
 
A single shallow groundwater monitoring well MW-24s will wasbe installed at a point between 
the Northrup Area and Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 26). The well will bewas constructed of 
Schedule 40 PVC and will bewas equipped with 10 15 feet of 0.010 slotted well screen. The well 
was installed to a total depth of 21 feet. Once the well is was installed a groundwater sample 
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will was be obtained and analyzed for the presence of VOCs, SVOCs and inorganic compounds.  
In addition, previously installed monitoring wells MW-22s and MW-23s were also sampled for 
the presence of the above mentioned compounds. 
 
Only the groundwater sample obtained from monitoring well MW-22s indicated the presence of 
compounds above the North Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard. Four inorganic 
compounds, chromium, lead, nickel and selenium were detected. No other compounds were 
detected in any of the wells. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and summarized 
in Table 3.  
 
Sampling will be conducted in accordance with the site SAP and EPA’s Standard Operating 
Procedure (SOP) entitled Environmental Investigations Standard Operating Procedures and 
Quality Assurance Manual. Guidelines in the EPA SOP for sample containers, chain-of-custody 
protocol, sample order, analytical methods, decontamination methods, etc. will be utilized for 
soil and/or water sampling. 
 
 
13.34  Scope of Work for French Drain 
 
The French drain is an eight inch slotted pipe that runs the entire length of the building and 
discharges to the City of Asheville sewer system. The drain was installed at the time the 
building was constructed as a mechanism to divert water to prevent the building from flooding. 
The depth of the drain is approximately five to 15 feet below ground surface. The exact 
construction is unknown however it is felt that once the pipe was run beyond the building the 
piping used was solid and not slotted. It should be noted the pipe once discharged to Bee Tree 
Creek as mentioned above. The location of the French drain is shown in Drawing 6. 
 
In order to assess the French drain steps will be taken to collect a single soil sample was 
collected at the point where the French drain terminated at the time of the original incident, or 
as close as possible (downgradient).  The sample was collected at the sewer discharge point 
and is shown on Drawing 7. This sample will bewas analyzed for the presence of VOCs 
according to SW-846 Method 8260. The sample will be collected with a drill rig capable of 
extending to the required depth to collect the sample and in accordance with the site SAP.   
 
 
The analytical results are contained in Appendix E. No VOCs were detected in the sample at 
concentrations above the laboratory practical quantitation limits. 
 
2 ENVIRONMENTAL INDICATORS SURVEY 
 
An EIS will be performed to determine the presence of receptors within the surrounding area. 
This survey will consist of determining the presence of drinking water wells, adjacent 
populations, schools, daycares and other items that could be affected within 1,000 feet of the 
extent of the groundwater plume. This survey results will be included in the SCM Report.  
 

3 SITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 
   

Formatted: Font: Not Bold, No underline

Formatted: Font: Not Bold, No underline
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A SCM Report will be prepared and submitted to HWM. The report will provide a thorough 
discussion of the groundwater plume geometry, geology underlying the site and the 
hydrogeologic parameters. Data collected adjacent to the Northrup Area will also be included 
within the report. The results of the EIS survey will also be included in this report.   
 
 
4 MATERIAL HANDLING AND SEGREGATION 
 
Should excavation of trenches in the Northrup Area be required, steps will be taken to 
containerize any regulated materials encountered, which will subsequently be profiled and 
properly disposed, in accordance with State and federal standards. 
 
  
5 DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES 
 
A decontamination pad will be constructed at the site to prevent the spread of potential impact. 
The pad will either be placed on concrete or asphalt, depending upon availability. The pad will 
be bermed using hay bales and then lined with visqueen. Water generated during 
decontamination activities will be captured and disposed of in a manhole at the facility which 
discharges to the Asheville POTW.  
 
Excavation equipment such as backhoe and trackhoe buckets will be decontaminated prior to 
excavating in the Northrup Area or when entering an area with no impact, based on field 
screening methods. The bucket and any other excavation equipment will be decontaminated at 
the decon pad using a power washer in accordance with the protocol outlined in the site SAP 
and EPA SOP. The water will be contained and treated. Sampling equipment such as spoons, 
hand augers, drilling equipment etc. will be decontaminated using the methods outlined in the 
EPA SOP.  
 
 
6 SCHEDULE 

Once the workplan has been reviewed by the Section and approved, work task will commence. 
The overall field activities and analysis of samples will take approximately five to six weeks to 
complete. The environmental indicator survey can be completed in two to three weeks. The 
SCM report will take approximately three months to complete once all the data and surveys 
have been completed. 
 
 
7 SITE HEALTH AND SAFETY 
 
A site-specific health and safety plan (HASP) will be prepared by MSE personnel to be utilized by 
MSE personnel. Subcontractors working within the exclusion area will either prepare their own 
equivalent HASP or follow the MSE plan. Site workers will have received OSHA 40-hour training as 
specified in Title 29 CFR 1910.120 with eight-hour refresher training within the last year.  
 
 
84 CONCLUSION 
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The Facility has been subjected to seventeen (17) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with PCE.  During this time, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.  The substantial risk that further assessment 
activities will create ‘conduits’, which will (1) allow vertical / cross-zone migration, and (2) abrogate 
the positive results achieved to date, indicates the detriments associated with ‘chasing’ an 
additional part per billion.  The ongoing remediation and contaminant source reduction at the 
Facility has proven, and remains effective.  Accordingly, we believe no benefit will result from 
further vertical or horizontal assessment.  The risks in performing additional assessment activities 
are sufficiently strong to warrant caution and restraint. 
 
Regarding the dump area, rusted drums were identified and extremely minor impact to the soil 
was identified. The dump was created by Northrup employees and this occurrence is well 
documented in the file for this site. As such any remediation or drum extraction procedures should 
be the responsibility of Northrup, again as documented in the file.   
 
 
 
 
95 SUBMITTAL 
 
The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASC LLCater Applications & Systems 
Corporation, and is to be used in its entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and 
without liability to Mineral Springs Environmental PC. 
 
Prepared By: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
 
President 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

K Pollard Mjnera! Sprjngs Environmental 
Huecter Rodney 
Re: Draft SCMR 
Monday, October 20, 2008 6:38:57 AM 

Thanks. I feel the report is technically sound and addresses the items presented in the workplan. Kirk 

----- Original Message -----
§f:gm':Jf~:filer!J3Q:qf!e£ ~1:;;;t1;;:lli 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Friday, October 17, 2008 2:57 PM 
Su~ectRE:DraftSCMR 

K: I rec'd the draft and am in the process of reviewing it. Thank you. Out of curiosity, wh.en you sent 
this to me yesterday, if I had not otherwise required the pre-review that I'm conducting, would 
your sense have been that this was ready to submit "as is"? 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thu 10/16/2008 9:34 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Draft SCMR 

Hey Rodney: Here is the draft report for you to review. Call if you need additional information . 
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2008-10-28 - Email from Rodney Huerter to 
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From: Huerter. Rodney 
To: "K PDl!ard Mjneral Sprjngs Enyjronmenta!" 
Subject: 
Date: 

AD&F Assessment Report--REVISED Edits, 28 Oct. 08 

Tuesday, October 28, 2008 10:35:59 AM 
Attachments: REVISED SCMR-jcc-rah--b!ack!jne doc 

Good morning, Kirk. As promised, here's the reviewed and revised blackline document (I cleaned up 
some language, and I thought the red-line was getting a little to busy to effectively work with). Please 
call to discuss if you have any questions, or if any of the recommended editing gives you heartburn. 

Naturally, should you believe that any additional modifications are warranted, I want to review the final 
product before it is submitted. Since the deadline to get the document to Mary is this Friday, the 31st, I 
believe there is sufficient time for you to review, coordinate any necessary modifications, and submit in 
a timely fashion. 

Rodney G. Huerter 
Director, Environmental Affairs 
Veolia Water North America 
4760 World Houston Pkwy, Ste 100 
Houston, TX 77032 

832-300-5719 (office) 
713-672-8209 (fax) 
936-648-3162 (mobile) 
Rodney Huerter@yeoliawaterna com 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any attachments to it are intended only for the named recipients and may contain confidential 
information. If you are not one of the intended recipients, please do not duplicate or foiward this e-mail message and immediately 
delete it from your computer. Your assistance in this matter is greatly appreciated and will help to ensure that our lawyers remain 
gruntled and at a distance, which is how we prefer to keep them. Thank you . 
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October 31, 2008 
 
 
Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 
 
 
Subject: Site Conceptual Model Report 
  Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
  Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
  NCD 070 619 663  
  MSE Job 123 
 
 
Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following Assessment Report for the former 
Asheville Dyeing & Finishing facility in Swannanoa for your review. The report describes the 
geology, hydrogeology and chemical quality of the underlying groundwater. The report also 
presents a discussion of environmental indicators within the adjacent area of the site. The report 
describes the assessment activities for the Northrop Dump area and the historical French Drain. 
Based on our review of previous documents and understanding of the site, further vertical or 
horizontal assessment provides no economical benefit for the site nor would further investigative 
efforts produce any relevant new data to support additional “source” information. Furthermore, the 
groundwater plume is being reduced by the ongoing voluntary remediation system installed in 
1998.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental PC 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 
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SITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

October 14, 2008 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Site Information 
 
The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (“AD&F”) facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (“Facility”; see Drawing 1) -- 
has been subjected to approximately eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and 
sampling in connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene (“PCE”) 
underground storage tank (“UST”), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources’ Division of Waste Management (“DWM”) designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit (“HWMU”).1 During these eighteen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.   
 
The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (“AOC”) to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992. Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-
impacted groundwater. It is our recollection that DWM’s Hazardous Waste Section (“HWS”) 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 
 
In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU.  The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source.  It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 
 
In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, which is the result of long-term monitoring, the 
groundwater plume is adequately defined. As previously mentioned, the plume configuration 
has remained the same during the preceding eighteen (18) years of assessment and sampling, 
and overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.  
 

                                           
1  One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 
2  See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 

Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for “implementing voluntary remediation at the site”).
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1.1.1 DWM 2007 Groundwater Assessment Request 
 
On April 5, 2007, the DWM sent a letter to WASCO LLC (“WASCO”; formerly known as Water 
Applications & Systems Corporation, which is obligated to indemnify Culligan International as to 
certain matters at the Facility) in which the DWM stated that “AD&F must develop” and submit 
a workplan to assess the “areal and vertical extent of the contaminant plume” that is within the 
scope of “releases discovered in 1984 from the two [former USTs] and the spill of 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) that reportedly occurred in 1971 [sic]” (hereinafter, the “Request”). 
See Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Dir. of Envtl. Affairs, WASCO, April 5, 
2007.  
 
The Request specified that the ultimately submitted workplan must include a groundwater 
assessment plan. The DWM stated that the groundwater assessment plan should include (1) a 
Site Conceptual Model (“SCM”), which should illustrate the groundwater flow direction across 
the site; (2) environmental indicators, which should identify potential liabilities related to offsite 
contamination; and (3) an “investigation of [solid waste management units (SWMU)] . . . 
identified as requiring additional assessment in the [July 29, 2004] RCRA Facility Assessment” 
(“RFA”), and an implementation schedule.  
 
The request also included a “Further Assessment Items” list, which the DWM stated “need to be 
discussed or addressed regarding the overall assessment of the site” (the “Discussion List”). 
The Discussion List identified seven items, including: (1) stating “AD&F must determine how far 
the contamination has migrated in both the vertical and horizontal plane”; (2) stating “AD&F 
should determine the construction and geometry of the drain pipe as well as the integrity of the 
pipe” that was involved in the 1976 PCE spill; (3) requiring a RCRA Facility Investigation of the 
dump area that is designated as Solid Waste Management Unit No. 14 (the “Northrop Dump”), 
“as recommended” during the RFA; (4) requiring installation of additional monitoring wells that 
“would detect contamination that may be originating from the [Northrop Dump] and migrating 
toward Beetree Creek”; (5) requesting a description of the current status of the five production 
wells located at the Owens manufacturing facility (“Owens Wells”); (6) requesting additional 
information regarding the Owens Wells, to supplement the information requested in Item No. 6, 
“if available”; and (7) a status report on the “investigation of the unidentified source [north of 
the manufacturing facility].”   
 
1.1.2 July 2007 Groundwater Assessment Workplan 
 
On July 10, 2007, Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) submitted a workplan that 
addressed the groundwater assessment and included, among other items, (1) installation of a 
groundwater monitoring well, and completion of a geophysical survey and soil sampling in the 
Northrop Dump; (2) soil sampling at the location of the former French Drain, and (3) an 
Environmental Indicators Survey (“EIS”), intended to determine the presence of receptors 
within the surrounding area.  
 
The workplan was approved in December 2007 by DWS, which suggested that “all existing 
monitoring wells should be sampled and analyzed for comparison to historical data.” The DWS 
further suggested its interest in learning of “the construction and geometry” of the pipe that 
was related to the 1971 PCE spill. The DWS recited language from the RFA which it stated may 
potentially require further sampling in the Northrop Dump area. As explained in this document, 
the workplan was conducted during April 2008 through September 2008.
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1.2 Ownership 
 
The site was originally operated from approximately 1952 until 1962 by Amcel Propulsion, Inc. 
(“Amcel”). Amcel sold the property to Celanese Corporation of America (“Celanese”) during 
March 1962. Celanese, in turn, sold the property to Northrop Carolina, Inc. (“Northrop”; 
affiliated with Northrop Corporation), which also acquired the contiguous property immediately 
north of the Facility. Northrop reportedly used the property as a manufacturing facility for 
pyrotechnics during the 1960s and early 1970s. During June 1971, Northrop sold the property 
upon which the Facility is located to M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. (“Lowenstein”), and the 
contiguous property to Airtronics—the contiguous property is now referred to as the 
Chemtronics Superfund Site (“Chemtronics Site”), for which Northrop is a responsible party, 
along with Celanese.   
 
Lowenstein, which held a controlling interest in Wamsutta Mills, operated a textile 
manufacturing operation at the Facility until March 3, 1976, when it sold the property to 
Winston Mills, Inc. (“Winston Mills”). At some point after the March 1976 sale, Asheville Dying & 
Finishing (“AD&F”) acquired Winston Mills, and was in turn acquired by McGregor Corporation 
(“McGregor”). McGregor sold the assets of Winston Mills to Anvil Knitwear, Inc. (“Anvil”) on 
December 29, 1994. Anvil operated the Facility as a textiles dyeing and finishing operation. 
Anvil sold the property to Dyna Diggr during December 2007, and the facility is currently vacant 
with the exception of some equipment.   
 
McGregor was a subsidiary of Astrum International Corporation (“Astrum”), as was Culligan 
International (“Culligan”).  Although Culligan neither owned, operated, contributed any material 
or waste whatsoever, and was not otherwise associated with the property, the asset sales 
agreement between McGregor and Anvil provided a guaranty "to the buyers of the sellers' 
obligations" by both Culligan and Astrum. Culligan oversaw the voluntary remediation of the 
PCE matter since approximately the mid 1990s. In accordance with a 2004 Stock Purchase 
Agreement between WASCO and CDRC Holding S.àr.l., WASCO indemnifies CDRC as to certain 
matters associated at the Facility as they relate to specific Culligan obligations. 
 
1.3 Site Use History 
 
During the 1970s, AD&F conducted a double knit manufacturing process (related to the 
production of t-shirts) at the Facility. As part of the process, a solution of tetrachloroethene 
(PCE), also known as ‘perchlorehtene’ was used in a dry cleaning process. Two underground 
storage tanks were used at the Facility, one to store the raw PCE and the other to store used 
PCE, which was disposed offsite. The area where the dry cleaning activities took place was in 
the central portion of the manufacturing facility. The tanks were closed by removal in 1985 and 
soil sampling conducted beneath the tank locations indicated the presence of PCE and other 
related compounds. Of note; samples collected in 1984 from production wells located on the 
Charles Owen facility and south of the Facility, revealed the presence of chlorinated solvents. 
The presence of these solvents was ultimately referenced back to the AD&F operation. These 
wells—the Owens Wells— are no long in use. 
 
On August 12, 1976 a reported spill consisting of “50 gallons of 10% solution of [PCE] . . . and 
200 gallons of essentially 100% solution” of PCE occurred within the manufacturing building of 
the AD&F facility. See N.C. Dept. of Natural & Economic Resources, Report of Investigation: 
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Beetree Creek/Swannanoa River Fish Kill, Aug. 1976, at 4 (attached to Memorandum from M.W. 
Puette, Enforcement Administrator, N.C. Div. of Envtl. Mgmt., to L.P. Benton, Jr., Chief, Water 
Quality Section, Oct. 18, 1976) (“1976 DNER Report”). The spilled material entered floor drains 
which subsequently discharged to an eight inch French drain located south and along the 
manufacturing facility. The drain ultimately discharged to Bee Tree Creek located to the east of 
the facility. Based on this occurrence, a small amount of dry cleaning solution entered Bee Tree 
Creek. The residual material was subsequently remediated. 
 
It is our understanding as part of an investigation associated with the Chemtronics Site, 
representatives of Northrop acknowledged the Northrop Dump.  In 1985 the Northrop Dump 
area was subsequently investigated by the North Carolina Health Section. Mr. Grover Nicholson 
concluded that the site was not an immediate hazard to the environment and the dump site 
might best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics remedial action. 
 
2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
2.1 Geologic and Hydrogeologic 
 
2.1.1 Regional Geology 
 
The Town of Swannanoa and Buncombe County are located within the Blue Ridge 
Physiographic province. The region is characterized by varied topography ranging from 
moderately broad valleys adjoining subdued hills to highly dissected rugged mountains. 
Elevations range from less than 1, 500 feet to more than 5,900 feet above mean sea level. 
 
Tributaries to one major river basin drain the region. The Swannanoa River flows westward into 
the French Broad River of the Tennessee River Basin. Streams exhibit moderate slopes and 
drainage is generally good. The region is underlain by a variety of metamorphic rocks, although 
meta-graywacke and muscovite biotite schist is predominate in Buncombe County according to 
information from the Geologic Map of North Carolina (1985). Greater detail is available from the 
Geologic Map of the Oteen Quadrangle, North Carolina (1972) which describes the bedrock in 
the Bee Tree Creek Valley as a garnetiferous Mica-Schist. Structurally, the rocks are generally 
oriented northeastward; however, considerable variations occur. 
 
Bedrock in the region is overlain by some combination of topsoil, alluvial deposits and saprolite. 
Nevertheless, saprolite derived from the in-situ weathering of bedrock, is the predominant 
overburden material in the region. The saprolite typically ranges in thickness from a few inches 
to more than 100 feet in areas of subdued relief. 
 
2.1.2 Site Geology  
 
The facility is situated in a relatively broad stream valley at an elevation approximately 2,200 
feet above sea level. Surface drainage from the site is to the southeast toward Bee Tree Creek 
and the Swannanoa River. Bee Tree Creek is located approximately 1,000 feet east of the 
facility and the Swannanoa River is approximately 1,900 feet south of the site. 
 
Based on a geologic cross section (prepared by Aquaterra (see Appendix A)) of the site and 
properties to the south, the site is underlain by a series of saprolite with areas of alluvium and 
fill material, weathered rock and bedrock. The saprolite is comprised of silty sand and sandy silt. 
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The saprolite ranges in thickness from 30 to 45 feet below land surface (BLS). Alluvial material 
is interspersed in areas of the site in the form of cobble zones. Underlying the saprolite 
specifically on the site is a zone of highly weathered rock. The weathered rock is not as 
prevalent in offsite borings. The weathered rock ranges in thickness from 10 to 25 feet thick. 
Below the weathered rock is a fractured mica schist. The bedrock extends to depths of 600 feet 
BLS.   
 
2.1.3 Hydrogeology 
 
2.1.3.1 Regional Hydrogeology 
 
The climate in Buncombe County is considered temperate. The approximate average annual 
precipitation is between 39 inches and 56 inches per year, most of which is in the form of rain 
(Trapp, 1970). Bee Tree Creek runs adjacent to the site and drains into the Swannanoa River, 
which flows westward to the French Broad River. The French Broad River lies within the 
Tennessee River Drainage Basin. 
 
Hydrogeologic units have been defined on the basis of rock type (e.g., muscovite-schist and 
igneous intrusives) (Daniel 1987). Many of the hydrogeologic units in Buncombe County owe 
their porosity and permeability to secondary structures such as fractures, joints and solution 
cavities. Well yields in Buncombe County range from 3 to 20 gallons per minute, with some 
yields reportedly as high as 60 gallons per minute (Trapp, 1970). In general, wells screened in 
bedrock have greater yields than those screened in the overlying unconsolidated sediments. 
 
2.1.3.2 Site Specific Hydrogeology 
 
There are two distinct hydrogeologic units beneath the site. These two hydrogeolic units consist 
of the unconsolidated saprolite, weathered bedrock/fractured bedrock. These units are 
interconnected and exhibit their own unique hydrogeologic characteristics. 
 
A shallow aquifer lies within the unconsolidated saprolite to a depth of 30 to 45 feet BLS. Depth 
to water in this unconfined aquifer has ranged from 7.60 (MW-2s) to 19.67 (MW-7s) feet BLS 
during the July 21, 2008 groundwater sampling event.  The depth to water level for the off site 
unconfined aquifer ranged from 4.20 (MW-16s) and 12.71 (MW-18s). Regarding the weathered 
rock/bedrock, depth to water level ranged from 3.31 (MW-17d) to 27.84 (MW-6d).  
 
Groundwater beneath the site has historically shown to be flowing in a southeasterly direction 
in response to a hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot (see Drawings 2-4). 
Based on the water levels for shallow and deep wells across the area of the groundwater 
contaminant plume, a downward groundwater flow occurs onsite and an upward groundwater 
flow occurs offsite near the Swannanoa River. Hydraulic conductivity values across the site vary 
between .00036 to .000048 centimeters per second. The groundwater seepage velocity across 
the site has been determined to be approximately 70 feet per year. Based on data obtained 
from a pumping test conducted in 1993, transmissivity (T) values for onsite shallow wells 
ranged from 1,790 to 13,160 gallons per day per foot (g/d/ft). The values for storativity (S) 
ranged from 2.613E-3 to 4.71E-2. In the intermediate wells, the values of T ranged from 540 to 
7,330 g/d/ft and the values for S ranged from 8.00E-4 to 4.51E-2. The deep well values ranged 
from 920 to 9,335 g/d/ft and S ranged from 6.86E-4 to 4.5E-3.  
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2.2 Surface Water 
 
Bee Tree Creek is the eastern most property boundary for the AD&F facility. The creek is 
classified as a C stream by the North Carolina Surface Water Section in the area adjacent to the 
AD&F facility. Bee Tree Creek discharges to two ponds located on the property to the south. It 
is or understanding, the ponds are used for makeup water in the Charles Owen manufacturing 
facility. In addition the ponds are used for recreational purposes. One of the ponds discharges 
to the Swannanoa River. The Swannanoa River subsequently discharges to the French Broad 
River and is classified as a C stream.  The stream is a fast flowing stream with steep banks.  
The river is approximately 200 feet wide. 
 
 
2.3 Water Supply 
 
A large percentage of the surrounding properties obtain their source of drinking water from the 
City of Asheville’s water supply. The subject site and adjacent properties to the north, east and 
west are also connected to the City’s water supply. The Charles Owen manufacturing facility 
and Charles Owen Recreational Park located to the south also are connected to the City water 
supply. In addition, properties along Warren Wilson College Road have access to the City water 
supply and appear to be connected. However, two former drinking water wells were identified 
to the west of the site. These wells are currently used for irrigational purposes. 
 
MSE performed a water search of properties located across the Swannanoa River. Using a 1500 
foot radius at a location just south of the river, a reconnaissance was conducted. This location 
was selected based on the fact the contaminant plume has been identified at a location north of 
the river. During the survey several drinking water wells were identified on the south side of the 
Swannanoa River. A total of seven wells were identified and are primarily greater than 1,000 
feet from the river. One well was identified at a relatively new residence located at Riparian 
Way and directly across the river from the Charles Owen facility. Based on observations during 
the survey residences located on the western section of Davidson Road, certain residences are 
connected to City water based on the presence of water meters. The waterlines appear to run 
along New Salem Road. The waterlines are not present along Davidson east of Linn Garden 
Lane. Drawing 5 shows the drinking water well locations and Table 1 summarizes the water 
usage. 
 
 
3 Site Assessment Activities 

3.1 Site Assessment and Remediation

Since 1988 a total of 40 monitoring wells have been installed at the site to assess the 
groundwater quality (see Drawing 6). These wells have been installed through seven phases of 
groundwater assessment programs. In addition, approximately 18 years of periodic sampling 
has been performed across the site. Since 1998, an onsite voluntary remediation system has 
been in operation and was designed to reduce the source of groundwater impact. During the 
assessment program the only contaminants identified have been PCE and the breakdown 
compounds cis1,2 dichloroethene and trichloroethene. One other compound, dichloropropane 
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has also been detected consistently throughout the sampling events. This compound is a tracer 
associated with PCE product. 
 
Historically, the PCE plume has been identified to be present in a narrow lenticular shaped 
plume and originates from two distinct locations. These locations are an unknown source 
located north of the facility and defined by well cluster MW-4 and the former UST area defined 
as the hazardous waste management unit. The plumes appear to have commingled. The 
presence of chlorinated solvents has been identified in the unconsolidated soil, weathered rock 
interface and the fractured bedrock.  
 
In the shallow unconsolidated soil PCE concentrations obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, 
a small area centered around MW-6s exhibited concentration in excess of 100 parts per billion 
(ppb). The area of this impact measures approximately 170 feet wide by 360 feet long and is 
onsite. The remaining shallow wells exhibit concentrations of PCE between 47.4 (MW-14s) and 
1.47 (MW-4s) (see Drawing 7).  The total shallow plume dimensions are approximately 624 feet 
wide by 1,840 feet wide. The down gradient extent of the plume appears to be defined by the 
two recreational ponds.    
 
Based on the groundwater obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, the intermediate 
groundwater PCE plume exhibits dimensions of 435 feet wide by 1,920 feet long (see Drawing 
8). The PCE concentrations range from a high of 265 ppb in OW-2i to a low of 11.4 ppb (MW-
5i). Again as with the shallow plume the highest concentrations are located on the subject site. 
Regarding the deep PCE, impact was only detected in MW-6d and MW-20d at concentrations of 
0.77 ppb and 17.8 ppb during the October 2007 sampling event (see Drawing 9). Both these 
wells are located on the AD&F property. Only 1,2 dichloropropane—a compound that is not a 
biodegradation derivative of PCE/TCE, which is the express scope of the Request—was detected 
in offsite wells at a concentration exceeding it’s cleanup standard. The compound was detected 
at 1.99 ppb in monitoring well MW-14d.  
  
3.2 Solid Waste Management Unit Assessment

3.2.1 Northrop Dump 

The results of the activities related to the Northrop Dump indicate there is no significant change 
from information contained within the N.C. Dept. of Human Resources, Div. of Health 
Service's (“DOH”) April 3, 1986 Site Investigation Report, which was submitted to Ms. Denise 
Bland, the EPA’s North Carolina CERCLA Project Officer (“1986 Health Services Report”). That 
report detailed observations and findings of the DOH’s May 1985 site inspection, and stated the 
Northrop Dump is “not presently a contamination threat to surrounding surface water and 
groundwater.” 
 
Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrop Dump, the following scope of work was 
performed; 
 

Removed the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
Performed surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface 
anomalies);  
Conducted general profiling & sampling of areas identified as anomalies, as appropriate. 
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3.2.1.1 Geophysical Survey 
 
Prior to performing any sampling / profiling activities, the ground cover and small trees were  
cleared using a bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor and other manual devices. This 
provided an open area to perform the geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation was 
performed to delineate the approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas 
containing geophysical anomalies.  
 
Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), conducted the geophysical survey across the 
Northrop Dump. The geophysical investigation consisted of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey and metal detection (EM-61) survey. Prior to data 
acquisition, GSI established a 20-foot by 20-foot survey grid across the geophysical area using 
measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking paint. The grid measured approximately 280 feet wide 
by 260 feet long. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility 
poles, etc., were referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 
 
EM31 apparent ground conductivity and in-phase (metal detection) (EM-61) data was 
simultaneously collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet 
apart. The survey lines were oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the 
landfill. 
 
The EM31 and EM-61 instrument is able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet and eight feet respectively. The data was digitally collected and 
downloaded to a field computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase 
maps. Although the results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results 
should delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 
 
The Geophysical Investigation report is attached as Appendix B. The EM-31 and EM-61 surveys 
provided reliable results in delineating the perimeter of buried metallic waste and areas 
containing significant or large metal objects. The report further indicates that the metallic waste 
is centered near grid coordinates X=130,Y=130 and comprises an area of approximately 19,500 
square feet. The highest amplitude anomalies are likely areas containing large buried metal 
objects or areas containing the highest concentration of metal objects or debris (such as grid 
coordinates X=87 Y=160; X=100 Y=113; X=150 Y=105; and X=208 Y=102). In addition, the 
EM-31 data was influenced by the large concentration of metallic surface metallic material. 
Appendix B Figures 4 thru 6 show the results of the geophysical survey.  
 
3.2.1.2 Northrop Dump Profiling and Soil Sampling 
 
Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps were taken to perform evaluative 
investigatory activities. Between March 31, 2008 and April 4, 2008, a total of 17 grid locations 
were evaluated employing a “surgical” sampling technique (e.g., lifts not exceeding six inches). 
The evaluation locations are shown on Drawing 10. A brief description of the material identified 
in each location is presented below.  Photographs of the investigation are contained in Appendix 
C. 
 
Grid Location 70/170 Native soil and rocks with a few pieces of metal (angle iron) were 

encountered. Groundwater encountered around 4.5 feet. 
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Grid Location 80/200 Some native soil mixed with concrete block. Approximately 18 
inches below surface a green powder was encountered. 

 
Grid Location 100/230 Native soil mixed with rebar, angle iron with concrete blocks 

mixed with wire, plastic and bottles.  
 
Grid Location 130/180 Native soil, two drums lying flat in the location, metal, plastic wire 

rebar and block were also encountered.  
 
Grid Location150/150 Block, metal, rebar, rocks and native soil was found in this 

location. Two types of solid material were observed. One material 
was red and the second was white in color. 

 
Grid Location 180/110 Metal, plastic paint cans blue green paint. White ash powder, Tire, 

metal and some soil. 55 gallon drums were present in the 
location, likely containerized general plant refuse and debris. 

 
Grid Location 170/100 Several drums observed; variously marked “Naval Ammunitions 

(Crane Indiana)” “Class B Poison” and “Di Nitro Toluene.”  
 
Grid Location 60/95 Corrugated metal pipe, small drum, and black plastic, red murky 

water.  
 
Grid Location 105/105 Numerous 55 gallon size drums with larger outer rims, concrete 

and rebar. 
 
Grid Location 110/155 Yellow type solid material, concrete, rebar and drums. 
 
Grid Location 120/90 55 gallon drums with material in them, strong odor. 
 
Grid Location 130/75 15 to 20 lids indicated Sodium Nitrate, blocks were present in the 

location along with red dye material. 
 
Grid Location 150/75 Large concentration of 55 gallon drums with labels indicating Di 

Nitro Toluene. Other labels indicate mixture tech blend-m, Lot 9 
645 Dr, 78, 95, 550. 

 
Grid Location 150/110 55 gallon drums identified with placards “Do Not Drop” and Di 

Nitro Toluene labeling were present in the location. 
 
In addition to the above, several containers labeled “magnesium atomized potassium” were also 
present and interspersed through the areas. In addition, areas of diffused metal were present in 
some of the sampling areas.  
 
A total of 13 representative soil samples were collected from various points in the Northrop 
Dump area and analyzed for the presence of chemicals of concern. The sampling locations were 
labeled according to the grid spacing designation. The soil and water samples are comprised of 
grab samples from the sampling areas. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and 
summarized in Table 2 (Table 1 provides the results as well as the North Carolina Soil Screening 
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Levels as provided in the “Guidelines for Establishing Remediation Goals at RCRA Hazardous 
Waste Sites”). The compounds detected are typically associated with heavy petroleum or 
cutting oils. Several metal compounds were also detected in samples collected from the 
excavated trenched. The primary metal compounds detected consisted of chromium, lead, 
magnesium, nickel and zinc.   
 
Based on our review of the data, the results suggest that the primary material disposed within 
the Northrop Dump represents a combination of byproduct of a metal cutting operation and 
suspected containerized general plant refuse and debris. Inorganic metal compounds, heavy oil 
and minor chlorinated solvents are typical compounds associated with metal cutting activities. 
Labels and markings that were observable on the partially buried drums in the Northrop Dump 
area indicate the original contents may have been used as accelerants to propel the flares or 
allow a reaction, which is consistent the manufacturing of roadway and or military flares that 
was historically conducted by Northrop. It is likely that the observed drums were emptied as 
part of Northrop’s manufacturing processes and then used for disposal of other waste.  
 
McGregor entities historically indicated that they did not contribute to the Northrop Dump, and 
initiated communications with Northrop to communicate its liability for all investigative and 
remedial actions that may be required, and sought Northrop’s voluntary cooperation. In 
addition, several communications from regulatory agency representatives reflect the 
observation that Northrop is wholly and properly the responsible party for any future actions 
associated with the Northrop Dump—in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, this 
verbiage is contained within the RFA, and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated 
that, because any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably “originated with Northrop Carolina,” 
any future required action would “best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics . . . 
[CERCLA] remedial action.”  The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is in accord 
with the previous regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability 
being properly associated with Northrop. 

3.2.1.3 Groundwater Assessment Program  
 
A single shallow groundwater monitoring well MW-24s was installed at a point between the 
Northrop Dump and Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 6). The well was constructed of Schedule 40 
PVC and was equipped with 15 feet of 0.010 slotted well screen. The well was installed to a 
total depth of 21 feet. Once the well was installed and properly developed, a groundwater 
sample was obtained and analyzed for the presence of VOCs, SVOCs and inorganic compounds.  
In addition, previously installed monitoring wells MW-22s and MW-23s were also sampled for 
the presence of the above mentioned compounds. 
 
No compounds were present in the sample from MW-24s, which was installed down-gradient 
from the Northrop Dump, between it and Beetree Creek. In fact, only the groundwater sample 
obtained from monitoring well MW-22s—which is upgradient of the Northrop Dump—indicated 
the presence of compounds above the North Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard. Four 
inorganic compounds, chromium, lead, nickel and selenium were detected. No other compounds 
were detected in any of the wells. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and 
summarized in Table 3.  
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3.3  Scope of Work for French Drain 
 
The French Drain is an eight inch slotted pipe that runs the entire length of the building and 
discharges to the City of Asheville sewer system. The drain was installed at the time the 
building was constructed as a mechanism to divert water to prevent the building from flooding. 
The depth of the drain is approximately five to 15 feet below ground surface. The exact 
construction is unknown, although it is believed that the slotted section, as with typical French 
Drain construction, was limited to the area of the building, and was connected to solid piping 
from that point. While the piping system allowed discharge to Beetree Creek during 1976, the 
Winston Mills managers believe the line was attached to the sewer piping that fed to the local 
wastewater treatment plant. See 1986 Health Services Report. As part of its 1976 investigation, 
the DNER’s Water Quality Section reviewed Facility plans that showed “plant sewerlines [sic] 
and their relation to the corrugated surface and groundwater drainage pipe.” See 1976 DNER 
Report at 2. At some point prior to 2004, the line that formerly discharged to Beetree Creek was 
“capped . . . [and] joined to the facility’s POTW sewerage line. See RFA, at 36. The location of 
the French drain is shown in Drawing 6. 
 
As part of the 2008 assessment, a single soil sample was collected at the point where the 
French Drain terminated at the time of the original incident, or as close as possible (down-
gradient).  The sample was collected at the sewer discharge point and is shown on Drawing 7, 
and the analytical results are contained in Appendix E. This sample was analyzed for the 
presence of VOCs according to SW-846 Method 8260. No VOCs were detected in the sample at 
concentrations above the laboratory practical quantitation limits.  
 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
The Facility has been subjected to eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with PCE.  During this time, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.  The substantial risk that further assessment 
activities will create ‘conduits’, which will (1) allow vertical / cross-zone migration, and (2) abrogate 
the positive results achieved to date, indicates the detriments associated with ‘chasing’ an 
additional part per billion.   
 
The ongoing remediation and contaminant source reduction at the Facility has proven to be, and 
remains, effective.  Accordingly, we believe no benefit will result from further vertical or horizontal 
assessment.  The risks in performing additional assessment activities—which, as explained above, 
may likely exacerbate the situation by inducing migration—are sufficiently strong to warrant 
caution and restraint.  No additional data to support identification of contributory sources or further 
delineation of the existing groundwater will be derived from continued investigative efforts. 
 
Regarding the Northrop Dump area, rusted drums were identified and extremely minor impact to 
the soil was identified. This is consistent with the historical record, most notably the verbiage of 
the 1986 Health Services Report. Several communications from regulatory agency representatives 
reflect the observation that Northrop is the responsible party for any situation associated with the 
Northrop Dump area—in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, language to this effect is 
included in both the RFA and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated that, because 
any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably “originated with Northrop Carolina,” any future 
required action would “best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics . . . [CERCLA] remedial 
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action.”  The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is consistent with the previous 
regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability being properly 
associated with Northrop.   
 
 
5 SUBMITTAL 
 
The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASCO LLC, and is to be used in its 
entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs 
Environmental PC. 
 
Prepared By: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
President  
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October 31, 2008 
 
 
Ms. Mary Siedlecki 
Department of Environment and Natural Resources 
Hazardous Waste Section 
1646 Mail Service Center 
Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 
 
 
Subject: Assessment Site Conceptual Model Report 
  Former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing Site 
  Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 
  NCD 070 619 663  
  MSE Job 123 
 
 
Dear Ms. Siedlecki: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental (MSE) has prepared the following Assessment Report for the former 
Asheville Dyeing & Finishing facility in Swannanoa for your review. The report describes the 
geology, hydrogeology and chemical quality of the underlying groundwater. The report also 
presents a discussion of environmental indicators within the adjacent area of the site. The report 
describes the assessment activities for the Northrop Dump area and the historical French Drain. 
Based on our review of previous documents and understanding of the site, further vertical or 
horizontal assessment provides no economical benefit for the site nor would further investigative 
efforts produce any relevant new data to support additional “source” information. Furthermore, the 
groundwater plume is being reduced by the ongoing voluntary remediation system installed in 
1998.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact me at (919) 261-8186. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental PC 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
Senior Geologist 
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SITE CONCEPTUAL MODEL REPORT 
FORMER ASHEVILLE DYEING & FINISHING SITE 

WARREN WILSON COLLEGE ROAD 
Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina 

October 14, 2008 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Site Information 
 
The former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (“AD&F”) facility -- located at 850 Warren Wilson 
College Road in Swannanoa, Buncombe County, North Carolina (“Facility”; see Drawing 1) -- 
has been subjected to approximately eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and 
sampling in connection with the April 1985 removal of one (1) waste tetrachloroethene (“PCE”) 
underground storage tank (“UST”), which North Carolina Department of Environment & Natural 
Resources’ Division of Waste Management (“DWM”) designated as a hazardous waste 
management unit (“HWMU”).1 During these eighteen years, the plume configuration has 
remained the same, while the overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.   
 
The DWM issued an Administrative Order of Consent (“AOC”) to AD&F on October 11, 1990, 
requiring AD&F to close the HWMU and address the horizontal and vertical extent of 
groundwater impact. AD&F closed the HWMU in late 1992. Since that time, seven (7) separate 
phases of groundwater assessment have been conducted to delineate the extent of PCE-
impacted groundwater. It is our recollection that DWM’s Hazardous Waste Section (“HWS”) 
issued a correspondence in the late 1990s that stated the extent of groundwater impact from 
the HWMU had been essentially defined. 
 
In 1998, a combination air sparge (AS) and soil vacuum extraction (SVE) system was installed 
to remediate the groundwater down-gradient of the HWMU.  The installation of this system was 
voluntary and not installed due to federal or state regulations.2 The remediation system (RS-1) 
was restricted to the groundwater impact identified on the AD&F property and encompasses an 
area measuring approximately 50,000 square feet. In 2001 a second remediation system (RS-2) 
was installed to the north of RS-1 to address groundwater impact associated with an 
unidentified source.  It bears mentioning that the surrounding area uses drinking water supplied 
by the City of Asheville. 
 
In summary, PCE has not been used at the site since the 1980s, the USTs used to store the 
waste and raw PCE were removed, and the secondary soil source has also been excavated. 
Based on the most recent groundwater data, which is the result of long-term monitoring, the 
groundwater plume is adequately defined. As previously mentioned, the plume configuration 
has remained the same during the preceding eighteen (18) years of assessment and sampling, 
and overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.  
 

                                           
1  One (1) virgin PCE UST was also removed by AD&F during April 1985. 
2  See letter from Gray B. Stephens, HWS, to Steve Pegg, AD&F, Aug. 17, 1998 (Voluntary Groundwater 

Remediation Program) (commending AD&F and Culligan for “implementing voluntary remediation at the site”).
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1.1.1 DWM 2007 Groundwater Assessment Request 
 
On April 5, 2007, the DWM sent a letter to WASCO LLC (“WASCO”; formerly known as Water 
Applications & Systems Corporation, which is obligated to indemnify Culligan International as to 
certain matters at the Facility) in which the DWM stated that “AD&F must develop” and submit 
a workplan to assess the “areal and vertical extent of the contaminant plume” that is within the 
scope of “releases discovered in 1984 from the two [former USTs] and the spill of 
tetrachloroethylene (PCE) that reportedly occurred in 1971 [sic]” (hereinafter, the “Request”). 
See Letter from Carl Utterback, DWM, to Rodney Huerter, Dir. of Envtl. Affairs, WASCO, April 5, 
2007 (as described below, the spill actually occurred during 1976 (“1976 PCE Spill”)) .  
 
The Request specified that the ultimately submitted workplan must include a groundwater 
assessment plan. The DWM stated that the groundwater assessment plan should include (1) a 
Site Conceptual Model (“SCM”), which should illustrate the groundwater flow direction across 
the site; (2) environmental indicators, which should identify potential liabilities related to offsite 
contamination; and (3) an “investigation of [solid waste management units (SWMU)] . . . 
identified as requiring additional assessment in the [July 29, 2004] RCRA Facility Assessment” 
(“RFA”), and an implementation schedule.  
 
The request also included a “Further Assessment Items” list, which the DWM stated “need to be 
discussed or addressed regarding the overall assessment of the site” (the “Discussion List”). 
The Discussion List identified seven items, including: (1) stating “AD&F must determine how far 
the contamination has migrated in both the vertical and horizontal plane”; (2) stating “AD&F 
should determine the construction and geometry of the drain pipe as well as the integrity of the 
pipe” that was involved in the 1976 PCE Sspill; (3) requiring a RCRA Facility Investigation of the 
dump area that is designated as Solid Waste Management Unit No. 14 (the “Northrop Dump”), 
“as recommended” during the RFA; (4) requiring installation of additional monitoring wells that 
“would detect contamination that may be originating from the [Northrop Dump] and migrating 
toward Beetree Creek”; (5) requesting a description of the current status of the five production 
wells located at the Owens manufacturing facility (“Owens Wells”); (6) requesting additional 
information regarding the Owens Wells, to supplement the information requested in Item No. 6, 
“if available”; and (7) a status report on the “investigation of the unidentified source [north of 
the manufacturing facility].”   
 
1.1.2 July 2007 Groundwater Assessment Workplan 
 
On July 10, 2007, Mineral Springs Environmental PC (MSE) submitted a workplan that 
addressed the groundwater assessment and included, among other items, (1) installation of a 
groundwater monitoring well, and completion of a geophysical survey and soil sampling in the 
Northrop Dump; (2) soil sampling at the location of the former French Drain, and (3) an 
Environmental Indicators Survey (“EIS”), intended to determine the presence of receptors 
within the surrounding area.  
 
The workplan was approved in December 2007 by DWS, which suggested that “all existing 
monitoring wells should be sampled and analyzed for comparison to historical data.” The DWS 
further suggested its interest in learning of “the construction and geometry” of the pipe that 
was related to the 19761 PCE Sspill. The DWS recited language from the RFA which it stated 
may potentially require further sampling in the Northrop Dump area. As explained in this 
document, the workplan was conducted during April 2008 through September 2008.
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1.2 Ownership 
 
The site was originally operated from approximately 1952 until 1962 by Amcel Propulsion, Inc. 
(“Amcel”). Amcel sold the property to Celanese Corporation of America (“Celanese”) during 
March 1962. Celanese, in turn, sold the property to Northrop Carolina, Inc. (“Northrop”; 
affiliated with Northrop Corporation), which also acquired the contiguous property immediately 
north of the Facility. Northrop reportedly used the property as a manufacturing facility for 
pyrotechnics during the 1960s and early 1970s. During June 1971, Northrop sold the property 
upon which the Facility is located to M. Lowenstein & Sons, Inc. (“Lowenstein”), and the 
contiguous property immediately to the north of the Facility to Airtronics—the contiguous 
property is now referred to as the Chemtronics Superfund Site (“Chemtronics Site”), for which 
Northrop is a responsible party, along with Celanese.   
 
Lowenstein, which held a controlling interest in Wamsutta Mills, operated a textile 
manufacturing operation at the Facility until March 3, 1976, when it sold the property to 
Winston Mills, Inc. (“Winston Mills”). At some point after the March 1976 sale, Asheville Dying & 
Finishing (“AD&F”) acquired Winston Mills, and was in turn acquired by McGregor Corporation 
(“McGregor”). McGregor sold the assets of Winston Mills to Anvil Knitwear, Inc. (“Anvil”) on 
December 29, 1994. Anvil operated the Facility as a textiles dyeing and finishing operation. 
Anvil sold the property to Dyna Diggr during December 2007, and the facility is currently vacant 
with the exception of some equipment.   
 
McGregor was a subsidiary of Astrum International Corporation (“Astrum”), as was Culligan 
International (“Culligan”).  Although Culligan neither owned, operated, contributed any material 
or waste whatsoever, and was not otherwise associated with the property, the asset sales 
agreement between McGregor and Anvil provided a guaranty "to the buyers of the sellers' 
obligations" by both Culligan and Astrum. Culligan oversaw the voluntary remediation of the 
PCE matter since approximately the mid 1990s. In accordance with a 2004 Stock Purchase 
Agreement between WASCO and CDRC Holding S.àr.l., WASCO indemnifies CDRC as to certain 
matters associated at the Facility as they relate to specific Culligan obligations. 
 
1.3 Site Use History 
 
During the 1970s, AD&F conducted a double knit manufacturing process (related to the 
production of t-shirts) at the Facility. As part of the process, a solution of tetrachloroethene 
(PCE), also known as ‘perchlorehtene’ was used in a dry cleaning process. Two underground 
storage tanks were used at the Facility, one to store the raw PCE and the other to store used 
PCE, which was disposed offsite. The area where the dry cleaning activities took place was in 
the central portion of the manufacturing facility. The tanks were closed by removal in 1985 and 
soil sampling conducted beneath the tank locations indicated the presence of PCE and other 
related compounds. Of note; samples collected in 1984 from production wells located on the 
Charles Owen facility and south of the Facility, revealed the presence of chlorinated solvents. 
The presence of these solvents was ultimately referenced back to the AD&F operation. These 
wells—the Owens Wells— are no long in use. 
 
On August 12, 1976 a reported spill consisting of “50 gallons of 10% solution of [PCE] . . . and 
200 gallons of essentially 100% solution” of PCE occurred within the manufacturing building of 
the AD&F facility. See N.C. Dept. of Natural & Economic Resources, Report of Investigation: 
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Beetree Creek/Swannanoa River Fish Kill, Aug. 1976, at 4 (attached to Memorandum from M.W. 
Puette, Enforcement Administrator, N.C. Div. of Envtl. Mgmt., to L.P. Benton, Jr., Chief, Water 
Quality Section, Oct. 18, 1976) (“1976 DNER Report”). The spilled material entered floor drains 
which subsequently discharged to an eight inch French drain located south and along the 
manufacturing facility. The drain ultimately discharged to Bee Tree Creek located to the east of 
the facility. Based on this occurrence, a small amount of dry cleaning solution entered Bee Tree 
Creek. The residual material was subsequently remediated. 
 
It is our understanding as part of an investigation associated with the Chemtronics Site, 
representatives of Northrop acknowledged the Northrop Dump.  In 1985 the Northrop Dump 
area was subsequently investigated by the North Carolina Health Section. Mr. Grover Nicholson 
concluded that the site was not an immediate hazard to the environment and the dump site 
might best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics remedial action. 
 
2 ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 
 
2.1 Geologic and Hydrogeologic 
 
2.1.1 Regional Geology 
 
The Town of Swannanoa and Buncombe County are located within the Blue Ridge 
Physiographic province. The region is characterized by varied topography ranging from 
moderately broad valleys adjoining subdued hills to highly dissected rugged mountains. 
Elevations range from less than 1, 500 feet to more than 5,900 feet above mean sea level. 
 
Tributaries to one major river basin drain the region. The Swannanoa River flows westward into 
the French Broad River of the Tennessee River Basin. Streams exhibit moderate slopes and 
drainage is generally good. The region is underlain by a variety of metamorphic rocks, although 
meta-graywacke and muscovite biotite schist is predominate in Buncombe County according to 
information from the Geologic Map of North Carolina (1985). Greater detail is available from the 
Geologic Map of the Oteen Quadrangle, North Carolina (1972) which describes the bedrock in 
the Bee Tree Creek Valley as a garnetiferous Mica-Schist. Structurally, the rocks are generally 
oriented northeastward; however, considerable variations occur. 
 
Bedrock in the region is overlain by some combination of topsoil, alluvial deposits and saprolite. 
Nevertheless, saprolite derived from the in-situ weathering of bedrock, is the predominant 
overburden material in the region. The saprolite typically ranges in thickness from a few inches 
to more than 100 feet in areas of subdued relief. 
 
2.1.2 Site Geology  
 
The facility is situated in a relatively broad stream valley at an elevation approximately 2,200 
feet above sea level. Surface drainage from the site is to the southeast toward Bee Tree Creek 
and the Swannanoa River. Bee Tree Creek is located approximately 1,000 feet east of the 
facility and the Swannanoa River is approximately 1,900 feet south of the site. 
 
Based on a geologic cross section (prepared by Aquaterra (see Appendix A)) of the site and 
properties to the south, the site is underlain by a series of saprolite with areas of alluvium and 
fill material, weathered rock and bedrock. The saprolite is comprised of silty sand and sandy silt. 
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The saprolite ranges in thickness from 30 to 45 feet below land surface (BLS). Alluvial material 
is interspersed in areas of the site in the form of cobble zones. Underlying the saprolite 
specifically on the site is a zone of highly weathered rock. The weathered rock is not as 
prevalent in offsite borings. The weathered rock ranges in thickness from 10 to 25 feet thick. 
Below the weathered rock is a fractured mica schist. The bedrock extends to depths of 600 feet 
BLS.   
 
2.1.3 Hydrogeology 
 
2.1.3.1 Regional Hydrogeology 
 
The climate in Buncombe County is considered temperate. The approximate average annual 
precipitation is between 39 inches and 56 inches per year, most of which is in the form of rain 
(Trapp, 1970). Bee Tree Creek runs adjacent to the site and drains into the Swannanoa River, 
which flows westward to the French Broad River. The French Broad River lies within the 
Tennessee River Drainage Basin. 
 
Hydrogeologic units have been defined on the basis of rock type (e.g., muscovite-schist and 
igneous intrusives) (Daniel 1987). Many of the hydrogeologic units in Buncombe County owe 
their porosity and permeability to secondary structures such as fractures, joints and solution 
cavities. Well yields in Buncombe County range from 3 to 20 gallons per minute, with some 
yields reportedly as high as 60 gallons per minute (Trapp, 1970). In general, wells screened in 
bedrock have greater yields than those screened in the overlying unconsolidated sediments. 
 
2.1.3.2 Site Specific Hydrogeology 
 
There are two distinct hydrogeologic units beneath the site. These two hydrogeolic units consist 
of the unconsolidated saprolite, weathered bedrock/fractured bedrock. These units are 
interconnected and exhibit their own unique hydrogeologic characteristics. 
 
A shallow aquifer lies within the unconsolidated saprolite to a depth of 30 to 45 feet BLS. Depth 
to water in this unconfined aquifer has ranged from 7.60 (MW-2s) to 19.67 (MW-7s) feet BLS 
during the July 21, 2008 groundwater sampling event.  The depth to water level for the off site 
unconfined aquifer ranged from 4.20 (MW-16s) and 12.71 (MW-18s). Regarding the weathered 
rock/bedrock, depth to water level ranged from 3.31 (MW-17d) to 27.84 (MW-6d).  
 
Groundwater beneath the site has historically shown to be flowing in a southeasterly direction 
in response to a hydraulic gradient of approximately 0.02 feet per foot (see Drawings 2-4). 
Based on the water levels for shallow and deep wells across the area of the groundwater 
contaminant plume, a downward groundwater flow occurs onsite and an upward groundwater 
flow occurs offsite near the Swannanoa River. Hydraulic conductivity values across the site vary 
between .00036 to .000048 centimeters per second. The groundwater seepage velocity across 
the site has been determined to be approximately 70 feet per year. Based on data obtained 
from a pumping test conducted in 1993, transmissivity (T) values for onsite shallow wells 
ranged from 1,790 to 13,160 gallons per day per foot (g/d/ft). The values for storativity (S) 
ranged from 2.613E-3 to 4.71E-2. In the intermediate wells, the values of T ranged from 540 to 
7,330 g/d/ft and the values for S ranged from 8.00E-4 to 4.51E-2. The deep well values ranged 
from 920 to 9,335 g/d/ft and S ranged from 6.86E-4 to 4.5E-3.  
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2.2 Surface Water 
 
Bee Tree Creek is the eastern most property boundary for the AD&F facility. The creek is 
classified as a C stream by the North Carolina Surface Water Section in the area adjacent to the 
AD&F facility. Bee Tree Creek discharges to two ponds located on the property to the south. It 
is or understanding, the ponds are used for makeup water in the Charles Owen manufacturing 
facility. In addition the ponds are used for recreational purposes. One of the ponds discharges 
to the Swannanoa River. The Swannanoa River subsequently discharges to the French Broad 
River and is classified as a C stream.  The stream is a fast flowing stream with steep banks.  
The river is approximately 200 feet wide. 
 
 
2.3 Water Supply 
 
A large percentage of the surrounding properties obtain their source of drinking water from the 
City of Asheville’s water supply. The subject site and adjacent properties to the north, east and 
west are also connected to the City’s water supply. The Charles Owen manufacturing facility 
and Charles Owen Recreational Park located to the south also are connected to the City water 
supply. In addition, properties along Warren Wilson College Road have access to the City water 
supply and appear to be connected. However, two former drinking water wells were identified 
to the west of the site. These wells are currently used for irrigational purposes. 
 
MSE performed a water search of properties located across the Swannanoa River. Using a 1500 
foot radius at a location just south of the river, a reconnaissance was conducted. This location 
was selected based on the fact the contaminant plume has been identified at a location north of 
the river. During the survey several drinking water wells were identified on the south side of the 
Swannanoa River. A total of seven wells were identified and are primarily greater than 1,000 
feet from the river. One well was identified at a relatively new residence located at Riparian 
Way and directly across the river from the Charles Owen facility. Based on observations during 
the survey residences located on the western section of Davidson Road, certain residences are 
connected to City water based on the presence of water meters. The waterlines appear to run 
along New Salem Road. The waterlines are not present along Davidson east of Linn Garden 
Lane. Drawing 5 shows the drinking water well locations and Table 1 summarizes the water 
usage. 
 
 
3 Site Assessment Activities 

3.1 Site Assessment and Remediation

Since 1988 a total of 40 monitoring wells have been installed at the site to assess the 
groundwater quality (see Drawing 6). These wells have been installed through seven phases of 
groundwater assessment programs. In addition, approximately 18 years of periodic sampling 
has been performed across the site. Since 1998, an onsite voluntary remediation system has 
been in operation and was designed to reduce the source of groundwater impact. During the 
assessment program the only contaminants identified have been PCE and the breakdown 
compounds cis1,2 dichloroethene and trichloroethene. One other compound, dichloropropane 
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has also been detected consistently throughout the sampling events. This compound is a tracer 
associated with PCE product. 
 
Historically, the PCE plume has been identified to be present in a narrow lenticular shaped 
plume and originates from two distinct locations. These locations are an unknown source 
located north of the facility and defined by well cluster MW-4 and the former UST area defined 
as the hazardous waste management unit. The plumes appear to have commingled. The 
presence of chlorinated solvents has been identified in the unconsolidated soil, weathered rock 
interface and the fractured bedrock.  
 
In the shallow unconsolidated soil PCE concentrations obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, 
a small area centered around MW-6s exhibited concentration in excess of 100 parts per billion 
(ppb). The area of this impact measures approximately 170 feet wide by 360 feet long and is 
onsite. The remaining shallow wells exhibit concentrations of PCE between 47.4 (MW-14s) and 
1.47 (MW-4s) (see Drawing 7).  The total shallow plume dimensions are approximately 624 feet 
wide by 1,840 feet wide. The down gradient extent of the plume appears to be defined by the 
two recreational ponds.    
 
Based on the groundwater obtained in October 2007 and April 2008, the intermediate 
groundwater PCE plume exhibits dimensions of 435 feet wide by 1,920 feet long (see Drawing 
8). The PCE concentrations range from a high of 265 ppb in OW-2i to a low of 11.4 ppb (MW-
5i). Again as with the shallow plume the highest concentrations are located on the subject site. 
Regarding the deep PCE, impact was only detected in MW-6d and MW-20d at concentrations of 
0.77 ppb and 17.8 ppb during the October 2007 sampling event (see Drawing 9). Both these 
wells are located on the AD&F property. Only 1,2 dichloropropane—a compound that is not a 
biodegradation derivative of PCE/TCE, which is the express scope of the Request—was detected 
in offsite wells at a concentration exceeding it’s cleanup standard. The compound was detected 
at 1.99 ppb in monitoring well MW-14d.  
  
3.2 Solid Waste Management Unit Assessment

3.2.1 Northrop Dump 

The results of the activities related to the Northrop Dump indicate there is no significant change 
from information contained within the N.C. Dept. of Human Resources, Div. of Health 
Service's (“DOH”) April 3, 1986 Site Investigation Report, which was submitted to Ms. Denise 
Bland, the EPA’s North Carolina CERCLA Project Officer (“1986 Health Services Report”). That 
report detailed observations and findings of the DOH’s May 1985 site inspection, and stated the 
Northrop Dump is “not presently a contamination threat to surrounding surface water and 
groundwater.” 
 
Due to the overgrown condition of the Northrop Dump, the following scope of work was 
performed; 
 

Removed the ground cover from on top of the landfill; 
Performed surface geophysical survey (attempt to locate potential subsurface 
anomalies);  
Conducted general profiling & sampling of areas identified as anomalies, as appropriate. 
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3.2.1.1 Geophysical Survey 
 
Prior to performing any sampling / profiling activities, the ground cover and small trees were  
cleared using a bush hog cutting device attached to a tractor and other manual devices. This 
provided an open area to perform the geophysical survey. The geophysical investigation was 
performed to delineate the approximate footprint of the landfill area and to locate areas 
containing geophysical anomalies.  
 
Geophysical Survey Investigations, PLLC (GSI), conducted the geophysical survey across the 
Northrop Dump. The geophysical investigation consisted of conducting an electromagnetic 
(EM31) ground conductivity survey and metal detection (EM-61) survey. Prior to data 
acquisition, GSI established a 20-foot by 20-foot survey grid across the geophysical area using 
measuring tapes, pin flags, and marking paint. The grid measured approximately 280 feet wide 
by 260 feet long. Geophysical data points and cultural features such as roads, buildings, utility 
poles, etc., were referenced using this survey grid coordinate system. 
 
EM31 apparent ground conductivity and in-phase (metal detection) (EM-61) data was 
simultaneously collected at approximately 5-foot intervals along survey lines spaced 10 feet 
apart. The survey lines were oriented approximately perpendicular to the known axis of the 
landfill. 
 
The EM31 and EM-61 instrument is able to detect subsurface anomalies to a maximum depth of 
approximately 15 feet and eight feet respectively. The data was digitally collected and 
downloaded to a field computer and processed into color, contoured conductivity and in-phase 
maps. Although the results will not provide thickness or depth of debris information, the results 
should delineate the perimeters of areas containing subsurface anomalies. 
 
The Geophysical Investigation report is attached as Appendix B. The EM-31 and EM-61 surveys 
provided reliable results in delineating the perimeter of buried metallic waste and areas 
containing significant or large metal objects. The report further indicates that the metallic waste 
is centered near grid coordinates X=130,Y=130 and comprises an area of approximately 19,500 
square feet. The highest amplitude anomalies are likely areas containing large buried metal 
objects or areas containing the highest concentration of metal objects or debris (such as grid 
coordinates X=87 Y=160; X=100 Y=113; X=150 Y=105; and X=208 Y=102). In addition, the 
EM-31 data was influenced by the large concentration of metallic surface metallic material. 
Appendix B Figures 4 thru 6 show the results of the geophysical survey.  
 
3.2.1.2 Northrop Dump Profiling and Soil Sampling 
 
Based on the results of the geophysical survey, steps were taken to perform evaluative 
investigatory activities. Between March 31, 2008 and April 4, 2008, a total of 17 grid locations 
were evaluated employing a “surgical” sampling technique (e.g., lifts not exceeding six inches). 
The evaluation locations are shown on Drawing 10. A brief description of the material identified 
in each location is presented below.  Photographs of the investigation are contained in Appendix 
C. 
 
Grid Location 70/170 Native soil and rocks with a few pieces of metal (angle iron) were 

encountered. Groundwater encountered around 4.5 feet. 
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Grid Location 80/200 Some native soil mixed with concrete block. Approximately 18 
inches below surface a green powder was encountered. 

 
Grid Location 100/230 Native soil mixed with rebar, angle iron with concrete blocks 

mixed with wire, plastic and bottles.  
 
Grid Location 130/180 Native soil, two drums lying flat in the location, metal, plastic wire 

rebar and block were also encountered.  
 
Grid Location150/150 Block, metal, rebar, rocks and native soil was found in this 

location. Two types of solid material were observed. One material 
was red and the second was white in color. 

 
Grid Location 180/110 Metal, plastic paint cans blue green paint. White ash powder, Tire, 

metal and some soil. 55 gallon drums were present in the 
location, likely containerized general plant refuse and debris. 

 
Grid Location 170/100 Several drums observed; variously marked “Naval Ammunitions 

(Crane Indiana)” “Class B Poison” and “Di Nitro Toluene.”  
 
Grid Location 60/95 Corrugated metal pipe, small drum, and black plastic, red murky 

water.  
 
Grid Location 105/105 Numerous 55 gallon size drums with larger outer rims, concrete 

and rebar. 
 
Grid Location 110/155 Yellow type solid material, concrete, rebar and drums. 
 
Grid Location 120/90 55 gallon drums with material in them, strong odor. 
 
Grid Location 130/75 15 to 20 lids indicated Sodium Nitrate, blocks were present in the 

location along with red dye material. 
 
Grid Location 150/75 Large concentration of 55 gallon drums with labels indicating Di 

Nitro Toluene. Other labels indicate mixture tech blend-m, Lot 9 
645 Dr, 78, 95, 550. 

 
Grid Location 150/110 55 gallon drums identified with placards “Do Not Drop” and Di 

Nitro Toluene labeling were present in the location. 
 
In addition to the above, several containers labeled “magnesium atomized potassium” were also 
present and interspersed through the areas. In addition, areas of diffused metal were present in 
some of the sampling areas.  
 
A total of 13 representative soil samples were collected from various points in the Northrop 
Dump area and analyzed for the presence of chemicals of concern. The sampling locations were 
labeled according to the grid spacing designation. The soil and water samples are comprised of 
grab samples from the sampling areas. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and 
summarized in Table 2 (Table 1 provides the results as well as the North Carolina Soil Screening 
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Levels as provided in the “Guidelines for Establishing Remediation Goals at RCRA Hazardous 
Waste Sites”). The compounds detected are typically associated with heavy petroleum or 
cutting oils. Several metal compounds were also detected in samples collected from the 
excavated trenched. The primary metal compounds detected consisted of chromium, lead, 
magnesium, nickel and zinc.   
 
Based on our review of the data, the results suggest that the primary material disposed within 
the Northrop Dump represents a combination of byproduct of a metal cutting operation and 
suspected containerized general plant refuse and debris. Inorganic metal compounds, heavy oil 
and minor chlorinated solvents are typical compounds associated with metal cutting activities. 
Labels and markings that were observable on the partially buried drums in the Northrop Dump 
area indicate the original contents may have been used as accelerants to propel the flares or 
allow a reaction, which is consistent the manufacturing of roadway and or military flares that 
was historically conducted by Northrop. It is likely that the observed drums were emptied as 
part of Northrop’s manufacturing processes and then used for disposal of other waste.  
 
McGregor entities historically indicated that they did not contribute to the Northrop Dump, and 
initiated communications with Northrop to communicate its liability for all investigative and 
remedial actions that may be required, and sought Northrop’s voluntary cooperation. In 
addition, several communications from regulatory agency representatives reflect the 
observation that Northrop is wholly and properly the responsible party for any future actions 
associated with the Northrop Dump—in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, this 
verbiage is contained within the RFA, and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated 
that, because any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably “originated with Northrop Carolina,” 
any future required action would “best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics . . . 
[CERCLA] remedial action.”  The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is in accord 
with the previous regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability 
being properly associated with Northrop. 

3.2.1.3 Groundwater Assessment Program  
 
A single shallow groundwater monitoring well MW-24s was installed at a point between the 
Northrop Dump and Bee Tree Creek (see Drawing 6). The well was constructed of Schedule 40 
PVC and was equipped with 15 feet of 0.010 slotted well screen. The well was installed to a 
total depth of 21 feet. Once the well was installed and properly developed, a groundwater 
sample was obtained and analyzed for the presence of VOCs, SVOCs and inorganic compounds.  
In addition, previously installed monitoring wells MW-22s and MW-23s were also sampled for 
the presence of the above mentioned compounds. 
 
No compounds were present in the sample from MW-24s, which was installed down-gradient 
from the Northrop Dump, between it and Beetree Creek. In fact, only the groundwater sample 
obtained from monitoring well MW-22s—which is upgradient of the Northrop Dump—indicated 
the presence of compounds above the North Carolina Groundwater Quality Standard. Four 
inorganic compounds, chromium, lead, nickel and selenium were detected. No other compounds 
were detected in any of the wells. The analytical results are contained in Appendix D and 
summarized in Table 3.  
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3.3  Scope of Work for French Drain 
 
The French Drain is an eight inch slotted pipe that runs the entire length of the building and 
discharges to the City of Asheville sewer system. The drain was installed at the time the 
building was constructed as a mechanism to divert water to prevent the building from flooding. 
The depth of the drain is approximately five to 15 feet below ground surface. The exact 
construction is unknown, although it is believed that the slotted section, as with typical French 
Drain construction, was limited to the area of the building, and was connected to solid piping 
from that point. While the piping system allowed discharge to Beetree Creek during 1976, the 
Winston Mills managers believe the line was attached to the sewer piping that fed to the local 
wastewater treatment plant. See 1986 Health Services Report. As part of its 1976 investigation, 
the DNER’s Water Quality Section reviewed Facility plans that showed “plant sewerlines [sic] 
and their relation to the corrugated surface and groundwater drainage pipe.” See 1976 DNER 
Report at 2. At some point prior to 2004, the line that formerly discharged to Beetree Creek was 
“capped . . . [and] joined to the facility’s POTW sewerage line. See RFA, at 36. The location of 
the French drain is shown in Drawing 6. 
 
As part of the 2008 assessment, a single soil sample was collected at the point where the 
French Drain terminated at the time of the original incident, or as close as possible (down-
gradient).  The sample was collected at the sewer discharge point and is shown on Drawing 7, 
and the analytical results are contained in Appendix E. This sample was analyzed for the 
presence of VOCs according to SW-846 Method 8260. No VOCs were detected in the sample at 
concentrations above the laboratory practical quantitation limits.  
 
 
4 CONCLUSION 
 
The Facility has been subjected to eighteen (18) years of continuous assessment and sampling in 
connection with PCE.  During this time, the plume configuration has remained the same, while the 
overall groundwater concentrations have decreased.  The substantial risk that further assessment 
activities will create ‘conduits’, which will (1) allow vertical / cross-zone migration, and (2) abrogate 
the positive results achieved to date, indicates the detriments associated with ‘chasing’ an 
additional part per billion.   
 
The ongoing remediation and contaminant source reduction at the Facility has proven to be, and 
remains, effective.  Accordingly, we believe no benefit will result from further vertical or horizontal 
assessment.  The risks in performing additional assessment activities—which, as explained above, 
may likely exacerbate the situation by inducing migration—are sufficiently strong to warrant 
caution and restraint.  No additional data to support identification of contributory sources or further 
delineation of the existing groundwater will be derived from continued investigative efforts. 
 
Regarding the Northrop Dump area, rusted drums were identified and extremely minor impact to 
the soil was identified. This is consistent with the historical record, most notably the verbiage of 
the 1986 Health Services Report. Several communications from regulatory agency representatives 
reflect the observation that Northrop is the responsible party for any situation associated with the 
Northrop Dump area—in addition to the 1986 Health Services Report, language to this effect is 
included in both the RFA and the Request. The 1986 Health Services Report stated that, because 
any wastes in the Northrop Dump arguably “originated with Northrop Carolina,” any future 
required action would “best be handled by including it in the Chemtronics . . . [CERCLA] remedial 
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action.”  The 2008 Geophysical Survey of the Northrop Dump is consistent with the previous 
regulatory agency representations as to both its origins and resulting liability being properly 
associated with Northrop.   
 
 
5 SUBMITTAL 
 
The opinions and procedures outlined in this workplan report are applicable only on the specific 
portions of the site addressed and described. The opinions are based on the data specified using 
the methods described. This report is for the sole use of WASCO LLC, and is to be used in its 
entirety. Use by other parties will be at their sole risk and without liability to Mineral Springs 
Environmental PC. 
 
Prepared By: 
 
Mineral Springs Environmental 
 
 
 
Kirk B. Pollard, L.G. 
President  
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Exhibit L-41 
2008-10-29 to 2008-12-10- Email chain 

between Kirk Pollard and Rodney Huerter 
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• 

From: K Pollan:! Mjneral Springs Enyjronmenta! 
Huerter Rodney To: 

Subject: Fw: Assessment Report 
Date: Wednesday, December 10, 2008 3:41:01 PM 

Hey Rodney I sent this on December 4, 2008. Sorry you didn't get it. 
----- Original Message -----
~~]K!1'Q1faramfln§r~1i$i;}llQ9s~jg]frtfmfil~ntaf:;'.·r·· .~•1112+ 
To: Huerter Rodney 
Sent: Thursday, December 04, 2008 6:42 AM 
Subject: Re: Assessment Report 

Hey Rodney: d calculated the invoice last night for November work and the total is $8, 105.93. The total 
invoice for December work should not exceed $3,000.00. Regarding 2009 work normal O&M, sampling 
and reporting should be between $65,000 and $75,000. An additional $5,000 to $7,500 should be 
included to cover unknown items associated with the remediation equipment. These are budget 
numbers only. This does not include items required or requested due to Hazardous Waste involvement 
(ie dump, french drain etc.). Hope this helps. Kirk 

----- Original Message -----

~011J·t•f:Iy§]'eE'.R01Cjffiiy~: .. :if E.'J:n~mJ111: Mlll::·lf·l'.iiij,f:~[· ,,IT:J•ll:&:,~, ""'"'''····d±·x ...... . 
. To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 3:51 PM 
Subject: RE: Assessment Report 

well, let's hope it stays that way--no reason whatsoever to approach her about it. Tomorrow will be 
fine for the forecast. 

R 

From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wed 12/3/2008 2:38 PM . 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Re: Assessment Report 

Rodney: Have not heard a word from Mary. Regarding cost I can give you a forecast by tommorrow. 
Kirk 

----- Original Message -----
f~gr!J~rt~d@Y?}:J.;;;J.·,.&•l:l(mi}•~+· ···s1:1(J-~Jlft; .?fF'B,;E::Jl[•.:~;;;~a.·;· 
To: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental 
Sent: Wednesday, December 03, 2008 3:21 PM 
Subject: RE: Assessment Report 

Kirk: I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. Have you heard anything back from Mary re the 
Assessment Report? 

Also.:we have year-end closing and FY2009 forecasting upon us. Any chance that you can tell m~ 
what we should expectfor: _ 

• .total amounts to be invoiced during December 2008 (as opposed to invoicing for December 
2008), and 

• anticipated amounts to be invoiced for 2009 ,,» 
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From: K. Pollard Mineral Springs Environmental [mailto:kpollard@nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wed 10/29/2008 8: 53 AM 
To: Huerter, Rodney 
Subject: Assessment Report 

Hey Rodney: I made just two simple changes to the report on pages 10 and 11. Regarding the soil 
sample for the french drain. Acetone, was detected. However is a lab relic. So.I clarified this in the 
text. My changes are in green. Kirk 
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Respondent’s Exhibit M 
2004-11-02 to 2013-08-01 – Invoices from 

Minerals Springs Environmental, P.C. 
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m1NERAL 
• SPRINGS 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

• 

environmental, p.c. 

INVOICE 
June 4, 2007 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-35 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77032 
Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Staff Level Professional II 10.00 $ 65.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 567 miles x 0.65 
Supplies 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 

Consultant 
Laboratory 

Task 05000 Project Management 
Senior Level Professiona I I 
Senior Lever Professional II 
Mileage - 508 miles x 0.65 

, . 
Envfronmental Legacy Matter. 

Agreement an file wHh WmA 
Dfrecfor of Environmental Affofrs. 

Thank you for your business! 

Hours 
12.00 
4.00 

Rate 
$90.QO. 
$100.00 

Amount 
$650.00 

$368.55 
$413.56 

$1,840.00 

Amount 
$1,080.00 
$400.00 
$330.20 

$5,082.31 

~(c-s o 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 
July 2, 2007 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-36 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77032 
Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Staff Level Professional II 10.00 $ 65.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 539 miles x 0.65 

Task 05000 Project Management 
Senior Level Professional I 
Senior Level Professional II 

Hours 
.. - 18.00 

3.00 

Rate 
$90.00 
$100.00 

Task 06000 Quarterly and Semi- Annual Report Preparation 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Senior Level Professional I 8.00 $90.00 
CADD 2.00 $45.00 
Word Processing 3.00 $35.00 

Amount 
$650.00 

$350.35 

Amount 
$1,620.00 
$300.00 

Amount 
$720.00 
$90.00 
$105.00 

Total Invoice: $3,835.35 

Environmental Legacy ·Matter. 
Agreement on File with WJNA 

Df recfor of Envfronmenfal Affafrs. 

Thank you for rour business! 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt 

996 
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m1NERAL 
• SPRINGS 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

• 

environmental, p.c. 

INVOICE 
August 2, 2007 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-37 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77032 
Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Staff Level Professional II 10.00 $ 65.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 572 miles x 0.65 
Supplies - 234.42 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Project level Professional I 13.00 $75.00 

Unit Billing 
Water level probe - $10.00/day x 1 days 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 4 bailers 
Gloves - $18.00/box X 1 box 
Pumps - $160.00/day X 1 day 
Tubing - $26.00/box X 6 boxes 

Task 05000 Project Management 
Senior Level Professional II 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on File with WINA 

Director of Environmental Affairs. 
Thank you for vour business! 

Hours 
5.00 

Rate 
$90.00 

Amount 
$650.00 

$371.80 
$234.42 

Amount 
$975.00 

$10.00 
$80.00 
$18.00 
$160.00 
$156.00. 

Amount 
$450.00 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-20 35 

q '1130 ~ 2fl f1/t · cf<( 121 Z :?C(»3 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 
November 4, 2007 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123·40 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
14950 Heathrow Forest Parkway, Suite 200 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 
Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 
Staff Level Professional II 10.00 $ 65.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 782 miles x 0.65 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Professional Personnel Hours Rate 

Staff level Professional I 
Project level Professional I 

Reimbursable Expenses 

44.00 
37.00 

Supplies (ice, tubing, gloves, baggies) 
Bushhog Rental 
Hotel 
Meals 

Unit Billing 
Pumps - $160.00/day x 4 days 
Water level probe - $10.00/day x 4 days 
Ph Meter $20.00/day x 4 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 10 
Mileage - 590 miles x 0.65 

Thank you for your business! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

Envlronmental legacy Matter. 

$65.00 
$75.00 

Total Invoice: 

Rodney uerter 

Amount 
$650.00 

$508.30 

Amount 

$2,860.00 
$2,775.00 

$350.00 
$258.75 
$601.13 
$307.18 

$640.00 
$40.00 
$80.00 
$200.00 
$383.50 

$9,653.86 

Agreement on Fite with WINA · 
Df rector of £nvfronmentot Affairs. 998 q 1 ~30· ZJZ.$~£,/fl( 1'4{ Z JO~ J 

• 

• 
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(~ 
~~:j .. Progress Energy NOVEMBER 21, 2008 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

Billing 
.rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
information 

• 

•• 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 28 Days 

Basic customer charge 12.00 

Energy charge 750 kwh x $0.10172 76.2900 

1,250 kwh x $0.08454 105.6750 

6,680 kwh x $0.07987 533.5316 

Three phas~ service charge 9.00 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RO • 28 Days 
High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting · 1 Light x $23.54 23.54 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 D.ays 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

Area lighting 3 Lights x $14.82 44.46 

3% North Carolina sales tax 31.45 

Current month Time-of-Use Loss for meter TE0949: $ 110.77, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve n:ionth Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 460.11 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 12115/2008. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

Progress Energy will be. closed on November 27 and 28, 2008. General business may be conducted 
durJng this time by visiting our website at www.progress-energy.com. If you are calling to report an 
outage or any other technical problems with your electric service, please call our dedicated outage line 
at 1-800-419-6356. Happy Thanksgiving from our family to each of yours . 
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mrNERAL 
SPRINGS 

envfronmr.ntal, p.<:. 4600 Mineral $prings Laf'te• Raleigh, NC 2761.6 • 919.251.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

' 
Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Directer of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World HouSt:on ParkWay, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project;: Forme.r Ashevme 1>yein.g ii11d Finishing FacUity 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 

:Ja11uary 41 2010 
Projeq.No: 123 
Ibvoic::e No: 123-66 

Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate Amount. 
$520.00 
$185.25 

$1,953;62 

Shannon Davis: Staff level Professional I 12/29/09 SiOU $65.{)0 
Mileage -285 miles x0.65 
Electric&ill 

EnVironmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on Rte wllh WINA 

Director of Environmenfal Affalm. 

Thank rou /or your business! 

Total Invoic:e~: 

1014 

$2,658.87 • 
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-~ Progress Energy JANUARY 26, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

8,900 

6,675 

4,450 

2,225 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

0 

For your 
information 

Jan 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Jan 24 

Dec 22 
[]ill '~~ '"'' ""' Meter constant X 

kWh usage ~~!II ~~ :I~ ~r! ~~ I ~ Days in period 33 Average kWh per day 
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan 

Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 33 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 33 Days 

750 kwh 

1,250 kwh 

6,820 kwh 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

X 

X 

X 

Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 33 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

$0.10590 

$0.08872 

$0.08405 

$24.49 

$15.36 

T76037 
93900 
93459 

0 
8820 

267 

19.80 

12.00 

79.4250 

110.9000 

573.2210 

9.00 

-11.2014 

24.49 

46.08 

-0.28 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 529.52, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 3,274.50 

This bill is subject to a 1% per month late payment charge after 02/21/2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 
March 2, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-80 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 2/15/11 12.0 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
MReage - 561 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 
Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

Environmental legacy Matter. 
Agreement on file with WINA 

Director of Environmental Affairs. 

Total Invoice: 

Thank you for vour business/ 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

---·-·-----------------103Q_ 

Amount 
$900.00 

$364.65 
$1,735.44 
$678.71 

$1,552.50 

$5,231.30 

EIN# 34-2029635 

·······-··-·········-----

• 

• 
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·~ ,Progress Energy 

• 0017613 Ol AT 0.354 011 **AUTO **R005 
I Ml 11 I lnll111 l1l11l•1l • •ui 1111111 I hi lllJ l11ll lilll •tlhlll1I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

CID KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-88f4 

kWh Usage History 
19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

0 ~~lL!JiliiU:i:>:Llill!il..=L.lfill~LJE~'-=1'--'"""Ullllll~ 
Aug Oct Dec Feb 

Customer Bill 
·j}o st~CJ 

page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,735.44 

Current charges past due after Mara 

Thank you for your payment Feb 8 $2,077.54 

- Usage period Jan 24 - Feb 21 

This bill was mailed on February 22, 2011 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Feb 21 41668 

Jan 24 41058 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 15250 

Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 545 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Feb 11 at 7:15 am 25.75 

Off-peak KW Feb 11 at 5:45 am 25.75 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 28 Days 

-:r (j ~ # /;;L 3 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 5,700 kwh x $0.05664 

•• Off-peak KWH 9,550 kwh x $0.04461 

25.75 kw x . $7.48000 On-peak KW 
DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

Please detach here. Turn over ror helpfUI phone numbers and customer service tips. 
.: .:." -· -- ·.: . ~ :. ~ . -. ._ ' - - - . - - - - - - - - _. - - - - ·- - .. - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Return portion lf your mailing address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due 

21.00 

322.8480 

426.0255 

192.6100 

-19.3675 

$1,735.44 

Current charaes oast due after Mara 
Make checks payable 
and return to: 

Ol7613 0 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

01 

'.~~~=~-~~21M __________________ ?_ 85459~~16 84_~: -~=~-- ~~-3.Df 0~ 0-~·~·~ 1.~.~ 544··· .~ ~ ~~,?~~ 4 4_ ~-~ ,t; ~~~~-~:-~~---~ 
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·~ ;Progress Energy FEBRUARY 22, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING. 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

kWh Usage History Usage 
8,900 

:::~ '-""'1 ..... · """'--="-"'"'-'<=LI=oLI~=->..IL!!!!i.LI"""-'='-'"""-'...__ 
Meter number 

Readings: Feb 21 
Jan 24 

Meter constant 

kWh usage 

Days in period 28 

Actual kW Demand 

T76037 
94262 
93900 

x 20 
7240 

Average kWh per day 259 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
information 

Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 28 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

OS MIEE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 Days : 

750 kwh x 
1,250 kwh x 
5,240' kwh x 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

$0.10590 

$0.08872 

$0.08405 

$24.49 

Area lighting 3 Lights x $15.36 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

REPS Adjustment 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

19.40 

12.00 

79.4250 

110.9000 

440.4220 

9.00 

-9.1948 

24.49 

46.08 

-0.28 

28.93 

50.55 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 362.50, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 3,492.04 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month fate payment charge after 03/18/2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of · 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

From April 1-September 30, time-of-use off-peak hours are 10pm-10am, Monday-Friday. Off-peak days 
are weekends and these holidays: Good Friday, Memorial Day, July 4th and Labor Day. When one of the 
above holidays falls on a Saturday, the Friday before the Holiday will be considered off-peak; when the 
holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered off-peak. 

1032 ................ 

• 

• 
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• 

• 

• 

mrNERAL 
SPRINGS 

cnvimnme(ltai.. l»C; 

INVOICE 

Mr, Rodney Huetter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corpora.tiotf 
476QWorld Housl:on P<ll'kway, Suite 100 
Houst:on, Texas 77032 

Proj~ct: Former As'1evilfe Dyeing and fini$1ling Facllit;y 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M'Program 
Jlirofessionat Per5onnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional l 3/28/11 12.0 
ReimburSable EXPE?nses 
Mileage.- 561 miles xb.65 
Electric Bill 

Aprils, 2011 
Project No: 123 
tnvoice No; 123-Sl 

Rate 
$75.(,)0 

Amount 
$900.00 

$364.65 
$907.2~ 

To~I Invoi~: $:!,171.88 

Environmental Mottet 
l.greamenl.M He \Vfth WM 

l)frector of EnvirOnmentaI Aff(J!f$. 

Ttu111k you l'orfourbuSiness! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

1033 

EIN# 34-2029635 
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~ Progress Energy 
ros-red 

Customer Bill page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

0019452 01 AT 0.354 OU **AlJl'O **R005 Total due $907.23 

Current charges past due after Apr B 11'1•1 ·h'·' il"I• h"•h111.tll'H1l• 1'1l l11 lll 1
'• 11111 1111"1 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA Thank you for your payment Mar 7 $1,735.44 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS·LN Usage period Feb 21 - Mar 23 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 This bill was mailed on March 25, 2011 

kWh Usage History 
19,700 

14,775 :i~ ~i 
9,a5o :j~ l~j L 
4,925 ]1: ~i ;~~ .·.·. 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Mar 23 

Feb 21 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

x 

TE0949 
41824 -
41668 

25 

o w.:.:;~:"-=~m"-""'::~~gl..=.....,..'-""'L=.lu=l-""'!I'-"""'-'=' ........ ~ Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 

3900 

130 
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

Please detach here . 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Mar 11 at 7:30 am 

Off-peak KW Mar 17 at 4:45 am 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

1,425 kwh x $0.05664 

2,475 kwh x $0.04461 

5.50 kw x $7.48000 

;>cl. '-1-5=-f I 
Ck#- L/Ot/0 

Tum over for helpfUI phone numbers and customer service tips. 

5.50 

5.50 

21.00 

80.7120 

110.4098 

41.1400 

-4.9531 

.:. - .:..· ·-·· ;.. ··.::· --· =. -- - - ·-- - ";: -- ;.- -· ·- -·- ·..:. -;.· ;;'". -- - -- - . :. ;.. ·- . .:. -· -· -- - =. . .:; --· ~ ' ..;,·· ·- ..• .;. :.. ~ .:.· --· -· ·- - -.:. • ,;,: ·:..: ~ -·· ·- . - -- -:: - ~-...: -- . -:.. :. --·· -· .:.· -- -· -

Return portion If your malling address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLL.ARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

010452 (l 

Total due 

Current charaes oast due after 

$907.23 

Aor B 

• 

01 

01 

01 

016 

FORM YER. 002 
11 /9A Rl'V. OJ /OO 785459611b 8352 451 D~°{j~~DO 000090723 000090723 7854596116 3 
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~ Progress Energy MARCI; 25, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

• 8,900 

6,675 

4,450 

2,225 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

0 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Mar 23 

Feb 21 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

Days in period 30 
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar 

Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 30 Days 

750 kwh 

1,250 kwh 

3,920 kwh 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

T76037 
94558 
94262 

x 2Q 
5920 

Average kWh per day 197 

19.00 

12.00 

x $0.10590 79.4250 

x $0.08872 110.9000 

x $0.08405 329.4760 

9.00 

-7.5184 

Area lighting 1 Light x $24.49 24.49 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 30 Days 

• 

High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

_··~~~~~~~-A~re_a_l~ig~h_t_in~g~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~L~ig~h_t_s~x-·~~$_1_5._3_6_·~~~~-46_._o_8_ 

For your 
information 

• 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -0.28 

REPS Adjustment 28.93 

3% North Carolina sales tax 26.42 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 117.76, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 3,053.82 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 04/18/2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

- -

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

From April 1-September 30, time-of-use off-peak hours are 10pm-10am, Monday-Friday. Off-peak days 
are weekends and these holidays: Good Friday, Memorial Day, July 4th and Labor Day. When one of the 
above holidays falls on a Saturday, the Friday before the Holiday will be considered off-peak; when the 
holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered off-peak . 

1035 
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INERAL ·~ . PRINGS 
4600 Mineral Springs Lane • Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.2~1.8299 • environm~ntal, p.c. 

INVOICE 
May 4, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-82 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 4/25/11 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 587 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Rate 
$75.00 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Profe5sional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 4/26/11 12.00 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel 

Total Invoice: 

l l ooO 

Thank rou for rour business! 

Payment Tenns-Net cash due Upon Receipt 

Amount 
$900.00 

$381.55 
$1,259.35 

Amount 
$900.00 

$113.06 

$3,553.96 

EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• 
1036 HC-WASCO LLC 00372 
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~~, p. E ~- , rogress nergy 
It • ~ I 

•• 
0015373 01 AT 0.362 011 **Al!fO **R005 

i • 11•1l •I 1l I 1 l1Ihi'••11111h11II1I1I111I•1II1IIIil11111111I11 l11 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

kWh Usage History 

0 ~'-""'~-=-~~12'.:!l.J~~~ilI:i:>.L.JEL-
Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr 

Billing 

Customer Bill 

Account number 

Total due 

l ""'-'' -
page 1 of 2 

785 459 6116 

$1,259.35 

Current charges past due after May 9. 

Thank you for your payment Apr 6 $907.23 

Usage period Mar 23 - Apr 21 

This bill was mailed on April 25, 2011 

Usage ::rok:fl /~3 Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Apr 21 42106 

Mar 23 41824 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 7050 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 243 . 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Mar 29 at 7:00 am 24.00 

Off-peak KW Mar 28 at 2:00 pm 24.75 

>GS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 29 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 2,525 kwh x $0.05664 143.0160 

Off-peak KWH 4,525 kwh x $0.04461 201.8603 

; On-peak KW 24.00 kw x $7.48000 179.5200 • . \ 
Off-peak Excess kw charge 0.75 kw· x $1.00000 0.7500 

-8.9536 DSM/EE Opt-9ut Credit 

'lease detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 

• 

u --

1037 HC-WASCO LLC 00373 
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. .. t1togress Energy APRIL 25, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

- ' 
8,900· 

6,675 

4,450 

2,225 

0 

3illing 
)GS rate 

=or your 
nformation 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number T76037 
Readings: Apr 21 94886 

Mar 23 94558 
Meter constant x 20 
kWh usage 6560 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 226 
Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr 

Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 29 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh 

1,250 kwh 

x 

x 

4,560 kwh x 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 29 Days 
High Pressure Sodium. light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 29 Days 
. High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off ' . ' Area lighting 3 Lights x 

bSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

REPS Adjustl'l,'lent 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

20.00 

12.00 

$0.10590 79.4250 

$0.08872 110.9000 

$0.08405 383.2680 

9.00 

-8.3312 

$24.49 24.49 

$15.36 46.08 

-0.28 

28.93 

36.68 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 89.63, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 2,656.98 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 05/19/2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more i.nformation, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity; US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

• 

• 

• 
1038 HC-WASCO LLC 00374 
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• 

• 

• 

·rvtr; Rodney .Hoerter 
·atr~ct6r of 'Efivirt'.lnmehtaf Affairs 
water•·AJJi:>licatlon$:&:$-YsternsC6t poratloo· 
4760iWi:ifld1fiou.ston,PatRWa ·; .. suite '1DO' flqust6n./I;e)<~s, "?<7Q'~~ · · · · Y:i· ··· · .. ·. · 

. \ .. 

·Pn>i.ect;· 'FilrmerA$tt~ville'Dyeiti~:and'.Flr"iistting·t:at11ity 

···1ootfGtourl'Chlifatei'.R.emediafio1tO&lili·:Pro·· tinn ... • ........... " ............ ., ...•... , ... ,, .......................... , ...... 9,, ......... . 
sional 'Personnel . . . .. . . oatE! Hours 

jjfomyHair~·.S~a#l~vel'P)'.6iessiona1 J.. :s/,4'9111 152'.o 
uteimbur5:clbl~:·~*Pens~s · 
Mil~a e --·st6·'.mlles'sx o:6S•, E)¢ci:~¢ sffj .. . . . . . ... . . . .. . . 

June7~.'Z01l 
~r9J~Q:filo: 123 
'li:a~(ji~~ NQ: 1:23~83'' 

Rate 
~7~~·0.0· 

·Amount 
•$900.00 · 

~i~~~~~3j' 
;~;.,;~!tQ!l'•if~~~~111\1!!11 ~@•~0,•c§@ll!l!iln11 

·d'1 ~552tSo >¥ .t.-. _._,.., 

\. 

J. ·\• 
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~ .. 

~ Pi'ogress Energy Customer Bill 
I VI <../ \ --....:ii 

page 1 of 2 'O 

0011348 01 A'f 0.362 011 **All'I'O **R.005 

ll 1l 1hl 111lh II '11 11II1 11 l11 I l1f I lh I'• 1111111111,1111h11111 1 !1 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING ' 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

D 

kWh Usage History 

May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,035.37 

Current charges past due after Jun 7 

Thank you for your payment . May 3 $1,259.35 

Usage period Apr 21 - May 23. 

This bill was mailed on May 24, 2011 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: May 23 42338 

Apr 21 42106 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 5800 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 181 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW May 19 at 2: 15 pm 25. 75 

Off-peak KW May 20 at 10:00 am 24.75 

Billing • 
SGS-TOU rate ' 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 32 Days 

Please detach here. 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

2.1.00 

2, 100 kwh x $0.05664 118.9440 

?cl. to~J-({ 
~k-J/: 410 71 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 

1040 
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~1 Progress Energy MAY24, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

• 
Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
Information 

• 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: May 23 

Apr 21 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

T76037 
95111 
94886 

x 20 
4500 

Days in period 32 

Actual kW Demand 

Average kWh per day 141 
May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 32 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 

750 kwh 

1 ,250 kwh 

2,500 kwh 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumeris, enclosed cut-off 

x 

x 
){ 

Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 
\ High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

,Area lighting 3 Lights x 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

REPS Adjustment 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

18.80 

12.00 

$0.10590 79.4250 

$0.08872 110.9000 

$0.08405 210.1250 

9.00 

-5.7150 

$24.49 24.49 

$15.36 46.08 

-0.28 

28.93 

30.16 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 33.10, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949; $ 2,323.66 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 06/17 /2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 

1041 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane • Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&.M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 6/20/11 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 567 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 

July 11, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-84 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$368.55 
$989.32 
$73.75 

Total Invoice: $2,331.62 • 

l (000 

Thank rou for rour buSiness( 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

• 
1042 HC-WASCO LLC 00368 
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~-P~ogress Energy Customer -Bill · page 1 of 3 

• 
0017366 01 AT 0.362 011 **AUTO **ROOS 
11I11ItI11111III1I1l1Ill1Il1'1I1'IhI1II1 11111l I •I 11II11I11'•I1 I I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING ' 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RA°Li:IGH NC 27616-8814 

19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

kWh Usage History 

0 '-="-""' ......... :1...1'-"'-='-'='-=''-='-"'"'-"""-"=-"""'-.JlaL~ 
Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun 

ttl &-d.1-1/ 
·tKJ l/137 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $989.32 

Current charges past due after Jul 11 

Thank you for your payment Jun 3 $1,035.37 

Usage period May 23 - Jun 24 

This bill was· mailed on June 27, 2011 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Jun 24 42521 

May 23 42338 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4575 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 143 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Jun 20 at 3:45 pm 25.25 

On-peak KW May 26 at 10:00 pm 5.50 

Off-peak KW Jun 21 at 6:30 am 24.75 

Off-peak KW May 29 at 6:30 am 5.50 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

• 

Please detach here. 

For your 
information 

• 

'\ 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 32 Days 

Basic customer charge 

_Non-summer, May 23 - May 31 

'bn-peak KWH 375 kwh x $0.05664 

Off-peak KWH 750 kwh x $0.04461 

On-peak KW at .2273 proration 5.50 kw x $7.48000 

Summer, June 01 - June 24 

On-peak KWH 1,275 kwh x $0.05664 

Off-peak KWH 2,175 kwh x $0.04461 

On-peak KW at .7727 proration 25.25 kw x $10.10000 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

Current month Time-of-Use Loss for meter TE0949: $ 23.60, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 2, 174.20 

This bill is subject to a 1% per month late payment charge after 07/21/2011. 

21.00 

21.2400 

33.4575 

9.3511 

72.2160 

97.0268 

197.0578 

-5.8104 

_ P_rog_re~.s E_nergy Carolin.as does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin,.sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 
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, . ~r .. ogress Energy JUNE 27, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 3 

8,900 

6,675 

4,450 

Total SGS-TOU Rate Billing 

On-peak kw proration factor 

Non-summer on-peak kwh 

Sumnier on-peak kwh 

Tofal on-peak kwh 

kWh Usage History 

375 kwh I 1,650 kwh 

1,275 kwh I 1,650 kwh 

1,650 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Jun 24 

.2273 

.7727 

445.54 

T76037· 
95336 
95111 

x 20 

2,225 ·.::.:.::.,i.:; '"" ig;~ 

.:.~:.·.~.: '~:j -:::; ~i1l 

May 23 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 4500 

0 ............... ~~;j;~~~;~~~~:ii:'-""''-='-"""-"""'-"'""-" ........ ""'--'""'-.1....__ Days in period 32 

Actual kW Demand 

Average kWh per day 141 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
information 

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP • 32 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-but Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 

750 kwh 

1,250 kwh 

2,500 kwh 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

x 
x 

x 

Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights ·x 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

REPS Adjustment 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

$0.10590 

$0.08872 

$0.08405 

$24.49 

$15.36 

Current month Time-of-Use Loss for meter TE0949: $ 23.60, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 2,174.20 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 07/21/2011. 

19.00 

12.00 

79.4250 

110.9000 

210.1250 

9.00 

-5.7150 

24.49 

46.08 

-0.28 

28.93 

28.82 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

· For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

• 

• 

• 
1044 HC-WASCO LLC 00370 
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• 

• 

• 

lNERAl 
·P.R" l·N· ·G: c :: ~. .· . ~ 

lNVOitie; 

·i\fr; Rodney Huerter 
rnrecto.f of Environmental Affaii'$' 

-~iW~~~~~gi~~: f.:~k~:i.~%~iaJ6Qn· 
Housto11( Texas 77032 

~l'.tij~q:: form~r~:s~evilJ~ 1>v~mg ·M·~ .. Fi~i~l:iil19'.f~~iJiw 

'ra~k,oiooo··c;·roundwater•Remediation O&M'Program 
J>rofessional1¥etsonne1.· t>ate · :ffoilts' 
Jimmyttair;Stafflevi=!Profe~i9fli:lll- ... 7120/lJ 'l?-0 
Reiritbursabi¢ Expenses 
Mileage ~ 630 miles x o .65; 
EiectricBill 

·~~

$7~;o:o 

l~$~ ()2.ooo-·Quart~rli Keme~i'lltion t:ffeetiveness;Sampling 
P'n>f~ssi<.nai' Personnei . . . .... ·. · Date ·. HoUl'S ({ate· 
illtJm); H~lr:. · l'roj~ctl~v~rPre>f¢.~sl1:?h.~1 ?!.~.11f±. io~oo· ~~.~;·~-~ 
:Jiirln'.\y Hair: Pro)ett· 1ev~tPtofessJon~J 71?.Z/lJ. Q;oo ·.$\Z!:i-OQ 
R.eimbutsabte'Expenses ·· · ·· 
Hotel and Expenses 
~l~ar,l~g ./\¢tiyJtJ¢S' 

1045 

tunourit 
~goo:oo 

$.4o9.so: 
ts.21.1a~ 

Amount: 
$'7$-0.oci· 
$45Q,OQ; 

$1:5'2.58' 
· :$~?"(hPJ:l 
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m1NERAL 
·SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 • Fax 91 S.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation o&.M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 8/25/11 10.0 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 8/26/11 6.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 592 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 

September 8, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-86 

Rate 
$75.00 
$75.00 

Amount 
$750.00 
$450.00 

$384.80 
$756.14 
$994.69 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

Environmental Legacy Mottet 
Agreement on F'lle with VWNA 

Director or Enviromlenlal Mairs. 

$1,552.50 

Total Invoice: $4,888.13 

,............. .............. [ 'l/i-f~ 
Date 

Cf~ i 'frYJ'!./~ 
/SU /(000 

Thank vou for your business! 

.Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• 

• 
1048 HC-WASCO LLC 00376 
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• 

• 

• 

l 
I Item Description Quantity 

~ SW8260-W- VOA, SW8260, Standard List w __ ,. ____ 1_5_, 

Unit Price 
90.00 

-· Total Amount USO 

l Additional Information: 

•None• 

I 

Project Comments: 

•None• 

Please Remit Checks to: 

CITIBANK - NEW CASTLE, DELAWARE· PO BOX 2502, CAROL STREAM, IL 60132-2502 
Please Remit Wires Transfers & ACH Payments To: 
CITIBANK· NEW CASTLE, DELAWARE 

ACCOUNT #3880-5189 ABA #031100209 SWIFT CODE: CITIUS33 

PLEASE INCLUDE INVOICE# INFORMATION WITH ALL WIRE REMITTANCES. FOR PAYMENTS BY CHECK 

PLEASE INCLUDE WITH YOUR PAYMENT THE INVOICE# DETAIL BEING PAID. ALSO SEND AN EMAIL TO 
US.ARGROUP@sgs.com NOTIFYING OF REMITTANCE. 

L_ ___ , __ . -· -----,..-.. .,,...·~-----· 
Print Date: GBi18!2011 

SGS North Americ<: lnr. 

&:nQ!!.!!! 
1,350.00 

1,350.00 

Memb" of SGS Group 

1049 HC-WASCO LLC 00377 
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~,Progress Energy Customer Bill page 1of2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

0017189 01 AT 0.362 011 **AlITO **R005 Total due $756.14 
· ·' 111•' 11l"lII1 llll' ilhl •I 1Mi111111111111•1111.1 ... 11 11 111111 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING ' 

Current charges past due after 

. Aug 3 

Sep 8 

$821.13 CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA Thank you for your payment 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN Usage period Jul 26 - Aug 23 

RALEIGH.NC 27616-8814 This bill was mailed on August 25, 2011 

19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Aug 

Jul 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

TE0949 
23 42840 
26 42691 

x 25 
3725 

:i~~ 0 '-""'"-=~"-""'~~~Uiliil~LJ.:i:lilu.=il.1!£!JLJUIL- Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 133 
Aug Oct Dec Feb ~pr Jun Aug 

Billing , 
SGS-TOU rate' 

Please detach here. 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Jul 27 at 10:15 am 5.50 

Off-peak KW Jul 29 at 7:00 am 5.50 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP • 28 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 1,325 kwh x $0.05664 75.0480 

'\ Off-peak KWH 2,400 kwh x $0.04461 107.0640 
1 

. On~peak KW 5.50 kw x $10.10000 55.5500 \\-..!.--__________________ __:.=.::__:...:.:__.::.:._~:.:...:...:~;:___;__--=== 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -4.7308 

?d- .q-/-f( 
C!k:if- '-f di 0 q 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service lips. 

For inquiries on-this- acc-ount, C:o-nt-act comm-ercial-ln-dustrial-Government services- at f-8-88-326-3344: .-

From October 1-March 31, time-of-use off-peak hours are 1 pm-4pm and 9pm-6am, Monday-Friday. 
Off-peak days are weekends and these holidays: Thanksgiving Day and the day after, Christmas, and 
New Year's. When one of the above holidays falls on a Saturday, the Friday before the holiday will be 
considered off-peak; when the holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered 
off-peak. 

• 

• 

• 
1050 HC-WASCO LLC 00378 
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~, J~rogress tnergy AUGUST 25, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND Fl~ISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

• B,900 

6,675 

. 4,450 

2,225 

0 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

• 
For your 
information 

• 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number T76037 
Readings: Aug 23 95768 

Jul 26 95564 
Meter constant x 2Q 
kWh usage 4080 

Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 146 
Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug 

Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 28 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 Days 

750 kwh 

1,250 kwh 

2,080 kwh 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

x 
x 
x 

Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

'\ Area li_ghting 3 Lights x 

<\DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

REPS Adjustment 

$0.10590 

$0.08872 

$0.08405 

$24.49 

$15.36 

6.20 

12.00 

79.4250 

110.9000 

174.8240 

9.00 

-5 .. 1816 

24.49 

46.08 

-0.28 

28.93 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 97.65, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 2,002.42 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 09/19/2011. 

Progress Energy Carolinas does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, sex, 
disability, or age. For more information, contact the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity, US Dept. of 
Energy, 1000 Independence Avenue, S.W., Washington, DC 20585. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. · 

From October 1-March 31, time-of-use off-peak hours are 1pm-4pm and 9pm-6am, Monda·y-Friday. 
Off-peak days are weekends and these holidays: Thanksgiving Day and the day after, Christmas, and 
New Year's. When one of the above holidays falls on a Saturday, the Friday before the holiday will be 
considered off-peak; when the holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered 
off-peak . 

1051 HC-WASCO LLC 00379 
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1 . 

m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental6 p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 9/22/11 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 567 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

October 3, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-87 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$368.55 
$1,005.75 

Total Invoice: $2,274.30 

Envtronmental Legacy Mottet 
. Agreement on fUe •lh WJM · 
· Cirector of Envtronmenfal Matts. 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

/ (ODO 

EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• 

• 
1052 HC-WASCO LLC 00364 
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• 

• b., 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 
November 1, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-88 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 10/25/11 4.0 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 567 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Kirk Pollard: Staff level Professional I 10/25/10 12.0 
Kirk Pollard: Staff level Professional I 10/26/10 11.0 
Kirk Pollard: Staff level Professional I 10/27/10 11.0 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 10/24/10 4.00 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 10/25/10 8.00 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 10/26/10 9.00 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 10/27/10 9.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Mileage - 728 miles x 0.65 
Pumps - $160.00/day x 3 days 
Water level probe - $10.00/day x 3 days 
Tubing 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 6 

Rate 
$65.00 
$65.00 
$65.00 
$75.00 
$75.00 
$75.00 
$75.00 

Task 06000 Quarterly and Semi- Annual Report Preparation 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
CADD 10/12/11 1.75 $55.00 
Senior Level Professional I 10/24/11 3.50 $90.00 
Senior Level Professional I 10/31/11 2.00 $90.00 

Thank You for your business/ 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt 

.. ~o.cy Matter. 
·.-w\thWINA l ( Oc90 

Amount 
$300.00 

$368.55 
$1,013.62 

Amount 
$780.00 
$715.00 
$715.00 
$300.00 
$600.00 
$675.00 
$675.00 

$713.10 
$473.20 
$480.00 
$30.00 
$280.00 
$120.00 

Amount 
$96.25 
$315.00 
$180.00 

EIN# 34-2029635 

... ,A(1j Affatrs. '1tfgJ0- Zri )l{' ~ V-t/ kl z !(){Ji) 

HC-WASCO LLC 00288 1055 
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l~ \ 
~. Progress Energy 

0017436 01 AT 0.362 Oll **AUfO **R005 
111 I11' 11l I I 11l •'1Ill•'h1111I1hIll1li 111II"'II1 •'I··'··' I· 1' 1' 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

19,700 

14,775 

9,850 

4,925 

kWh Usage History 

0 ~'-="-""'"-'""'~UMMil-"""1...1;""1.'"""1..ea..;~""'-'---
Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct 

? d. ll-~-ll -:I ()J;tf 1:23 
Ct.I lfJ. 7S 

Customer Bill 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,013.62 

Current charges past due after Nov 8 

Thank you for your payment Oct 4 $1,005.75 

Usage period Sep 22 - Oct 24 

This bill was mailed on October 25, 2011 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Oct 24 43197 

Sep 22 43007 
Meter constai:it x 25 
kWh usage 4750 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 148 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Sep 23 at 11.:45 am 25.75 

On-peak KW Oct 5 at 7:45 am 5.50 

Off-peak KW Sep 24 at 8:00 am 24.75 

Off-peak KW Oct 22 at 7:30 am -05 

Billing 
SGS· TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 32 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

Summer, September 22- September 30 

On-peak KWH 650 kwh x $0.05664 '36.8160 

Off-peak KWH 950 kwh x $0.04461 42.3795 

On-peak KW at .3881 proration 25.75 kw x $10.10000 100.9351 

Non-summer, October 1 - October 24 

On-peak KWH 1,025 kwh x $0.05664 58.0560 

Off-peak KWH 2,125 kwh x $0.04461 94.7963 

On-peak KW at .6119 proration 5.50 kw x $7.48000 25.1736 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -6.0326 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service lips. 
- ------- - - --·-- - -···- - - -.- .. "'··----··- - - - ------- ...... --- --- ... - - .............. _ ..... -··-·---- ........... - -- - -·-·-- -.- ..... - - - .. 

Return portion If your mailing address or phone number has changed, please indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CID KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEl.GH NC 27616-8814 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

017436 0 

Total due $1,013.62 I 
Current charnes nast due after 

$ 

Nov 8 I • 

01 

01 

01 

OH 

FORM VER. 002 
11 /o~ PS:\I nl /nn 

7854596116 2452 451 DDDODOODO 000101362 000101362 7854596116 3 

• 

• 

• 
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~ Ptogress Energy OCTOBER 25, 2011 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

•• 
8,900 

6,675 

4,450 

2,225 

0 

Billing 
SGS rate 

• 
ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
information 

• 

Total SGS-TOU Rate Billing 

On-peak kw proration factor 

Non-summer on-peak kwh 

Summer on-peak kwh 

Total on-peak kwh 

kWh Usage History 

1,025 kwh I 1,675 kwh 

650 kwh I 1,675 kwh 

1,675 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Oct 24 

Sep 22 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

.6119 

.3881 

x 

373.12 

T76037 
96269 
95986 

20 

Days. in period 32 Average kWh per di:tY 

5660 

177 

19.20 Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP • 32 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 

750 kwh x 
1,250 kwh x 

3,660 kwh x 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

$0.10590 

$0.08872 

$0.08405 

Area lighting 1 Light x $24.49 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 32 Days 

High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x $15.36 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

12.00 

79.4250 

110.9000 

307.6230 

9.00 

·7.1882 

24.49 

46.08 

-0.28 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 63.31, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 1,505.77 

This bill is subject to a 1% per month late payment charge after 11118/2011. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

1057 HC-WASCO LLC 00290 
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·m1NERAL 
'SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 11/30/11 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 685 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

December 4, 2011 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-89 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$445.25 
$776.96 

$3,910.00 

Total Invoice: $6,032.21 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on File wlfh WiNA 

Director of Envlrorvnental Aff atrs. 

B)). I 0 cJ 0 

( .('.,~ ~ ~ ~ j? D. z. /'t J''f'. '{<( Ii z_ !Pt~ 

thank you for your business' 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• 
1058 HC-WASCO LLC 00360 
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· ~INERAL 
• ~~~~~p~ 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

• 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 

February 6, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-91 

Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate Amount 
$900.00 Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 2/1/12 12.0 $75.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 592 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 1/31/12 12.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 15 

Environmental legacy Matter. 
Agreement on file with~ 

D\tector ot Environmental Attaus. 

Rate 
$75.00 

Total Invoice: 

Thank you -,or your business! 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt 

$384.80 
$881.98 
$1,335.79 

Amount 
$900.00 

$252.20 
$300.00 

$4,954.77 

l l 000 

EIN# 34-2029635 

( ~ ~ ·· 4 'tl!Jo. Z.fZS'CfC. '{Cf A/ 2 3L'b3) 
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~ Progress Energy 

0019779 01 AT 0.371 Oil **AUTO **ROOS 

I I 11•'•'II11l'11l' ·Ill h !11 l1II•'•'1lll1I1111ll1"l" "I 1l • ll"ll 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
19,700 

14,775 :·:· 

9,850 :, .. : :~, 

4,925 il~i 
0 '-"'-"-""'L..:.:.~ ......... -"=-"""-""""'--"""'-'~""'-'""-"...__ 

Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan 

Customer Bill 

Account number 

Total due 

, ....... -- .......... ./ 
page 1 of 2 

785 459 6116 

$881.98 

Current charges past due after Feb 8 

Thank you for your payment Jan 4 $819.82 

Usage period Dec 22 - Jan 24 

This bill was mailed on January 25, 2012 

JObf//a3 
Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Jan 24 43702 

Dec 22 43520 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4550 

Days in period 33 Average kWh per day 138 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Jan 4 at 7:15 am 6:00 

Off-peak KW Jan 4 at 5:00 am 5.75 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 33 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 1,450 kwh x $0.05940 86.1300 

Off-peak KWH 3,100 kwh x $0.04737 146.8470 

On-peak KW 6.00 kw x $7.48000 44.8800 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -8.7360 

Pd. l-30-i;t_ 
(!, t.4 l/JfLS-

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service lips. 

• 

• 

• 
1064 HC-WASCO LLC 00354 
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' . 
Rolesville Equipment Company 
PO Box 549 

fJ Pod-eJ 
Invoice 

Date Invoice# 8 Rolesville, NC 27571 
1/12/2012 S01945 

• 

• 

Bill To 

Mineral Springs Environmental 
4600 Mineral Springs Lane 
Raleigh, NC 27616 

FOROMT-15 
Air Filter 
Oil Filter 
Separator 

Description 

Food Grade Oil, 5 gallons 
FOROSB-30 

Air Filters 
Oil Filter 
Separator, primary 
Separator, secondary 
Food Grade Oil, 5 gallons 
Freight 

Quincy Air Compressors 
OMT-15 s/n: 84408 
OSB-30 s/n: 913305-91330J 

Jobsite: Asheville 

P.O. No. 

Verbal - J. Hair 

Part Number 

t 28849E362-REC 
128598-REC 
129881-001-REC 
RotoSyn FG-5 

234581-1-REC 
128381-050-REC 
127138-002-REC 
127139-001-REC 
RotoSyn FG-5 

Rolesville Equipment Company now accepts American 
Express, Master Card & Visa! 

919-556-4342 - Office 919-562-4308- Fax 
919-369-4249 - 24 hr. Service 

Terms Due Date 

Net30 2/11/2012 

Qty. Rate Amount 

t 15.00 15.00T 
1 . 48.00 48.00T 
1 145.00 145.00T 
1 265.00 265.00T 

1 45.00 45.00T 
t 43.00 43.00T 
1 120.00 120.00T 
1 105.00 105.00T 
I 265.00 265.00T 

39.62 39.62 

Subtotal $1,090.62 

Sales Tax {6.75%) $70.94 

Total $1, 161.56 

Payments/Credits $0.00 

Balance Due $1, 161.56 

A Service Charge of 1.5% per Month ( 18% per year) Will Be Applied to All Past Due Accounts . 

1065 HC-WASCO LLC 00355 
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. m1NERAL 

. SPRINGS 
environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 Wor1d Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 

March 5, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-92 

Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate Amount 
$1,050.00 Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 2/22/12 14.0 $75.00 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 517 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on File with WINA 

Director of Environmental Affoits. 

Total Invoice: 

Thank you for rour business/ 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

$336.05 
$1,363.01 
.$71.07 

$1,466.25 

$4,286.38 

{){)() 

EIN# 34-2029635 

3063) 

•••• 

• ( 4xWJ-~ 'H f11J.l1Z-f'f r, · tfct fk./ 2 

1066 HC-WASCO LLC 00349 
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(~ . 
~: Progress Energy Customer Bill page 1 of2 ~ 

• 
0016717 01 AT 0.371 011 **AUI'O **R005 

1•11 11111111111 1l1•111111ll 11 •'l'l•1ll11•'•1••1ll11111111•11'1•'I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/O KIRK POLLARD- VVl/NA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

15,300 

11,475 ~j 
7,650 ~'i 

3,825 

kWh Usage History 

0 u;;;.'-='-"":.lL...l:..>'1~.ii""'-.l=..=w~~""'-"iliL.11"'--
Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb 

Billing 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,363.01 

Current charges past due after Mara 

Thank you for your payment Jan 31 $881.98 

Usage period Jan 24 - Feb 22 

This bill was mailed on February 23, 2012 

CJ Oh tJ l'J3 
Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Feb 22 

Jan 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

x 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Feb at 6:15 pm 

Off-peak KW Feb at 3:15 pm 

TE0949 
43868 
43702 

25 
4150 

143 

25.00 

SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 29 Days 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 1,500 kwh 

Off-peak KWH 2,650 kwh 

27.00 kw • On-peak KW 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

x 

x 
x 

21.00 

$0.05940 89.1000 

$0.04737 125.5305 

$7.48000 201.9600 

-7.9680 

?d. 3·S-IJ 
~k-/fllt/(Jlf 

--·""-···----'"!--.. '"! "':--------- ~ ·------.--:".'"!- ... "!. ... __ .. _, .... ~ ... - - - - _ ....... - .. -.-- _.,._.,.,.. ... - •. -.- _ .. ~ ... _ .. ______ .. .,. - -.- .- -""-~ .-.• ~ ----- __ "'." ... - .• - - - - -."':-' 

Return portion If your malling address or phone number has changed, please indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- WVNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

Total due $1,363.01 

Current charaes past due after · Mar 8 

01 

01 

01 

016 

.167170 

FORM VER. 002 
11 /98 REV. 01 /00 
01·1 AT 

7854596116 9452 451 OOOODDODD OGD136301 000136301 7854596116 3 

1067 HC-WASCO LLC 00350 
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I,., J 

Invoice To: 

Client Code: 

Client ID: 

.Client PM: 

PO#: 

ENCOCary 
102-A Woodwinds Indusbial Court 

Cary, NC 27511 
919.467.3090 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kirk Pollard 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

MI017 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kirk Pollard 

Remit To: 

INVOICE 

Invoice Number: 
Invoice Date: 

Project: 

Project Number: 

Date Received: 

Invoiced by: 

Work Order(s): 
Environmental Conservation Laboratories, Inc. 

10775 Central Port Drive 

Orlando, FL 32824 

Terms: 

Quantity Analysis/Description Matrix 

15 82608 Water 

Page I oft 

C2Bl619 

16-Feb-12 

AD&F 

[none] 

02-Feb-12 

BAS 

C201154 

NET30 

I vv ·--~ 

• 

-soW 1~3 

Unit Cost Extended Cost 

$85.00 $1,275.00 • Invoice Total: $1,275.00 

Pursuant to ENCO Standard Terms and Conditions, a fee of 1.5% per month may be applied for late payment. 

• 
1068 HC-WASCO LLC 00351 
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• 

• 

··:t 

INERAL 
PRINGS 
environment;il, p.c. 4600 Mine.rat Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC.27616• 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261 .. 8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney .Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation· 
4760World Houston Park.Way, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032. 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation o&ftil Program 
Professional Personnel· · · · · Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 3/14/12 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 537 miles x Q,65 
Electric am· 

April 5, 2b12 
Project No: 123 
Invoice ~o: 123-93 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$349.05 
$968;99 

Total Invoice: $2;218.04 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on Ale with~ 

Director of Env!ronmentat Afta1rs~ 
Thankvoti foryollr business/ 

Payment Terrns..,Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

l { {)() 0 

EIN# 34-2029635 

- Doc. Ex. 1131 -
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.. : .~.:. . .:.·~·.. . . 

~ Progress Energy Customer Bill 
10:::>·1~ 1? 

page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

0018709 01 A1' 0.371 011 **AUfO **R005 

• 111.111•IhI•II111II111 1111 II lh llh 11 I11l 1I1h111l1 11l' 1'I1 11 II 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

Total due 

Current charges past due after 

$968.99 

Apr9 - • 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA Thank you for your payment Mar 6 $1,363.01 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN Usage period Feb 22 - Mar 22 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 This bill was mailed on March 23, 2012 

7,100 

5,325 

3,550 

1,775 

0 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

:J6frl /c23.> 
kWh Usage History Usage 

~~ Meter number TE0949 
ift:1 

1U1nnnn 
Readings: Mar 22 44027 

Feb 22 43888 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 3975 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 137 
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Feb 22 at 7:00 pm 26.25 

Off-peak KW Feb 22 at 2:45 pm 24.50 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP • 29 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 1,475 kwh x $0.05940 87.6150 

Off-peak KWH 2,500 kwh x $0.04737 118.4250 

On-peak KW 26.25 kw x $7.48000 196.3500 

OS M/EE Opt-Out Credit -7.6320 

?~. 3-J,·~/~ 
c kJf tf~ J._ Cf 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

- ;b~v~ ho-Ii days- f~ll~ ~n- a- S~t~rd.;y,- the-F~iday before- the-Holiaay- will- be t:o"nslcferea on:pea-K;-wi1en-r.1~ - - - -
holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered off-peak. 

1070 

• 
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. ~INERAL 
• ~~~~t~p~ 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

• 

INVOICE 
May 10, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-94 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation Olr.M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 4/24/12 12.0 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 537 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 4/25/12 14.00 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 15 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

Task 06000 Quarterly and Semi- Annual Report Preparation 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
CADD 4/26/12 2.50 $55.00 
Senior Level Professional I 4/24/12 4.00 $75.00 
Senior Level Professional I 4/25/12 5.00 $75.00 

Task 08000 Project Management 
Professional Personnel Date 
Senior Level Professional II 4/24/12 
Senior Level Professional II 5/1/12 

Envlronmental Legacy Mottet 
Agreement on fDe will WJNA 

Director of Enviromnentol AffalrS. 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

Hours 
1.00 
1.00 

Rate 
$100.00 
$100.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$349.05 
$771.83 

Amount 
$1,050.00 

$136.65 
$300.00 

$1,466.25 

Amount 
$137.50 
$300.00 
$375.00 

Amount 
$100.00 
$100.00 

EIN# 34-2029635 

ff.,lld4': a,q g30. zam . '/-<I PJ t- -ine. 4) 
l J ()(){) 

1071 HC-WASCO LLC 00342 
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.... 

Invoice To: 

Client Code: 

Client ID: 

Client PM: 

PO#: 

ENCOCary 
102-A Woodwinds Industrial Court 

Cary, NC 27511 
919.467.3090 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kirk: Pollard 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

MI017 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kirk: Pollard 

Remit To: 

INVOICE 

Invoice Number: 
Invoice Date: 

C2El004 

lO-May-12 

Project: AD&F 

Project Number: [none] 

Date Received: 26-Apr-12 

Invoiced by: 

Work Order(s): 
BAS 
C204842 

Environmental Conservation laboratories, Inc. 
1ons Central Port Drive 

Orlando, FL 32824 
Terms: NET30 

Quantity Analysis/Description Matrix 

15 82608 Water 

Page 1 ofl 

Unit Cost 

$85.00 

Invoice Total: 

Pursuant to ENCO Standard Terms and Conditions, a fee of 1.5% per month may be applied for late payment. 

• 

Extended Cost 

$1,275.00 • 
$1,275.00 

• 
1072 HC-WASCO LLC 00343 
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, ' " it 

~ Progress Energy Customer Bill 

Account number 785 459 6116 

• 0019287 01 AT 0.371011 **AUTO **ROOS 

I' h I 1II11" 111•111111•11I•1' 11III1•I'1I1I1III1I111 1l 1I1I111I1l •I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

Total due $771.83 -
Current charges past due after May 10 

• 

CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

7,100 

5,325 

3,550 

1,775 

kWh Usage History 

0 ~~~~~-"'=-""""'-~="'-'"""--'=-"=-..s....__ 
Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr 

Thank you for your payment Mar 27 $968.99 

Usage period Mar 22 - Apr 24 

This bill was mailed on April 26, 2012 

1ob:tfZJ3 
Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Apr 24 44108 

Mar 22 44027 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 2025 

Days in period 33 Average kWh per day 61 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Apr 3 at 9:45 pm 5.50 

Off-peak KW Apr. 2 at 8:00 am ... ~.50 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - ~3 Days_ .. . ..· . . . . . . 

Basic CU!;tor:ner cha~ge 

on-pE?iaJ< KvV.11 t/'. ; )>-J: ,· . 
on-pe~.· · i< kwii.· ··.• , .,,, · ·' ,,. · 

.····' 

On-peak KW 

DSM/EE Opt-Out CrE!dit 

..: ... -.. 

: . -~- -~~~~ .,:_~~.; i~1~· ::~:·;>;:~·· ~· ~ .~~~ '.·<1'.· ·,~,;~~{f :::'.:.~~ ;f ~.··:~.~~.~.~~~.: ;f ::~;~/.i~;{g_·f 1~:Q.; .f.~·? ~f . :'. q. 

· ; 1,e>d :."kwh · x ' .·. $o,q5s<io' __ , • '<'.4.{·saq.Q ... . . 
.~; .. ,l;, ::~i .3.?~~~-~~Wti~_·.::~< :. ::;· .. ~P~P4137~;: :~- ·.~:,:§.~.!ij~~-~~:·: 

:.:~ .. sq->i~W .. ; ~,, · :~$7.~~;p··ocf -;;. ~ : .... ,,:·.-··~ .. ·41 ~~t4oo ~-~, 

?cl ·5-'7'(¢.. 
e K.-tf l.f l/-7;;-

Please detach here. Tum over for helpfUI phone numbers and customer service tips . 
... .. -.... - -:', - .- ':'. - ... - .. ~ .. -:' -= .. -:...:-.. .:-............... ; ... -~~·l\.~-~- .. ;:'":';-.... ;:..,.,;.,.-.~,.;~,_::;.. ... -,,... . ..::_~-: .. :::, ::-....... ~-~:-- .. ~ -"': ~--:.- .... ~~.:; .. , ... :::~~-:-~--- ... !:. • ..,':'.- .• !!:.-~. ~-: ~ 

• 
1073 HC-WASCO LLC 00344 
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,.- ·.·. =·--.-.·-:··.-:-'.-.-.-::. · .. 

~-Progress.Energy 

• 0017170 01 AT 0.371011 **AUTO **R006 

1111111 11111111I•1•11, 11111111111•I1•1"'1I•I1I111111•'11111111 I• 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

5,800 

4,350 

2,900 

1,450 

kWh Usage Hlsti>ry 

0 L...1:.::::~-Will!,.l;l-.iiL~~5ll~lil...lilii~l...!WlUllla~ 
May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May 

Customer Bill page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $855.77 

Current charges past due after Jun 8 

Thank you for your payment May 8 $771.83 

Usage period Apr 24 - May 24 

This bill was mailed on May 25, 2012 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: May 24 

Apr 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

::CD hf !23 

x 

Days in perk>d 30 Average kWh per day 

Total Peak Registration 

TE0949 

44272 
44108 

25 
4100 

137 

On-peak KW Apr 25 at 10:15 am 5.75 

Off-peak KW May 11 at 7:15 am 5.75 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

• On-peak KWH 1,475 kwh x $0.05940 87.6150 

Off-peak KWH 2,625 kwh x $0.04737 124.3463 

On-peak KW 5.75 kw x $7.48000 43.0100 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit· · 

Pel. (g -ct-1;;, 
-7.8720 

C/(i{ L/sos-

Please detach here . Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

• 
1075 
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• 

• 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 6/14/12 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 568 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

July 15, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123·96 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 . 

$369.20 
$873.92 

Total Invoice: $2,143.12 

Envkonmental legacy Matter. 
Agreement on file with VWNA 

Director of EnvirOnmental Affatrs. 

fl/;~ tt fl c{f _ / <._ 

f3 u 11 oao 

rhank you for your business! 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

!.PortW-V ~ .. 4q '{Jo. 212 S-Cf& • W Pe) z !o '~ 
1077 HC-WASCO LLC 00335 
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_ ~ --~~·Progress Energy 

0012927 01 AT 0.371011 **AUl'O **R005 
i 1l 1l I 1h 111111111111I1I1IIII1hIh1111hii1I11I1I111hIhi111111 

·ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O Kl_RK POLLARD- VVVNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

4,800 

3,600 

2,400 

1,200 

\. 

kWh Usage History 

Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun 

" ' ~f~i1~m~i!t~!~:~f ;;~~uon 
on~pe-~k i<wt:t 
Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW at .7679 proration 

Off-peak Excess kw charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

Customer Bill 
(os-fei 
page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $873.92 

Current charges past due after ·Jul 10 

Thank you for your payment Jun 5 $855.77 

Usage period 

Thisbill wa~ maile~ on · 

. . . . JObll;i.3 
Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Jun 25 

May 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage. 

May 24 - Jun 25 

June 26; 2012 

TE0949 
44444 
44272 

x 25 
4300 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 134 

21.00 . 

· 1iboso 
675 kwh x $0.04737 31.9748 

: '.· 5.5if kw x $7.48000 9.5486 

1,075 kwh x $0.05940 63.8550 

2,225 kwh x $0.04737 105.3983 

5.50 kw x $10.10000 41.6568 

0.25 kw x $1-00000 0.2500 

-8.2560 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and ci.astomer service tips. 

For your 
information 

Current month Tirne-of•Use Savings ~r mete~ TE0949:, $ 126.18, as compared with rate SGS.·. 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Saving~for rrteter TE0949: $ . 828.17 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late paymej-it charge afte_~ 07/20/2012. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial lhdustrial Goiternmeht services at 1-888-326~:3344_. 

• 

• 
1078 HC-WASCO LLC 00336 
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• 

r/11/rt- ~ :1~1~ csr ..1/fa~ 'lo /!«I.:~
&.~~ ~~ r.~ ~ J IPA-J~ 
~ 1'.9_~~~ ~cfi~~ 

46?0 Min?~I Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 2761,!>,;j19.26~8186 .. Fax 919.261.8299 

~t;,rl\A. & iM ~~w ,~#/ 

INVOICE 
August 7, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-97 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours . Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 7/11/12 12.0 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 618 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Supplies 
Task 02000 Quarterly Remediation Effectiveness Sampling 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 7/12/12 10.00 $75.00 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 7/13/12 7.00 $75.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 15 
Clearing Activities . 
Contractor 
Laboratory 

Environmental legacy Matter. 
Agreement on flle with WINA 

Dkector of Envtrorvnenfat Affatrt. 

Total Invoice: 

Tbank you for your business! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

Amount 
$900.00 

$401.70 
$869.01 
$1,391.21 

·Amount 
$750.00 
$525.00 

$209.83 
$300.00 
$650.00 

$1,466.25 

$7,463.00 

l .\ODO 
EIN# 34-2029635 

~ ot zro, uiSfC. '{-Cf R.ej 2 ?obs) 

1079 HC-WASCO LLC 00331 
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·~ 
~ Progress Energy 

0018883 Ol AT 0.371 Oll **AUfO **ROOS 

••lll1ll'•'111ll1ll1l··l11llll1lll1l111l1lllll1l11•ll1lll1l111111 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Billing 

4,800 

3,600 

2,400 

1,200 

kWh Usage History 

0 '--"""...,..."""""'-"""'-JZ:il.J""'1...l"""-"~~~'1..&:iilil...mlL--
Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul 

Customer Bill 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $869.01 

Current charges past due after Aug 9 

Thank you for your payment Jun 29 $873.92 

Usage period Jun 25 - Jul 25 

This bill was mailed on July 26, 2012 

0°fJb-tt 1~3 
Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Jul 25 44607 

Jun 25 44444 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4075 

Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 136 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Jul 12 at 3:00 pm 8.25 

Off-peak KW Jul 12 at 10:45 pm 8.25 

SGS· TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 30 Days 

Please detach here. 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

DSMIEE Opt-Out Credit 

1,425 kwh x $0.05940. 

2,650 kwh x $0.04737 

8.25 kw x $10.10000 

?ci. ~-&~/~ 
Ck 41- rf 5 ul 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

21.00 

84.6450 

125.5305 

83.3250 

-7.8240 • 

• 
1080 HC-WASCO LLC 00332 
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JULY 26, 2012 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

•~~----~----~~~---kWh Usage History Usage 
8,600 

6,450 
..... 

~ ... 

Meter number 
Readings: Jul 

Jun 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

T76037 
25 98517 
25 98298 

x 2Q 
4380 42,315000 i' I ~ ~~ I 1 ~] :~~ ~ :.~'iili::,,".·o·'·:'·.: ~,,:_.•· .. [······ .. ·':•_.•' .. ·!··· ..• :···':_ ... ·•· ~:f'·:·:_.~ .•..• '·.· .. •· ..• ;•· ..• ··,' 

• 0 <-=;1~·"-J· .... ;~ .... • =:~!u...i ...... ~""'-~1 .... t""'ffi'-"l ... r¥.~Ui1 ... :
1
r: .... [ ... ~ -"7""'; ..... :,""i, ..... i.,.: ..... _ Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 146 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul 
Actual kW Demand 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, SWANNANOA 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP • 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 

Three phase service charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 30 Days 

750 kwh x 

1,250 kwh x 

2,380 kwh x 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 

$0.10951 

$0.09233 

$0.08766 

Area lighting 1 Light x $25.42 

ALS rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 30 Days 

19.00 

12.00 

82.1325 

115.4125 

208.6308 

9.00 

-8.4096 

25.42 

• 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x $15.89 47.67 

• 

~~~~~~~~~~--=:..~=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--><-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

For your 
information 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -0.36 

REPS Adjustment 45.52 

25.31 ... 
Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 85.94, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 796.36 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 08/20/2012. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

-

1081 HC-WASCO LLC 00333 
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..,.;.. 

·~ Progress Energy 

~ 

• 0016382 01 AT 0.371 011 **Alll'O **ROOS 
1lll 1111111111 II11llllll11I1II11ll I I 1 II l111II1I11l1IIl1lI1 ll1 lh I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
4,800 

3,600 
:~:. 
:~!-

2,400 I 
1,200 ;~ 

0 '--""~~: """-"""-"""l..Jm"'-.1"""-.llillll..i=LJ.;;;i.~..liiiill..Ja:il .... ~ 
Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug 

·.:·~!~~:.'. ~'::~\.: ~~~ .:~::~:}.~ .. ~~~~r;;< .. · ~~ .f·~:·~cj·~~;·~.~~: \. :/-1 ·. · ... 
? .. :.v.,.;._r=;::::..,~..;:.· 

Customer Bill 

-----------·-···-D··--·--------~-"-

(l ,. 05f&{ 
{.} page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 . 

Total due $820.~5 

Current charges pa_st due after 

Thank you for yc)ur payment 

Usage period J~H2s·:. Wiff~:i •· 
This bill was mailed on Au~,~~t~~-;':!~Jt· ~. 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Aug 23 44764 

Jul 25 44607 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 3925 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 135 

Total Peak Registration 

5.50 

O.ff-pe11k.KV1h.,.·.· ·AL!Q ··12~~~t>.15 am 
. ·.j_JJ·~·~..:,.',:::~ :\''-:~;~:-~:.;-.;-_~I~. ::::: .. ~:'.J·.t:-f\ 't·:··it;~: · .. : "·'· -~:-: 

5.75 

: .... .. ~: .;~.::.· .... · ...... -~·. ·:: -'• .:· ·; ... 

~Ei:i!f('~Ai:: ., ... ~mo 

:::~;;:~";·:;-:;: JQ:i>$~0 . '• .. . ~.3.1600 
':'6'~\&;;i:;;:Yi.0J®1~1, . , ._, . o 9 .. 6093 

_._,,,.;;, ·"·';.;:; ·",:;t;s;;;::~tlt~~u~:99d . .. . ;· > '~'. 5s.$·5oo 

.:t ·: :-;_: ':.~~~·-~·: '..'':~~:z:\r;ct., ... ;?~~~w:;.~~~~1::~'.'.00!>00':!-· ·.· · ' ;.·• · 0:2soo· · 

+;h~ ~:'1~t;1J~~f ::~>••-''' "" .• . . · • ,, ~~]~~~.~~ d.it:J: I dl 3 -tS36o 

Ck:tf-lf 5?3 

Please detach here. 

· .. • . · .. :.· 
. ·.·;,,.· . 

:~~).:·· 

• 
1083 HC-WASCO LLC 00329 
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INERAL -~ 
. PRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 9/26/12 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 537 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

October 3, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-99 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$349.05 
$886.45 

Total Invoice: $2,135.50 

Envlronmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on file w1lh WIN.\ 

OJrector d Envfronmenfat Affab. 

Ji~J,2-
Date 

,,~ I z, f-3s-.SD 

(5l{ J /DoV 
Tbank rou for rqur business! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• (Fi.....-~ ~ '1<po. z.1z.s·K 'fl{- P.1i z_ 30{;-3) 

1084 HC-WASCO LLC 00325 
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,:~:iogtess Energy 
.,/.-\".:.;: .· . 

0036711 01 AB 0.371 012 **AUTO **R005 

•11l111ll11li•l''•llll'l1111•l111l'•111111ll••'ll'·'l'l'1•l'•l'1• 
A~HJ:VIJ,.l,,E Q'(ING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600. MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

4,800 

3,600 

2,400 

1,200 . 

kWh Usage History 

0 L.IW"-""''-""' ....... """""'-"""''-"""""'""-'=-"""'-'=""""'-..... ~ 
Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep 

Customer Bill 
Pos-k:J 

page 1 of 3 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $886.45 

Current charges past due after Oct 9 

Thank you for your payment Aug 30 $820.95 

Usage period Aug 23 - Sep 24 

This bill was mailed on September 25, 2012 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Sep 24 44939 

Aug 23 44764 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4375 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 137 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Sep 24 at 10: 15 am 5.75 

Off-peak KW Sep 24 at 6:00 am 5.75 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGI: RD, SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 32 Days 

~ 10~ 3-/-;) 
Cl# '-/to C/3 

New rate service Charges if new rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 1,425 kwh x $0.05872 83.6760 

Off-peak KWH 2,950 kwh x $0.04669 137.7355 

On-peak KW 5.75 kw x $10.10000 58.0750 

New Rate Subtotal 300.4865 

·. ·. , Old fate service Char!ies if old rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 1,425 kwh x $0.05940 84.6450 

Off-peak KWH 2,950 kwh x $0.04737 139.7415 

On-peak KW 5.75 kw x $10.10000 58.0750 

Old Rate Subtotal 303.4615 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpflJI phone numbers and customer service lips . 
.... :- ... :-: ... - ~ .. -:... =-.. -. -- -. - ··· .':" ·t:rit,r=-~y lJu~r9ti- ~- - • · · .:-. .... -- ~ -:-

1,250 kwh x $0.09233 115.4125 

2,780 kwh x $0.08766 243.6948 

Three phase service charge 9.00 

Old Rate Subtotal 462.2398 

Proration of charges 

New Rate Sep 1 thru Sep 24 $457.89 x 0.71875 329.1084 

Old Rate Aug 23 thru Sep 1 $462.24 x 0.28125 130.0049 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit -9.1776 

• 

-

1085 HC-WASCO LLC 00326 
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INERAL 
PRINGS 
environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Rafeigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261;8299. , 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

'f"aslt 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Progra'm 
Profe5Sional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional l 10/16/12 , 12,0 
Reimbursable Ex)>enses , · 
Mileage- 537 mHesx0.65 
i;iectric Bill. 

November 5, 2012 
Project No; 123 
Invoice No: :.t.23•100 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$349.05 
$825.37 

T e>tal ·Invoice: $2,074.42 

Environmental legacy Matter. 
Agreement on Re with WINA 

Director of Environmental Malm. 

Tlzank yog for yourbusirteSil 

Payment Terms-:-Net Cash due Upon Receipt . EIN# 34·:2029635 

• 

• 

- Doc. Ex. 1148 -
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• 
. ·. ''.:-:-:>. 

Progress Energy 

0016732 Of AT 0.37! Oll *"AUfO **R005 

11111h 11 111111'111 •1'1•'1"I111 It !1 1 lllll '11l 1l1 lhll'1ll hlhll 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/0 KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 

Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct 

Pd~ t I-I-la 
Cl<# tj(J;S (o 

. ·.:·.·.·.<::, .. :.·.: . 

Customer Bill Poofed 
page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459, 6116 

Total due $825.37 

Current charges past due after Nov 6 

Thank you for your payment Oct 4 $886.45 

Usage period Sep 24 - Oct 22 

This bill was mailed on October 23, 2012 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Oct 22 45096 

Sep 24 44939 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 3925 

Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 140 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Sep 27 at 10:15 am 5.75 

On-peak KW Oct 16 at 11 :45 am 7.75 

Off-peak KW Sep 25 at 7:30 am 5.75 

Off-peak KW Oct 16 at 1 : 1 5 pm 8.25 

Billing 8 0 b=# l:l3 
SGS· TOU rate • 

Please detach here . 

• 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 28 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Summer, September 24· September 30 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW at .2281 proration 

Non-summer, October 1 • October 22 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW at . 7719 proration 

Off-peak Excess kw charge 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

21.00 

325 kwh x $0.05872 19.0840 

575 kwh x $0.04669 26.8468 

5.75 kw x $10.10000 13.2469 

1, 100 kwh x $0.05872 64.5920 

1,925 kwh x $0.04669 89.8783 

7.75 kw x $7.48000 44.7470 

0.50 kw x $1.00000 0.5000 ------
-7.5360 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

1087 

- Doc. Ex. 1149 -
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INERAL 
PRINGS 

• • environmental, p;c, 4600 Mineral Springs Lane .. Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 .. Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway1 Suite 100 
Houstoni Texas 77032 

Project; former Asheville.Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 11/14/12 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses · 
Mileage -537 miles i< 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Decembers, 2012 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-101 

Rate 
$?s;od 

Amount 
$900.00 

$349.05 
$865.45 

Total Invoice: $2,114.SO 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on R!e rlilh WINA 

Director of Environmental Affalrl 

Thiink you fot yourhu$iness! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34"'.20296l5 

• 

• 
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• 0016082 01 AT 0.371011 **AUTO **R005 

I Iii I I Ii 1lII'I·1I111' 11I'I111llII111l111ll11II11' 1I'•11I1I11111 II 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
4,600 

:::~ llllhrlUil 
Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov 

••••••••·• ·····.:.: ••• :_:..-:-.--·:-.·. ·::.·.·-·-·-·: -- = .. • •••• ·.·.:-: •• ··-· .. ···: ··- '.'· .. 

Customer Bill 
(osfed fl 

page 1 of 2 · 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $865.45 

Current charges past due after Dec 10 

Thank you for your payment Nov 2 $825.37 

Usage period Oct 22 - Nov 21 

This bill was mailed on November 26, 2012 

Usage 'Jobf/:13 Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Nov 21 45268 

Oct 22 45096 
Meter constant x . 25 
kWh usage 4300 

Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 143 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Nov 9 at 6:15 am 6.00 

Off-peak KW Nov 17 at 7:00 am 6.00 

Billing 
SGS·TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 30 Days 

• 

Please delach here. 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

1,575 kwh x 
2,725 kwh x 

6.00 kw x 

?d l~-S--1~ 
Ck.Jl/ta95 

Turn over for helpruJ phone numbers and customer service tips. 

1089 

21.00 

$0.05872 92.4840 

$0.04669 127.2303 

$7.48000 44.8800 

-8.2560 

- Doc. Ex. 1151 -
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Mr. Rbdhe' HUertet 
,00~~.f Ci.f. ,,,,, .... ems·'.Corporation 

47oOW6rta+foosroii f>arkWa\i, SultEf roa 
Jf(jl)stOflt rn*a$. '77,0~4 . . . 

·Project: former A'Stievme 'byein~:and Finishing Fadtify 

t~sk-:oft'iOQ•Gr~utfdwater Rt;mecfi~tiott ()&M Program 
:erofessionaf Personnel· · llate Hour5 
Jimmy Hair:: stafr.1e~!::Pr6fesslona1r 14on2 9.o 
;~~&~~~~~;w;!~;::$s$]Pb~U t?/4/t~ Q;p 

'J.:t1:ttrirc:~m · 

Tota.1 · Inv()foe: 

G. p . AA{j,-,~··.· · .. : ~'. •. i ~·~ , .. ··-· ~ ~ 
.... :··,. 

,J\mount 
:$6?5;QQ 
0 $~:7s19g 

'$:397:80' 
~93$,Q4. • 

• 
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~~ Progress Energy 

• 0041764 01 AT 0.371 012 **Alll'O **R005 

1It1111II'1' Ill I I 111' J 111III11I11I1111h1' l 11I11If1111111' 11IIll1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/0 KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

4,600 

3,450 

2,300 

1,150 

kWh Usage History 

¥ I ; E --::-~~ .. :._~_·.1.1 ~.'.,~:~_ .... '..,~-,,_,: .. ·_· =1!1 .. _r .. ·.,_;·~ ... l._;,·'; -.-___ r .. '.~_-~:-_[··•.--:-=1. -.. ~~---~r ... -_:_~.·-·. ~._~_-,~:--=--~~:-.:.·_._:__ l@!~.·-.,::.r-.,: . .,_'._~,·.-t-: 
iU;l .. :Ului~I 

0 ~~"-="--""'"--""' ....... '-'='--'='-'='-'"'"'-=-~ ~ 
Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec 

Billing 

.. _. ............ · .. ·;· ..... · ....... ;. . 

Customer Bill page 1 of 3 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $936.04 

Current charges past due after Jan 9 

Thank you for your payment Dec 6 $865.45 
Usage period Nov 21 - Dec 21 

This bill was mailed on December 26, 2012 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Dec 21 45444 

Nov 21 45268 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh u~ge 4400 

Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 147 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Dec 4 at 7:15 am 6.25 

Off-peak KW Dec 4 at 0:15 am 6.25 

SGS. TOU rate ' 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 
PUMP - 30 Days 

New rate service Charges if new rates applied for entire usage period 

• Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 1,475 kwh x $0.05901 

Off-peak KWH 2,925 kwh x $0.04698 

On-peak KW 6.25 kw x $7.48000 

New Rate Subtotal 

Old rate service Charges if old. rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 1,475 kwh x $0.05872 

Off-peak KWH 2,925 kwh x $0.04669 

On-peak KW 6.25 kw x $7.48000 

Old Rate Subtotal 

Please detach llere. Turn over ror helpful pl1one numbers and customer service tips. 

Return portion If your mailing address or phone number has changed, please indicate on the bacl< of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

• 
Progress Energy Carolinas. Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

Total due 

Current charaes oast due after 

21.00 

87.0398 

137.4165 

46.7500 

292.2063 

21.00 

86.6120 

136.5683 

46.7500 

290.9303 

$936.04 

Jan 9 

-

01 

01 

01 

016 

04L764 0 

FORM VER. 002 
11 /98 REV. 01 /00 
01-2AT 

7854596116 7352 451 o~~Jooo 000093604 oooo93bD4 7854596116 3 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 1/29/13 14.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 612 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Semi Annual Sampling 
Professional Personnel - Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 1/30/13 10.00 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 4 

February 11, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-103 

Rate 
$75.00 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$1,050.00 

$397.80 
$963.58 

Amount 
$750.00 

$235.27 
$80.00 

• 
Total Invoice: $3,476.65 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on fie wHh WJNA 

Direct« of Envlronmental Affairs. 

( 

Thank rou for your business' 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

1092 

EIN# 34-2029635 

• 
HC-WASCO LLC 00313 
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• ,,:. . .;;_: _c_ ... 

· ~ Progress Energy 

• 0014828 01 AT 0.371 011 "*AlITO:**R005 
11111111llll1'M11l11 'I •h111ll •I '1l 111 11h "ll'w 1111111111111 
ASHEVILLE DYING. AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARP- .yWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
5,000 

3,750 

2,500 

1,250 

0 

:m: 
···:: 

!Hf; 
i!lf. 
WR 
-· ;;f:j 
~!lg 

I i~ = !!~ ri·~ ff~ 1~ i~it ~m !::-' 

~ I ~g:: 

~l~ El irni 

··r· .. 

Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan 

Billing 
$GS·TO.U rate 

• '1 •• 

Customer Bill 
Po6feJ ~ 

page 1of2 f/ 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $963.~8. 

Current charges past due after Feb 7 

Thank you for your payment 

Usage period 

This bill was mailed on 

:r&tt l:J3 
Osage.· , 
Meter number 
Readings: Jan 23 

Dec 21 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

Jan 2 $936.04 

Dec 21 - Jan 23 

January 24, 2013 

TE0949 
45641 
45444 

x 25 
4925 

Days in period 33 Average kWh per day 149 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 
·· lll::Jt.Vl'Y IV1 c::tt·y,·vcrAc:o:::>"):l\l'tf'~~;;t~~~'Jl'1'..:t''~~~-~-.. ~·:--·· .... ·· .. -···:·· ··~_ ........ ~ ... ·........----~~-~.,~~II?.'·~·,,-~~~·':·'-· ·-·"'·'"· ~---·.., ... _,, 

.:..-· 

• 
1093 HC-WASCO LLC 00314 
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m1NERAL 
SPRINGS 

environmental, p.c. 4600 Mineral Springs lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 • 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Housmn, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 

March 6, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-104 

Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$975.00 Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 2/27/13 13.0 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 529 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Semi Annual Sampling 
Conbactor 
Laboratory 

Total Invoice: 

Rodney 

$343.85 
$1,438.68 

$391.00 

$3,148.53 

apµ 
,;nvironmental Legacy Matter. 

Agreement on file• WJNA 
Director of Environmental Aftab. 

Thank rou for your business/ 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

I 1 DOD 

EIN# 34-2029635 

• 

• {+;-NJ.¥ ~ 1"rtJMfl)lff,. '{<( fl{ Z Jo6J) 

1094 HC-WASCO LLC 00309 
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• 

• 

• 

ENCOcary 
102-A Woodwinds Indusbial Court 

Cary, NC 27511 

Invoice To: 

Client Code: 

Client ID: 

Client PM: 

PO#: 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

KiikPollard 
4600 Mineral Springs Lane 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

MI017 

Mineral Springs Environmental 

Kirk Pollard 

Remit To: 

Environmental Conservation Laboratories, Inc. 
10775 Central Port Drive 

Orlando, A. 32824 

Quantity Analysis/Description 

4 8260B 

919.467 .3090 

INVOICE 

-Invoice Number: 

Invoice Date: 

Project: 

Project Number: 

Date Received: 

Invoiced by: 

Work Order(s): 

Terms: 

Matrix 

Water 

Page 1of1 

1i~ 1S 

~~ 

C3B!S!O 

15-Feb-13 

AD&F 

[none] 

Ol-Feb-13 

BAS 
C301039 

NET30 

Unit Cos! Extended Cost 

$85.00 $340.00 

Invoice Total: $340.00 

• Pursuant to ENCO Standard Tenns and Conditions, a fee of l.5% per month may be applied for late payment. 

1095 HC-WASCO LLC 00310 

- Doc. Ex. 1157 -
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. ~ ·Progr~s Energy 

0018754 01 AT 0.381 011 **AUI'O **R005 

.11111111•111 1t1 1111I11 I •1I•IIIhI1I1•1111•11I111111l11II1I1 1 •I h 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CID KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 
,...... . ·-::._· .,.. •... ··~·- . 

5,000 

3,750 

2,500 

1,250 

kWh Usage History 

0 '--'="-'"""'-""'l..=i'-=1-"""l...l=i...l=...i=l.."'"'1.J"""-'"""-'---

Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb 

Customer Bill 
?os·hf 

page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,438.68 

Current charges past due after Mar7 

Thank you for your payment Feb 5 $963.58 

Usage period Jan 23 - Feb 20 

This bill was mailed on February 21, 2013 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Feb 20 45809 

Jan 23 45641 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4200 

Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 150 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Feb 18 at 7:15 am 6.25 

Off-peak KW Feb 2 at 6:30 am 6.25 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARRENWILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 28 Days 

Please detach here. 

' / 

Basic customer charge 

On-p~ak K.WH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

DSM/EE Opt-Out Credit 

1,475 kwh x $0.05901 

2,725 kwh x $0.04698 

6.25 kw x $7.48000 

'Sobef IJ3 

? d. {}.-'JS:IJ 

6kJflf'7?7 

Tum over fur helpful phone numbers and customer servic~ Ups. , 

21.00 

87.0398 

128.0205 

. 4EP500 

-14.1541 

1096 HC-WASCO LLC 00311 

• 
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. . 

. ~INERAL 
•• ~~~~~nta~~ 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919~261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

INVOICE 
April 3, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-105 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 3/27/13 12.0 
Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 529 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Rate 
$75.00 

Task 06000 Quarterly and Semi- Annual Report Preparation 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Senior Level Professional I 3/4/13 3.50 $90.00 

Total Invoice: 

Amount 
$900.00 

$343.85 
$1,498.19 

Amount 
$315.00 

$3,057.04 

H rt Date 

~ Jt~1 osl-.ocf 
Envfrorunental Legacy Matter. 

Agreement on file with \'WM 
Director of Envlronmental Affafrs. Ru ;;tJoO 

Thank You for Your business! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

• { trN#' eo-.L) l(Ctg Jo. Ztt Jlff, • '/If 14{ l . 5o6:) 
1097 HC-WASCO LLC 00306 
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. ~ Progress E~~rgy Customer Bill 
(05-reJ 

page 1 of2 ~ 

' . 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,498.19 0016669 01 AT 0.381 011 **AUTO **ROOS 

•11••l•1111h11•1••1•'11•'1'•1'1•l'1l1•11•l1'•ll''1••'l1111'•I•'' 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

Current charges past due after Apr 5 

C/O KIRK POLLARD- \MINA Thank you for your payment Feb 27 $1,43a:sa 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN Usage period Feb 20.:. Mar)1 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 This bill was mailed on March 22, ,2013 

5,000 

'3,750 

2,500 

1,250 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Mar 

Feb 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

TE0949 
21 45984 
20 45809 

x 25 
4375 

0 L..&W""-"'"'-"'""'-'".:.U.~""'--"=-"~~2a.1"'3.Jtill!LJ __ _ Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 151 
Mar May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar 

Please detach here. 
/" ........ -- -.-:-· ... -.. -. -· ·- ........ ,-

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW.. ·.Feb 27 at11:30.am ,< .. · · 8.75 

0ff·el:!~~:.~~ ..... ~,· .,,.:·~.,~~~;3~,.,:.~~1~1~0Q,~·em;~:t .· '~:;;~~:E»;: ig;.·~o·· 
•" .. ~ .. 

;)j;;; 

' '~~~+~:,~;;1i*tJ11~7~3ili )€ 

<~{:. ',. l. '.·.~ ·:· . .. '_.; .• _ .·-.f)d ' lf- 1~13 
Cf<-.:Jt Lf g;J. 8 · 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 
.. ·nrs·<c.ry,1or"'ZQTZ"l:axes·purposes·:-·r~.-- ·~ .... ,., .............. , •. -.-.. -·,c·--... -., ·-·~·--,-............ .. 

.. Fro;,, April 1~sept~m1>er 30, _ti~e-:9f-l(~~,off~peak ho!Jr~·.a.r~· 1pp~~1o~fu.; ., · 
· are weekepds and thesE! holtc;laYs,:. Good,Fri~ay, ~ef!lopa!,;D<iY;A!J! · · 

above. holir;lays .falls on-a Saturday, tl'l,E! Frid~y. ~fore:tl'l0, 8c;l!d- .. · 
holiday' falls on a suriday;· theJqllqwin!:l M()tic:l~Y:~ilL!le'' · .· · 

· ,. ·.· :· -:· · ·. · ·. .. · -: · · .. : '. > · : .. :::.~:· -~·:_:/·.' ___ .. ; .. ; ... ~~ .. ~:~ . .-;.·.~~~::~:~~~-~f,~~~r;1~ 
Coming soon: a new nameJ()i" qur cor'npar1y. Prq9'tEi;ss,;~pE!f 

Yo<" ..nn~ •nd """"""! reri\•iri th6 ••mO: qu•<ti"1~!;~;~~~~Jd,:S:CLoIA>'. ;} 

• 

• 
1098 HC-WASCO LLC 00307 
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-

~INERAL 
• ~~~~~p~ 4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

• 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 

May 2, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-106 

Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 4/25/13 12.0 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 529 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on File with VWNA 

Director of Envtronmental Affairs. 

Total Invoice: 

$343.85 
$1,188.32 

$2,432.17 

{<:tilney H 

~ i{zc/3L./i-

~IA / { DtJ D 
Tbank Yau for your kusiness! 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt EIN# 34-2029635 

1099 HC-WASCO LLC 00303 
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~}( 

~':~ piOg~ Energy Customer:Bill 
?osf&i, 

page 1 of 2 

0016916 01 AT 0.381 011 **AUTO **R005 

• 11111111It•11h 11111111.1.111It.1111111ri1•I1hilll•'•II111.111. 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
5,100 

~. 

::::~ alHHHllU 
Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb Apr 

, ... 

~:~;~.'.·"Ai':'>.: f:; .. ·,~~\ ;.' ·. :. :> ... , ·. "·i':':f ~ -.- . _; ·.: ... · . ·. .· . 

Acco·unt number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,188.32 

May 9 

Thank you for your payment Apr 3 $1,498.19 

Usage period Mar 21 - Apr 24 

This bill was mailed on 

. ':Job=# b.J 
Usage. 
Meter number 
Readings: Apr 24 

Mar 21 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

April 25, 2013 

TE0949 
46185 
45984 

x 25 
5025 

Days in period 34 Average kWh per day 148 

Total Peak Registration 

On•peak KW · Apr 4 at 5: 15 pm 6.25 

Off-peak KW Apr 2 at 6:45 am 6.25 

. ,. ;~W.~~~~~~:~tr~~~;~P:~~:~~,~·~~-····~~ANNANOA 

Please detach here. 

·.':/ • 
1-·~::.;;-•• ;!C.,."t :>·~-, ·'.\:· .. ·, ~. ·.;~ .. · ·' •. · · · ...• :· . . · ..... 

B_as.ic c4stQtn.Eli" ch~rge 
• " • j~ ": , ;: • 7' • • '-11; " , I 

On~peak KWH ' .. 'f . 

On-peak ~W ·. 
·. ·~ -.. • ·:. . . ' 

DS~/EE Opt-Out Cr~dit. 

.:·:. 

·1,650 kwh. x $0.05901 

3,375 k."Vh. x $Q.04698 

6.25 . kYI x . $7.48000 

Pd. l/,Jf--13 
Ck#:lf~G/ 

Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips . 

21.00 

97.3665 

158.5575 

46.7500 

~16.9343 • 

• •• :. - - .:.l - -· - ~ ·- ·- .. • •• __ .. ,_·~ .......... _ .......................... -·~· _ •• ____ .. ___ --- ... - ............... _,,._ ._,._., •••• ---- _.,_,__.,_,.,.._ ~· ···.-·· ................ - ....... ,..,. .......... .,... ...... -._ --··- ..... _ - -·-· ••• - -

Reminder: Our name is changing to Duke Energy Progress. In late April, you'll begin to see our new 
name and logo on your bill. Your service and account remain the scime. Questions? Visit 
progress-energy.com/newname. 

• 
1100 HC-WASCO LLC 00304 
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• 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 
June 5, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-107 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

·Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 5/29/13 12.0 
Evan Pollard: Technician 5/29/13 12.0 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 5/30/13 8.0 
Evan Pollard: Technician 5/29/13 8.0 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 583 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 
Per Diem and Hotel 

. Rate 
$75.00 
$35.00 
$75.00 
$35.00 

Task 06000 Quarterly and Semi- Annual Report Preparation 
Professional Personnel Date Hours Rate 
Senior Level Professional I 5/21/13 2.00 $90.00 
Senior Level Professional I 5/28/13 4.00 $90.00 
Senior Level Professional I 6/1/13 2.50 $90.00. 
Senior Level Professional I 6/3/13 2.50 $90.00 
CADD Operator 5/28/13 1.25 $55.00 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement en Rle wHh WRiA 

Director of Envlronmental Mairs. /Ju 
Tbank vou for rourbusinessl 

Payment Terms-Net Cash due Upon Receipt 

Amount 
$900.00 
$420.00 
$600.00 
$280.00 

$378.95 
$1,108.63 
$203.16 

Amount 
$180.00 
$360.00 
$225.00 
$225.00 
$68.75 

EIN# 34-2029635 

• { ·~-u . .u .• -~ " 1 If '!JtJ. zrz,NJ, • W ~ -i Job 1} 
1101 HC-WASCO LLC 00300 
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PROGRESS 

0017601 01 AV 0.357 Oll **AlITO **R005 
1111•111•1ll11l•'1111•11•1l'•ll'll'l111111l1'•lll•1'l•ll••l'•1•I' 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
5,100 

::::: i -.:.: ...... :.· .. _·.· ~ : ~ ~ 1 ~ r.:.: -.:.· .. · .. :.·~ .. ··.:. I 
•·•·. ·•• ).",;1,i': i;q; :,::.·!._•,". 1 ... , 

... ·. :.·.' ""' .. :-:: ;._ •. •.·.i.: :'. •. ~. <;::: 

1 ,275 :::.::.::.:~. :·.· ... ::~ .. ·'.:·.: .•... :!·' .:,,: .• :,:, .• :,·. ·:.,:·:,·.,: .'. .• '.:.·. ![¥: :!¥) ;~~1 :.· .. _:~.: .. ~ .... • ... :~ .... : ;:::: l~~:~ ~1~i 
0 m:: .-.· :·· ::;,; '-.. :.·:.·•.•. ',·,·.•.·,' .. :,•.' 

~"·~· ~·"•,_,...'··~·=·'~"="..i..=~"·~"'~""-'--"""-'"""-'~-L.Jill~ 
May Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May 

Billing . 
SGS-TOU rate 

·. "' 
·.,;.· 

Customer Bill 
?ostrd 

page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,108.63 

Current charges past due after Jun 13 

Thank you for your payment Apr 30 $1,188.32 

Usage period Apr 24 - May 23 

This bill was mailed on May 30,'2013 

:Joh~/d.3 
Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: May 23 46353 

Apr 24 46185 
Meter constant x 2:2 
kWh usage 4200 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 145 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Apr 25 at 9:45 pm 6.00 

Off-peak KV\/ 

Please detach here. Tum over fur helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

-

-:;.... _.-· .. -· :.. • -_: - :... '..:. - .:. ...... ·- "...'. ,:·. ·-··- .!.' -· .:...·_.·..:··_ .... ~~ •• :-..:.- • .;. £-.&•- ~·-~':ot·"i;'!·-ifl.'>-'%)-.~-~"·""J·':t'-...... ~".o;>'",,.r-11!,~"t"~~··"""''l!i-"""'-·Cl"··- .... .,.. ... ,,, .... ..-....... .............-.• -- -··- ---.-..-,,.....-·-·-·· ·-- -- .. - ......... ··- . " ·-.-· ···--·--· -~--------.--.---·--- ... ~----·· -· 

Beginning with your June bill, the payment address will be changing. Please update your record.s .with 
the new address or use the supplied return envelope and bill st\Jb, · · · · 

··~: 

.· ~-·' 

:·: ;· :: . 

• 
1102 HC-WASCO LLC 00301 
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• 

• 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh, NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Direc!Dr of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 6/20/13 12.0 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 583 miles x 0.65 
ElectJic Bill 

June 27, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-108 

Rate 
$75.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$378.95 
$946.53 

Total Invoice: $2,225.48 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreemerd on fie wDh WJNA 

Director of Em1roml8ntd Affalll. 

fhank vou for vovr business! 

Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt 

1103 

?iv}, 
Date 

II z zzr. 'ff 
I 

/ J ooo 

EIN# 34-2029635 

HC-WASCO LLC 00297 
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0000034 01 SP 0.480 002 

111 111111111MIlh'l1I111ll1I1I1•11,,, ,1,11I•I1I11I111l 1IIII1111 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 

RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 

Customer Bill page 1 of 4 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $946.53 

Current charges past due after Jul9 

Thank you for your payment Jun 4 $1, 108.63 

Usage period May 23 - Jun 24 

This bill was mailed on June 25, 2013 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Jun 24 46537 

May 23 46353 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4600 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 144 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Jun 21 at 10:00 pm 5.75 

On-peak KW May 30 at 11:00 am 16.00 

Off-peak KW Jun 15 at 5:00 am 6.00 

Off-peak KW May 30 at 11:30 pm 13.00 

Billing 
SGS· TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , SWANNANOA 

PUMP - 32 Days 

New rate service Charges if new rat~s. applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 

Non-summer, May 23 • May 31 

On-peak KWH 500 kwh x 
Off-peak KWH 775 kwh x 
On-peak KW at .3175 proration 16.00 kw x 
Summer, June 01 • June 24 

On-peak KWH 1,075 kwh x 
Off-pe2k KWH 2,250 kwh x 
On-peak KW at .6825 proration 5.75 kw x 

New Rate Subtotal 

$0.06113 

$0.04898 

$7.58000 

$0.06113 

$0.04898 

$10.23000 

30.00 

30.5650 

37.9595 

38.5064 

65.7148 

110.2050 

40.1464 

353:0971 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

Return portion 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

000034 0 

Duke Energy Progress 
PO BOX 1003 
Charlotte NC 28201-1003 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due $946.53 

Current charaes past due after Jul 9 

• 

01 

01 

01 

016 

• 
FORM VER. 002 
11/00.0~1 n1/m 7854596116 3352 451 000000000 000094653 000094653 7854596116 3 

1104 HC-WASCO LLC 00298 
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• 

4600 Mineral Springs Lane• Raleigh. NC 27616 • 919.261.8186 •Fax 919.261.8299 

INVOICE 

Mr. Rodney Huerter 
Director of Environmental Affairs 
Water Applications & Systems Corporation 
4760 World Houston Parkway, Suite 100 
Houston, Texas 77032 

Project: Former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing Facility 

Task 01000 Groundwater Remediation O&M Program 
Professional Personnel Date Hours 
Jimmy Hair: Staff level Professional I 7/29/13 12.0 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Mileage - 619 miles x 0.65 
Electric Bill 

Task 02000 Semi Annual Sampling 
Professional Personnel 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 
Evan Pollard: Staff Technican 
Jimmy Hair: Project level Professional I 
Evan Pollard: Staff Technican 

Reimbursable Expenses 
Hotel and Meals 
Bailers - $20.00/bailer x 15 
Clearing Activities 

Task 08000 Project Management 
Professional Personnel Date 

Date 
7/30/13 
7/30/13 
7/31/13 
7/31/13 

Senior Level Professional II 7/30/13 
Senior Level Professional II 7/31/13 
Senior Level Professional II 8/1/13 

Hours 
10.00 
8.00 
10.00 
10.00 

Hours 
1.00 
1.00 
0.50 

August 1, 2013 
Project No: 123 
Invoice No: 123-109 

Rate 
$75.00 

Rate 
$75.00 
$35.00 
$75.00 
$35.00 

Rate 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$100.00 

Amount 
$900.00 

$402.35 
$850.23 

Amount 
$750.00 
$280.00 
$750.00 
$350.00 

$427.10 
$300.00 
$750.00 

Amount 
$100.00 
$100.00 
$50.00 

Total Invoice: 

Environmental Legacy Mottet 
IOeer181I on fie wllh VWtfA 

Dtrecfor d Erwllonnenfal Mairs. Rodney erte Date 

TIMalt._,,,,_._ ~ :t~,OO"f ,,g' 
Payment Terms-Net cash due Upon Receipt ~ 34-2029635 

• Jf u / I ooO 

{ fcrrf!J.W'~: 11Y!f).Zr20{f,. 'fCf lk/ Z- J'o63) 

1105 HC-WASCO LLC 00294 

- Doc. Ex. 1167 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-523



t-:"· 

0

P1(~ .DUKE. 
· '~~ENERGY® 

PROGRESS 

0015947 01 AT 0.381 011 **Al!rO **R005 

I I• I 11111 I•"m'1111I'1I•'h111 I•'··'' 1I11 I I I'· II'• 1'••1 llll" I' 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD-VWNA 

4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

kWh Usage History 
5,100 

:;:~ '-"WILJ-iwJU:r~""' .,..,lc.1.! ,ljli:ld.J, ""'11..ll:~~riliill-"'ila ~11'1... '""i1J...1 .... IL.m_ 
Jul Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul 

. -:. <f: 

·::·· 

Customer Bill Po~ 
page 1of2 ~ 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $850.23 

Current charges past due after · Aug 7 

Thank you for your payment 

Usage period 

Jul 5 · $946.53 

This bill was mailed on 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Jul 23 

Jun 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

Jun 24 - Jul 23 

July 24, 2013 

x 

TE0949 
46703 
46537 

25 

Days in period 29 Average k~h per day 

4150 

143 

Total Peak Registration i 
On-peak KW Jul 17 at 10:00 pm 6.00 

Off-peak KW · Jul 17 at 5:00; am 6.00 

···.: 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service lips. . 

. . ~. 

- - -:-_- =--- ":.-:---=----:.- = ----=--- ·:.- :: --- -::- -- --- =----;- =---·- =-:·-_-·: -----: ·-_--:.-: --·-·: -=- --- : --- -:-:--_--.:. .. ;- -:- :- ·--- ·.: --: ·:.. .. = ·---:. -=---- =--- -:- =----=-~ -_ -=--- -:-=---.-

Return portion 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O KIRK POLLARD- VWNA 
4600 MINERAL SPRINGS LN 
RALEIGH NC 27616-8814 

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

015947 0 

Duke Energy Progress 
PO BOX 1003 
Charlotte NC 28201-1003 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due $850.23 

Current char 

01 
01 
01 

016 

• 
FORM VER. 002 
11/98 iu;v. 01/00 

7854596116 0352 451 000000000 000085023 0000850~3 7854596116 3 

1106 HC-WASCO LLC 00295 

- Doc. Ex. 1168 -

Attachment B 
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~ Progress Energy Final Notice 
page 1 of 1 

F 000044 70 1 SP 0.370 00 ** ** 
11 ... 11 ••• 111 ..... 11 ••• 1.1 •• 11.1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1.11 ••• 1.1.11 •••• 1.1.1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

Account number 
Past due 

785459 6116- ... ~
$1,614.03 ~ 

C/O JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-0000 

Total due 

Notice expires 

$1,614.03 / 

December-20 

Final Notice When we placed this Final Notice in the mail, payment of your bill had not been 
received for electric service at 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD. 

If the Past due amount as shown above is not paid in full or satisfactory credit 
arrangements made with supervisory personnel at Progress Energy Carolinas by 
December 20, 2005, we shall begin action to disconnect your electric service. When 
the Past due amount is not paid in full or satisfactory credit arrangements made by the 
time our representative is dispatched to disconnect service, the Total due, as shown 
above, will be required. When the service is disconnected, it will not be restored until 
all amounts owed are paid plus a reconnection charge of $30.90 during office hours or 
$77.25 during other hours, and a guaranty deposit, unless satisfactory credit 
arrangements are made. If you have questions about your electric service account or 
require credit arrangements, contact Progress Energy Carolinas Monday through 
Friday, between. 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. toll free -
Dial 1 & then 800-452-2777. 

Your last payment was processed on November 15, 2005, for $1,319.78 . • 

----- .. _ ---- .- ---· ... _ .. _ .... _ ... -- .... ---- ..... .-_ ------ _,... _ .. _ -- ----- _,... --- -- ----- ....... --- -- ...... - .- ·-- - - ·- ·- ------ ---- .- -- - -- - ·- --·· -- ---· .- - ..... ----:--. -- -- --- -:·---- - --- -
Return portion If your name, malling address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 
850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD 
SWANNANOA NC 28778-0000 

Make checks payable 
and retum to: 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Final Notice 

Past due $1,614.03 

Total due $1,614.03 

Notice expires . Dec 20 

07 

01 

02 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 Return this portion with your payment so 

the return address shows In the . 016 
. envelope. Please do not staple or clip & 

this portion to your payment. § 
t~?.'~~r;~{?-;:{~}~g;Z:{r.{f:~&~1Sh~7&~i~X"i~iff:~;&izr;:;v~~~~V~i"":r:M!f~~ .. ~7Y..:;;"1.lt{t{"~;,~iliii"IB~~'i>lf~~li<~W7&~?:1-ir.V.4"*-fr;:~~r3~~~..grz:~~;-:~fr~~r,~x..;·W7»M.?'X~?;M~~~~~?.~.fr:f?>1~ 

00004479 

FORM VER. 002 
07/98 REV. 01/00 

7854596116 1452 451 000161403 000161403 000161403 7654596116 6 • 
1108 HC-WASCO LLC 00286 

- Doc. Ex. 1170 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-526



';f"') . 

~) Progress Energy Customer Bill page 1 of2 

~ 0052814 01 FP 0.371 011 ** ** 
11 ••• 11 ••• 111 ..... 11 •• ; 1.1 .. 11.1 .. 1 .. 1 •• 1.11 ... 1.1.11 .... 1.1.1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-0000 

18,400 

13,800 

9,200 

4,600 

kWh Usage History 

. 0 ~........,'-"'""'-"""'-""""-"'""-'""'-"=-"'""-""""""'"-"""'--'--
. Sep Nov Jan Mar .. May Jul Sep 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,113.67 

Current charges past due after Oct 9 

Thank you fOr your payment Sep 6 $1,075.61 

Usage period Aug 24 - Sep 22 

This bill was mailed on September 25, 2006 . 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Sep 22 

Aug· 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

x 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 

Total Peak Registration 

TE0949 
25164. 
24534 

25 
15750 

543 

On-peak KW Aug 24 at 4:15 pm 23.25 

Off-peak KW Sep 9 at 4:00 am 23.25 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

21.00 

On-peak KWH · \b \ 5,375 kwh x $0.04705 252.8938 

$0.03502 363.3325 

• On-peak KW 

kWh Usage History 

--~ ~ \\'\ ,,'>o ____ 2_3._25-kw __ x_..,.s_10_.1_0_00_0 ___ 23_4_.8_2_50 

~& ~~ Usage 
11,600 

8,700 

5,800 

2,900 

~O' ~ .Jt_"'l,j.J Meter number 
l\ <\ Readings: Sep 22 

"' '~ Aug 24 
\~ Meter constant 

ijm kWh usage 
~ii 

0 '-="-"""-'-"""'-=''-"""'......,.-"""'--'=-"""'--"'"'-'='-'"""--"--- Days in period 29 

Actual kW Demand 
Sep Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep 

"T76037 
79675 

. 79609 
x 20 

1320 

Average kWh per day 46 

13.80 

Billing 
SGS rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 29 Days 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips . 
.. . - - .. - - - - - ,- . - - - - - - - - - .. - - - -· - ........ ·-· - .. - -. - - - - .... - - - - - - - - - - - .. - ... - - - .... ""'.~ .. - - - - -- .. - -..... 

Return portion 11 your mailing address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-0000 

Account number 
785 459 6116 -

Make checks payable 
and return to: 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

052814 0 

01 

Total due $1,113.67 01 
01 

Current charaes oast due after Oct 9 

016 

7854596116 9452 451 000000000 000111367 000111367 7854596116 3 

1109 HC-WASCO LLC 00283 

- Doc. Ex. 1171 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-527



l ~ Progress Energy 
Customer Bill page 1of4 

i 
0000191 01 SP 0.3110 002 **SNGLP **C004 

11 ••• 11 ••• 111 ••••• 11 ••• 1.1 •• 11.1 •• 1 •• 1 •• 1.11 ••• 1.1.11 .... 1.1.1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

16,400 

12,300 

8,200 

4,100 

0 

kWh Usage History 

Oct Dec Feb 

J 

Account number 785 459 6116 

·Total due $1,236.32 

Current charges past due after Nov 8 

Thank you for your payment Oct 12 $1,113.67 

Usage period Sep 22 - Oct 24 

This bill was mailed on ·October 25, 2006 . 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Oct 24 25697 

Sep 22 25164 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 13325 

Days in period 32 Average kWh per day 416 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Sep 29 at 10:00 pm 22.25 

On-peak KW Oct 2 at 8:00 am 22.50 

Off-peak KW Sep 30 at 3:45'am 22.50 

Off-peak KW Oct 15 at 7:45 am 22.75 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , PUMP - 32 Days 

New rate service Charges if new rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

Summer, September 22· September 30 

On-peak KWH 1,475 kwh x $0.05199 76.6853 

Off-peak KWH 3,000 kwh x $0.03996 119.8800 

On-peak KW at .3242 proration 22.25 kw x $10.10000 72.8558 

Non-summer, October 1 • October 24 

On-peak KWH 3,075 kwh x $0.05199 159.8693 

Off-peak KWH 5,775 kwh x $0.03996 230.7690 

On-peak KW at .6758 proration 22.50 kW x $7.48000 113.7371 

Off-peak Excess kw charge 0.25 kw x $1.00000 0.2500 

New Rate Subtotal 795.0465 

·Please detach here. Tum over ror helprut phone numbers and customer service tips. 

· Return portion - -u-yoannallfng-address orphon·e-numoef nas· ctiangea, please Jndlcate -on thf:fback· orthis stuo: 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Make checks payable 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due $1,236.32 

Current charaes oast due after Nov 8 

01 

01 

01 

and return to: 
Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 I 016 

~<s:"~~~~~}::s'{~!:=Y%<:~~v.;,;.~~~~f"~~~~~~~{Effiif.~·M'~.t<.?.Zi';;:~~yg.,::r*&'ff.~~z~g:r~N~;:~y,r.;,1¥.1~~.&~x>:?&~..££~~&~~~;~~~wR~W.&~~~~I 
000191 0 

FORM VER. 002 
11 /98 REV. 01/00 
00·2SP 

7854596116 2452 451 000000000 000123632 000123632 7854596116 3 

• 

• 
1110 HC-WASCO LLC 00282 

- Doc. Ex. 1172 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-528



Progress Energy 

0052957 01 MB 0,326 011 **AUTO **C004 

I1,,,11,,,111,,,,,11,,,I,1,,11,1,,I,,I,,I,I1,,,I,1,11,,,,I,1,1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/O JOHN COYNE/VEOLIA WATER/NA 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY # 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Customer Bill page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,310,17 

Current charges past due after     Dec 5 

Thank you for your payment Nov14 $1,236.32 

Usage period Oct 24 - Nov 20 

This bill was mailed on November 21, 2006 

16,400 

12,300 

8,200 

4,100 

0 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

kWh Usage History 

Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Nov 20 

Oct 24 
Meter constant 
kwh usage 

Days in period 27 

TE0949 
26261 
25697 

25 
14100 

Average kWh per day 522 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Nov 20 at 7:45 am 

Off-peak KW Nov 20 at 6:00 am 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, PUMP 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 4,850 kwh x $0.05199 

Off-peak KWH 9,250 kwh x $0.03996 

On-peak KW 23.50 kw x $7.48000 

kWh Usage History 

27 Days 

23.50 

23.50 

21.00 

252.1515 

369.6300 

175.7800 

11,600 

8,700 

5,800 

2,900 

0 
Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Nov 20 

Oct 24 
Meter constant 
kwh usage 

Days n period 27 

T76037 
80088 
79874 

x 20 
4280 

Average kWh per day 159 

Actual kW Demand 14.20 

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

Return portion If your mailing address or phone number has changed, please indicate on the back of this stub, 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O JOHN COYNE/VEOLIA WATER/NA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY # 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 

and return to: 
Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

Total due $1,31 0.17 

Current charges past due after Dec 5 

oi 
Ol 
Ol 

016 

0529570 

FO~VE,~.oo~ 7854596116 6452 451 000000000 000131017 000131017 7854596116 3 
11’/98 REV. 01/00 

HC-WASCO LLC 00279 1111

- Doc. Ex. 1173 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-529



: ~ Progress Energy NOVEMBER 21, 2006 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of2 

Bllllng 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
lnfonnation 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 27 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh x $0.10042 

1,250 kwh x $0.08324 

2,280 kwh x $0.07857 

Three phase service charge 

850 WARREN WiLSON COLLEGE RD - 27 Days 
High Pressure.Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x $23.34 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 27 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 luinens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles x 

3%.North Carolina sales tax 

$14.71 
$2.16 

12.00 

75.3150 

104.0500 

179.1396 

9.00 

23.34 

44.13 
6.48 

38.16 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 332.50, as compared with rate SGS 

· Current twelve month Tline-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 1,829.10 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 12/15/2006. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Servi.ces at 1-888-326~3344. 

u-'3 o-o' 
Date 

Rodney . 
~· J/1110.!1 

ct~ $30 .. 31- cf~. s_O ~ 3 
~ t.f3w 

• 

• 
1112 HC-WASCO LLC 00278 

- Doc. Ex. 1174 -
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Progress Energy 

0052590 01 MB 0.~.,6 011 **AUTO **C004 

Ih,,ll,,,lll,,,,,ll,,,I,h,li,h,l,,I,,hll,,,I,hll,,,,hl,I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

C/O JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 

14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY # 200 

HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Customer Bill page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,463.49 

Current charges past due after     Jan 4 

Thank you for your payment Dec 5 $1,310.17 

Usage period Nov 20 - Dec 20 

This bill was mailed on December 21, 2006 

17,000 

12,750 

8,500 

4,250 

0 

Billing 
SGS-TOU rate 

kWh Usage History 

Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Dec 20 26938 

Nov 20 - 26261 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage ~.6925 

Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 564 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Dec 19 at 7:45 am 24.75 

Off-peak KW Dec 19 at 5:30 am 24.50 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, PUMP 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

On-peak KWH 5,625 kwh x $0.05199 292.4438 

Off-peak KWH 11,300 kwh x $0.03996 451.5480 

On-peak KW 24.75 kw x $7.48000 185.1300 

kwh Usage History 

11,600 

8,700 

5,800 

2,900 

0 
Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Dec 20 

Nov 20 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

Days in period 30 

T76037 
80313 
80088 

2O 
45OO 

Average kWh per day 150 

Actua~ kW Demand 15.00 

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

Return portion    If your mailing address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
C/O JOHN COYNENEOLIA WATER/NA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY # 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Account number 
765 459 6116 

Maka checks payable Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
and return to: 

Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

Total due $1,463.49 

Current charges past due after Jan 4 

052590 0 

~o~wR.oo2 7854596116 6452 451 000000000 000146349 000146349 11/,;,e REV. Ol/00 
01 .1Mg 

7854596116 3 

HC-WASCO LLC 00277 1113

- Doc. Ex. 1175 -

Attachment B 
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t ~ Progress Energy DECEMBER 21, 2006 

ASHEVILLE DYING ANO FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

Billlng 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
Information 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh x $0.10042 

1,250 kwh x $0.08324 

2,500 kwh x $0.07857 

Three phase service charge 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 30 Days 
High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x $23.34 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 30 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 88 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles x 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

$14.71 
$2.18 

12.00 

75.3150 

104.0500 

196.4250 

9.00 

23.34 

44.13 
6.48 

42.63 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 422.90, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 1,839.18 

This bill ls subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 01/16/2007. 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

Progress Energy will observe the holiday season Dec 25-26 and the New Year on Jan 1, 2007. General 
business may be conducted during this time by visiting our website at www.progress-energy.com. If you 
are calling to report an outage or any other technical problems with your electric service, please call 
our dedicated outage line at 1-800-419-6358. Happy Holidays from our family to each of yours. 

I 1- tJ:/
OatB 

• 

• 

• 
1114 HC-WASCO LLC 00276 

- Doc. Ex. 1176 -
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~ Progress Energy 

• 0051940 01 MB 0.326 011 **Al.Yl'O **C004 
11 ... 11 .. ,111 ..... 11 .. ,1, 1, ,11.1 .. 1 •• 1., 1.1111.1,1.11 .... 1.1.1 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

kWh Usage History 
17,000 

::·;i 

12,750 .. 

8,500 lil!! 

4,250 
,~, :~ 

.... ,., .. 

:~i~ 

0 
::;:; 

~i~ 

:11i: 
ti{ 

'~~~ 
~k 
;:;~-: 

~~i.; 

Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb 

Customer Bill page 1 of 2 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $839.29 

Current charges past due after Mars 

Thank you for your payment Feb 6 $1,427.54 

Usage period Jan 22 - Feb 21 

This bill was malled on February 22, 2007 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 

Readings: Feb 21 27698 
Jan 22 27518 

Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4500 

Days in period 30 Average kWh per day 150 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Feb 14 at 1:00 pm 24.25 

Off-peak KW Feb 14 at 2:30 pm 24.50 

Billing 
SGS·TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, PUMP - 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH • Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

Off-peak Excess kw charge 

kWh Usage History 
9,700 

7,275 ~;: 
;i;:. ::;: 

~~: ~r 

1,775 kwh x 

2,725 kwh x 
24.25 kw x 

0.25 kw x 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Feb 21 

Jan 22 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

$0.05199 

$0.03996 

$7.48000 

$1.00000 

21.00 

92.2823 

108.8910 

181.3900 

0.2500 

T76037 
80766 
80579 

x 20 
3740 :~:: i..u;;"a..' i;:;.1;w· :.;,;;~:~U;·""~'.u;l..:.1~~..L"c..1.· ~~ ....... w;..i..Jo.li.·''Ll·=I L Days in period 30 

Actual kW Demand 

Average kWh per day 125 
Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct Dec Feb 

Please detach here. Tum over for helpl'UI phone numbers and cuslomer service lips. 

Return portion If your mall Ing address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FOREST PKWY# 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due 

15.00 

- Doc. Ex. 1177 -

Attachment B 
Exhibit C2-533



~ Progress Energy FEBRUARY 22, 2007 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 2 

Billing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

For your 
information 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD, ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP • 30 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh x 
1,250 kwh x 
1,740 kwh x 

Three phase service charge 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 30 Days 
High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 Jumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 30 Days 
High Pressure Sodium fights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles x 
3% North Carolina sales tax 

$0.10042 

$0,08324 

$0.07857 

$23.34 

$14.71 
$2.16 

Current month Time-of-Use Loss for meter TE0949: $ 7.02, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 2,163.50 

This bill is subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 03119/2007. 

12.00 

75.3150 

104.0500 

136.7118 

9.00 

23.34 

44.13 
6.48 

24.45 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 

From April 1-September 30, time-of-use off-peak hours are 10pm-10am, Monday-Friday. Off-peak days 
are weekends and these holidays: Good Friday, Memorial Day, July 4th and Labor Day. When one of the 
above holidays falls on a Saturday, the Friday before the Holiday will be considered off-peak; when the 
holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will be considered off-peak. 
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~ ProgreSs ~rgy 

• Progress Energy Carolinas, rni::. 
csc - C/GS Team 
?O Box 1771 
Raleigh, NC 27602 

£0"d 60:S 800l 8! 6n~ 
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PEC Account Number(s): 

98~ <t Jj {,_J [-¥--(, __ _ 

We understand PEC Is required to Inform the NC Utilities Commission of our declslori 10 opt out 
these accounts.· · 

Pac Nbr #0071 
J)agc 4 at 4 

Yours very truly, 

W"d 60: S 80()(; 81: 6nt1 

OCI01 REV 01.00 
OFC ID 4S1 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET 

FROM; 

DATe; 

TOTAL NO. OF PAGES INCLUDING COVER: 

. ~ 

PHONE NUM8E~ 1-1) 
9 ?3d ~?i)0-5 I 

SF;NDER'S REi;ERENCE NUMBeR: 

• I 

Signature: 

• 
10 'd 60:S 800~ 81 6n~ 
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·~ 

~j Progress Energy 

0000110 01 SP o.410 002 **SNGLP **C004 
II 111l I 111lll11111ll 111l 1l11II1I11l 11l11f 11f 111l 1l1ll1111l1I1I 
ASHEVILLE DYING ANO FINISHING 
C/O RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FORREST PKWY STE 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

17,000 

12,750 

8,500 

4,250 

kWh Usage History 

Oct Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct 

Customer Bill page 1 of 4 

Account number 785 459 6116 

Total due $1,143.27 

Current charges past due after Nov 6 

Thank you for your payment Oct 10 $1,071.28 

Usage period 

This bill was malled on 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Oct 22 

Sep 24 
Meter constant 
kWh usage 

Sep 24 - Oct 22 
October 23, 2007 

TE0949 
28933 
28806 

x 25 
3175 

Days in period 28 Average kWh per day 113 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Sep 24 at 8:45 pm 4.75 

On-peak KW Oct 1 at 6:30 am 

Off-peak KW Sep 30 at 6:15 am 

Off-peak KW Oct 21 at 3:30 am 

Billing 
SGS·TOlJ rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , PUMP - 28 Days 

New rate service Charges If new rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 

Summer, September 24· September 30 

On-peak KWH 275 kwh x $0.05329 

Off-peak l<WH 450 kwh x $0.04126 

On-peak KW at .2391 proration 4.75 kw x $10.10000 

Non-summer, October 1 • October 22 

On-peak KWH 875 kwh x $0.05329 

Off-peak KWH 1,575 kwh x $0.04126 

On-peak KW at .7609 proration 4.75 kw x $7.48000 

New Rate Subtotal 

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service Ups. 

Return portion If your malllng address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FORREST PKWY STE 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3848 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Total due 

4.75 

4.75 

4.75 

21.00 

14.6548 

18.5670 

1 t.4708 

46.6288 

64.9845 

27.0348 

204.3407 

$1,143.27 

Nov 6 
ti /'3 O'J-Make checks payable 

and return to: 
P1·ogress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 Rodne Huerter 11 Date 

~ ,~ ,, t.;~.2.1-

=~» Envlronmenf!lt.lea · . ,,/,..,. 0 -- 0 · ~ 
=-~-~~erronnewY.&1th~W1NAOOQIIl~~~·~~.w~ 

• 

• 

01 

01 
01 

• 
ooouoo Dlrecforof £nvfronmentalAffafrs. 11 'J() 1 ~!Jo ·Z-1?..flf' .. rf<f A{ z_ 3ob 3 
~m'®.~)oo 7854596116 0452 451 OrhtOl:J'ooao 00011432? 000114321 7854596116 3 
00·2SP 
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<~ 

~ Progress Energy OCTOBER 23, 2007 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of 4 

Id rate service 

• 
10,000 

7,500 

5,000 

2,500 

0 

Billing 
SGS rate 

Oct 

New rate service 

• 

Charges If old rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 21.00 

Summer, September 24· September 30 

On-peak KWH 275 kwh x $0.05199 14.2973 

Off-peak KWH 450 kwh x $0.03996 17.9820 

On-peak KW at .2391 proration 4.75 kw x $10.10000 11.4708 

Non-summer, October 1 • October 22 

On-peak KWH 875 kwh x $0.05199 45.4913 

Off-peak KWH 1,575 kwh x $0.03996 62.9370 

On-peak KW at .7609 proration 4.75 kw x $7.48000 27.0348 

Old Rate Subtotal 200.2132 

Proration of charges 

New Rate Oct 1 thru Oct 22 $204.34 x 0. 75000 153.2555 

Old Rate 

Total SGS-TOU Rate Billing 203.31 

On-peak kw proration factor 

Non-summer on-peak kwh 875 kwh I 1,150 kwh .7609 

Summer on-peak kwh 275 kwh I 1,150 kwh .2391 

Total on-peak kwh 1,150 

Proration factor 

New Rate 21 days I 28 days 0.75000 

Old Rate 7 days I 28 days 0.25000 

kWh Usage History Usage 
Meter number T76037 
Readings: Oct 22 82814 

Sep 24 82318 
Meter constant x 2Q 
kWh usage 9920 

· ·· Days In period 28 · ·· ·Average kWh per day- .. 354 
Dec Feb Apr Jun Aug Oct 

Actual kW Demand 16.00 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP ~ 28 Days 

Charges If new rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 12.00 

Energy charge 750 kwh x $0.10172 76.2900 

1,250 kwh x $0.08454 105.6750 

7,920 kwh x $0.07987 632.5704 
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~ Progress Energy OCTOBER 23, 2007 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

Old rate service 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

Three phase service charge 

New Rate Subtotal 

Charges if old rates applied for entire usage period 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh x $0.10042 

1,250 kwh x $0.08324 

7,920 kwh x $0.07857 

Three phase service charge 

Old Rate Subtotal 

Proration of charges 

New Rate Oct 1 thru Oct 22 $835.54 x 0.75000 

Old Rate Sep 24 thru Oct 1 

Total SGS Rate Billing 

Proration factor 

New Rate 21 days I 

Old Rate 7 days I 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 28 Days 

(Old Rate 7 days @ 0.25000) 

$822.64 

28 days 0.75000 

28 days 0.25000 

High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD - 28 Days 

(Old Rate 7 days @ 0.25000) 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles 

Previous Rate Subtotal 

(New Rate 21 days @ 0.75000) 
High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light 

(New Rate 21 days @ 0.75000)- -
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles 

Current Rate Subtotal 

3% North Carolina sales tax 

x 0.25000 

$23.34 

$14.71 
$2.16 

$23.54 

$14.82 
$2.16 

page 3 of 4 

9.00 

835.5354 

12.00 

75.3150 

104.0500 

622.2744 

9.00 

822.6394 

626.6516 

205.6599 

832.31 

5.8350 

11.0325 
1.6200 

18.4875 

17.6550 

33.3450 
4.8600 

55.8600 

33.30 

Current month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 92.47, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 1,449.85 
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~ Progress Energy OCTOBER 23, 2007 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 4 of 4 

For your 
Information 

• 

• 

This bill is subject to a 1% per month late payment charge after 11116/2007. 

For Inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344. 

The North Carolina Utilities Commission Issued an Order on September 25, 2007, after public hearings 
and review, approving a fuel charge increase of approximately $48 million in the rates and charges paid 
by North Carolina retail customers of Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. The rate increase will be effective 
for service rendered on or after October 1, 2007 and will result in a monthly rate Increase of $1.30 for a 
typical customer using 1,000 kWh per month . 
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~ ~ Progress Energy 

0052861 01 MB 0.360 011 **AUI'O *l<C004 
II 111ll111lll11111ll111I1lu II 1lul11l11l.l I ... I .I. I I 1111 l1 l1I 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FORREST Pl<WY STE 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

17,000 

12,750 

B,500 

4,2.50 

kWh Usage History 

0 '-="-'='-= ......... -=.1-'= ....... _.__'"""-'"""1..J"""--'='-

Customer Bill page 1of2 

Account number 785 459 6116 
Total due $1,337.16 

Current charges past due after Dec 10 

Thank you for your payment Nov 20 $1,143.27 

Usage period Oct 22 - Nov 20 

Thfs bill was mailed on November 26, 2007 

Usage 
Meter number TE0949 
Readings: Nov 20 29105 

Oct 22 28933 
Meter constant x 25 
kWh usage 4300 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 148 

Total Peak Registration 

On-peak KW Nov 2 at 9:00 pni 23.75 

Off-peak KW Nov 3 at 8:00 am 25.00 

Billing 
SGS0 TOU rate 850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , PUMP - 29 Days 

10,00D 

7,500 

5,000 

2,500 

Basic customer charge 

On-peak KWH 

Off-peak KWH 

On-peak KW 

Off-peak Excess kw charge 

kWh Usage History 

0 W:U:UL:U~i..:=J:;O<J.~""1...l=..~l!?.1-'~~"'1LJ.;;.LJ""--
Nov Jan Mar May Jul Sep Nov 

1,575 kWh X 

2,725 kwh x 
23.75 kw x 

1.25 kw x 

Usage 
Meter number 
Readings: Nov 20 

Oct 22 

$0.05329 

$0.04126 

$7.48000 

$1.00000 

21.00 

83.9318 

112.4335 

177.6500 

1.2500 

T76037 
83298 
82814 

Meter constant x 20 
kWh usage 9680 

Days in period 29 Average kWh per day 334 

Actual kW Demand 6.60 

Please detach here. Turn over for helpful phone numbers and customer service tips. 

Retur~ portion If your malling address or phone number has changed, please Indicate on the back of this stub. 

ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 
CIO RODNEY HUERTER VWNA 
14950 HEATHROW FORREST PKWY STE 200 
HOUSTON TX 77032-3846 

Account number 
785 459 6116 

Make checks payable 
and relum to: 

Progress Energy Carolinas, Inc. 
Raleigh NC 27698-0001 

Total due $1,337.16 

Current char es Dast due after Dec 10 

• 

• 

01 
01 

01 

• 
0628610 

FORM VER. 002 
11/98 REV. 01/00 
01 ·1 Na 

7854596116 1452 451 Jo1frcrbooo 000133716 000133116 7854596116 3 
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~ ~- -Progress Energy NOVEMBER 2.6, 2.007 
ASHEVILLE DYING AND FINISHING 

ACCOUNT 785 459 6116 

page 2 of2 

.illing 
SGS rate 

ALS rate 

ALS rate 

aoryour 
.,_,formation 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD , ENVIRONMENTAL CLEANUP - 29 Days 

Basic customer charge 

Energy charge 750 kwh x 
1,250 kwh x 
7,680 kwh x 

Three phase service charge 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 29 Days 
High Pressure Sodium light, 152 kwh, 50000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 1 Light x 

850 WARREN WILSON COLLEGE RD • 29 Days 
High Pressure Sodium lights, 86 kwh, 22000 lumens, enclosed cut-off 
Area lighting 3 Lights x 
Wood pole charge 3 Poles x 

$0.10172 

$0.08454 

$0.07987 

$23.54 

$14.82 
$2.16 

Current month Time-of-Use Loss for meter TE0949: $ 9.60, as compared with rate SGS 

Current twelve month Time-of-Use Savings for meter TE0949: $ 1,107.75 

This bill ls subject to a 1 % per month late payment charge after 12/20/2007. 

12.00 

76.2900 

105.6750 

613.4016 

9.00 

23.54 

44.46 
6.48 

For inquiries on this account, contact Commercial Industrial Government Services at 1-888-326-3344 . 

Stay Informed. Progress Energy customers now have the ability to track and monitor outages at 
www.progress-energy.com/outagemap 

Progress Energy will be closed on November 22 and 23, 2007. General business may be conducted 
during this time by visiting our website at www.progress-energy.com. If you are calling to report an 
outage or any other technical problems with your electric service, please call our dedicated outage line 
at 1-800-419·6350. Happy Thanksgiving from our family to each of yours. 

Environmental Legacy Matter. 
Agreement on ftte wtth VWNA -

Director of Envlronmental AttatTS • 

•• 
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Respondent's Exhibit 0 
Facility Inspection Reports 

• 

• 
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Exhibit 0-1 
2005-08-31 - Inspection Report 

• 

• 
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Exhibit 0-2 
2006-06-27 - Inspection Report with 

Notice of Violation to WASCO 
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Division of Waste Management 
Hazardous Waste Section 

NOTICE OF VIOLATION 

To: Mr. John Covne Docket# 2006-188 
Address: Asheville OVing & Finisbing Inspection Date June 27, 2Q06 
Mr. John Covne. Environmental Manager. Water Applications & SVstems Coro .. 
14950 HeathrOYf Forest Park.wav. Suite 200. Houston. TX 77032 
EPA ID# NCD070619663 Facility Type TSDF 

On December 18, 1980, the State of North Carolina, Hazardous Waste Section {State) 
was authorized to operate the State RCRA hazardous waste program under the Solid 
Waste Management Act (ATC), N.C.G.S. 130A, Article 9 and rules promulgated thereto 
at 15A NCAC 13A (Rules) in lieu of the federal RCRA program. 

On June 27, 2006, Ms. Spring Allen representing the N.C. Hazardous Waste Section, 
inspected your facility for compliance with North Carolina Hazardous Waste 
Management Rules. During that inspection, the following viOlations of 40 CFR and the 
North Carolina Hazardous Waste Manag~ment Rules were noted: 

Citation · Specifics 

1. 265.16(d)(4) The facility has failed to keep records that document annual 
hazardous waste training for personnet in the on-site record repository. 

2. 265.144(d) The facililY has failed to keep a copy of the updated oost cloSure 
cost estimate in the on-site record reoository. 

You are hereby required to comply with the noted violation(s) by August 18, 2006, at 
which time a re-inspection will be pefformed. If compliance with the violation(s) noted 
above are not met; pursuant to N.C.G.S. 130A-22(a) and 15A NCAC 138 .0701 - 0707, 
an administrative penalty of up to $25,000.00 per day may be assessed for violation of 
the hazardous waste law or regulations. 

In further satisfaction of Docket Number 2006-188 Asheville Dyeing and Finishing 
(Water Applications & Systems Corp.) shall provide written certification with supporting 
documentation on company letterhead confirming the noted compliance schedule has 
been completed. Mail this certification Ms. Spring Allen, Waste Management Specialist, 
NCDENR, PO Box 1572, Waynesville, N.C. 28786. 

June 27. 2006 Spring Denise Allen 
(date) N.C. Hazardous Waste Section 
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• 

• 

• 

I, Spring Denise Allen hereby certify that I have personally served a copy of this Notice 
on: Mr. John Coyne. Environmental Manager. WASC - 14950 Heathrow Forrest 
Paftway. Suite 2QQ. Houston. TX 77032. 

(name) (location) 

on July 19. 2006 
(date) 

copies to: field files 
Central files 

Spring Denise Allen 
N.C. Hazardous Waste Section 

bV certified mail. return raceiot l)!Quested 
(Recipient Signature) 
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Exhibit 0-3 
2006-08-18 - Return to Compliance Report 

• 

• 
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• 

RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
P VIOLATION NOTED NAm NOT APPUCMU! 

Facility Name: Asheville pyina & Finishing 
(Water AcP1ications & Systems Com. current responsible party) 
Location: 850 Warren Wilson College Road. Swannanoa. NC . 28778 
Mailing: John Coyne. 14950 Heathrow Forest Pkwy. Suite 200. Houston. TX V032 
EPA ID#: NCO 070 619 663 Phone Number: 281-985-5544 
ContacU Title: John Covne - WASC Inspection Date: August, 

Last Inspection: Jyne 27. 2006 Status: ISDF - GW 
Type of Inspection: CSE cgrrective action lnspector(s): Soring Allen 
Present at Inspection: Sorina Allen HWS 
<Mary Siedecki yja e-maill 
Steve Pegg - Anvil Knitwear onsite contact for reDOsm 
Kirk Pollard-Mineral Sprinas Consultant Cvia phone> 

Site Deficiencies: 
1. 265.16(d)(4) The facility has failed to keep records that document annual 

hazardous waste training in the on-site record reoositorv. 
Training records for personnel who operate the GW system were sent via mail and 
a copy Is being r!t@jned at th! facility. 

2. 265.144{d) The facility has failed to keep a copy Of the up dated post dosure 
cost estimate in the on-slte record reoositorv . 

A cow of the Post closure cost estimate was sent vial mail and a copy is being 
retained at the facility. 

Therefor! Asheville Dvina •Del Finishing js in compliance with docket number 
20Q6..188. 

Additional Comments: 
Number of Employees: _&__ Distance to Neighbors: % mile 
Welts on-site I off-site? multiple monitoring wells as per sampling plan 

Spring Denise Allen. Auaust 18. 2006 by certified mail 
Inspector (Date) Facility Contact {Date) 
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Exhibit 0-4 
2007-01-24- Inspection Report 

• 

• 
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Exhibit 0-5 
2008-05-12 - Inspection Report 

• 

• 
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RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
x= VIOLATION NOTED N.A= NOT APPLICABLE 

Facility Name: Asheville Dying & Finishing 
(Water Applications & Svstems Corp. current responsible party) 

Location: 850 Warren Wilson College Road. Swannanoa. NC 28778 
Mailing: John Coyne. 14950 Heathrow Forest Pkwy, Suite 200. Houston, TX 77032 
Kirk Pollard - Mineral Springs Consultant 
EPA ID#: NCO 070 619 663 Phone Number: 281-985-5544 
Contact/ Title: John Coyne - WASC Inspection Date: May 12. 2008 
Last Inspection: January 24. 2007 Status: TSDF - GW 
Type of Inspection: CEI corrective action lnspector(s}: Spring Allen 
Present at Inspection: Spring Allen HWS. Jenny Lopp, (via e-mail) 
Bob Glaser- Facilities Mgt. Branch (via phone) 

Asheville Dying and Finishing historically operated as an industrial dry cleaner 
using Tetrachloroethy!ene (Pere.) The RCRA unit is an area of groundwater 
contamination left from the removal of the former UST holding waste Pere. The facility is 
currently under interim status as a disposal site. They no-longer operate the pump and 
treat operation used for remediation. The leaking waste Pere UST and considerable soils 
were removed several years ago. The contamination is being remediated by an air 
sparging system. Mineral Springs Environmental is the consultant for Water Applications 
& Systems Corporation (WASC). Training information for mineral Springs personnel was 
not available. as no one was on site. WASC purchased the corporation, and assumed 
liability from US .Filter. US Filter assumed liability from Culligan Corporation and 
Asheville Dyeing and Finishing. As per Jenny Lopp, Asheville Dyeing and Finishing -
uses a letter for post-closure care in the amount of $$396,824.07 

Anvil Knitwear. the former operator. closed in August of 2007. The facility needs 
to determine the new repository for records or make arrangements with the current 
operator. The Former UST area continues to be inside a locked fence with vegetative 
cover. The Facilities Management Branch states that they have received required 
sample analysis documentation. 

Site Deficiencies: none noted 

Additional Comments: 
Number of Employees: ...NA_ Distance to Neighbors: % mile 
Wells on-site I off-site? multiple monitoring wells as per sampling plan 

Spring Denise Allen, May 12. 2008 by certified mail · 
Inspector (Date) Facility Contact (Date) 
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Exhibit 0-6 
2009-01-08 - Inspection Report 

• 

• 
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RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
P VIOl.ATION NOTED NAa NOT APPLICABLE 

Facility Name: Asheville Dyi~ & Fini$hina 
CWater Applications & Svstems Corp. current respor.fsibte oartv) 
Location: 850 :Warren Wilson Colleae Road, Swannanoa. NC 2sna 
Mailing: John Covne. · 14950 Heathrow. Forest Pkwv. Suite 200. H9Uston; TX 71032 

. Kirk Pollard - Mineral Sprinps Consultant· 
EPA ID#: NCO 07Q 619 663 . Phone Number: 281-985-5544 
ContacU Title: John Coyne - WASC Inspection Date: January 8 •. 2009 
Last Inspection: May 12, 2008 Status: ~OF - GW . 
Type of Inspection: .CEI corrective pon lnspector(s): $DringAllen 
Present at Inspection: Sprina Allen HW$. Jenny Loop. (via e-mail) 

Ashe:ville Oyi~ and Finishing histortcallv operated as· an industrial dry.cleaner 
using Tetrachlol"Ofi)thylene (Pere.) Th~ RCRA u.nlt is an area of groundwater 
s:ontaminatiqn left from the. removal. of the former UST holdina waste Pere. T~e facilitv is 
currently under. interim s~s ~ a disoosal ~ite. They no-longer ~~te the pumo a.fld 
"at operation used for remediation. The leaking waste Pere UST .and considerable, soils 
were removed several vears aao. Tfle contaPlination is ~ing reru~md by. an air 
sparging §YSte{n. Mln,erat SPrings EnvirQnmental is the consultant for Water ApPlie&tl()flS 
&. $Y~ems Corporation ~A$Cl. Training info~(l for.Mineral SpringJ personnel ~s 
no~ av,ilable, as no.one was on site. WAS<; purchased the corooration'" and assumed 
ll;abHltY from U$ fitter. US ~r as~med li~ilitv from Culligan COrporation. and 
As~viUe Dyeing ~nd FinishinQ. As per Jenny Lopo. Asheville pyeing and Finishing -
uses a letter for QOSt-dosure care in the amount of '396.824.07 

. Anvil Knitwear. the fonner ooerator. closed in August of 2007. The facility n~s 
\o deU'frmine the new JepOsitorv for records or make arrapgements with tile current 
operator. The former UST area continues to be inside a locked fence with vegetative 
~var. The Faciliti,a Management Branch statQ 1hat ~V ~ve received requinK.t 
sample analvsis d9Ct1mentation. · 

Site Deficiencies: none noted 

Additional Comments: 
Number of Employees: ..&.,__ Distan<:e to Neighbors: % n;tlle . 
Wells on-site I off-site? multiple monitorinq wells as per sampling olan 

Soring Denise Allen, January ~., .. 2009 
'· Inspector (Date) 

, by certified. mail 
Facility Contact (Date) 
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RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
x= VIOLATION NOTED NA= NOT APPLICABLE 

Facility Name: Asheville Dyeing & Finishing 
(Water Applications & Systems Corp. current responsible party) 

Location: 850 Warren Wilson College Road. Swannanoa. NC 28778 
Mailing: Rodney Huerter. 4760 World Houseton Pkwy. Suite 100. Houston. TX 77032 
Kirk Pollard- Mineral Springs Consultant- (919) 261-8186 
4600 Mineral Springs Ln. Raleigh. NC 27616 
EPA ID#: NCO 070 619 663 Phone Number: 281-985-5544 
Contact/ Title: Rodney Huerter - WASCO Inspection Date: June 10. 2011 
Last Inspection: July 15. 2010 Status: TSDF - GW 
Type of Inspection: CEI corrective action lnspector(s): Spring Allen 
Present at Inspection: Spring Allen. Marv Siedlecki and Jenny Lopp (via e-mail) 
Number of Employees: _M._ Distance to Neighbors: % mile 
Wells on-site I off-site? multiple monitoring wells as per sampling plan 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing historically operated as an industrial drv cleaner using 
Tetrachloroethy!ene (Pere.) The RCRA unit is an area of groundwater contamination left from 
the removal of the former UST holding waste Pere. The facilitv is currently under interim status 
as a disposal site. They no-longer operate the pump and treat operation used for remediation. 
The leaking waste Pere UST and considerable soils were removed several years ago. The 
contamination is being remediated by an air sparging and vapor extraction system. Anvil 
Knitwear. the former operator. closed in August of 2007. The facility needs to determine the 
new repositorv for records or make arrangements with the current operator. The former UST 
area continues to be inside a locked fence with vegetative cover and the system continues to 
run. This was determined by a site visit to verify the electricity remains. operational and the 
pumps were running. 

As per Mary Siedlecki. the Facilities Management Branch is currently working with the 
facility and the other entities to determine responsible parties for the corrective action portion of 
the remediation. They have been given four to six (4-6) months to work out the details and 
determine responsibility for continued remediation. WASCO has continued its contract with. Kirk 
Pollard of Mineral Springs (consultant>. Mineral Springs has continued to conduct sampling 
events as per the schedule in the site sampling plan and provide analysis reports as scheduled. 
The current sampling plan is investigatory as outlined in the Administrative Order on Consent -
Docket# 1989-249. dated August 29. 1990. WASCO is identified as a third party in the AOC. 
and ·is the acting responsible party for the current remediation and investigation. 

As per Jenny Lopp about Asheville Dyeing and Finishing: "I spoke with Rodney Huerter 
last week regarding AD&F revised letter of credit. The previous letter of credit is still in place at 
$422.729.86 and will not expire until June 2. 2012. (The only thing that will change is the 
amount of the letter of credit. it will increase slightly)" 

Site Deficiencies: If any violations are determined. they will be addressed by the Facilities 
Management Branch. 

Spring Denise Allen. June 10. 2011 by certified mail 
Inspector (Date) Facility .Contact (Date) 

2011 Asheville Dyeing & Finishing cei tsdf 
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RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
VIOLATION NOTED NA= NOT APPLICABLE 

Facitity Name: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (WASCO. LLC- current responsible party) 
Location: 850 Warren Wilson College Road, Swannanoa, NC 28778 
Mailing: Rodney Huerter. 4760 World Houston Pkwy, Suite 100. Houston. TX 77032 
Kirk Pollard - Mineral Springs Consultant - (919) 261-8186 
4600 Mineral Springs Ln. Raleigh, NC 27616 
EPA ID#: NCO 070 619 663 Phone Number: 281-985-5544 
Contact/ Title: Rodney Huerter - WASCO Inspection Date: September 12. 2012 
Last Inspection: June 10, 2011 Status: TSDF - GW 
Type of Inspection: CEI corrective action lnspector(s): Spring Allen 
Present at Inspection: Spring Allen. Mary Siedlecki & Jenny Lopp (via e-mail) 

and Kirk Pollard via phone 
Number of Employees: ~ Distance to Neighbors: Y-i mile 
Wells on-site I off-site? multiple monitoring wells as per sampling plan 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing historically operated as an industrial dry cleaner using 
Tetra-chloro ethylene (Pere.) The RCRA unit is an area of groundwater contamination left from 
the removal of the former UST holding waste Pere. The facility is currently under interim status 
as a disposal site. They no-longer operate the pump and treat operation used for remediation. 
The leaking waste Pere UST and considerable soils were removed several years ago. The 
contamination is being remediated by an air sparging and vapor extraction system. Anvil 
Knitwear. the former operator. closed in August of 2007. The facility needs to determine the 
new repository for records or make arrangements with the current operator. The former UST 
area continues to be inside a locked fence with vegetative cover and the system continues to 
run. This was determined by a site visit to verify the electricity remains operational and the 
pumps were running. The current sampling plan is investigatory as outlined in the Administrative 
Order on Consent-'- Docket# 1989-249. dated August 29, 1990. WASCO is identified as a third 
party in the AOC. and continues to be identified as the responsible party for the current 
remediation and investigation. No one was onsite therefore no access was available. The visible 
monitoring well heads were locked and seemed to be in good condition. 

As per Mary Siedlecki. There is nothing new to report with this site. I suspect that vou 
will not be able to gain access to site property (as has been the case in the past). We sent the 
facility contact a letter Jetting them know that we will be drafting an alternate mechanism in lieu 
of a post-closure permit. We have not heard back from the facility contact. I plan on starting on 
the alternate mechanism in this month. 
Call me if you have any additional questions. Marv 

As per Kirk Pollard of Mineral Springs, the facility's consultant, sampling was conducted 
in July of 2012 and he is currently preparing a report for review. 

As per Jenny Lopp, This facility uses a Jetter of credit for post-closure care. The 
expiration date of the Jetter of credit is June 2. 2013. The current post-closure amount is 
$435, 923. 26. 

Site Deficiencies: If any violations are determined, they will be addressed by the Facilities 
Management Branch. 

-2:::""=#.,~:.;·.· ·!.!::, :!:::·~. ;J. ~·~·a.kl".j~~•·==::__- September 12. 2012 ----=by.r....;.;..m=a"'"il ____ _ 

Inspector (Date) Facility Contact (Date) 
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2013-06-13 and 2013-07-10- Inspection Report 
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RCRA INSPECTION REPORT 
VIOLATION NOTED NA= NOT APPLICABLE 

Facility Name: former Asheville Dyeing & Finishing (WASCO, LLC- current responsible party) 

Location: 850 Warren Wilson College Road. Swannanoa. NC 28778 

Mailing: Rodney Huerter. 4760 World Houston Pkwy, Suite 100. Houston. TX 77032 

Kirk Pollard - Mineral Springs Consultant- (919) 261-8186 

4600 Mineral Springs Ln. Raleigh, NC 27616 

EPAID#: NCO 070 619 663 Phone Number: 281-985-5544 

Contact/ Title: Rodney Huerter-WASCO Inspection Date: 6/13 site visit/ 7/10. 2013 TCs 

Last Inspection: September 12, 2012 sampling Status: TSDF - GW 

Type of Inspection: CEI lnspector(s): Spring Allen 

Present at Inspection: Spring Allen. Marv Siedlecki & Jenny Lopp (via e-mail) 
Kirk Pollard via phone 

Number of Employees: _N8_ Distance to Neighbors: '!.4 mile 
Wells on-site I off-site? multiple monitoring wells as per sampling plan 

Asheville Dyeing and Finishing historically operated as an industrial dry cleaner using 
Tetra-chloro ethylene (Pere.) The RCRA unit is an area of groundwater contamination left from 
the removal of the former UST holding waste Pere. The facility is currently under interim status 
as a disposal site. They no-longer operate the pump and treat operation used for remediation. 
The leaking waste Pere UST and considerable soils were removed several years ago. The 
contamination is being remediated by an air sparging and vapor extraction system. Anvil 
Knitwear. the former operator. closed in August of 2007. The facility needs to determine the 
new repository for records or make arrangements with the current operator. The former UST 
area continues to be inside a locked fence with vegetative cover and the system continues to 
run. This was determined by a site visit to verify the electricity remains operational and the 
pumps were running. The current sampling plan is investigatory as outlined in the Administrative 
Order on Consent- Docket# 1989-249, dated August 29. 1990. WASCO is identified as a third 
party in the AOC. and continues to be identified as the responsible party for the current 
remediation and investigation. No one was onsite therefore no access was available. The visible 
monitoring well heads were locked and seemed to be in good condition. 

As per Kirk Pollard of Mineral Springs Environmental, sampling was conducted the last 
week of July. An analysis report will be sent to Mary Siedlecki for review. 

In her last report review. Mary Siedlecki stated, although contaminant concentrations 
have dropped since the initial remediation began, recent results indicate no significant change in 

GW quality. Contaminant concentrations remain above GW standards. 
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Exhibit P-1 
2001-10-23 -Memorandum of Authority 

between the Department and EPA 
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MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BET\VEEN 

THE STATE OF NORTffCAROLINA 

AND 

THE UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

REGION 4 

I. GENERAL 

This Memorandum of ·Agreement (hereinafter "Agreement!~) establishes policies, 
responsibilities, ·and procedures pursuant to 40 CFR 271.8 for the _State o"r North, Carolina's 
Hazardous Waste program (hereinafter "State Program") authorized under Section 3006 o"f. the 
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (hereinafter "RCRA or "the Act") of 1976 (42 USC 6_901 
et seq.), as amended (Public laws 94-580; 96-482, 98-616), and the United States Environmental 
Protection Agency (hereinafter EPA) Regional Office for Region 4_ This Agreement further. sets 
forth the manner in which the State anci EPA will coordinate· in the State's administration and 
enforcement of the State program and, pending State authorization, F'.P A's administration of the 
provisions of the Hazardous and Solid Waste Arnendmen!s of 1984 (HSW A). For purposes of this 
Agreement, references to "RCRA" include HSW A 

This Agreement is entered into by the Secretary of the North Carolina Department of the 
Enviro.nment and Natural Resources (hereinafter· "Director" or "the State") and the Regional 
Adm\nistrator, EPA Region 4 (hereina.fter "Regional Administrator" or "EPA"). 

Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to restrict in any way EP A's authority to fulfill 
its oversight and enforcement responsibilities under RCRA. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed to contravene any provision of 40 CFR Part 271. 

The parties will review tl'fe--Kgre-errretrr-jotrrrty-:-ar1mrst~Bhce a year (and other times as 
appropriate) duringp~eparation of the annual State Grant work program or Performance Partner.:ship .. -

.· Grant (hereinafter "Grant"), in connection with grant funding under section 3011 of RCRA. This 
Agreement may be modified upon the .initiative of either party in order to ensure consistency with 
State program modifications made.or for any other purpose mutually agreed upon. Any revisions 
or modifications to this Agreement n1ust be in writing and must be signed by the State and the 
Regional Administrator. This Agreement wi"!l remain in effect until ·such time as State program 
authorization is withdrawn by or is voluntarily_ transferred to EPA according to the criteria and 
procedures established in 40 CFR 271.22 and 40 CFR 271.23. " 

This Agreement is being updated to reflect current program contacts. This Agreement shall 
be ~igned by the State and the Regional Administrator and shall become effective afterbeings.igned 
by both parties. This Agreement shall supersede all previous Agreements . 
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II. POLICY STATEMENT 

Each of the parties to this Agreement is responsible for ensuring that its obligations under 
.RCRA are met. .The State assumes primary responsibility for implementing the authorized 
provisions of the RCRA hazardous waste program within its geographic boundaries. The State will 
conduct its hazardous waste program equivalently with EPA program policies and guidance, which 
does not preclude the State from using alternative strategies, policies and procedures tl1at it may 
choose. 1 While EPA retains responsibility for the direct implementation of those provisions of 
HSWA for which the State is ·not authorized, it is the intention of EPA and the State to coordinate · 
the implementation of such provisions to the greatest degree possible: · 

EPA v.iill oversee implementation of the authorized State program in order to ensure full 
execution qf the requirements of RCRA, to promote national consistency in the hazardous waste 
program, and to allow EPA to report to the President and Congress on the achievements of the . . 
hazardous waste program. Oversigh.t will· be accomplished by EPA throu.gh written reporting 

. .requirements, permit overview, compliance and enforcement overvi.ew, and annual review of the 
State's programs. · · 

III. STATE PROGRAM REVIEW 

. T\1e Regional Administrator will assess the State ad,ministration and .enforcement of the 
hazardous waste program on a continuirig basis. for equivalence and consistency with RCRA, this 
Agreement, and all applicable Federal requirements and policies, and for adequacy of enforcement. · 
This assessment will be accomplished by :EPA review of information submitted ·by the State in 
·accordance ~i th this Agreement and the State grant work pro grain, permit overview, compliance and 
enforcement overview, and annual review of State program activities. The Regional Administrator 
may also consider, as part of this regular assessment, written comments about the State's program 
administration and enforcement that are received from regulated persons, the public, and Federal, 
State and loca) agencies. Copies of any such comments received by the Regional Administrator will 
be provided ~_!he State. . · 

. The State agrei;::s to allow EPA access to all files .and other information requested by the 
. Re.gional Administrator or his or her designee and deemed necessary by EPA for reviewing State 
program administration and enforcement. File reviews mq.y be conducted at any time. Program 
review meetings between· the State and the Regional Administrator or their assignees will be 

·scheduled at reasonable intervals,'not Jess thaD: annually, to review specific operating procedures arid 

These policies and guidance include, at a minimum, the RCRA 
Implementation Plan; the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance MOA 
guidance; RCR..l\ Civil Penalty Policy dated October 26, ·1990; Nation.al Criteria 
for a Quality Hazardous Waste Program; rev{s·ed. Hazardous Civil 'Enforcement 
Response Policy (_l\prii, 15, 1996) ; and the EPA Policy on Performance Based 
Assistance (May 31, 1985). 
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schedules, to resolve problems and to discuss mutual' program concerns. These meetings will be 
scheduled at least fifteen days in advance unJess mutually agreed to differently. A tentative agend_a 
for the meeting will be prepared by EPA. 

The State and EPA agree to develop, on an annual basis as a part of the State grant work 
program, criteria for priority activities, including activities regarding handlers of hazardous waste. 
These criteria will be based on guidance issued by EPA in the annual Agency Operating Year , 
Guidance, other guidance documents as may be appropriate, and· State specific concerns, and will 
senie to identify those activities which should receive the highest priority during the grant period. . . . 

IV. INFORMATION SHARING 

A. General 

This Section ·covers information ·sharing on miscellaneous elements of the RCRA program, 
including notification, RCRAinfo data, etc. Specific information sharing requirements for the other 
major program elements are covered in their respective Sections: V. Permit Issuance, 
VI. Permit Administration, and VII. Enforcement. Detailed tables describing the flow of documents 
between the State and EPA for Sections V., VI., and VII. of the MOA will be negotiated annually 
as part .of the State's Grant. 

Information related to Sections V. and VI., Permitting, shall be.sent by the State to: Chief, 
RCRA Pro grains Branch, EPA Region 4, 61 Forsyth St., Atlanta, GA 30303. EPA shall ·send permit 

· relat~d information to_: Jill B. Pafford, Chief, Hazardous Waste Section, 401 Oberlin Rd. Suite 150, 
. Raleigh, North Carolina 27605. Information related to Section VII., E_nforcement, shall. be sent to: . 
Chief, RC~ Enforcement and Compliance Branch, EPA Region 4, 61 Forsyth St., Atlanta, GA 
3 0303. EPA shall send enforcement related information to: Jill B. Pafford, Chief, Hazardous Waste 
Section,.401 Oberlin Rd. Suite 150, Raleigh, North Carolina 27605. 

1. EPA will keep the State informed of the content and meaning of F~deral statutes, regulations, 
gmdelmes, standaras, policy.decisions, directives, and any other factors tnataIIect-tl1e-State ______ . 
program. EPA will also provide general technical guidance to the State. EPA will share with 
the State any reports developed by EPA from the data submitted throu~h State reporting 
requirements. 

2. EPA will make available to the State other relevant information as requested which the State 
needs to implement its approved program. Information provided to the State will be subject 
to the terms of 40 CFR Part 2. 

..., 

.) . ·The State agrees to inform the Regional Administrator of any proposed program changes 
which w·ould affect the State's ability to implemerit the authorized program with as much 
advance notice as possible. Program changes of concern include modification of the State's 
legal authorities (i.e., statutes, regulations and judicial or legislative actions affecting those 
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authorities), modifications ofMemoranda of Agreement or Understanding with other agencies, 
and modifications of resource levels (i.e., available or budgeted personnel and funds). The 
State recogriizes that program revisions must be made in accordance with the provisions of 
40 CFR 271.21, and that until approved by EPA, revisions are not authorized as RCRA 
Subtitle C r~quirements. EPA agrees to support the State with timely review of proposed 
State legislation that might have a significant potential to affect the authorized hazardous 
waste program. 

4. . . The State agrees to provide anypertinent_information requested by the Regional Administrator 
or his or her designee within a mutually agreed upon time frame, as necessary for EPA to carry 
out its oversight responsibilities. 

5. The State agrees to submit the following reports and documents to" the Regional Aammistrator 
or his or her designee within the specified time periods: a) End-of-Year report on the date set 
in the Grant and b) Additional reports and documents as specified by the Grant. 

6. EPA agrees to adhere to the schedules in the Grant and the schedules specified by the Grant, 
including the Document Flow Tables. · 

B. Site Visits 

EPA is responsible for maintaining.reliable national data on hazardous waste management. 
This data is used to report to the President and Congress on the achievements of the hazardous waste 
program and to support EPA's regulatory development efforts. Whenever EPA d~termines that it 
needs to obtain certain infom1ation, EPA will first seek to gain this information from the States. The 
State of North Carolina agrees to supply the Regional Administrator with this information if readily 
available and as resources allow. If the State is unable to provide the information or ifit is necessary 
to supplement the State information, EPA may conduct a special survey or perform information 
collection site visits after notifying the State (normally with at least seven days advance notice) and 
inviting the State to participate in the site visit. EPA will share with the State any reports developed 
by EPA as a r·esult of such information collection. . . 

•• 

• 
----- ·-·----···----- -

. -
C. Emergency Situations . · 

Upon receipt of any information that the handling, storage, treatment, transportation, or 
disposal of hazardous waste is endangering h_uman health or the environment, the party in receipt of 
such infom1ation shall immediately notify by telephone the other party(ies) to this Agreement of the 
existence of such situation. EPA shall call North Carolina hazardous waste representative for the 
State Emergency Response Team, Joe Parker at pager number l-8?8-774-7935 or via phorie at 919-
389-7144, and cellular phone 336-816-5035. The State shall call EPA' s Emergency Response 
Branch at 1-800-564-7577. 
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D. Confidentiality 

1. Any information obtained or used in the administration of the State program shall be available 
to EPA upon request without restriction. If the information has been su]Jmitted to the State 
under a claim o.f confidentiality, the State must submit that claim to EPA when providing 
information. Any information obtained from a State and subject to a claim of confidentiality 
will be.treated in accordance with the regulations in AO CFR Part 2, Public Information. 

2. EPA agrees to furnish to the State information in its files which is not submitted under a claim 
of confidentiality and which the S.tate needs to implement its program. EPA shall furnish to 
the State information submitted to EPA under a claim of confidentiality, which the State needs 

· to implement its approved program, subject to the conditions in 40 CFR Part 2. EPA will 
notify affected faciliti.es when confidential _information is furnished-to-the State. The 
confidentiality provisions contained in North Carolina General Statue § 130A-304 provide 
adequate protection to the interests of businesses affected by the disclosure of such 
confidential information. 

E. Delisting 

· The State shall send a copy o(the delisting petition, and all subsequent revisions, to EPA 
wi~hin 15 days of receipt. Please consult the Enforcement and Compliance document flow table, 
attached to the Grant, for additional information on delisting documents the State should share with . 
EPA. 

F. Notification 

EPA and the State have jointly decided that the State will assign all EPA I,D. numbers and 
enter all notification data into RCRAinfo. If the applicant sends a notification form (8700-12 or· 
equivalent) directly to EPA, EPA will forward the form to the State for the assigninent of an I.D. 
number within 30 days of receipt. If the State receives a notification form from EPA or from the 
applicant, the State will assign an I.D. number to the applicant and inform the applicant of its 
number. --------· .. -

G. Variances and Waivers 

The State will obtain concurrence from the Regional Administrator on all variances which 
might make the State program less stringent than the federal program. EPA agrees to evaluate these 
requests for concurrence within forty-five (45) days ofreceipt. All public notices of intent to issue 
variances or waivers should be sent to EPA within fourteen (14) days ofissuance. The State will 
transmit a copy of all variance or waiver approvals to EPA within ten (10) days of issuance . 
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H. RCRA Data Management 

1. The State agrees to use, maintain, and enter data into, the national RCRA data management 
system, RCRA.Info, including non-notifiers. 

2. The State is responsible for the correctness of the data it enters. The State will timely correct 
any State data errors in. the RCRAinfo edit reports. EPA is responsible for the correctness of 
the data it ent.ers, and will timely correct any data errors that EPA has created. 

3. The State will provide to EPA by the 20th of every month RCRAinfo data representing the 
previous month's activities. (See# 7 for the schedule for translating from State databases.) 
The State will run data assessment reports specified by EPA and available on the-Region 4 
portion of the RCRAlnfo Reports Sharing menu at leasfO~uarter and make indicated 
corrections promptly. · . 

4. The State will collect Biennial Reporting data and provide the data to EPA for loading into 
the national Biennial Report part ofRCRAinfo according to the schedule promulgated by EPA 
Headquarters, and the schedule in the Grant. 

5. EPA will inform the State promptly when changes are made to RCRAinfo that might affect 
the State's implementation of RCRAinfo. EPA will assist the State in RCR.Arnfo consulting 
and training as resources allow. · · 

. . 

6. EPA"will help. the State maximize usefulness of RCRAinfo and BRS data by enhancing 
existin'g reports or writing new report programs to fit specifications of the State, as EPA 
resources allow. These reports will be available on the Region 4 portion of the RCRAinfo . 
shared reports menu. EPA will also assist the State in re~olving Biennial Report data quality 
problem~ according to the schedule promulgated by EPA Headquarters. 

7. Translating into RCRAinfo. If the State translates all or any part of its RCRAinfo from a State 
database, the following requirements apply: 

- -The State is solely responsible for meetin_g~.~Recificaflon-lor flat files issued by the 
· Office of Solid Waste, EPA Headquarters. These specifications are available on the 
EPA Headquarters w~b site, \V\vw.epa. £ov/oswfi1es. in the Translators Guide document 
-The State will exti:-act data from its State database for loading into RCRAinfo and 
transmit its flat files to EPA at least rnqnthly, by the 131

h ofeach month, to allow time 
for loading data into RCRAinfo and resolving any data errors revealed by the load 
process by the 201

h of the month. 
- The State will transmit its flat files to EPA according to a procedure agreed to by the 
State and EPA. 
- EPA will promptly load the State's extracted data into RCRAinfo and provide the 
State with any error lists produced by the load'process. The State, with guidance from 
EPA, will resolve those errors promptly. 
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V. PERMIT ISSUANCE 

A. EPA Per111itting 

Upon authorization of the State program, EPA will suspend issuance of Federal permits for 
hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities for which the State is receiving 
authorization. If EPA promulgates standards for additional regulations· mandated by HSW A, that 
are not covered by the State's authorized program; E_PA will issue and enforce RCRA permits in the 
State for these new regulations until the State receives final authorization for equivalent and 
consistent State standards·. IfEP A promulgates new standards requiring a permit modification, then 
EPA may, pursuant to 40 CFR 270.42(b)(6)(vii), extend the time period for final approval or denial 
of a modification request until such time thattlre State receives authorization for the new standards. 
A~ the time the State program is approved in the new areas, EPA will suspend issuance of Federal . 
permits in the State .. EPA ~ill also transfer any pending permit applications, completed permits or 
pertinent file information fo the State within thirty days of the approval··of the State program in 
conformance with the conditions of this Agr~em_ent. 

The State and EPA have agreed to a joi·nt permitting process (see section V.D of this 
Agreement) fo~ the joint processing and enforcement of permits for those provisions of RCRA for 
which the State does not have authorization. As the State receives authorization for additional 
provisions of RCRA, ·EPA will suspend issuanc~ ofFederal permits in the State for those 
prov1s10ns. 

B. EPA Overview of State Permits 

EP A's overview function will focus primarily on those facilities identified by the State and 
EPA in the State'.s.annual Grant Work Program and Program Description. The State and EPAwiU 
usually reach concurrence on permit conditions prior to issua,nce of the draft permit or approval of 
proposed permit modifications. EPA may comment in writing ori any draft permit or proposed permit 
modification, within forty five days of its receipt, whether or not EPA commented on the permit 
application. Where EPA md1cates ma comment that issuance, modification, reissuance, terrninaf10n ___ _ 
or denial of the permit would.be inconsistent with the approved State program, EPA shall include 
in the co.mrnent: . . 

a. a statement of the ~easons for the comment (including the section of the State law or 
regulations that supports the comment), and 

b. the actions that should be taken by the State in order to address the comment (including 
the conditions which the permit would include if it were issl.1ed by EPA). 

EPA ~hall send a copy of such written comments to the permit applicant. EPA shall withdraw· 
such comments when satisfied that the State has met or refuted its concerns and shall also provide 
the permit applicant with a copy of such withdrawal. 
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Under section 3008(a)(3) ofRCRA, EPA may terminate a State-issued permit in accordance • 
with the procedures of 40 CFR Part 124, Subpart E, or bring an enforcement action in accordance 
with the procedures of 40 CFR Part 22 in the case of a violation of a State program requirement. In 
exercising these authorities, EPA will observe the conditions established in 40 CFR 271.19(e) and 
any other applicable authorities. 

C. State Permitting 

The State is responsible for expeditiously drafting, circulating for public review and comment, 
issuing, modifying, reissuing and terminating RCRA permits for those hazardous waste treatment, 
storage arid disposal facilities subject to the authorized provisions of the State's program and shall 
do so in a·manner consistent with RCRA as amended by HSWA, this Agreement, all applicable 
Federal requirements, and the State's Program-Description. The State agrees to i.ssue, modify and 
·reissue all permits subject to the authorized portions of the State's program irt accordance wit11 
Chapter 150B_and Chapter 130A, Articles 1 and 9, of the North Carolina General Statutes, .and ISA 
North Carolina Administrative Code 13A .OlOS and .0113, and to include as permit conditions all 
applicable provisions of Article 9 of Chapter 130A of the.North Carolina Statutes and ISA.North . 
Carolina Administrative Code 13A .0109,":0l l 1 and .0113. This agreement also applies to permits 
issued .after final authorization but for which the processing may have begun before final. 
authorization. 

The State agrees to consider all comments EPA makes on permit applications· and draft 
permits. The State will satisfy or refute EP A's concerns on a particular permit application, proposed 
permit modification, or draft permit in writing before issuing the permit or making the modification. . . . 

D. Jofnt Permitting Process 

Pursuant to section 3006(g)(l ), arid in accordance _with RCRA, as amended, EPA has the 
authority to issue or deny permits or those portions.of permits to facilities i.n North Carolina fo~ the 
req~irei:nents and prohibitions in or sternmiiig from RCRA, until the State's program is amended to 
reflect those requirements and prohibitions and authorization is received for the portion or portions 
of the program. 

EPA and North Carolina hereby establish this joint perinitting process for the issuance of 
RCRA permits in North Carolina. This joint permitting process is established in accordance with 
section 3006(c)(3.) of RCRA. The administrative details of the joint permitting process shall be 
incorporated into the annual State grant work program. The duties and responsibilities of EPA and 
the State for joint permitting, including. works haring agreements, shall also be specified in the annual 
State grant work program. 

The details of the joint permitting process, as contained in the State Grant Work Progr~m. 
shall be reviewed and revised as often as necessary, but no less often than annually to assure its 
continued appropriateness. 
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Upon authorization of the State for arty of the provisions ofRCRA, the specifics of the Joint 
Permitting Agreement as set in the annual State grant work program shall be amended to reflect the 
authorization. Amendment of this Memorandum of Agreement or the execution of a .separate 
Memorandum of Agreement may be required for .authorization of any of the provisions of HSW A. 

VI. PERMIT ADMINISTRATION 

A. EPA· 

EPA will administer the RCRA permits or portions of permits it has issued to facilities in 
the State until they expire or are terminated. EPA will be responsible for enforcing the terms and 
tonattions of the Federal permits while they remain in force. -· --

B. State 

the State agrees to. review all hazardous waste permits which were issued under State law 
prior to the date of approval of final authorization in accordance with 40 CFR. 271. l 3(d), and to· 
modify, or revoke and reissue, such permits as necessary to require compliaJ).c:e with the amended 
State. Program. The State shaH notify EPA of any permits not equivalent to federal permit 
requirements, including any permits that have been issued but are pending administrative or judicial 
appeal. .Except for these non-equivalent permits, once EPA has determined that the State. ~as 
fulfilled the requirements of 40 CFR 271.13(d), EPA will terminate the applicable Federal permit, 
or Federal portion of the permit, pursuant to the procedures in 40 CFR 124.5.(d), notify the State that 
the permit is terminated, and J:?.O longer administer those permits or portions of permits for which the 
State is authorized .. 

Where the State permit is not equivalent to federal permit requirements, the State may modify, 
or revoke and reissue, its permit as necessary to require compliance with its authorized program in 
a manner consistent with RCRA as amended by HSW A. If the State does not modify, or revoke and 

·reissue, a perm.it equivalent to the federal permit, EPA will administer and enforce its permit until 
-~~-

• 

it expires or is te~inated. · ·-·-··--·-·-----·-

Upon.the effective date of an equivalent State permit, EPA will teirnirn+te the federal permit 
pursuant to 40 CFR 271.8(b)(6) and 124.S(d). EPA wiil notify the permittee by certified mail of its 
intent to terminate the federal permit, and give the pem1ittee 30 days in which to agree or object to 

. termination of the permit. · 

The State agrees to resolve all State permit appeals in a manner consistent with i"ts authorized 
RCRA pro~'Tam. . . 
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c. RCR~ Cleanup Reforms 

. The State will conduct the RCRA Corrective Action Program in a manner that promotes rapid 
achievement of cleanups 'while protecting human health and the environment. Specifically, the State 
will, to the extent practicable: 

embrace.flexible, practical, results-based approaches that focus on control ofhuman exposure 
and contaminated groundwater migration in the short term, with final cleanup being the long 
term goal. · · 

0 provide ready .. public access to information and meaningful opportunities for public . 
involvement in the cleanup process. 

foster a culture of innovation, creativity, communication and technical expertise, focused. on 
accelerationcleanups and meeting program goals. 

carefully consider key program guidance (and any updates) m conducting the RCRA 
· Corrective Action Program. (See At~acbment A) 

EPA will assist the State with all aspects- of the cleanup program and support its efforts' to 
conduct faster, focused and n1ore flexible. RCRA cleanups. · 

VII. COMPLIANCE. MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT 

A. EPA.· 

EPA recognizes that the State shall have ·primacy over addressing any hazardous waste 
generator, transporter, or facility or bring enforcement against any person believed to be in violation 
of the State or federal hazardous waste program or believed to have a release of hazardous waste or 
constituent. However,. nothing in this Agreement shall restrict EP A's right to conduct the same. 

-------Before conalftting-a:n-insp·ectioinJfagenerator, transporter or facility, the Regional""itdm1nistraf5f 
··--will normaily give the Sfate at least seven days notice of the intent toinspect in accordance with 40 

CFR 271.8(b )(3 )(I), and will invite the State to participate in the inspection. In case of an imminent 
hazard to puman health and the environment, the Regional Administrator may shorten or waive the 
notice period. 

The frequency of EPA oversight and training inspections will be specified in the annual State 
grant work program. EPA will negotiate on an annual basis with the State the number or percentage 
of the State's compliance inspections on which EPA will accompany the State. 

EPA may take enforcement action against any person determined to be in violation of RCRA 
in accordance with. section 3008(a)(2). EPA will take enforcement action upon determining that the 
State has not taken timely and appropriate enforcement action or upon request by the State. Prior 
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to issuing a compliance order under section 3008(a) EPA will give notice to the State. EPA also 
retains its rights to issue orders and bring actions under sections 3008(h), 3013 and 7003 ofRCRA 
and any other applicable Federal statute. 

After notice to the State, EPA may take action under section 3008 of RCRA against a holder 
of a State-issued permit on the grounds that the pem1ittee is not complying with a condition of that 
permit. In addi_tion, EPA may take action under section 3008 of RCRA aga1nst a holder of a State
issued pem1it on the grounds that the pem1ittee is not complying with a condition that the Regional . . 

Administrator, in commenting on that permit application or draft permit, stated was necessary to 
implement approved State program requirements, whether or not that condition was included in the 
final perrriit. 

B. State. . 

The State agrees to carry out a timely and effective program for monitoring compliance by 
generators, transporters, and facilities with applicable pro~am requirements (u:e 40 CFR 271.15). 
As part of this program, the State will conduct inspections to assess compliance with generator and 
transporter standards (including manifest requirements), facility standards, permit requirements, 
compliance schedules, and all· other program requirements. Compliance monitoring activities and 
priorities will be specified in the Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance's bi-annual 
MOA gu~dance and will be addressed in the annual State grant work program which shall be 

•

, . consistent with all applicable Federal requirements. State specific activities and priorities for 
compliance monitoring will also be included in the annual grant work plan. 

• 

The State agrees to t'!-ke timely and appropriate enforcement action as defined in· the 1996 
Hazardous Waste Enforcement Response Policy against all persons in violation of generator arid 
tr_ansporter standards (including manifest requirements), facility standards, permit requirements, 
compliance schedules, and all other program requirements, including violations detected by State 
o~ Federal compliance inspections. The State will maintain procedures for receiving and ensuring 
proper consideration of information apout violations submitted by the public. 

·-···------·--·-- ---

VIII. AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION 

The State provides for the public availability of infmmation obtained by the State regarding 
facilities and sites that manage hazardous waste.· Such information is available to the public in 
substantially the same manner as, and to the same degree as, that available under federal law. The 
State agrees to keep a log of denials of requests for information (or a file containing copies of denial 
letters sent to i;equestors) which will be made. available to EPA during the State review. The State 
agrees to keep EPA fully informed of any proposed modifications to its basic statutory or regulatory 
authority, its fom1s, procedures, or priorities, as applied to section 3006(f) . 
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Item 

l 

2 

3 

4 

( 5 • 6 

7 
-

8 

9 

.. 
10 

11 

12 

• 

.BASE PERMITTING DOCUMENT FLOW 
. BETWEEN EPA AND NORTH CAROLINA 

Item Description State Action 

New and revised Part A application Copy to EPA 

a) LDF Operating Permit J?art Bs, and subsequent Copy to EPA within 
. . 

30 days of receipt. rev1s1ons 
b) Combustion Operating Permit Part Bs, 
including trial butn plans and subsequent 
revisions, risk assessment protocols and risk 
asses5merrts 
c) Subpart X Part B's, risk asse~sment protocols, 
and risk assessments 

Copies of warning letter and first Notice of Copy to EPA 
Deficiency (NOD) for all TSDFs 

Copies of 2nd and subsequent NODs/Order for ·.Send draft 30 days 
facilities in item 2_. prior to issuance if 

comments requested; 
final when issued. 

Completeness determinations for ali TSDFs Copy to EPA 

Draft permits and draft modifications for TSDFs Send to EPA 30 days 
in item 2, with fact sheets and public notices before start of public 

comment period. 

Draft permits and draft modifications for all other Copy to EPA 
TSDFs, with fact sheets arid public notices 

Final.permits and final modifications for all Copy to EPA 
TSDFs 

Emerg_ency Permit~ . Notify EPA by 
telephone ASAP, then 
send copy of pemi.it 

a) Clean Closure Plans for LDFs Send to EPA •. 

b) Closure Plans for Tank Units 

Closure Plan NODs for item l 0 facilities Copy to EPA 

Closure Plan public notices, approval letters and . Copy to EPA 
closure acceptance letters for all TSDFs 
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EPA Action : 

Review and become 
familiar with document . 

Review and become 
familiar with documents . 
Comment as appropriate 
at State request. 

.Review for HSWA 
applicability, e.g. CC. 

.Comments, if any, w/in 
30 days of r~ceipt 

Monitor progress. 

Comment to State w/in 30 
days of rec~ipt. 

Review and.comment.to 
State if cursory review 
indicates problems. 

Review ifEPA 
commented.on draft. 

Monitor situation. 

Become familiar with 
plans, particularly clean 
closure.submittals 

Review and provide 
comments tc:i Staie, if 
requested. 

Commen·t during public 
c.omment period, if 
needed . 
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Item 

1 

2A~ 

2B 

3 

4 

5 

6 

ENFORCEMENT AND COMPLIANCE DOCUMENT FLOW 
BETWEEN EPA AND NORTH CAROLINA 

Item Description State Action. EPA Action - ·. 

List of all TSDFs I significant generators/ Send list to EPA prior to Review list and notify 
sectors that State will inspect each start of quarter I year State which faCililies EPA 
quarter/year will inspect. 

State draft inspection reports for joint Review prehrninary Review preliminary 
EPA/State inspections prior to finalization findings with-CPK findings with ·state 

inspector at time of joint inspector at time of joint 
inspection inspection. Comments to 

State w/in 15 days if 
findings cannot be 

·- reconciled. 

EPA draft report for joint EPA/State Review prelimmary Final reports to be sent to 
inspections; EPA final inspection report for findings with EPA facility with copy to State 
independent inspections inspector at time of joint w/in 45 days after inspect. 

inspection. Comments on 
draft report to EPA w/in 
15 days of receipt. 

For all inspections of Significant Non- Send to EPA upon Monitor State Action for 
Compliers (SNCs), copies of inspection issuance timeliness and 
reports, .any follow-up reports and appropriate 
administrative orders etc .. action. 

Notice of Intent to receive hazardous waste Send copy to EPA upon Region review and take 
from a foreign source pursuant to 40 CFR receipt action as necessary 
265.12 

Notification of State_that EPA will take R~cei_vt:.}1_otification and Notification prior to 
enforcement action take appropriate response, issuing 3008(a) Order by 

if required telephone and /or ,friting 
within a specified time 
frame 

Notification of EPA of any determination that State notifies EPA within EPA reviews per off-site 
a CERCLA off-site facilitv is a SNC or may 5 days of determination rule, consults with State, 
be posing significant threat to public health, and takes appropri::ite 
\velfare or the environment or otherwise affect action. 
th<: satisfactory operatiqn of the facility. 

2Provisions for coordinating inspection findings for joint EPA/State 
inspections in Items 2 and 3 vary greatly . procedurally and in , degrees of 
formality between States . 
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7 For all TSDFs receiving CERCLA off site State will send within 15 EPA reviews per off-site 
waste, Inspection Reports, NOVs, Orders, days of issuance rule, consults with State, 
Civil and or Criminal actions and corrective and takes appropriate 
action requirements when significant RCRA action. 
violations occur and a formal enforcement 
response is initiated. 

8 Draft and final delisting decisions, whe~e Send draft to EPA 30 ·EPA review and provide 
State is authorized for delisting days before public notice. comments to State within 

Send final decision to 30 days of receipt of draft 
EPA 15 days before decision. EPA notify 
mailing to applicant State before State mails 

final decision to applicant 
if EPA finds serious 
technical deficiencies. 

9 Citizen concerns referred to State by EPA State investigate and EPA refer to State. 
report results to EPA w/in 
30 days of referral from 
EPA. 

• 
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Attachment A 

Top-Ten EPA Office of Solid Waste References for RCRA Corrective Action 

This list represent$ EPA 's "top-ten" recent and/or commonly used guidance documents that individuals should be 
aware of and turn to for guidance on implementing RCRA corrective action. This list is not all-inclusive; there. are 
other EPA guidance documents that may be appropriate at a specific facility. Program implementers should 
recognize that guidance documents do, not substitute for EPA 's statutes or regulations; furthermore, certain guidance 
documents may not apply to a particular situation based upon the circumstance. In the future, EPA may change 
existing guidance and develop ne\.v guidance as appropriate. These top-ten items are ·listed in reverse chronological 
order. A more comprehensive list of corrective action related guidance is available at 

· h tto f>\'\VW.epa. gov/epaOS\\'e rihazwaste/ca/resource/uuidance. htm 

EPA, 2001: RCRA Cleanup Reforms Il: Fostering Creative Solutions (EPA530-F-Ol-01; January 2001). 
Available at http:/ lv.'Vv'"\1-: .epa. go vi epa osv.:eril1azwaste/ ca!re forms/refo1ms2 .pd ( 

EPA, 2000. Institutional Controls: A Site Manager's Guide to Identifying, Evaluating and Selecting 
Institutional Controls· At Superfund and RCRA Corrective Action Cleanups. OSWER Policy Directive 
9355.0-74-FS-P. Available at 
http :i..\" '\.\'\v. epa. !!.ov/ e paosv·:e rihazwaste/ ca/re sou reef !!ui dc:i nce/i cs/icfactfin al .pd f 

·EPA, 1999. Corrective Action for Solid Waste Management Units at Hazardous Waste Management 
Facilities (64 FR 54604, October 7) - [partial withdrawal of proposed Subpart S regulations). Available 
at http://\.V\.\·w.epa.Qov/epaoswerihazwaste/ca/resource/r:uidanceirren ca/\vithdrwl.htm .. 

EPA, 1999. RCRA Cleanup Reforms (EPA530-F-99-018; July 1999). For more information, refer to 
http://www!ena. !!.ov/euaoswer/oswifacrsheet l .pdf. 

EPA, 1999. Use of Monitored Natural Attenuation a·t Superfund, RCRA Corrective Action and 
Underground S_to~age Tank Sites (April 21). OSWER Policy Directive 9200.4-l 7P. Available at 
http:!/www.epa.gov/swerust l/directiv/d92004 I 7 .htm. 

EPA, 1999. Interim Final Guidance for RC~ Corrective Action Environmental Indicators (February 5). 
Available at W\V\v.epa.r:ov/epaoswer/osw/ei guida.pdf. 

-EP-A-;-1-9-9-8::-Mana-gement-e-f-R-emediation Waste Under RCRA (EPA530-F-98-026). Available at 
http :!/YY\\-\V .epa. r:o v!epaoswer/hazwaste:'cairesource/ !!U i dance/remwasreiosnd mern. pd f 

EPA, 1996. Memorandum from Steven A. Herman and Elliott P. Laws to RCRA/CERCLASenior 
Policy Managers titled, "Coordination between RCRA. Corrective Action and Closure ;:i.nd CERCLA Site 
Activities'' (September 24) .. Available at 
http :i ivv•.vw. epa. f!.ov/ epaos\l;et/hazwaste! ca/resource/ Q:ll i da nee/ gen ca/ coordmem. pdf. 

EPA. 1996. Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (61FR19432, May 1). Available at 
hrto:!iwww.epa.!!ov/docs/fedrrrstr/EP A-\VASTE/1996/fl.·f ay/Dav-01/pr-547 .pdf. 
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EPA, 1994. RCRA Correcti\·e Action Plan. OSV/ER Directive 9902.3-2.A. A v<iilable at 
h l 1 Q :'/\1· \\·11· .Ct1~1. QI) 1:/L'l);J DS 11-'c:rih i.l:C \\.':l ::.lC:.('J ."J"('SULll"CC . .- !.! Li i tl;Jnl'l:.· l,'.C n CJ -'J-U<.lC J 0. nJ r 
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Exhibit P-2 
2013-01-07 -Delegation of Authority from the 
Secretary of the Department to the Director of 

the Division of Waste Management 
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State of North Carolina 
Department of Environment 
and Natural Resources 

4~~A. 
•!'~---~NfbENR 

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY 

In accordance with G.S. 1438-10, I hereby delegate to: 

POSITION: Director, Division of Waste Management 

THE FOLLOWING AUTHORITY: TO PERFORM THE DUTIES AND 
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE SECRETARY OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT 
AND NATURAL RESOURCES AS FOLLOWS: 

1) TO ADMINISTER AND ENFORCE THE REGULATORY PROVISIONS OF GS 
CHAPTER 130A; ARTICLE 9, AND THE REGULATIONS PROMULGATED 

. THEREUNDER; 

2) TO SUSPEND OR REVOKE A PERMIT OR PARTICIPATION IN A PROGRAM 
PURSUANT TO GS 130A-23; 

3) TO EXERCISE THE RIGHT OF ENTRY PURSUANT TO GS 130A-17 TO 
ADMINISTER AND ENFORCE CHAPTER 130A, ARTICLE 9, AND THE REGULATIONS 
PROMULGATED THEREUNDER; 

4) TO IMPOSE AND RECOVER ADMINISTRATIVE PENALTIES IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH GS 130A-22(a) AND (g) AND THE REGULATIONS PROMULGATED 
THEREUNDER; . 

5) TO INSTITUTE AN ACTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF PURSUANT TO GS 130A-
18; 

6) TO ISSUE AN ORDER TO ABATE A PUBLIC HEALTH NUISANCE, AND 
INSTITUTE AN ACTION TO ENFORCE THE ORDER, PURSUANT TO GS 130A-19; 

7) TO ISSUE AN ORDER TO ABATE AN IMMINENT HEALTH HAZARD, AND 
TAKE ANY ACTION NECESSARY TO ABATE THE HAZARD, PURSUANT TO GS 130A-
20; 
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DELEGATION: Waste Management 
Page 2of2 

8) TO INSTITUTE AN ACTION PURSUANT TO GS 130A-27 TO RECOVER MONEY, 
PROPERTY, OR THE MONETARY VALUE OF GOODS OR SERVICES WRONGFULLY 
PAID OR TRANSFERRED; 

AND TO SIGN ALL INSTRUMENTS NECESSARY TO EXERCISE THE AUTHORITY 
DELEGATED HEREIN. EXCEPT FOR ELEMENT NUMBER 7 ABOVE, ELEMENTS OF 
THIS AUTHORITY MAY BE SUB-DELEGATED, EXCEPT THAT THE SUB
DELEGATION MUST BE FURNISHED TO THE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY. THIS 
DELEGATION SUPERSEDES ALL PREVIOUSLY ISSUED DELEGATIONS WITH 
RESPECT TO THE STATUTES AND REGULATIONS CITED HEREIN . 
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Exhibit P-3 
2014-06-02 - Delegation of Authority from the 
Director of the Division of Waste Management 

to the Chief of the Hazardous Waste Section 
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AVA 
NCDEMR 

North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources 

Pat McCrory 
Governor 

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY 

In accordance with G.S. 143B-10, I hereby delegate to: 

POSITION: Section Chief, Hazardous Waste Section 
Division of Waste Management 

John E. Skvarla, Ill 
Secretary 

The following authority: to administer and enforce the regulatory provisions of G.S. 
Chapter 130A, Article 9 as it relates to Hazardous Waste Management; to exercise the right of 
entry pursuant to G .S. 13 OA-17 to administer or enforce these regulatory provisions; to issue all 
permits pursuant to these regulatory provisions and to suspend or revoke these pennits pursuant to 
G.S. 130A-23; to impose and recover administrative penalties in accordance with G.S. 130A-22 
(a) and (g) and the regulations promulgated thereunder; to sign, on behalf of the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources, all instruments reasonably necessary to exercise the 
authority delegated herein. . . , ...... 

The authority delegated herein is effective beginning JtA.t--< ·J.., J..o I~ , and continuing thereafter 
until and unless superseded or withdrawn. 

Signed ~:-1 \--'---<--. /~\( f-=------_ 
Lin'& M. Culpeppt?D'irector 

Date: _:I~. ~(~&N.~~d-~· +-' _d-0_1_'4 __ 
I 

1646 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-1646 
Phone: 919-707-8200 \Internet: http://portal.ncdenr.org/web/wm 

An Equal Opportunily \ Affinnalive Action Employer - Made In part by recycled paper 
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Exhibit Q-1 
2014-09-23 -Affidavit of 

Jenny Lopp, Financial Analyst 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA IN THE OFFICE OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

13EHR18253 COUNTY OF WAKE 

WASCOLLC ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Petitioner, 

v. 
AFFIDAVIT 

OF 
JENNY LOPP 

NC DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES, DIVISION OF WASTE 
MANAGEMENT, HAZARDOUS 
WASTE SECTION 

Respondent. 

NOW COMES Jenny Lopp, being first duly sworn, and deposes and says the following: 

1. My name is Jenny Lopp . 

2. I am over eighteen years of age, I am under no legal disability, and I am competent to 
give this testimony. 

3. I am a Financial Analyst with the Compliance Branch of the Hazardous Waste Section 
within the Waste Management Division of the North Carolina Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources ("the Department"). 

4. Between 1987 and present I have held various job titles with the Department or the 
Department's predecessors in interest. 

5. In my current position and all of my former positions I have been responsible for 
monitoring facilities' compliance with the financial assurance requirements of the State 
Hazardous Waste Program (a federally delegated program that consists of the Solid 
Waste Management Act contained within Article 9 of Chapter 130A of the North 
Carolina General Statutes, and the rules promulgated thereunder and codified in 
Subchapter 13A of Title l 5A of the North Carolina Administrative Code), including but 
not limited to annual updates of financial assurance instruments for inflation. 

6. The post-closure financial assurance requirements of the State Hazardous Waste Program 
apply to post-closure owners and/or operators . 
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7. I am familiar with the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing facility located at 850 
Warren Wilson Road, Swannanoa, North Carolina 28778, which is associated with 
United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") identification number NCD 070 
619 663 ("the Facility"). 

8. I became familiar with this Facility as part of my job duties. 

9. On numerous occasions between 1999 and present I have communicated with various 
individuals concerning the Facility's post-closure financial assurance, including by letter, 
email, and telephone. These individuals included John Coyne and Rodney Huerter. I 
understood these individuals to be acting on behalf of WASCO LLC ("W ASC0")2 

throughout the course of these communications. 

10. Based on the totality of my communications with WASCO, it is my understanding that 
WASCO is a post-closure "operator" of the Facility and has been a post-closure 
"operator" since 2004 at the latest. 

11. My understanding regarding WASCO's post-closure "operator" status is also based on 
my training, education, and experience, including my understanding of applicable law 
and guidance. 

12. To the best of my knowledge, no person other than WASCO has supplied a post-closure 
financial assurance instrument for the Facility between 1999 and present. 

13. The things I have testified to in this Affidavit are true to my own personal knowledge. 

FURTHER THE AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 

This the~ day of St pb.rr-bt A.._2014. 

J~ 
KELLY 8. GALANTIS 

Notary Public 

Johnston Caul~ 
My Commission Expires~ -I [ 

1 As used herein, references to WASCO shall include WASCO's predecessors in interest including but not limited to 
United States Filter Corporation and Water Applications & Systems Corporation. 
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Originals set forth in their entirety in Rule 9(d) Documentary Exhibits 

 
 

 

 Letter from the Hazardous Waste Section to WASCO  
          [16 August 2013], attached to Respondent’s Exhibit Q-2,  
 Affidavit of Mary Siedlecki, appears at Doc. Exs. 9-11 
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• 

• 

• 

Exhibit 0-3 
2014-09-24 -Affidavit of 

Harold "Bud" McCarty, Head of the 
Facility Management Branch 
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• STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF WAKE 

WASCOLLC 

Petitioner, 

v. 

NC DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES, DIVISION OF WASTE 
MANAGEMENT, HAZARDOUS 
WASTE SECTION 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN THE OFFICE OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

13EHR18253 

AFFIDAVIT 
OF 

HAROLD "BUD" MCCARTY 

NOW COMES Harold "Bud" McCarty, being first duly sworn, and deposes and says the 
following: 

• 1. My name is Harold "Bud" McCarty. 

• 

2. I am over eighteen years of age, I am under no legal disability, and I am competent to 
give this testimony. 

3. I am the Head of the Facility Management Branch of the Hazardous Waste Section ("the 
Section"), within the Waste Management Division of the North Carolina Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources ("the Department"). 

4. I have held the position of Facility Management Branch Head since February 2003. 

5. Between September 2001 and February 2003 I served as the Section's Programs Branch 
Head. 

6. I served as Supervisor of the Data Management and Program Support Unit within the 
Programs Branch of the Department (and a predecessor in interest of the Department) 
between July 1995 and September 2001. 

7. Between May 1987 and July 1995 I served as an Environmental Engineer for the 
Hazardous Waste Permitting Section of a predecessor in interest of the Department. 

8. I am familiar with the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing facility located at 850 
Warren Wilson Road, Swannanoa, North Carolina 28778, which is associated with 

- Doc. Ex. 1248 -
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• 

• 

• 

United States Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") identification number NCD 070 
619 663 ("the Facility"). 

9. I first became familiar with this Facility in 2003 in my capacity as Facility Management 
Branch Head, which included supervising the activities of the Facility's Project 
Managers. 

10. I participated in the drafting and decision-making surrounding the August 16, 2013 letter 
from the Section to WASCO LLC ("WASCO") (see attached), which concerned 
WASCO's regulated status under the State Hazardous Waste Program (a federally 
delegated program that consists of the Solid Waste Management Act contained within 
Article 9 of Chapter 130A of the North Carolina General Statutes, and the rules 
promulgated thereunder and codified in Subchapter 13A of Title 15A of the North 
Carolina Administrative Code). 

11. Others members of the Section who participated in the drafting and decision-making 
surrounding the August 16, 2013 letter included Elizabeth "Liz" Cannon, then-Chief of 
the Section; and Mary Siedlecki, Hydrogeologist with the Facility Mariagement Branch 
and the facility's current Project Manager. 

12. The letter asserted that WASCO was a post-closure "operator" of the Facility required to 
obtain a post-closure permit or enforceable document in lieu of a permit. 

13. The "operator" assertion in the letter was based on the totality of the circumstances 
related to WASCO's course of dealing with the Section (including the Section's course of 
dealing with WASCO's environmental consultant, Mineral Springs Environmental, P.C.), 
along with the Section's understanding of applicable law, EPA guidance, and the advice 
of counsel. 

14. The things I have testified to in this Affidavit are true to my own personal knowledge. 

FURTHER THE AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 

Sworn to and subscribed before 
me this the ..;Ul day of ~fkJM\o{.v, 2014. 

~M~wl.J 
N~ I . 
My Commission Expires: I { 1-lf / tj 

\!\{ t,t,\4_ tcv~ll~ . 

~-z.~/ If \ \'6 9 

KATHLEEN LANCE 
NOTARY PUBLIC 

WAKE COUNTY, N.C. 
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 Letter from the Hazardous Waste Section to WASCO  
          [16 August 2013], attached to Respondent’s Exhibit Q-3, 
 Affidavit of Harold “Bud” McCarty, appears at Doc. Exs. 9-11 
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• 

• 

• 

Exhibit Q-4 
2014-09-24 -Affidavit of Julie Woosley, 

Chief of the Hazardous Waste Section 
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• STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

COUNTY OF WAKE 

WASCOLLC 

Petitioner, 

v. 

NC DEPARTMENT OF 
ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL 
RESOURCES, DIVISION OF WASTE 
MANAGEMENT, HAZARDOUS 
WASTE SECTION 

Respondent. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

IN THE OFFICE OF 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARINGS 

13 EHR 18253 

AFFIDAVIT 
OF 

JULIE WOOSLEY 

NOW COMES Julie Woosley, being first duly sworn, and deposes and says the 
following: 

• 1. My name is Julie Woosley. 

2. I am over eighteen years of age, I am under no legal disability, and I am competent to 
give this testimony. 

3. I am the Chief of the Hazardous Waste Section ("the Section") within the Waste 
Management Division of the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources ("the Department"). " , · · 

4. The Section is responsible for, among other things, maintaining the public record files 
related to the State Hazardous Waste Program (a federally delegated· program that 
consists of the Solid Waste Management Act contained within Article 9 of Chapter 130A 
of the North Carolina General Statutes, and the rules promulgated thereunder and 
codified in Subchapter l 3A of Title l 5A of the North Carolina Administrative Code). 

5. As Section Chief and in the course of my work, I am familiar with the file system 
maintaine4 .. \Jy iµ.e·,section ·under my supervision and certify that I have custody of all 
records intJ::ioseJile~ kep.(in the regular course of the Section's business. 

' ' 

6. These files include records related to the former Asheville Dyeing and Finishing facility 
located at 850 Warren Wilson Road, Swannanoa, North Carolina 28778, which is 
associated with United States Environmental Protection· Agency ("EPA") identification 

• number NCD 070 619 663 ("the Facility"). 
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7. I am familiar with the pending litigation concerning ~his Facility in the Office of • 
Administrative Hearings, in docket number 13 EHR 18253. In the context of this 
litigation, I have reviewed Respondent's Exhibits in support of Respondent's Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 

8. As described further in the attached index, the following exhibits are true and accurate 
copies of documents within the legal custody of the Section that comprise part of the 
official record for the Facility: 

• Exs. A-1 to A-7 
• Exs. B-1 to B-19, B-21 to B-23, B-25 to B-37 
• Exs. C-1 to C-4 
• Exs. D-1 to D-4 
• Exs. F-1, F-3 to F-5, F-7 to F-8 
• Exs. H-1 to H-31, H-33 to H-35, H-37 to H-39, H-41 to H-48, H-50 to H-53, H-55 

to H-57 
• Exs. I-1 to I-33 
• Exs. L-43 to L-44 
• Exs. 0-1 to 0-9 
• Exs. P-1 to P-3 

9. The exhibits listed above were and are being kept in the course of regularly conducted 
business activities of the Section. 

10. The things I have testified to in this Affidavit are true to my own personal knowledge. 

FURTHER THE AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 

This the ~ay of }!~~ , 2014. 

North Carolina 
County of Wake 

Sworn to and subscribed before 

~~dayof ~btr.2014. 
··~~J~ .. 

KATHLEEN LANCE ·~1 
NOTARY PUBLIC . 

WAKE COUNTY, N.C. 

• 

• 
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Originals set forth in their entirety in the Rule 9(d)  

Documentary Exhibits, as follows: 
 

Exhibits to Affidavit of Julie Woosley 
dated 24 September 2014, Filed Simultaneously with 

Respondent’s Motion for Summary Judgment 
 
Exs. A-1 to A-7 appear at Doc Exs. 65-87 

Exs. B-1 to B-19 appear at Doc Exs. 88-151; 
Exs. B-21 to B-23 appear at Doc Exs. 155-161; 
Exs. B-25 to B-37 appear at Doc Exs. 164-192 
 
Exs. C-1 to C-4 appear at Doc. Exs. 194-252 
 
Exs. D-1 to D-4 appear at Doc. Exs. 260-303 

Ex. F-1 appears at Doc. Exs. 323-330; 
Exs. F-3 to F-5 appear at Doc. Exs. 333-353; 
Exs. F-7 to F-8 appear at Doc. Exs. 357-389 

Exs. H-1 to H-31 appear at Doc. Exs. 441-521; 
Exs. H-33 to H-35 appear at Doc. Exs. 528-533; 
Exs. H-37 to H-39 appear at Doc. Exs. 538-544; 
Exs. H-41 to H-48 appear at Doc. Exs. 547-565; 
Exs. H-50 to H-53 appear at Doc. Exs. 570-580; 
Exs. H-55 to H-57 appear at Doc. Exs. 585-591 

Exs. I-1 to I-33 appear at Doc. Exs. 592-863 

Exs. L-43 to L-44 appear at Doc Exs. 1043-1046 
 
Exs. O-1 to O-9 appear at Doc. Exs. 1189-1212 
 
Exs. P-1 to P-3 appear at Doc. Exs. 1214-1237 
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